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PREFACE.

The present work, containing the substance of a course of

Lectures during the year 1875-6, is an examination and

review of the modem Fatalistic Philosophy, and Doctrine

of Evolution, as unfolded in Mr Herbert Spencer's 'First

Principles,* the first in a series of works which have

gained no small degree of reputation and influence. As

I believe the views they advocate to be radically unsound,

full of logical inconsistency and contradiction, and flatly

opposed to the fundamental doctrines of CJhristianity, and

even the very existence of Moral Science, I have felt that

no task could fall more directly within the range of my

appointed duties, as Knightbridge Professor, than the

attempt to place in a clear light the thorough unsound-

ness of the basis upon which they rest. It is difficult,

and almost impossible, to make an inquiry of this kind
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attractive to general readers. But I think that those

who take the pains to read my strictures, and compare

them with the statements of the work to which they are

a reply, will find the effort repaid by a clearer apprehen-

sion of the topics in debate, arl a full conviction that the

old foundations of morality ani Christian faith emerge

with fresh evidence of their truth from till the floods and

currents of unbelieving speculation in these last days.

Tbinitt Parsonaoe, Caubbidoe,

Sept. 28, 1876.



INTRODUCTION.

Moral Theology, as one main branch of universal science,

involves throe great truths. " There is one living and true

Ood, the Maker of all things, visible and invisible." He is

before all things, and by Him all things consist and en-

dure. He is not only the Creator and the Preserver, but

the Lawgiver and Moral Governor of the world. The uni-

verse is far higher and nobler than merely a vaat machine.

It includes not only lifeless matter, but living and sentient

creatures. Among these it includes rational and intelli-

gent beings, men and angels, endued with a power of

choice, with reason and will, who can recognize a law of

duty, know and love the great Creator, and either yield

Him honour and due obedience, or rebel and disobey. The
world's history thus comprises higher elements than the

constancy of physical laws alone. It includes the ideas of

righteousness and holiness, of sin, rebellion, and disobedi-

ence, of moral degradation and possible ruin, and again of

moral recovery and redemption. It is a further ma»n doc-

trine of this theology, that sin has entered into the world,

and moral evil has widely prevailed, and that there is

around us an actual scheme of Providence for the recovery

of the lost and guilty to holiness, happiness, and immortal

B. 1
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lift'. The course of the world's changes is thus one of

<)cep mystery, from the entrance and long sway of moral

t-yil among the creatures whom (Jod haj made. But
while clouds and darknuHs are around the unseen Law-
giver, justice and judgment are the habitation of His

throne. There may bo a prolonged conflict of good and evil,

but the final victory of Divine goodness is sure. There is

no blind Fate, working on without aim or purpose, but

ti»e continual unfolding and fulfilment of the eternal coim-

hel of a God of wisdom and infinite goodness. " Of him,

and through him, and to him are all things, to whom bo

glory for ever and ever."

A wholly opposite viev>r, borrowed from the heathen

philosophy of Epicurus, has lately been revived among us,

ill connexion with the modern advances and discoveries in

jthysical science. Its exact form varies in each of the

writers by whom it is espoused and maintained. But its

main princii)les are these. The First Cause, the Unseen
Power of the universe, cannot be known at all, and there-

fore cannot reasonably be served, loved, honoured, or

obeyed. Man is only a product and result of physical

laws, some strange j.:id peculiar condensation of atomic

forces. The course of the world is a ceaseless evolution,

implying no plan, choice, or will on the part of the unseen

and UMknown Power, and including no choice, will, or

moral good or evil on the part of men, but only a fated

cycle of inevitable changes, determined by fixed mechanical
laws alone. In this way a primitive nebula, called some-
times a fire-mist, has developed into worlds, suns and
planets and living things, and will probably return, after

countless ages, to nebulous mist, confusion, and darkness
again.

In the present work I propose to examine some of the
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iiiain princij'!;;!} of thiK Fatalistic Tlioory, (.'spcoiully ah

unfolileii by Mr H. S|H'iu'or in his ' First I'rincipK's,'

which comes first in onlor in a sorics of works, (lusiirned to

compose a new anil improved system of philosophy. The
currency which it has gained, and the high jmiises which

it has received from not a few eminent names, are reasons

why those who believe it to be wholly fallacious and mis-

leading in its reasoning, and completely i.ntichristian in its

whole spirit and tone, should submit its statemeuts to u

close and searching inquiry.

The work consists of tw ) books, the first on the Un-
knowable, and tho second on the Knowable. The former

begins with an attempt to prove that all the ultimate re-

ligious ideas are contradictory, and incapable of being

conceived; that Atheism, Pantheism, and Theism are three

conceptions eiiually incapable of proof, and that "the Power
which tho universe manilests is utterly inscrutable." The
idtimate scientific ideas, in their turn, are pronounced

equally inconceivable, and full of apparent contradictions.

As tho result of tho whole inquiry, Religion and Sci-

ence are to be reconciled and harmonized by the axiom,

that science includes the whole sphere of man's know-

ledge, that religion has for its proper field blind instincts

or emotions, and that its distinction is to lie beyond all

human e.xperience so that it is equivalent to Nescience or

Ignorance alone.

The second book deals with the doctrine of the Know-
able. Philosophy must be shut out from a great part of

the domain which once was thought to belong to it. It

must renounce the hope to learn anything, or know any-

thing, as to the nature of the First Cause, or the Supreme
Power. The domain left to it is that of Physical Science.

It concerns itself with coexistences and sequences among
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phenomena, grouping them together, and thus attempts

to rise higher and higher in the discovery of their actual

laws. So long as truths are known only apart, they can-

not be called philosophy. Science is partly unified know-

ledge, and Philosophy is knowledge completely unified.

I propose to examine carefully some of the main prin-

ciples in this building of vast pretensions, which has

gained for its author from a leading experimentalist, along

with the works that are based upon it, the high title of

the Apostle of the Understanding. How far these praises

of the system are deserved will perhaps be seen more
clearly at the close of the following examination.



CHAFlER I.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE UNKNOWABLE.

The Physical Fatalism, of which the outlines are unfolded
in Mr Spencer's First Principles, stands in diametrical con-
trast to the science of Moral Theology. The a priori

truths of one scheme of thought are the fundamental false-

hoods of the other. I shall now review in succession some
of the main axioms of the new philosophy, in order to

place in a clearer light the truths they contradict and
oppose.

The first main part of the system, the foundation of all

the rest, is the doctrine of the Unknowable. The problem
proposed at the outset is to reconcile Religion with Sci-

ence. And this is eiFected in a very simple, but a very

startling way. Science is identified with Physics. Reli-

gion is made another name for simple Nescience. Theology
is pronounced to be a futile attempt to transcend the

appointed limits of human thought. It is a vain and
pretentious claim to know the Unknowable.

A hundred and twenty pages are spent in unfolding

this main axiom of the new philosophy. Atheism, Pan-
theism, and Theism are three rival attempts to explain

the secret of the universe. But they are equal failures.

The secret cannot be explained. Religious Nihilism is the
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only consistent and tenable theory. It is the negative

creed, summed up in one maxim—"The deepest, widest,

and most certain of all facts is this, that the Power which
the universe manifests to us is utterly inscrutable."

The true doctrine, held by Christian divines and phi-

losophers in every age, is the exact reverse. Science is no
mere synonym for Material Physics. It includes, as taught

by Baccn in the * De Augmentis,' and by all men of deep
thought, three main divisions, Physics, Humanity, and
Theology; or the kno\v''>dge of Nature, of Man, and of God.

The first of these has two ma'n divisions, the science of

lifeless matter, and of living but irrational things.
'

'

Science, then, stands in no real contrast to Humanity
and Theology, which are two main parts of it, and the last

is its noblest and highest portion. Its true contrasts are

with nescience on one side, and omniscience on the

other. It implies further a knowledge organized, and re- ^

duced to system, and not left in separate, unconnected

fragments. Its tendency is to unity and completeness.

Hence true Science cannot be opposed to Theology. Some
real or pretended knowledge of the great First Cause is

essential for the unity of all knowledge beside. Atheism
is scientific anarchy. Pantheism and Theism are the false

and true alternatives, towards one or other of which phi-

losophy, in its striving after unity, must inevitably tend.
'

Theology is the highest and noblest science. Hence it

needs for its attainment, not only the best and purest

etforts of human thought, but special help and guidance

from that Ood whom it seeks to know, the great Source of

all true wisdom. And He has promised that they who
geek earnestly this highest of all scionces, the knowledge

of the Holy One, however various the degrees of their

attainment, shall never seek in vain.
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The doctrine of the Uijknowablo consists in the re-

jection and reversal of this groat doctrine of the Christian

Faith. It would reconcile Religion with Science by
proving that they have nothing in common. Religion,

in its creed, is another name for simple ignorance. Its

only sphere is the Unknowable. It deals with a subject

on which, from the nature of our faculties, nothing can

be known.

The matter, it is truly said, is one which concerns

each and all of us more than any other matter whatever,

"It must affect us in all our relations, must determine

our conceptions of the Universe, of Life, of Human
Nature, and influence our ideas of right and wrong."

For if a true reconciliation of Religion and Science
" must cause a revolution of thought, fruitful in beneficial

consequences," it is no less plain that a false reconcilia-

tion, which extinguishes religious faith, and places a
blind Fate on the throne of the universe, must be one
of the worst of all calamities that can afflict and deceive

mankind.

The doctrine in question makes a double affirmation.

Fiwt, the Being of God, and every other religious dogma,

cannot be proved. And next, it cannot even be really

believed. Those who think they believe in creation antl

a Creator are victims of an illusion, which the writer

undertakes to explain to them. They are deceived by
"a symbolic conception, which cannot be realized in

consciousness." Self-existence, the Being of Qod, an act

of creation, are pseud-ideas, and unthinkable.

We may well be curious to learn the natu.e of this

argument, sublime in its audacity, which reduces Chris-

tianity, Theism, and every definite religious faith, to ashes

in a moment. It consists of two parts, the first original,
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and the other borrowed from Sir William Hamilton's
Philosophy, and Dean Mansel's Lectures on the Limits
of Religious Thought

The original argument is this. Atheism, Pantheism,
and Theism are three rival theories, which undertake to ex-
plain the great problem of the origin and existence of the
universe. But each of them alike is a failure. Atheism
foils, because it affirms the self-existence of the universe,

and self-existence is unthinkable. " By no mental effort

can we form a conception of existence without a beginning."

Pantheism is the doctrine that the universe is self-

created. It fails for two reasons. We cannot conceive
of potential existence passing into real by some inherent
necessity, as self-creation would require us to do; and
self-existence, the unthinkable idea, is involved as before
for the potential universe.

:• Theism, again, involves a paralogism, and three un-
thinkable ideas. The paralogism is the attempt to
explain creation by analogy with the work of a human
workman. There is no analogy, but contrast, since the
workman makes use of pre-existing materials. The
three unthinkable ideas are, first, the creation of matter
out of nothing; next, that of space; and lastly, the idea
of self-existence, as in the two other theories.

Thus the doctrine of the Unknowable, by the method
of exclusion, becomes the only possible alternative. In
other words, the negative creed, that of the origin of the
universe, and the hidden Source of all its changes,
nothing whatever can be known.

What shall we say, then, of this fourth alternative.

Religious Nihilism? Practically, it is the equivalent
of dogmatic Atheism. Logically it differs, and goes one
step further in error and self-contradiction.
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Theism, as a practical doctrine, affirms that there is

a True and Living God, the Creator and Moral Governor

of the world, who may be known by every creature

endued with reason, and ouglit to be known, obeyed,

loved, and worshipped. Such a God the Nihilist rejects

and denies as completely as the dogmatic Atheist We
cannot know one who is unknowable. We cannot obey
one, of whom we cannot tell that he has given any
commands. We cannot honour, love, or reverence one,

of whose nature we have no conception, of whom we do

not know whether he is good or evil, or has any moral

character whatever.

The doctrine, then, practically, is Atheism under a
disguised ,name. Logically, it is one degree more un-
reasonable. Theism, Pantheism, and Atheism, all agree

that there must be self-exiBtence somewhere. The first

ascribes it to a good, holy, perfect Being. The third

ascribes it to the countless multitude of material atoms,

and supposes these lifeless, self-created or self-existent

atoms, to manufacture life and thought by their own
combinations. The second also ascribes self-existence to

every part of the world, but at the same time ascribes

to these a common life and unity, so that all phenomena
are modes of one all-pervading soul of the world. Nihil-

ism condemns all three alike for the truth they hold in

common, that "there must be self-existence somewhere."

This assumption, Mr Spencer says, whether made nakedly

or under a disguise, is " equally vicious, equally unthink-

able." Yet he admits in the same sentence that the as-

sumption is one " which it is impossible to avoid making."

The common fault, then, for which the three rival

doctrines are condemned, is that they do what no one

can help doing, or believe in "self-existenco somewhere."
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The peculiar excellence of the doctrine of the Unknow-
able is that it does what its own author declares no one
can do, admits self-existence nowhere. A strange founda-
tion indeed for a new and improved philosophy 1

. • Theists do not, as Air Spencer alleges, overlook

the contrast between creation out of nothing, and the
arrangement of existing materials in a Cosmos or well-

ordeied Universe. It is to the second, not to the first,

that they apply the analogy of a human workman, and
with perfect reason. They do not deny that the creation

of matter out of nothing is mysterious, and has no
analogy in the worka of men. But mystery is not self-

contradiction. The doctrine rests on three simple truths

—

that being does exist—that hence there must be self-

existence somewhere—and that all things around us, and
our own minds, have characters opposed to self-existence

;

that is, weakness, limitation, mutual dependence, and
continual change. The idea of creation is definite and
intelligible. "By faith we understand that the worlds

were created by the word of God." But the idea is also

a mystery, seen only in part, and therefore we are said to

understand it by faith alone.

A further disproof of Theism is drawn from our con-

ception of Space. " If creation were an adequate theory

as to matter and mind, it must apply also to space.

This must be maoo as matter is made. But the im-

possibility of conceiving this is so plain that no one dares

assert it."

This assertion, however, is contradicted almost as soon

as made. In the opening of the very next chapter the

Kantian view of space, as subjective, or a form of human
thought, is one of four alternatives, all of which have
been «r may be held, but are all unthinkable. The
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Nihilist, then, must falsify his own creed, and think

what he says cannot be thought, before he can derive

any argument from the nature of Space to disprove the

Christian doctrine of Creation.

The main part of the reasoning, however, in favour

of this doctrine of the Unknowable, is borrowed from
Sir W. Hamilton's Philosophy, and Dean Mansel's Bamp-
ton Lectures. How strange, that the basis of a theory

which pronounces all Theology to be made up of

pseud-ideas, unthinkable dreams of men self-deceived,

should be found in Lectures not only written professedly

m defence of Christianity, but welcomed at the time in

many quarters with great applause, as a valuable con-

tribution to the cause of Christian faith

!

The Lectures in question were no sooner published,

and welcomed with high praise by many critics, than

protests against their main doctrine and their dangerous

tendency were loudly and vigorously made. Professor

Maurice was one of the first to offer an indignant protest

in hia work called ' What is Revelation ?' This led to

a prompt reply from the Lecturer, and to a rejoinder by
Professor Maurice in a second work. The style of the

discussion was not faultless on either side, and there

seemed some danger of its degenerating into a personal

quarrel. But while I differ from much in Professor

Maurice's strictures, and in his own counter-statement, and
regret the tone of his first work, on the main issue I have

no doubt that truth and reason were on his side. The
proffered defence of revealed religion was really, how-
ever undesignedly, an entire betrayal of its cause, and
would make any real defence of it impossible. Dr M'Cosh,

of a very different school from Professor Maurice, and an

able metaphysician, took substantially the same view.
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He remarked on the Harailtonian doctrine, Mrhich forms
the entire warp of the Lectures, that " it prepares the

way for a Nihilist philosophy, and loaves no ground from
which to repel the attacks of religious scepticism."

In two reviews of the Lectures, soon after they ap-

peared, in the ' Christian Observer,' and more recently in

a stuoll work, 'The Scripture Doctrine of Creation,' I

have taken my share already in the protest which many
others have raised. I remarked that the principles, from
which the Lecturer deduced his conclusions in favour of

Christianity, pointed logically to conclusions entirely

different, and highly dangerous. Others, I said, would
not fail to trace them to their true issue ; and we should

then be left stranded on a barren and dreary shore of

universal religious Pyrrhonism, still more deadly than
those other forms of Rationalism, which tlie eloquent

writer sought to overthrow.

The use which Mr Spencer makes of the Bampton
Lectures in the work I am now examining exactly fulfils

this anticipation. He quotes largely from them, to

establish his own creed of perfect Religious Nihilism.

And he docs this, he says, for two reasons, that the

mode in which the doctrine is presented cannot be im-
proved, and also that since the Lecturer is writing in

defence of the current theology, his reasonings will be
more acceptable to the majority of readers. He then

proceeds to quote four pages in one chapter and thred

in another, out of sixteen or twenty in the Lectures,

and these together form the main substance of the whole
argument. I shall quote here a few sentences only, to

show its general nature.

" These three conceptions, the First Cause, the Abso-

lute, the Infinite, all equally indispensable, do they not
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imply contradiction, when viewed as attributes of one and
the name Being? A Cause, as such, cannot be absolute,

and the Absolute, as such, cannot be a cause. The cause,

as such, exists only In relation to an effect: the cause is

the cause of the efl'ect, and the eflfect is the effect of the

cause. On the otiier hand, the conception of the Abso-
lute implies a possibility of existence t)ut of all relation

!

Wo attempt to escape from this contradiction by intro-

ducing the idea of succession in time. The Absolute
exists first by itself, and afterward becomes a cause. But
here we are chocked by a third conception, that of the

Infinite. How can the Infinite become that which it was
not from the first? If causation is a possible mode of

existence, that which exists without causing is not infinite,

that which becomes a cause has passed beyond its former

limits...The Absolute cannot be conceived as conscious,

neither can it be conceived as unconscious. It cannot be
conceived as complex, neither can ii be conceived as

simple. -It cannot be conceived by diflference, neither

can it be conceived by the absence of difference. It cannot

be identified with the universe, neither can it be distin-

guished from it."

" The fundamental conceptions of Rational Theology
being thus self-destructive, we may naturally expect
to find the same antagonism in their special applications.

How can Infinite Power be able to do all things,

and Infinite Goodness be unable to do evil? How can
Infinite Justice exact the utmost penalty for every sin,

and Infinite Mercy pardon the sinner? How can Infinite

Wisdom know all things, and Infinite Freedom be at

liberty to do or to forbear? How is the existence of evil

compatible with that of an Infinitely Perfect Being? For
if He wills it, He is not infinitely good; and if He wills
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it not, His Avill is thwarted, and His sphere of action

limited."

"To sum up the argument, the conception of the Infi-

nite and the Absolute, from whatever side we view it,

appears compassed with contradictions. There i 8 contra-

diction in suppoHing such an object to exist, either alone

or with others, and in supposing it not -to exist; in con-

ceiving it as one, and as many, as personal and as im-

personal, as active and as inactive, as the sum of all

existence, and as a part only of that sum."

The deduction of Mr Spencer from these premises is

easy and plain. A religious creed, he says, is an a priori

theory of the universe. Each particular creed asserts two

things, that there is something to be explained, and that

such and such is the explanation. The latter part is

doubly disproved; first, by the discord of these explana-

tions; and next, by the proof in the Lectures that all of

them alike are inconceivable, and involve manifold self-

contradiction. Atheism, Pantheism, and Theism, are thus

alike unthinkable. One element alone survives, which all

creeds and religions have in common, that there is a pro-

blem to be solved, a something to be explained, llie

final "soul of truth" which constitutes the reconciliation of

Religion and Science, is this doctrine, that an unknowable

something exists, but is for ever unknowable, and that

"the existence of the world with all it contains and all

that surrounds it, is a mystery ever pressing for interpre-

tation." "The analysis of every possible hypothesis proves,

not simply that no hypothesis is sufficient, but that none

is even thinkable." K.

But if Mr Spencer finds the best materials for his

theory of complete religious Nihilism, where we should

least have expected it, in Bamptou Lectures designed
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expressly for tlie defence of Christian Faith, the leading

work of another non-Christian philoHophor, of equal repu-

tation with his own, if not still gre.iter, supplies us with
an antidote and refutation. There is thus a strange con-
fusion and crossing of jmits in this intellectual and moral
controversy. Mr Mill, in his Examination of Sir \V.

Hamilton's Philosophy, takes up those very statemwnts of

Sir William himself, and of the Bampton Lecturer, on
which Mr Spencer mainly relics, and gives them, I think,

a clear, plain, and decisive refutation.

The first maxim implied in the doctrine rl the Un-
knowable is that inconceivablenesa or unthink iblencss is

a term of one meaning only, and the same with self-con-

tradiction. On this assumption Mr Mill, replying to

Hamilton, writes as follows:

"Our author goes on to repeat his argument used in

his reply to Cousin, that infinite space is inconceivable,

because all the conception we are able to form of it is

negative, and a negative conception is the same as no con-
ception. The Infinite is conceived, only by thinking away
every character by which the finite is conceived. To this I

oppose my former reply. Instead of thinking away every
character of the finite, we think away only the idea of an
end or boundary. The proposition is true of the Infinite, as

a meau!i:gle8s abstraction, but it is not true of infinite space.

In trying to form a conception of that, we do not think away
its positive characters. We leave to it all that belongs
to it as space, its three dimensions, with their geometrical
properties. Wo leave to it a character which belongs to it

as infinite, of being greater than any finite space. If an
object which has these well-marked positive attributes is

unthinkable, because it has a negative attribute as well, the
number of thinkable objects must be remarkably small." ,
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"In other passages," Mr Mill continues, " Sir W. H.

argues that we cannot conceive infinite space, because we
should require infinite time to do it in." This is precisely

Mr Spencer's argument on a kindred subject, the infinite

divisibility of matter or space. To go through the process

would need infinite time (p. 50). Mr Mill's reply is clear

and decisive.

"It would of course require infinite time to carry our

thoughts in succession over every part of infinite space.

But on how many of our finite conceptions do we think

it necessary to perform such an operf>,tion? Let us try the

doctrine on a complex whole, short of infinite, such as the

number 095,788. Sir W. H. would not, I suppose, main-

tain that this number is inconceivable. How long does he

think it would take to go over every separate unit of this

whole, so as to obtain a perfect knowledge of that exact

gum, as different from all others, greater or less? Would

he say that we can have no conception of the sum, till

this process is gone through? We could not indeed have

an adequate conception. Accordingly we never have an

adequate conception of any real thing. But we have a

real conception, if we conceive it by any of its attributes,

-which are sufficient to distinguish it from all other things.

...If then we can obtain a real conception of a finite whole,

without going through all its component parts, why deny

us the conception of an infinite whole, because to go

through them all is impossible ? Not to mention that even

in the case of the finite number, though the units are

limited, the possible modes of deriving any number from

other numbers are numerically infinite. And as these are

necessary parts of an adequate conception of it, to render

our conception even of this finite whole perfectly adequate

-would also require infinite time."
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Such is Mr Mill's conclusivti reply to the Pyrrhonist

as to Space or Number. The same answer plainly ap-

plies in Theology. If Religion ia nescience, because it

deals with an infinite object, and such an object cannot

be adequately conceived or known within a finite time,

then Phyciics are nescience for the very same reason.

There is no object, though finite, of which all the rela-

tions, either within itself, or to other objects, can be

exhaustively known by any finite mind. The number
two is one of the simplest objects of thought But to

know perfectly either its square root or its common
logarithm in their ratio to unity, since the number of

decimab in either is infinite, must lie beyond the reach of

any finite understanding.

Again, to the reasoning of Sir W. Hamilton and
Dean Mansel, adopted by Mr Spencer, that an Infinite

Being must be wholly unknowable, Mr Mill replies as

follows

:

"But is e conception, by the fact of its being a concep.

tion of something infinite, reduced to a negation? This is

quite true of the senseless abstraction, 'the Infinite.'

That is purely negative, being formed by excluding from

the concrete conceptions, classed under it, all their positive

elements. But in the place of ' the infinite ' put 'some-

thing infinite,' and the argument collapses at once. 'Some-

thing infinite' is a conception which, like most of our

complex ideas, contains a negative element, but positive

elements also. Infinite space is an example, and infinite

duration. It would surprise most persons to be told that

eternal life is a purely negative conception, that immor-
tality is inconceivable. Those who hope for it have a
very positive conception of what they hope for. Between
a conception which, though inadequate, is real as far as it
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y. goes, and the impossibility of any conception, there is a
wide difference."

In the "Scripture Doctrine of Creation," the same view

substantially is maintained, though in a slightly different

way. "The Absolute and the Infinite," 1 have remarked,
"are not the same with absoluteness and infinity. Each
name is twofold. The article holds the place of a sub-

stantive to the epithet that follows. It implies some
object of thought, differenced by that epithet from all

other such objects, The Absolute, then, by the force of

the term, is first of all some definite object of thought;

and next, one defined by freedom from various imperfec-

tions of other objects. The name implies a relation to

human intelligence. To make the absoluteness exclude

any such relation turns the name into a chimera and self-

contradiction. The Infinite, in like manner, is first a defi-

nite object of thought; and next, one which is free from
the limits our experience assigns to other objects. To
define it, then, as a mere negation of limits, with no affir-

mation of real and unlimited Being, contradicts the phrase,

and robs it of all meaning...The Absolute and the Infinite,

again, are not conceptions purely negative. Rather, of

all conceptions they are the most positive and real. For
Being is a positive idea, but a limit beyond which there is

the absence of being, is negative. Thus Being is a positive

idea, which the Absolute, the Infinite, shares with the

finite or conditioned. But there is then the added ele-

ment of fulness and perfection of being, such as excludes

not-being, limitation, and imperfection alone."

The agreement here in substance with Mr Mill's argu-

ment is complete. In the detail where we differ I

think that lie has committed an oversight, that his re-

marks apply to absoluteness and infinity, or to the phrases
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if taken plurally, but that the Absolute, the Infinite, do
naturally denote one true, All-perfect Being.

Sir W. Hamilton and Dean Mansel maintain, in oppo*

sitioti to Cousin and many German writers, that a Rational

Theology is impossible, because Qod is infinite and abso«

lute, and that these are ideas contradictory of each other,

and each involving also a self-contradiction. The Lectures

strive to escape from the logical results of this doctrine;

by stating that the Bible reveals, not what God is, but

how He wills that men should think of Him. But thi!)

view is fatally opposed to the theory which it is meant to

reconcile with Christianity. A Being cannot be wholly

unknown, of whom we know that He has a will, that He
is distinct from his creatures, that He has moral prefer*

ences among the opinions of men, and requires them to

think of Him in one particular way. Arid the view also

casts a dark cloud on the divin'e character. It ascribes to

the Supremely Good and Wise the desire that his crea-

tures should accept a mere shadow for a reality, because

He is unable to give them any genuine revelation.

Mr Spencer carries out the doctrine to its true an<i

proper issue. He refuses to allow that it can be our duty

to think of God in one way rather than another, as a

person, or good and holy, which would imply, on his theory,

"an eternal war between our intellectual faculties and our

moral obligations." If the doctrine were sound, our only

duty would be absolute neutrality, and neither to ufBrni

noi" deny anything in a region of thought, where nothing

can be known.

Eternal life can never consist in a knowledge which is

only a fiction and a shadow. T))is grand objection thn

Philosophy of the Conditioned cannot overcome with-

out renouncing all Christian faith, or else committing

2—2
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suicide in some other way. For if tlie Absolute, as that

philosophy aflarms, has a necessary existence, and is there-

fore a name of the true and eternal God, and still can

neither be known nor conceived at all, the sceptical con-

clusion must be irrefiragably sure. Theism sinks to the

level of an unproveable hypothesis, and God, if He exists,

must be viewed as a Being of whom nothing whatever can

be known.

Another main element of this Doctrine of the Unknow-

able, which it shares with Sir W. Hamilton's Philosophy

and the Bampton Lectures, is the denial of man's capacity

to know anything of the moral attributes of God; or if we

vary the name for the sake of reverence, of the Infinite or

the Absolute, styled otherwise "the utterly inscrutable

Power which the universe manifests to us." Thus we read

in the Lectures

:

" If we know not the Absolute or the Infinite at all,

-we cannot say how far it is or is not capable of likeness or

unlikeness to the Relative and Finite. We must remain

content with the belief that we have that knowledge of

God, which is best adapted to our wants and training.

How far that knowledge represents God as He is, we know

not, and we have no need to know."

Mr Spencer, with far greater consistency, draws the

following inference, and discards, as a plain contradiction,

a theology of regulative truths, in a field of thought where

nothing can be known :

—

^ t

"After it has been shewn how, by the very oonstitn-

tion of our minds, we are debarred from thinking of the

' Absolute, it is still asserted that we ought to think of the

Absolute thus and thus. In all imaginable ways the truth

is thrust upon us that we are not even permitted to con-

ceive the Reality which is behind the veil of appearances.
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And yet it is said to be our duty to believe, and so far to

conceive; that this Reality exists in a certain defined man-

ner ! Shall we call this reverence, or call it the reverse ?

Volumes might be written on the impiety of the pious."

Such is the grave rebuke, in Mr Spencer's First Prin*

ciples, of the Bampton Lecturer's attempt to escape from

the logical result of a theory held in common by both,

and to patch a regulative Christianity on the seamless

robe of the Philosophy of the Unconditioned, or the Doc-

trine of the Unknowable. And now what sentence, in

turn, does Mr Mill pronounce upon both ? " My opinion,"

he says, " of this doctrine (namely, that nothing can be

known or understood of moral attributes in a Supreme

Being) in whatever way presented, is that it is simply the

most morally pernicious doctrine now current, and that

the question it involves is, beyond all oihers which now
engage speculative minds, the decisive one between good

and evil for the Christian world. I think it supremely

important to examine whether the doctrine is really the

verdict of a sound metaphysia I think that the condu-^

sion not only does not follow from a true theory of the

human faculties, but is not even correctly drawn from the

premises from which it has been inferred." (Ex. p. 113.).

Mr Mill then quotes one of the main passages in the

Lectures, which Mr Spencer has chosen for the basis of

his whole system, and reasons on it as follows

:

"The whole argument for the inconceivability of the

Absolute or the Infinite 's one long ignoratio elenchi. It

does not prove that we cannot know an object absolute or

infinite in some particular attributes, but only that we
cannot know an abstraction, called the Absolute or th6

Infinite, which is supposed to have all attributes at once.

He expressly identifies it with Hegel's absolute beings
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which contains in itself * all that is actual, even evil in-

cluded.' That which is conceived as absolute and infinite,

nays Mr Mansel, must be conceived as containing within
itself the sum, not only of all actual, but all poBsibl©

modes of being. One may well agree with him that this

farrago of contradictory attributes cannot be conceived.

But what shall we say of his equally positive averment,
that it must be believed ? If this be what the Absolute
is, what does he mean by saying that we must believe

God to be the AbsoluteV
Again, after quoting from the Lectures the passage

(p. 71) on the Infinite, exactly parallel to the one (pp. 58,

59) which Mr Spencer has taken for the chief foundation
of his Doctrine of the Unknowable, Mr Mill criticises it in

these words

:

" Here certainly is an infinite whose infinity does not

deem to be of much use to it. But can a writer be serious,

who bids us conjure up a conception of something which
possesses infinitely all conflicting attributes, and because

we cannot do this without contradiction, would have us

believe that there is contradiction in the idea of Infinite

Goodness or Infinite Wisdom? Instead of 'the Infinite'

substitute 'an Infinitely Good Being,' and the argument
reads thus :—If there is anything which an infinitely good
Being cannot become, if He cannot become bad, there is a
limitation, and the goodness cannot be infinite. If there

is anything which He is, namely, good. He is excluded
from being any other thing, as from being wise or power-
ful.... He says, we are compelled by the constitution of our
minds to believe in the existence of an Absolute and
ilnfinite Being. Such being the case, I ask, Is the Being
yrhom wo must believe to be absolute and infinite, infinite

fuid ftbsoluto in the sense these words bear in his defini-
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tion of them ? If not, he is bouud to tell U8 in what other

meaning. He has either proved nothing, or vastly more

than he intended. The contradictions he asserts to be

involved in the notion do not follow from an imperfect

mode of apprehending thero, but lie in the definitions. . If

therefore he would escape from the conclusion that an

Absolute and Infinite Being is impossible, it must be by

affirming, with Hegel, that the law of contradiction does

not apply to the Absolute, and that with respect to it

contradictory propositions may both be true."

Such, then, according to Mr Mill, is the intellectual or

logical nature of the reasoning which Mr Spencer adopts

as the grand foundation of his philosophical system. It

confounds the conception of a Being infinitely good and

wise with that of one which possesses all incongruous

attributes in an infinite degree, and with an Absolute

which includes all things evil; and then, because these

chimeras are inconceivable, infers that nothing can be

jknown of the Infinitely Good and Wise.

On the moral aspect of the same theory, which denies

that we have any knowledge how far what we call moral

characters can apply to an Infinite Being, Mr Mill remarks

as follows

:

"Here, then, I take my stand on the acknowledged

principles of logic and morality, that when we mean

different things, we have no right to call them by the

same name. Language has no meaning for the words,

just, merciful, benevolent, save that in whioh we predicate

them of our fellow creatures, and unless that is what W9
intend to express by them, we have no business to employ

the words. If in affirming them of Qod we do not mean

to affirm these very qualities, only greater in degree, we

are neither philosophically nor morally entitled to affirm
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them at all. I grant that we cannot adequately conceive
them in one of their elements, their inlinity. But we can
conceive of them in their other elementa. Anything
carried to the infinite must have all the properties of the
same thing, as finite, except the finiteness. What belongs
to infinite goodness as infinite or absolute I do not pm.
tend to know. But 1 know that infinite goodness must
be goodness, and that what is not consistent with goodness
is not consistent with infinite goodness. If, in ascribing

goodness to Qod, I do not mean the goodness of which
I have some knowledge, but an incomprehensible attri-

bute of an incomprehensible substance, which for aught I
know may be wholly different from that which I love and
venerate, what do I mean by calling it goodness, or what
reaeon have I for venerating it ? Unless I believe Qod to

possess the same moral attributes, which I find, in how-
ever inferior a degree, in good men, what ground of assur-

ance have I of God's veracity ? All trust in a Revelation

presupposes a conviction that God's attributes are the
same, except in degree, with the best human attributes.

If I call any Being good or wise, not meaning the only
qualities which the words import, I am speaking ins{a<*

cerely. I am flattering him by epithets which I fanclf

that he likes to hear, in the hope of winning him over to
my own objects."

"The proposition, that we cannot conceive the moral
attributes of God in such a way as to be able to affirm of
any assertion that it is inconsistent with them, has no
foundation in the laws of the human mind. If admitted,
it would not prove that we should ascribe to Qod attri-

butes bearing the same name as human qualities, only not
to be understood in the same sense. It would prove that
we ou£^t not to ascribe any moral attributes to Qod at
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all, inasmuch as no moral attributes known or conceivable

by us are true of Him, and we are condemned to absolute

ignorance of Him as a moral being."

There are two or three sentences in the passage from

which I have made these extracts, which I regret deeply,

and from which I wholly disagree. But the reasonings I

have now quoted I believe to be just and sound both in

logic and morality. And if true, they overturn Mr Spen-

cer's Doctrine of the Unknowable from its very founda-

tions. Tbf;y prove that he has borrowed from Sir W.
Hamilton and Dean Hansel, and carried out to their

logical results, principles which involve the highest degree

of self-contradiction, and confound two impossible chime-

ras, inclusive of all kinds of evil and folly, with the true

and Christian conception of an Infinitely Qood and Abso-

lutely Perfect Being. And the proof goes further. It

shews clearly that the doctrine thus advanced, if it be not,

as he affirms, " the most morally pernicious doctrine now
current," at least may fairly compete with two or three

other rivals for that bad preeminence. For it plainly shuts

up all mankind in total ignorance and darkness on all reli-

gious matters, and forbids them to have any faith in a

Creator or Moral Governor of the world. It denies them

the right to ascribe to " that Power which the universe

manifests to us," and which it proclaims to be "utterly in-

scrutable," any kind of goodness or moral perfection, or

any character which could have any claim on our love,

worship, or obedience. It is thus a doctrine uf despair,

under which absolute moral and religious darkness is

made to settle down upon the whole universe, with no

possible gleam of light, for ever and ever.

But now let ua inquire how far this Doctrine of the
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r fUuknowable, the proposed treaty of peace between Reli-

gion and Science, by which we are to escape from the

alleged contradictions of Christianity, Theism, and every

kind of positive religious doctrine, is itself consistent or

conceivable. It is embodied in one short sentence. "The
widest, deepest, and mopt certain uf all facts, is that the

Power which the universe manifests to us is wholly in«

scrutable."

Such briefly is the sum of the whole doctrine, and it

pontains five or six self-contradictions. And first, do we
know that this Power exists ? So we are afterwards m-
Bured. We are told that it is an indestructible belief, that

"it cannot cease till consciousness ceases, and has the

highest validity of any." If so, we know one thing with
regard to this Unknowable, that it has a real existence.

Do yre know that it is not a mere attribute of something
else? This is a second degree of knowledge. Do we
know that it is One Power, and not a mere medley of
many independent persons or things? This will be a
third degree of knowledge. Do we know that it is rightly

described as a Power at all, and is not rather weak, impo-
tent and powerless ? This will be a fourth element. Does
the universe manifest it to us ? Then clearly it cannot be
wholly unknown. Entire hiddenness is contradicted alike
by either partial or total manifestation. Is this Power
distinct from the universe which manifests it to us, or is it

another name for the universe itself? If distinct from it,

iu the axiom implies, this will be a sixth element in our
knowledge of this Unknowable Something. That it

exists, that it is not an attribute, but either thing or per-
son, that it is one person or thing, and not many, that it is

distinct from the universe which manifests it, and that it
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is really manifested by the universe, that it is a Power
And not a mere Impotence, are six truths affirmed con>

ceruin^f it in the very definition, which speaks of it as

utterly inscrutable and unknown. And if we add to these

the statements which presently follow, that it stands in a
relation of contrast to the Relative (p. 91), that it is " the

persistent body of a thought to which we can give no
shape, and the object of an irresistible belief" (p. 93), that

it is "a something, the concept of which is formed by com-
bining many concepts, deprived of their limits and condi-

tions" (p. i)5), that it is "an actuality lying behind appear-

ances" (p. 97), that it is in such close relation to the

relative realities, that every change in one may be viewed

as representing an answering change in the other, so that

the relatives and absolutes are practically equivalent (p.

162), and finally, that more or less constant relations in the

absolute beyond consciousness are matter of experience,

and generate like relations in our states of consciousness

(Test of Truth, p. 648), we may see the force of Mr Mill's

satirical remark, that the doctrine recognizes as attainable

a surprising and almost prodigious amount of knowledge

of the Unknowable.

Once more, the residuaiy truth, which alone remains,

when all religious creeds have been swept away, and on

which there is said to be entire unanimity amongst de-

votees of every name, and sceptics of every school of

philosophy, is thus expressed—that the existence of the

world, with all that it contains, and all that surrounds it,

is a mystery ever pressing for interpretation.

Now it is quite natural and consistent, in all those

who believe that there is a Qod, the Creator and Moral

Governor of the world, and that some knowledge of his
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nature, and his relations to bis own creatures, is attain-

able and highly desirable, to seek earnestly to attain it

;

and if any measure of it has been attained, to desire its

increase, and strive upward into fuller light It is no less

natural that they should reflect their own feelings and

desires on the object of their pursuit ; so that the mystery,

into which they long for clearer insight, may be said, by

an easy figure, to be for ever pressing for interpretation.

But in accepting the creed of religious Nihilism, along

with Christian faith and every other religious doctrine,

this residuum itself must vanish and disappear. How can

a mystery press for interpretation, of which we know and

are sure that no interpretation will ever be found ? Once

adopt this negative creed of Nihilism, this doctrine of the

unknowable, and the pressure must wholly cease. Labour,

effort, and earnest striving are utter folly, when there is

no hope of the least success. All religious creeds, so far

as they retain the least element of truth, may be unani-

mous in their common sense of the deep mystery of God
and the universe, and in cherishing a longing wish to see

it more clearly, and gain a deeper insight into its mean-
ing. Modem Nihilism is the solitary exception to this

unanimous instinct of all truly thoughtful minds. To be

consistent with itself it cau " admit no such radical vice in

the constitution of things as an eternal war between our

intellectual faculties and our moral obligations." Since

it is impossible for us ever to know or learn anything of

this great mystery of the universe, our only religious duty

is to conform our feelings to the actual and fated con-

stitution of things, and to rest content and satisfied with

total darkness. Under the new philosophy the cry of the

patriarch long ago—"0 that I knew where I might find
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Him ! that I might oome even to His seat"—was an
utterance of pure and unmingled folly. For with regard

to the faintest glimmer of insight into this great mystery,

the nature of Qod, and his relations to his intelligent

creatures, this motto is inscribed over its gloomy portal

—

•'All hop« abandon, ye who enter here."

'm^-



CHAPTER II.

ON ULTIMATE IDEAS IN PHYSICS.

The words of the Apostle, "wo know in part," are the
keynote of all true Philosophy. They apply equally to
the lowest and the highest field of human thought, to
the study of number and lifeless matter, and to the know-
ledge of God, the Supreme Creator. We know. We are
condemned nowhere to utter nescience and total dark-
ness. But we know in part. Our knowledge is eveiy-
where surrounded by mystery, and much remains un-
known. In every field of thought the assertion that we
can know nothing at all is a deg-ading superstition; while
a claim to perfect knowledge, excluding mystery, is the
extreme of presumptuous folly.

The Philosophy of the Conditioned, in Sir W. Hamil-
ton, and its equivalent, the Doctrine of the Unknowable, in
Mr Spencer's Philosophy, consists in a direct reversal of
this fundamental truth. The first maintains that we must
believe the unconditioned to exist, but that, from the
very laws of thought, we can know nothing of it what-
ever. The latter adopts the same view, and carries it out
to its logical conclusion. The contrast between Theology
and Physics, which alone is honoured with the name of
Science, is affirmed to be the same with the contrast of
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the unkuowablo and the knowahlo. All recognize tliat

the nature of God is deeply myflterious. All, or nearly

all, believe that great and real advances have been made
in physical science, and the knowledge of outward things.

A true philosophy will complete these admitted facts

by the double doctrine that in Theology much may and
ought to be known, and that in Thysics much is, and
will remain to the last, mysterious. The new philosophy,

to be consistent, must hold the two contradictory false-

hoods, that in religion all is mystery, with no possibility

of real knowledge, and that in Physics wo may escape

from mystery altogether, and attain to pure and perfect

knowledge, in which nothing remains unknown. ^

The chapter on Ultimate Religious Ideas is designed

to prove the first of these doctrines. I have now shewn,
and confirmed it, by Mr Mill's carefully reasoned remarks,

that the whole is one continuous fallacy. Its closing

paragraph is as follows:

" Here, then, is an ultimate religious truth of tha
highest possible certainty, a truth, in which religions in

general are at one with each other, and with a philosophy
antagonistic to their special dogmas. This truth, respect-

ing which there ia a latent ogreomont among all mankind,
from the fetish'Worshipper to the most stoical critic of

human creeds, must be the one which we seek. If Reli-

gion and Science are to be reconciled, the basis of recon-

ciliation must bo this deepest, widest, and most certaia

of all truths, that the Power which the universe manifesta

to us is utterly inscrutable."
;

Surely a more prodigious statement was never made,
milch less taken for the basis of a new philosophy. Tha
one dogma in which all mankind agree, however they»

differ in details, that no religious dogma whatever ia

\
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either thinkable or credible ! The one way of reconciling

Religion and Science, the doctrine that they have nothing

in common, and are perfect opposites—Science being the

knowledge of all things knowable, that is, physical changes,

and Religion merely another name for our helpless and

hopeless ignorance of the Unknowable

!

This gprand discovery, however, though styled "the

widest, deepest, and most certain of all truths," is contra-

dicted in the very words chosen to describe it. "The
Power which the universe manifests to us is utterly

inscrutable." But of this unknowable we cannot know

whether it is Power or Impotence, one power or impo-

tence, or many powers or impotences, whether it be

thing or person, or things or persons. Of one thing only

we may be sure, that the universe cannot manifest it to

us, because it is " utterly inscrutable," and must remain

for ever unmanifested and unknown.

To complete the theory, the attempted proof that

Religion is mystery without any knowledge should be

followed by a like proof that Physics is knowledge free

from all mystery. Strange to say, the next step in its

actual developmert is just the reverse. Chapter the

Third, on Ultimate Scientific Ideas, is occupied with a

proof that Space, Motion, Time, Matter, Force, the main

ideas in Physics, are unthinkable and full of contradiction,

like Self-existence, the First Cause, the Absolute and the

Infinite, the primary conceptions of Theology. Thus the

contrast between Theology as pure mystery, and Physics,

as free from mysi^ry, and pure science, expires even

before it is fully bom. In each it is allowed, and even

argued, there is the same presence of mysteries, which we ,

cannot thoroughly expound, and which it is striven to

convert into direct self-contradiction. Now if these do
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not exclude, bat accompany, real and progressive know-
ledge in one cage, how can they possibly exclude it in the
ether ? It is owned that real knowledge is attainable, and
has been attained in growing measure, in Physical Science.

The inference is plain. A real, and even a growing know-
ledge, in spite of its mysteriousness, must be no less

attainable in Sacred Theology, that highest field for the

exercise of human thought, the knowledge of the Holy
One, which is true wisdom.

The sixth chapter of Mr Mill's Examination of Sir W.
Hamilton's Philosophy is occupied with this theory of the
Antinomies, which Mr Spencer has borrowed, and taken
for the basis of his own work. He shows, I think, very
clearly, that the doctrine rests on an ambiguous and de-
ceptive use of the words, inconceivable and unthinkable,

which admit of two or three different meanings. Of pro-

positions and their direct negatives one must be true, the

other false. If we call them both unthinkable, we must
use the word in two widely different senses. In one sense

it denotes simply mystery, a truth known in part, and too

large and vast to be fully understood. In the other it

denotes, or may denote, a self-contradiction, a proposition

of which the elements are inconsistent, and exclude each
other. In the first sense, of course, all primary or ulti-

mate truths are unthinkable or incomprehensible. But
Mr Mill justly remarks—" If all general truths which we
are most certain of are to be called inconceivable, the

word no longer serves any purpose. A truth which is not

inconceivable in either of the received meanings of the

term, a truth which is completely apprehended, and with-

out difficulty believed, I cannot consent to call incon-

ceivable, because we cannot account for it, or deduce it

from a higher truth."

B. 3
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Mr Spencer'fl reasoning ia of this kind. Space and

Time cannot be thought of objectively, either as entities

ur attributes of ebtities. We cannot assert of them either

limitation or absence of limitation. We cannot form any

mental image of unbounded space, nor imagine bounds

beyond which there is no space. We cannot conceive

either its limited or unlimited divisibility. So also of

Time. To call them subjective, that is, laws or condi-

tions of the conscious mind, is to escape from great difficul-

ties by rushing into greater. The proposition that they

are purely subjective " cannot by any effort be rendered

into thought, but stands merely for a pseud-idea." If

they are forms of thought, they can never be thought

of, since it is impossible for any thing to be at once

the form and matter of thought. They are therefore

wholly incomprehensible. Our knowledge of them is

total ignorance. ' ^>n. /^

So also of Matter. We cannot think of it consistently,

either as finitely or infinitely divisible, as completely

solid, or as composed of discrete solid atoms never in

contact, or as unextended centres of force. " Frame what

suppositions we may, we find nothing but a choice be-

tween opposite absurdities."

Our ideas of Motion also are illusive. Absolute

Motion cannot even be imagined, much less known.

Motion taking place n,part from those limitations of place,

with which we usually associate it, is totally unthinkable.

" While we are obliged to think that there is an absolute

Motion, we find absolute Motion incomprehensible." A
like difficulty attends the transfer of Motion. "A striking

body has not transferred a thing, and it has not trans-

ferred an attribute. What then has it transferred ?" The

transition from Motion to Rest is inconceivable. The
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smallest movement is separated by an impassable gulf

^Tom no movement. The least conceivable motion is

infinite as compared with absolute rest. All efforts to

understand Motion bring us thus to alternate impossi-

bilities.

The same is said to be true of Force. It is absurd

to think of it as like our sensations, and yet necessary

so to think of it, to realize it at all. How can we under-

stand the connexion between Force and Matter? The
hypothesis of Newton, as well as of Boscovich, supposes

one thing to act on another through absolutely empty
space, a supposition 'which cannot be represented in

thought. By introducing a bypcvthetical fluid the dil-*

ficulty is merely shifted, and transferred to the constitu-

tion of that fluid. "We are obliged to conclude that

Matter, whether ponderable or imponderable, acts 011

matter through absolutely vacant space, and yet tliis

conclusion is absolutely unthinkable."

Another antinomy is found in the law of attraction

and repulsion as the inverse square. "We are obliged

to say that the antagonist forces do not both vary in-

versely as the squares of the distance, which is unthink-

able ; or else that Matter does not possess the attribute

of resistance, which is absurd."

As to Mind, and states of consciousness, it is just the

same. We cannot say that the series is infinite, for

infinity is inconceivable. Nor yet finite, for we have

no knowledge of either end. We can neither conceive

them nor perceive them. To represent the termination

of consciousness as occurring in ourselves is to think of

ourselves as contemplating the cessation of the state of

consciousness, and this implies the continuance of con-

sciousness after its last state, which is absurd. Nor isi

3—

a
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the subject of conscioiuness tbinkable. "The funda-

mental condition of all thought is the antithesis of

subject and object Now if the object perceived is self,

what is the subject that perceives? If it is the true

self that thic\ <, what other self can it be that is thought

of? Cognition of self impli3S a state in which subject

and object are identified, and this Mr Mansel rightly

holds to be the annihilation of both. Thus the person-

ality, of which each is conscious, is a thing which cannot

be known at all. The knowledge of it is forbidden by

the very nature of thought."

Here is indeed a wide and large banis for the theory

of Religious Nihilism and Physical Fatalism. The

building does not rest on an elephant or a tortoise, like

the earth in the Hindu creed, but on a series of self-

contradictions, a conglomerate of infinite darkness and

confusion. How any consistent scheme of thought can

be raised on such a foundation seems of all inconceiv-

abilities the most inconceivable. Of the same doctrine

in substance, as taught by Sir W. Hamilton, Mr Mill

remarks as follows

:

"In the case of each of the antinomies which the

author presents, he undertakes to establish two things,

that neither of the rival hypotheses can be conceived as

possible, and that nevertheltiss we are certain that one

or other of them must be true. I have shewn strong

reasons for dissenting from this assertion; and those

which our author assigns in its support seem to me quite

untenable."

Again—"If the doctrine hold, we cannot predicate

any thmg of a subject, which we regard as being in any

of its attributes infinite. We are unable, without fallinsr

into a contradiction, to assert anything, not only of God,
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but of Time and Space. Considered as a reditotio ad

abaurdum, this ia sufficient. If because the comprehen-

Bion of a general notion is finite, any thing infinite

cannot without contradiction be thought under it, then

a Being possessing in an infinite degree a given attribute,

cannot be thought of under that very attribute. Iu<

finite Goodness cannot be thought of as goodness, because

that would be to think of it as finite. There must be

surely some great confusion of ideas in the premises,

where such is the conclusion."

He then concludes his argument. " There would be

no difficulty in applying a similar line of reasoning to

the case of Time, or any other of the antinomies. In no

case mentioned do I believe that he could substantiate

his assertion that the conditioned, that is, every object

of human knowledge, lies between two hypotheses, both

of them inconceivable The proposition that the Con-

ditioned lies between two hypotheses concerning the

Unconditioned, neither of which we can conceive as

possible, must be placed in that numerous class of meta-

physical doctrines, which have a magnificent sound, but

are empty of the smallest substance."

Since, however, three authors of such high reputation

as Mr Spencer, Sir W. Hamilton, and Dean Mansel, all

take here the same ground, and the last has vehemently

and almost contemptuously denied the soundness of

Mr Mill's counter-argument, it may be well to sift the

question a little further; especially since Mr Spencer,

while borrowing the main thoughts from his predecessors,

has made some original, and, I think, strangely and

grotesquely erroneous additions of his own.

The direct and proper result of the doctrine, common

to all three writers, is universal Fyrrbonism. Of the
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Absolute or the Infinite nothing whatever can be known.
But the proper idea of the Absolute, the Bampton
Lectures affirm with Hegel, ig all-inclusive, "evil not
excepted." Therefore of all and every Being, which
must be either the Absolute or a part of it, nothing at
all can possibly be known.

Dean Mansel attempts to escape from the consequence
of the doctrine, in Theology, by recognising regulative
in the place of specuUtive truth ; that is, resemblances
or analogies to the Unknowable ; lessons how God wills
tliat we should think concerning Him, though the truth
of the Divine Being and Nature must be beyond our
reach. But the eflfort, though well meaning, is vain and
futile. On his own principles, there may perhaps be
regulations, but not regulative truths, and the regula-
tions must be human, or perhaps superhuman, but not
Divine. Of a Being wholly unknowable we cannot pos-
sibly know that He has given us a revelation, or wills
tis to think about Him in one way rather than another.
Mr Spencer, who accepts the premises, more logically
rejects this compromise of a regulative Theology, and
I'ven sets it down as a new example of that impiety and
vain presumption of the pious, on which volumes might
he written.

But when Theology has been flung into this gulf of
utter darkness, how are Physics to be rescued? Undei'
the shadow of this theory, in which God, Space, Time,
Matter, Motion, Force, are all unthinkable without a
choice between two equal absurdities, how can there be
possible knowledge of any kind ? Here it is Mr Spencer's
turn to be illogical, to tread backward on his own foot-
steps, and to build up with toil and labour what he has
pulled down and laid in ruins. After a supposed proof
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that SfMMse, Time, Matter. Motion, Force, GonaciousnesH

are just as unthinkable and full of contradiction as the

bases of Theology, and a regulative Theology has been de-

nounced with bitter scorn, we are introduced forthwith

to fi, Regulative Physics, with a long series of d ptiori and

d poateriori truths. By this means a new system of the

universe is built on the old site, when Christianity and

every other form of religious faith have been cleared

ignominiously out of the way.

Space, Time, Matter, Motion, and Force are the

common subject of Bk. i. ch. iil. on the Unknowable, and

Bk. II. ch. m. on the Knowable. In the first we are taught

that each possible alternative is a pseud-idea, and un-

thinkable. In the second they experience a philosophical

resurrection. We are told the precise contents of each

idea, the definite relation in which the relative standH

to ^\\Q absolute, the knowable to the unknowable. Matter

is the synthesis of extension and resistance. The first

element is derivative, the other primary. Motion at

first is an infant conception, which becomes adult and

mature, evolved from varied impressions of muscular

tension and objective resistance. Force is a conditioned

effect of the unconditioned cause. It is a relative

Reality, indicating an absolute Reality by which it is

produced. We may see clearly, it is said, "the trans-

figured realism to which sceptical criticism finally brings

us round." In short, Space, Time, Matter, Motion, Force

are all inconceivable and unthinkable, and every idea

we can form of them a pseud-idea. But we can still

think of them to such good effect, as to build up from

those thoughts a true philosophy, a clear solution of tlut

great problem of the world's unceasing changes. The
later dogmatism may give us, then, some help in proving
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the entire fallacy of those Pyrrhonistic reasouiogs, which

are the basis and outsei; of the whole work.

I start from this simple premis& If two contradic-

tories are jHronouDced to be alike inoonceivaUe, the

meaning of the title, as applied to both, is not the

Hame. A false alternative may be unthinkable, either

MS disproved by facts, and therefore incredible as fact,

or a self-contradiction, where the elements, verbally

united, exclude each other, like a circular square, or two-

Hided polygon. But an alternative which is true can be

inconceivable only in a very different sense. While we
may think of it, believe it to be true, and partly apprehend

it, we may be unable to comprehend it, or take in the full

compass of its true meaning. If alternatives are not con-

tradictory, both may be false, and leave room for a third

alternative, which is truo, and free from all contradiction,

though a full and perfect comprehension of it may exceed

the limits of any finite intelligence.

Let us now review the chief data of Mr Spencer's

argument.

First, Space and Time are said to be unthinkable,

either as subjective or objective. But is the incon-

ceivableness on each side the same ? Mr Spencer himself

gives a negative answer. " Our belief in their objective

reality is insurmountable." "To posit the alternative

belief is to multiply irrationalities." The same contrast

is unfolded in the Psychology with much force of reason-

ing. That Space and Time, then, are mere subjective

uifections of the mind, or forms of thought, may be

unthinkable, because it is false. But then the other

alternative, that they are objective, must be true, and
conceivable in the most proper sense of the term.

But if they are objective, we are told that we must
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adopt one of three alternatives ; that they are non-en-

tities, entities, or attributes of entities. Beasons agniust

each alternative are then given. But is the list complete

and exhaustive ? We turn to the later chapter, and find

there a fourth alternative, which Mr Spencer adopts and

reasons upon as the true and proper view. They are

neither entities, nor attributes of entities, but relations

between them. "We think in relations. The two main

classes of relation are sequence and coexistence. The

abstract of all sequences is Time. The abstract of all

coexistences is Space. From blank forms of coexistence,

from which the coexistent objects are absent, and a

building up of these,., results that abstra'^t of all rela-

tions of coexistence which we call Space." If so, the

alleged proof of its entire inconceivability falls to the

ground. The unthinkableness results from ingenious

management alone. Three false alternatives are ex-

amined; but a true alternative, which the author presently

accepts, and on which he builds a process of ingenious

and able reasoning, is passed by in total silence.

A third inconceivability follows. We can think of

Space and Time neither as limited nor unlimited. Yet

surely these are contradictories, and one or other must

be true. But here one great ambiguity vitiates the

whole reasoning. If Space and Time denote relations of

coexistence or of sequence, these must mean either of

actual or of possible things. Here, then, we have a key

to the difficulty. The created universe, we may assume,

is finite both in number, extension, and past duration.

Thus Actual Space and Actual Time, the time that has

really elapsed, will both be finite. But the possible

relations are infinite. However great, being finite, we

must conceive it possible for them to be, or to become,
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greater. And thus Space and Time, when viewed as

the Bum of all poasible relations of coexistence and

vaHtness, or succession, between all possible creatures, are

and must be infinite.

The picture in Milton thus admits of a philosophical

interpretation. The whole finite creation hangb sus-

pended from the Infinite Reality, whence it derives its

being, and is surrounded by an immense void of the

infinite possibilities of finite and created existence, still

unborn.

Next, matter is pronounced inconceivable on each of

three alternatives, a plenum, di<'''nct solid atoms, and cen-

tres of force. A plenum I believe, as Lucretius ai-gued

long ago, to be inconsistent wiUi the motion of bodies, and

makes it impossible. The view of finite atoms, though by

no means unthinkable, and held by a multitude of philo-

sophers, from Democritus to Mewton, and able authors

of our own day, I do not care to defend, as I think it

erroneous, and to agree neither with the deepest mental

analysis of matter, nor with the course of experimental

science. But the unthinkableness of the third alternative

I wholly deny. The notion of atoms as unextended cen-

tres of force may be mysterious, as are all the deepest

truths, but involves no contradiction. I should rather be

disposed to maintain that no other view can be thought

of, and reasoned out, without proving itself really un-

thinkable.

The assertion that such centres of force are incon-

ceivable admits a double disproof. First, as a matter of

simple fact, they have been conceived, and made the

starting-point of strict and consistent reasoning, in many
works. One third of Newton's Principia is made up of

reasonings based on this very eoDceptt<m. None of the
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cardinal propositions of the firet Book are true or intelli-

gible, unless we refer them to points, and not to extended

masses. The law of gravitation, which Mr Spencer strangely

asserts to be an d priori truth, a necessary result of the

nature of space, was only discovered by means of strict

and varied reasonings, based on this very hypothesis, of

which he ventures to say that to make it or think it at

all is " utterly beyond human power."

I believe that I may go further, and say that the

inclusion of extension within the units exercising force,

instead of referring it to the relations between thfem, is

what is really unthinkable. Forces that vary by any func-

tion or power of the distance cannot possibly be referred to

anything but points alone. The distance of a point from

a plane is really its distance from the point where the ver-

tical intersects the plane. A mass or bulk has not ono

distance from another mass or bulk. The number of dis-

tances is as great as the acting points of the one multiplied

by the acting points of the other. Or again, if distance is

a relation of coexistence between different units, then the

relation cannot belong to the unit itself. Extension im-

plies and requires manifoldness or plurality. The assertion,

then, that we cannot conceive centres of force at all, is

wholly untrue. The conception is most definite. It has

been made the ba^is of a whole body of dynamical reason-

ings. All the greater disooveries of physics have grown out

of mathenoatical reasonings, grounded on this conception,

and which, without first adopting it at least provisionally,

could never have been attained. The conservation of

via viva, the only nucleus of truth in the doctrine which

Mr Spencer styles the Persistence of Force, is only a

hypothetical consequence of the same conception. It is a

itrange logical error to make the murder of the parent
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thought a direct preparatioQ for aa apotheosis of the

child.

Motioa is next said to involve two contradictions,

First, we cannot conceive it to be either merely relative,

or non-relative and absolute. "While we are obliged to

think that there is absolute motion, we find absolute mo-

tion inconceivable."

But why are we obliged to think of absolute motion,

that is, of motion relative to no other existing thing what-

ever ? It is plain we never think of it in the ordinary

processes of human thought, but of relative motions alone.

Our current ideas, judgments, and feelings about the

motions of bodies are wholly unaffected by the question

whether the whole solar system is in motion towards the

constellation Hercules, And suppose this to be scientifi-

cally proved, still it is merely a new relation, added to

those which were known before. If we affirm an absolute

space, prior to and independent of all actual existence,

then it would be natural to conceive also of an absolute

motion. But if space be, as Mr Spencer argues, " the ab-

stract of all the relations of coexistence among real things,"

and motion is change of place, that is, of position relative

to other things, then an absolute motion, that is, relative

to no existence whatever, may well be inconceivable, since

it would contradict the definition. But surely no one, who
holds the relativity of all knowledge for one main article

of his creed, ought to say that the relativity of all motion

is an absurdity and open contradiction.

So again of the change from Rest to Motion, or from

Motion to Rest, It is surely a most extreme paradox to

say that either of these is unthinkable. Mr Mill may well

say, of such a style of philosophizing, that the number of

its thinkable objects must be remarkably small. In point.
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of fact, no conceptionn are more usual, familiar, and un-

avoidable. If any finite change is inconceivable and im-

pomiblo, because there is an infinite disproportion between

any change at all and no change whatever, the whole of

the later superstructure of Mr Spencer's philosophy comes

to a sudden and calamitous end. Instead of the indestruc-

tibility of force and motion, the grand result will be the

impossibility of any motion or change whatever, a universe

frozen down into eternal rest and sameness, because no

part of it can begin to move without being guilty of a

logical inconceivability and contradiction.

But the remarks on Force are the strangest and the

most paradoxical. " We are obliged to say that the an-

tagonist molecular forces of attraction do not both vary

inversely as the square of the distance, which is unthink-

able ; or else tliat matter does not possess that attribute of

resistance, by which it is distingiiished from empty space,

which is absurd."

The latter half of the statement is plainly true. To

deny that matter resists compression contradicts all experi*

ence, and puts an end to all physical science at a blow.

But what shall we say of the ther part ? A wilder asser-

tion, or more pdlpably and demonstrably untrue, was never

made. It is assumed as self-evident that atoms can both

attract and repel each other by the same law, that of the

inverse square of the distance, and next, tL j it results

from the laws of space, that they must both attract and

repel by this law, and no other. Now what is here af-

firmed to be necessary and an d priori truth is strictly

impossible. For either the attraction and repulsion are

equal, or one is greater. If both equal at one distance,

they are equal at all distances, and neutralize each other,

and thus there is neither attraction nor repulsion. If one
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greater, say attraction, at one distance, it is greater at all

distances, and there can be no real repulsion anywhere in
the universe. And since on this hypothesis, that no other
law of variation is possible from the nature of things, both
attraction and repulsion cannot exist, the question must
arise. Why should it be attraction rather than repulsion, or
repulsion rather than attraction? and to this no answer
can be given.

But besides this superlative error, the main assertion,
that the law of gravitation is a mere corollary from the
nature of space, is a monstrous inversion of the evident
truth. The Principia are thus transformed, by a stroke
of the pen, into one long process of laborious folly. They
become an attempt to prove, by subtle geometrical argu-
ments, and a comparison of their results with the facta of
observation, what is self-evident from the laws of space.
But physicists, we are told, are obliged to take this law,
because the negation of it is inconceivable 1 Yet nearly
one half of the First Book of the Principia is occupied
with tracing out the curves answering to other possible
laws of force, and laws of force needed for the description
of various curves, in fixed and in moveable orbits. Similar
theorems form a considerable part of almost every later
work on theoretical dynamics. The law of gravitation
may be viewed, either as primary and ultimate, or as an
indirect result of some still unknown law of ethereal
action, in connection with the geometrical laws of space.
In the former view it must appear as one law chosen out
of many alternatives, equally conceivable with itself, and
referred directly, not to a fatal necessity, but the choice of
the Supreme Intelligence. On the other view, the <lpo«-,^>

Uriori element belongs to the othei- laws of the constitution

of ether, and its action on matter, without which the geo-
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metrical laws of space would be utterly powerless to cause

any local change or motion whatever.

The last subject, on which hopeless contradiction is

affirmed to exist, is Consciousness and Personality. And the
contradiction asserted is twofold. We cannot conceive in

thought either the extent of consciousness, or its substance.

And first of its extent, we can neither conceive it, we
aire told, as infinite nor as finite. In plain words, we can

neither think of ourselves as perishing at some future

time, nor yet as living for ever. The annihilation of the

soul and its immortality are both unthinkable. A startling

doctrine 1 How is it attempted to be proved? I will

quote the passage.

" It may be said, though we cannot know consciousness

to be finite in duration, because neither of its limits can

be actually revealed, yet we can very well conceive it to

be so. No, not even this is true. We cannot conceive

the terminations of that consciousness which alone we
really know, our own, any more than we can percei\e its

terminations. For the two acts are here one. In either

case the terminations must not be presented in thought,

but represented, and as in the act of occurring. Now to

represent the termination of consciousness as occurring in

ourselves, is to think of ourselves as contemplating the

cessation of the last state of consciousness, and this implies

a supposed continuance of consciousness after its last state,

which is absurd. In the second place, if we study the

phenomena as occurring in others, or in the abstract, we
are equally foiled....A last state of consciousness, like any
other, can exist only through a perception of its relations

to previous states. But such a perception of its relations

must constitute a state later than the lost, which is u cou^

tradiction."
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This is marvellous reasoningi, Let us take a particular

case, that we may see its exact nature more clearly. A
commonplace unbeliever says, I have no faith in a life to

come. I conceive that I shall live just to the end of the

nineteenth century, and then my consciousness will cease.

I shall die, and live no more. I shall have melted into

the infinite azure of the past. The philosophy of the

Unknowable replies—You deceive yourself. You can

conceive nothing of the kind. To think of your ^conscious-

ness as having ceased in the year 1901, is to think of

yourself as still alive in that year, and thinking of your

death, at the last hour of the previous December, as an

accomplished event. Thus you suppose a continuance of

living consciousness after your last moment of conscious-

ness, which is absurd. But it is the reasoning which is

absurd, and not the conception it pretends to prove im-

possible. To think of the twentieth century, and to be

still alive and thinking in the twentieth century, are not

the same, but two wholly different things.

The other argument is no less preposterous. We can-

not conceive a last state of consciousness in another per-

son, because this state can exist only by a perception of

its relation to previous states, and this perception must
constitute a later state than itself, which is a contradic-

tion. But if there be any truth in such an argument, it

must apply to every other state of consciousness. It will

prove, not that there can be no ultimate state, but no

state of consciousness whatever. For if the essence of any
state of consciousness is the comparison of itself with

former states, and this comparison constitutes a later state,

then every state of consciousness must be later in time

than itself, which is absurd. The absurdity, however,

clearly belongs, not to the original conception, either of a
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last state of conscioosneu or any other state, but to the

argument which is brought to prove them inconceivable.

The other argument refers to the conscious substance*

the self which feels and thinks. Mr Spencer reasons as

follows:

" Unavoidable as is this belief (in the reality of the

individual mind), established though it is, not only by

the assent of mankind at large, endorsed by divers philo-

sophers, but by the suicide of the sceptical argument, it is

yet a belief which reason, when pressed for a distinct

answer, rejects. It may readily be shewn that a cognition

of self, properly so called, is absolutely negatived by the

laws of thought... The fundamental condition to all con-

sciousness is the antithesis of subject and object. But

now what is the corollary from this doctrine as bearing on

the consciousness of self ? The mental act in which self

is known implies a perceiving subject and a perceived

object If then the object perceived is self, what is the

subject that perceives 7 Or if it be the true self that

thinks, what other self can it be that is thought of?

Clearly a true cognition of self implies a state in which

the knowing and the known are one, and this Mr Mansei

rightly holds to be the annihilation of both. So that the

personality of which each is conscious, is a thing which

cannot truly be known at alL Knowledge of it is forbid-

den by the very nature of thought."

The sceptical argument seems here to possess remark-

able vitality, after it has committed suicide, since it ha»

power to discredit and disprove the most widely accepted

of all truths, and to convict it of essential incongruity

and self-contradiction.

"Self-knowledge is forbidden by the very nature of

thought." This dictum stands in strange contrast to the

B. 4
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upinion, ao widely received erioDg the old heathens of

Greece and Rome, that the maxim, " Know thyself," came
down from heaven, because it was the voice of higher than

human wisdom. Which is of more value, the old lamp or

the new ? Let us examine the latter more closely.

Cognition of self implies a state in which the knowing

and the known are one. That is certainly true. But one

in what sense? A unity which excludes all duality or

plurality ? Clearly just the reverse. Our belief in a sen-

tient, percipient mind involves the faith that the mind
is one, while its sensations, impressions, perceptions, and
bel\efs are various and manifold. It is a unity, which
does not exclude a plurality of thoughts and moments of

existence, but implies and requires them. 80 our belief

in the capacity of the mind to reflect on itself, to think on
its own past or future states, is the belief in a unity which

does not exclude but imply a certain duality. The state-

ment, which Mr Spencer quotes witli praise, and makes
bis fulcrum for uprooting all possibility of self-knowledge,

is this :—If I think of myself, then I who think, and the

self thought of, are both annihilated. Why, the exact

reverse is self-evident, that if either the thinking self or

the self thought of has no existence, the thought of self

l)ecomes non-existent and impossible. The existence of

may sentient being implies unity in plurality, one and the

name living thing, having still a multitude of successive

feelings and sensations. The existence of any being

capable of self-knowledge, or of the large class of thoughts

which Locke calls ideas of reflection, equally implies unity

in duality. The idea is no contradiction, though it may
border on mystery. Even Mr Spencer will surely allow

that we can form a conception of a circular line. But
Svhile such a circle is one figure, and always conceived as
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oue, it is invariably conceived as having a convex and a

concave sida

The doctrine of tbe whole chapter ia summed up in

these words:

" The explanation of that which is explicable does but

bring out into greater clearness the inexplicableness of

that which remains behind. The man of science sees

himself in the midst of perpetual changes, of which he

can discover neither the beginning nor the end.... If he

looks inward, both ends of the line of consciousness are

beyond his grasp, nay, even beyond his power to think of

as having existed, or as existing in time to come.... Ob-
jective and subjective things he ascertains to be alike

inscrutable in their substance and genesis. In all direc-

tions his investigations briuj;; him face to face with au

insoluble enigma, and he ever more clearly perceives it to

be insoluble. He learns at once the greatness and tliu

littleness of the human intellect; its power in dealing

with all that comes within the range of experience, its

impotence in dealing with all that transcends experience.

He realizes with special vividness the incompreheusible-

ness of the simplest fact» considered in itself He, more

than any other, knows that in its ultimate essence nothing

can be known."

The one element of truth in this passage has been

long anticipated in those woi'ds of the Apostle—" If any

man think that he knoweth any thing," that is, fully and

exhaustively, "he knoweth nothing yet as he ought to

know." The sense of a deep, unfathomable mystery, accom-

panying and encompassing all human knowledge, has ever

been most vividly felt, most fully and constantly recog-

nized, by those whose wisdom, faith, and piety have been

the moat profound, But when this grand and simple

4—2
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truth of Scripture and universal reason is made the plea

for a philosophy, which denies and discards every doctrine

of religion, natural or revealed, and replaces odl Theology
by a theory of Physical Fatalism, the contradictions recoil,

BO as to crush and condemn that very system of thought

they were intended to enthrone on the entire overthrow of

religious faith. On the hypothesis now examined there

can be no science, for God, Space, Time, Matter, Force,

and Consciousness are all alike unthinkable and unknow-
able. There can be no man of science, for reason, when
pressed to give answer, rejects the belief in the reality of

any individual mind. If such a being could be conceived

to exist, which has been denied, that he should see him-
Kelf would be impossible. For he would thus be at once

subject and object, and this "is rightly held to be the

annihilation of both." He cannot see himself to be m the

midst of changes, for a change from motion to rest, or

from rest to motion, is inconceivable, and a change even
in the rate or direction of motion must, fur the very same
reason, be impossible to be conceived. He may learn

from such a theory the littleness of the human intellect,

for what can be less than that which can know nothing,

can even think of nothing, without falling into flat contra-

diction ? But assuredly he can never learn its greatness.

Far from teaching him the power of the human mind to

deal with all that comes within the range of experience,

the theory teaches him the exact reverse, that his power
is impotence, and that from the merest atom of lifeless

matter, up to the throne of the Almighty, human thought

cannot make a single averment without proving itself

blind and self-deceived. There is no room in the reason-

ings I have examined for any contrast between things

that lie within the range of experience, and others that
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transcend it Experience can be nothing more than a

vain phantasmagoria of ever-fleeting shadows, if it be tru^

of every object of human thought, of Matter, Mind, and

the Great Author of the universe, that they are wholly

unknowable and unknown. The whole course of false

reasoning must be reversed, and the mystery which

attends all partial knowledge must be carefully distin-

guished from unreality, self-contradiction, and falsehood,

before there can be standing-ground, not only^for Christian

Theology, but for Physical Science itself. And the same
course of thought, which breaks through these spiders' webs

of false reasoning in physics, and shews that genuine

sciences of space and time, of matter, motion and force,

are all attainable, and have been attained, applies with

equal emphasis to the highest subject of all, the know-

ledge of our Creator, whom to know in his works, as

Newton has truly observed, should bo one main purpose

and aim of all genuine philosophy.



CHAPTER III.

ON THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE.

The Relativity of Knowledge is a doctrine which is vciy

prominent in recent works of philosophy. Sir W. Hamil-

ton, Dean Mansel, Mr Mill and Mr Spencer, with others

almost of equal reputation, agree in affirming its truth

and high importance. The last-named writer begins his

exposition in thece words

:

"The conviction that human intelligence is incapable

of absolute knowledge is one that has been slowly gaining

ground, as civilization has advanced. Each new ontolo-

gical theory, from time to time propounded, has been

followed by a new criticism, leading to a new scepticism.

All possible conceptions have been tried and found want-

ing; and so the entire field of speculation has been

exhausted, without positive result, the only one arrived

at being negative—tjiat the Reality existing behind all

appearances is and must ever be unknown. To this con-

clusion almost eveiy thinker of note has subscribed. With

the exception, says Sir W. Hamilton, of a few absolutist

theorizers of Germany, this is the truth of all others most

harmoniously re-echoed by every philosopher of every

school. And among these he names Protagoras, Aris-

totle, Augustin, Boethius, Averroes, Albertus Magnus,
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Qeraon, Leo Hebraeus, Melanchthon, Scaliger, F. Picco*

lomini, Qeordano Bruno, Campanella, Bacon, Spinoza,

Newton and Kant."

Such a triple concurrence of the great names of past

ages, the leading philosophers of the present day, and

the whole course and drift of modem civilization, has a

very imposing sound. It may well seem immodest to

refuse or suspend our assent to a dogma, -sustained by

such a weight of concurrent authority. But here the

principle itself comes to our aid, and restores to us some

degree of liberty again. The apparent consent. Sir \V.

Hamilton and Mr Spencer assure us, is great and over-

whelming. But what do we or can we know of the

reality behind this appearance?

The doctrine is <iertainly le£b in a very paradoxical

state by the recent discussions. Sir W. Hamilton, and

his able disciple. Dean Mansel, stand foremost among its

supposed advocates. Mr Spencer ^quotes many pages

from both of them, as giving the clearest expression to

the opinion he shares with them. But he then proceeds

to reverse and disprove one main premise on which all

their reasoning depends, that the iMtion of the Absolute,

the Infinite, or the Unconditioned, is only negative. He
maintains that it is positive, and even the most positive,

persistent and real, of all ideas. Mr Mill, again, states

that the doctrine is " true, fundamental, and of important

consequences in philosophy." He makes it the common

creed of Berkeley and the Sceptic Idealists, including

Hume, of Kant and the Transcendentalists, of Hartley

and the whole school of Mental Physiologists. But ho

remarks further that it may shade down "through a

number of gradations, successively more thin and unsub-

«tautial, till it fiades into a truism leading to no conse-
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quences, and hardly worth enunciating in words." He
prooeedi to show, through levercl chapters, that Sir W.
Hamilton, who affirms it strongly in one set of passages,

contradicts it as strongly in another, and oould only have

held it in that sense, which reduces it most completely to

A barren truism. And when Dean Hansel would disprove

^this chaige by a different construction of the Hamiltonian

Realism, Mr Mill and Prof. Fraser, by appeal to Sir W.
Hamilton's own words, refute and disprove the attempted

reconciliation.

Again, Mr Mill at first defines the doctrine, as held by

Mr Spencer, to include two things, the certain existence

nf Things in themselves, and their absolute and eternal

relegation to the region of the Unknowable. But he pre-

Hently retracts his mistake (Exam. pp. 13, 181, 182) ; and

Avhile he thinks Mr Spencer's services to philosophy in the

defence of the experience hypothesis are beyond sdl price,

«ays that his real view recognizes as attainable "a prodi-

gious amount of knowledge respecting the Unknowable."

It must thus, in his view, be nearly as adverse as Sir W.
Hamilton's Natural Realism to a genuine acceptance of

the doctrine of Relativity in its own proper meaning. \-

But if the consent of its recent champions is pheno-

menal and illusive, so also is that of the earlier authori-

ties. Mr Mill remarks as follows on the statement of

Sir W. Hamilton, which Mr Spencer has taken for the

basis of his own discussion

:

" He supports his assertion by quotations from seven-

teen thinkers of eminence, beginning with Protagoras and

Aristotle, and ending with Kant. Qladly, however, as

I should learn that a philosophical truth, destructive of so

great a mass of baseless and misleading speculation^ had

been universally recognized by philosophers of all past
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time, and. that Oatology, instead of being, a« I believed,

the oldest form of philosophy, was a recent invention of

Schelling and Hegel, I am obliged to confess that none of

the passages, except the one from the elder Scaliger, and

one from Newton, convey to my mind that the writers

bad ever come in sight of the great truth he supposes

them to have intended to express. Almost all of them
seem to me perfectly compatible with the rejection of

it." •

Once more Mr Spenoei', after quoting with approval

six pages from Sir W. Hamilton and Dean Mansel, in

which they unfold this great doctrine, proceeds in the

rest of the chapter to correct their supposed exaggeration,

and expound in these words a wholly different view.

" The answer of pure Logic is held to be that, by the

limits of our intelligence, we are rigorously confined

within the relative, and that any thing transcending the

relative can be thought of only as a pure negation, or

as a non-existence. Unavoidable as this conclusion seems,

it involves, I think, a grave error. If the premise be

granted, the conclusion must doubtless be admitted ; but

the premise, in the form prescribed, is not strictly true.

Though the arguments used by these writers to prove the

Absolute unknowable have been approvingly quoted, and

enforced by others equally thorough-going, there remains

a qualification, which saves us from the scepticism other-

wise necessitated. These propositions are imperfect state-

ments of the truth, omitting or rather excluding an all-

important fact Besides that definite consciousness, of

which logic formulates the laws, there is an indefinite

consciousness, which cannot be formulated. Besides com-

plete thoughts, there are thoughts which it is impossible

to complete, and yet which are r^, being normal affec-
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tions of the intellect. Every one of the arguments, by

which the relativity of our knowledge is demonstrated,

postulates the positive existence of something beyond the

relative. To say that we cannot know the Absolute ii

by implication to affirm that there is an Absolute. In

the denial of our power to learn what it is, there lies

hidden the assumption that it is ; and this proves that the

Absolute has been present to our minds, not as a nothing,

but as a something. The Noumenon, everywhere named

as the antithesis of the Phenomenon, is throughout neces-

sarily thought of as an actuality. Our conception of the

Relative itself disappears, if our conception of the Abso-

lute is a pure negation."

Thus the doctrine of Relativity, that wide river, which

confines us to a land of shadows, and shuts us out from

any possible knowledge of "things in themselves," of

Matter, Mind, Qod, in their true and real being, seems to

part itself into four or five streams, and gives us some

hope that we may be able to ford it, and pass over safely

to the other side. Let us endeavour, with Mr Mill's aid,

to discriminate these varieties.

• The first and simplest is the doctnne that there is

neither mind nor matter, Ego, or Non-ego, but sensations

themselves alone, and is thus described

:

" According to one of the forms, the sensations we are

said in common parlance to receive from the objects are

not only all that we can possibly know of them, but are

all that we have any ground for believing to exist. What
we term an object is but a complex conception, made up

by the laws of association out of the ideas of various sen-

sations, which we are accustomed to receive simulta-

neously. There is nothing real in the process but these

sensations. They do not indeed succeed ea^h other at
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random. They are held together by a law, that is, they

occur in fixed groups, and in fixed order of succession

:

but we have no evidence of anything which, not being a

sensation, is a substratum or hidden cause of sensations.

That idea is a raentaf creation, to which we have no

reason to think that there is any corresponding reality

exterior to our minds. Such is the first and most ex-

treme form of the doctrine. That is, not merely all we
can possibly know of anything is the manner iu which it

affects the human faculties, but there is nothing else to

be known ; affections of human or other minds are all we
can know to exist."

Next follows a second and more usual form of the doc-

trine, thus explained

:

"The difference between the Ego and Non-ego is not

one of language only, nor a formal distinction between

two aspects of the same reality ; but denotes two realities,

each having a separate existence, and beither of them
dependent on the other. They believe that there is a

real universe of ' Things in themselves,' but as to what
this Thing i» in itself, we can only know what our senses

tell us, and as they tell us only the impression it makes

on ua, we do not know what it is in itself at all. External

things exist, and have an inmost nature, but their inmost

nature is inaccessible to our faculties. If things have an
inmost nature, apart not only from the impressions they

produce, but from all they are fitted to produce, on any
sentient being, this inmost nature is unknowable, iuscrut-

able, and inconceivable, not to us only, but to every

other creature. To say that even the Ore tor could know
it, is to use language which to us has no meaning, because

we have no faculties by which to appv^^uend that there

is any such thing for him to know."
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The position o.f Mr Mill himself seems to lie midway
between these two forms of the doctrine. The first, as

the simplest and purest, has his affections. With regard

to matter, or the Non-ego, he adopts it fully. An orange,

or a tree, or the city of Calcutta, is simply a group of

" permanent possibilities of sensation." He accepts, like

so many others, Berkeley's half of the phenomenal theory.

And his luvo of consistency and logical completeness

makes him look with a wistful longing on Hume's specu-

lation, as its natural complement, that mind has no more

existence than matter, and that the series of sensations,

impressions, or feelings implies no person who feeb, sees, or

hears, and no thing tasted, felt, seen or heard. But
Memory and Hope bai the path, and prevent him from

acquiescing in this extreme conclusion. A remembrance,

an expectation, is a present feeling, but involves a belief

in more than its own present existence. This difficulty

makes him, with great reluctance, leave one half of

the theory ambiguous. That matter is only groups of

sensations or possibilities of sensations is a settled con-

clusion of philosophy. That mind is only a series and

sequence of feelings may be true also. The completeness

of the doctrine of relativity seems to require it. The
facts of hope and memory seem to exclude it. So that

" the wisest thing we can do is to accept the inex-

plicable fact, without any theory of how it takes place

(that is, whether or not there is a mind that hopes or

remembers), and when we are obliged to speak of it in

terms which assume a theory, to use them with a reser-

vation as to their meaning." (Ex. pp. 247, 248.)

A fourth variety of the doctrine is that of Sir W.
Hamilton. In many places he affirms it strongly, and

without limitation. But he affirms as strongly elsewhere
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two doctrines, which constitute enormous exceptions to its

completeness, and indeed spare so little as, in Mr Mill's

view, to reduce it to a mere truism.

And first, in Physics he holds that secondary qualities

are in the mind, but that the primary we directly cognize

or discern in the objects themselves. This is his doctrine

of Natural Realism, which he holds in contrast alike to

Berkeley and the Sceptical Idealists, and to the large

class of philosophers, whom he styles Cosmothetic Idealists,

'iT Hypothetical Realists, and who believe in the existence

of a material world, but only as an inferonce, and not a

direct intuition.

The second main exception to the doctrine is in the

higher field of religious thought. What has been ex-

cluded, as the very essence of the Philosophy of the

Conditioned, under the name of knowledge, is brought

back, at least in part, under the name of belief. " By a

wonderful revelation," he says, " we are thus, in the very

consciousness of our inability to conceive aught above the

relative and the finite, inspired with a belief in a something

unconditioned, beyond the sphere of all comprehensible

reality." Thus the doctrine of relativity is doubly modi-

fied ; with regard to Matter, by the doctrine of our direct

cognition of its primary qualities, extension, resistance

and form, as they are in matter itself; and in the sphere

of Theology, by the assertion of an irrepressible belief,

which assures us that something absolute and infinite

exists, though our reason proves that the thought of it

includes incredible contradictions.

The fifth and last form of the doctrine is Mr Spencer's

own. It is introduced as an important correction of those

statements of Sir W. Hamilton and Dean Mansel, which

he has just before made the groundwork of his whole
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theory of the Unknowable. It is difficult, in these misty

mountain-tops of thought, to be sure that we have rightly

apprehended the exact meaning of an author, even after

our best and most careful efforts. But the doctrine of

Mr Spencer seems to me to include three successive courses

of thought. In the first, he affirms the doctrine of relativity

in its most extreme form, borrowing the arguments of

Sir W. Hamilton and Dean Mansel, and enlarging them by
an addition of his own. In the next, he reverses the argu-

ment, shows the falsity of its main premise, and makes the

real existence of the Absolute the most valid and inde-

structible of all truths. In the third stage ho retraces his

steps once more, and attempts to remove the sense of

illusion, which ordinarily follows the reading of meta-
physics, and which he aaeribes to the constant confusion

of the popular and philosophical meaning of terms, by
carrying out the idealist view one step further, and de-

fining reality to be nothing more nor less than "per-

sistence in consciousness." Thus he infers that the result

must be the same to us, 'Whether what we perceive be the

Unknowable itself, or an effect invariably wrought on us

by the Unknowable," (F. P. pp. 160, 161.)

The first stage in this double alternation has been
described already, and the chapter on relativity begins by
repeating the arguments borrowed before from Sir W.
Hamilton, with further additions. The sum of it may be
given in two or three sentences. "The Absolute is a
term expressing no object of thought, but only a denial

of the relation by which thought is constituted.... To
assume absolute existence as an object of thought is thus

to suppose a relation existing when the related terms

exist uo longer.... This dues not imply that the Absolute

cannot exist, but it implies most certainly that we cannot
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conceive it as existing....The infinite, from a human point

of view, is merely a name for the absence of those con-

ditions under which thought is possible." (pp. 77—79.)

So far the argument is borrowed from Sir W. Hamilton

and Dean Mansel, and rests on the purely negative nature

of the idea of the Unconditioned, under what they hold

to be two opposite modes or extremes, the Absolute and
tL2 Iniinite, But Mr Spencer proceeds to add a third

proof of the doctrine, from likeness, as well as relation and
difference. He writes on it as follows:

"A cognition of the Beal, as distinct from the Pheno-
menal, must conform to this law of cognition in general.

The First Cause, the Infinite, the Absolute, to be known at

all, must be classed. To be positively thought of, it must
be thought of as such or such. Can it be like in kind to

anything of which we have sensible experience ? Obviously

not. That which is uncaused cannot be assimilated to

that which is caused, the two being antithetically opposed.

The Infinite cannot be grouped along with something

finite; since in being so grouped it must be regarded as

non-infinite. It is impossible to put the Absolute in the

same category with anything relative, so long as it is de-

fined as that of which no necessary relation can be predi-

cated. Is then the Actual, though unthinkable by classifi-

cation with the Apparent, thinkable by classification with

itself? This supposition is equally absurd with the other.

It implies the plurality of the First Cause, the Infinite, and

the Absolute, and this implication is contradictory....Thus

from the very nature of thought, the relativity of our

knowledge is inferable in three several ways. As we find

by analyzing it, a thought involves relation, difference,

likeness. Whatever does not present each of these does

not admit of cognition. And hence we may say tha(
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the Unconditioned, as presenting none of them, is trebly

unthinkable."

Here, on the face of the passage, the paradox and con'

tradiction is striking and complete. We cannot think at

all of Something, which we can express by three distinct

names, the First Cause, the Infinite, and the Absolute, to

say nothing of two others, the Real in contrast to the

Phenomenal, the Actual in contrast to the Apparent; and

can also, under each of these names, construct a triple

argument, from relation, difference and likeness, to prove

it unthinkable. And the paradox is even greater, when

we pursue it into details. We cannot think of the First

Cause as a cause, and so by likeness to other causes, nor

by difference, that is, by contrast with a second cause

or an effect We cannot think of the First Cause, the

Infinite, the Absolute, by plurality ; when the very names

are threefold, and plainly :au.:* denote either three

Things, Persons, Beings, or three aspects and attributes

of one and the same Thing, Person or Being. We
cannot think of the Unconditioned by difference or

contrast, when t^ie name is senseless and mere gibber-

ish, unless it denotes that "which is in contrast to the

Conditioned.

But the argument, in this first stage, while directly

applied to Theology alone—since the First Cause, the

Infinite, the Absolute, are abstract names for the Thrice

Holy One, in whom Christians believe, and whom they

worship and adore—really includes all Physics and Hu-

manity iu its comprehensive range. For the very same

reasons of unknowableness have been shown to apply to

Space, Time, Matter, Force, and the Conscious Mind. It

is het Real in contrast to the Phenomenal, the Actual in

contrast to the Apparent, which is pronounced trebly
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unthinkable and unknowable. The Noumenon or the
Noumena, the Reality or the Bealities, are all alike
beyond the reach of human knowledge. We cannot even
know whether they are many or one.

But now we come to a second stage, in which the pure
and perfect doctrine of relativity is modified and almost
reversed. A few sentences will be enough to show the
importance of these fresh admissiona

"To say that we cannot know the Absolute is by
implication to aflBrm that there m an Absolute. The
Noumenon, everywhere named as the antithesis of the
Phenomenon, is necessarily thought of as an actuality. It

is impossible to conceive that our knowledge is a know-
ledge of Appearances only, without conceiving at the same
time a Reality of which they are appearances, for appear-
ance without reality is unthinkable. Truly to realize iu
thought any one of the propositions of which the argu-
ment consists, the Unconditioned must be represented as
positive and not negative. An argument which assigns
to a certain term a certain meaning, and ends in shewing
that this term has no such meaning, is simply an elaborate
suicide. Clearly, then, the demonstration that a definite
consciousness of the Absolute is impossible to us unavoid-
ably presupposes an indefinite consciousness of it."

"The error consists in assuming that consciousness
contains nothing but limits and conditions, to the entire
neglect of that which is limited and conditioned. It is

forgotten that there is something which forms the raw
material of definite thought, and remains after the defi-
niteness which thinking gave to it has been destroyed....
We are conscious of the Relative as existence under con-
ditions and limits. It is impossible that these can be
thought of, apart from jomething to which they gave the

B. X
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form. Tlie abstraction of these is by hypothesis the

abstraction of them only. Consequently there must be a

residuary consciousness of something which filled up their

outline, and this indefinite something constitutes our

consciousness of the Non-Relative or Absolute. Though
we cannot give the consciousness any qualitative or quan-
titative expression, it is not less cert«in that it remains with

us as a positive and indestructible element of thought...

If the Absolute is present in thought only as a mere nega-

tion, the relation between it and the Relative becomes

unthinkable. And if this relation is unthinkable, there is

the Relative itself unthinkable for want of its antithesis,

whence results the disappearance of all thought whatever.

The momentum of thought inevitably carries us beyond

conditioned existence to unconditioned, and this ever

persists in us as the body of a thought to which we can

give no shape. Hence our firm belief in objective reality,

u belief which metaphysical objections caunot for a moment
shake....An ever-present sense of real existence is the very

basis of our intelligence. And since the only possible

measure of relative validity among our beliefs is the

degree of their persistence in opposition to efforts made to

change them, it follows that this which persists at all

times, under all circumstances, and caunot cease till con<

sciousness ceases, has the highest validity of any....It is

impossible to get rid of the consciousness of an actuality

lying beyond appearances, and from this impossibility

results our indestructible belief in that actuality."

This doctrine, though offered as a correction of Sir

W. Hamilton's theory, is really much the same as his

" wonderful revelation, which inspires us with a belief in

Domthing Unconditioned, beyond the sphere of compre*
hensible reality." The phrase alone is different. With
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If ' Spencer, all realities constitute the Unknowable, while

tht Knowable includes appearances alone. The contrast

is twice expressed as that of the Real and the Phenome-
nal, the Actual and the Apparent. The irresistible belief,

however, is the same. One writer styles it the belief in

something beyond the sphere of comprehensible reality

;

the other, in a reality or realities, lying behind and be-

yond those appearances, which alone we can really know.

In one, it is the fixed belief, by revelation, of somethin;^

of which we cannot even think without contradiction.

In the other, it is the indestructible belief in a reality we
cannot formulate in thought, and which persists in our

minds as the body of a thought without shape or form.

So far, the view is simply the acceptance of the second

of the two forms of the doctrine of Relativity, as described

by Mr Mill, and the rejection of the first. There are

realities behind the appearances, or one grand reality, but

of which nothing ran be known. But in another place

the return journey is carried further, so that Mr Mill

accounts it an entiro surrender of tha main doctrine itself.

The more or less coherent relations among any one's states

of consciousness are said to be generated by experience

of the more or less constant relations in something beyond

our consciousness. This Mr Mill expounds as an affirma-

tion " that for every proposition we can truly assert about

the similitudes, successions, and coexistences of our states

of consciousness, there is a corresponding similitude, suc-

cession, and coexistence, really obtaining among Noumena
beyond our consciousness, and even that we can have

experience of the same." And he expresses a natural

surprise that so able an advocate and champion of the

experience hypothesis should recognize "this prodigious

amot^nt of knowledge respecting the Unknowable." In

5—2
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tact, the doctrine of Relativity is thus reduced to a proraic

version of Plato's noble and vivid figure. We dwell in

a cave, in a land of ever-moving shadows; but thof^e

shadows have fixed and definite relations, which we can

detect by careful experience, to unseen realities on which
they depend.

But when, in this second stage of the theory, we seem
almost to have emerged from the cave, and obtained

glimpses of the real and the actual, a third stage ensues,

which throws us back into our dream-hind once more.

Reality receives a new definition, and means only "persist-

ence in consciouBness." A thought continues, or continu-

ally recurs, in spite of every effort to get rid of it, and this

persisteii ; of the thought is the only thing, the sole

reality. The opening of ch. IIL in the second Book, on

the Knowable, is occupied with the exposition of this

view. And the passage contains so frank an admission

with regard to the usual effect, on plain minds, of most

metaphvsical theories, and so important a remark with

regard to one main cause of confusion and error, that

I shall venture to quote it at length. It will form a
natural basis for all the further remarks which I have

to make, in this and the next chapter, on this doctrine of

Relativity. Mr Spencer writes as follows

:

" That sceptical state of mind which the criticisms of

philosophy usually produce, is, in great measure, caused

by the misinterpretation of words. A sense of universal

illusion ordinarily follows the reading of metaphysics, and
is strong in proportion as the argument has appeared

conclusive. This sense of universal illusion would probably

never have arisen, had the terms used been always rightly

construed. Unfortunately, these terms have by associa-

tion acquired meanings quite different from those given
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tliem in phiioaophical diacussiona ; and the ordinary meuu-

ings being unavoidably auggoated, there reaults more or

less of that dream-like idealiam which is ao incongruoua

with our instinctive convictions. The word phenomenon,

and its equivalent word, appearance, are in great part

to blame for this. In ordinary speech these are uniformly

employed in reference to visual perceptions. Habit almost

disables us from thinking of appearance except as some-

thing seen ; and though phenomena has a more generalized

meaning, we cannot rid it of associations with appearance,

its verbal equivalent. When, therefore. Philosophy proves

that our knowledge of the external world can be but phe-

nomenal, when it concludes that the things of which we are

conscious are appearances ; it inevitably arouses in us the

notion of an illusiveness, like that to which our visual

perceptions are so liable in comparison with our tactual

perceptions. Good pictures show us that the aspects of

things may be very nearly simulated by colours on canvas.

The looking-glass more distinctly proves honr deceptive is

sight, unverified by touch. And the frequent cases in

which we misinterpret impressions made on our eyes, and

think we see something we do not see, further shake our

faith in vision. So that the implication of uncertainty

has infected the very word, appearance. Hence Philoso-

phy, giving it an extended meaning, leads us to think

of all our senses deceiving us in the same way that the

eyes do, and so makes us feel ourselves floating in a

world of phantasms. Did we in the place of them use the

teni , effect, which is equally applicable to all impreasions

made on consciousness through any of the aenaes, and

carries with it in thought the necessary correlative canse>

with which it is equally real, we should be in little danger

of falling into the insanities of idealism."
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" Such danger an might still remain would disappear

on making a further verbal correction....We increase the

socming unreality of that phenomenal existence which

iilone we can know, by contrasting it with a noumenal

existence which we imagine would, if we could know

it, be more real to us. But we delude ourselves with

a verbal fiction. What is the meaning of the word real 1

This question underlies every metaphysical inquiry, and

the neglect of it is the remaining cause of the chronic

Hntngonisms of metaphysicians. In the interpretation of

it, the discussions of philosophy retain one element of

the vulgar conception of things, while they reject all its

other elements, and create confusion by the inconsistency.

"The peasant, on contemplating an object, does not

regard that which he contemplates as something in him-

Nelf, but believes the thing of which he is conscious to be

the external object, imagines that his consciousness ex-

tends to the very place where the object lies. To him

the appearance and the reality are one and the same

thing. The metaphysician, however, is convinced that the

consciousness cannot embrace the reality, but only the

appearance of it ; and so he transfers the appearance into

consciousness, and leaves the reality outside. This reality,

left outside of consciousness, he continues to think of

much in the same way as the ignorant man thinks of the

appearance. Though the reality is asserted to be out of

cousciousness, yet the realneaa ascribed to it is constantly

spoken of as though it were a knowledge possessed apart

from consciousness. It seems to be forgotten that the

conception of reality can be nothing more than some mode
of consciousness ; and the question to be considered is,

What is the relation between this mode and others ?

"By reality we mean persistence in consciousness ; a
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persistence that is either unconditional, as our conscious-

ness of space, or conditional, as our consciousnetis of a

body while grasping it. The real, as we conceive it, is

distinguished solely by the test of persistence ; for by

this test we separate it from what wo call the unreal.

Between a person standing before us, and the idea of such

a person, we discriminate by our ability to expel the

idea from consciousness, and our inability, while Inoking

at him, to expel the person from consciousness....How
truly persistence is what we mean by reality is shewn iu

the fact that when, after criticism has proved that tho

real as we are conscious of it is not the objectively real,

the indefinite notion we form of the objectively real is

of something which persists absolutely, under all changes

of mode, form, or appearance. The fact that we cannot

form even an indefinite notion of the absolutely real,

except as the absolutely persistent, clearly implies that

persistence is our ultimate test of the real as present to

consciousness."

"Reality, then, as we think it, being nothing more than

persistence in consciousness, the result must be the same

to us whether that which we perceive be tbe Unknow-

able itself, or an effect invariably wrought in us by the

Unknowable. If, under constant conditions furnished by

our constitution, some Power of which the nature is be-

yond conception always produces some mode of conscious-

ness; if this mode of consciousness is as persistent as would

be this Power, were it in consciousness, the reality will be

to consciousness as complete in one case as the other.

"Were unconditioned Being itself present in thought, it

could but be persistent, and if there is present Being,

conditioned by the form of thought, but no less persistent,

it must be to us no less real...Though reality, under the
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foniiB of our consciousnesfl be but a ooDditioned effect of

tho absolute reality, yet tbis conditioned efifect standing iu

indissoluble relation with its unconditioned cause, and

being equally persistent so long as the conditions persist,

is to the consciousness supplying those conditions equally

real. The persistent impressions, being persistent results

i>f a persistent cause, are for practical purposes the same as

tho cause itself, and may habitually be dealt with as its

equivalents....We deal with these relative realities as

though they were absolutes, iustoad of effects of the

absolute. And we may legitimately so do, as long as the

conclusions to which they help us are understood as

relative realities and not as absolute ones."

" That the relative reality answers to some absolute

reality it is needful only for form's sake to assert. What
has been said respecting the Unknown Cause, which pro-

duces in us the effects called Matter, Space and Time,

will apply, on simply changing the terms, to Motioa...

Force, as we know it, can be regarded only as a certain

conditioned effect of the Unconditioned Cause, as the

relative reality, indicating to us an Absolute Reality by

which it is immediately produced. And here we see how

inevitable is that transBgured realism to which sceptical

criticism fiually brings us round....Noumenon and phe-

nomenon are presented as in their primordial relation, two

Hides of the same change, of which we are obliged to

resard the last as no less real than the first."
CI

The first paragraph of the above extract suggests a

);rave inquiry, which I must reserve for later consideration.

If the criticisms of Philosophy ustially produce a sceptical

state of mind, and the current metaphysical theories issue

commonly in " a sense of universal illusion," this is surely

a strong presumption that Philosophy and Metaphysics
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have wandered into some deceptive by-patliB, and for-

saken the highway of Nature and Truth. The evil must
probably be deeper and extend more widely than the

ambiguous use of the words, phenomenon and appearance.

Tlie proposed remedy, however, seems to be only an ag-

gi-avation of the disoaso. The sense of universal illusion

is to be dispelled by giving a new sense to the word
reality. We are to understand that its true meaning ia

only "persistence in consciousness." A thing or person

is to be nothing more than our continued thinking, with

no object of our thought, but the act or habit of thinking

alone. The conception of reality can be nothing more
than some mo<le of consciousness. Doubtless our thinkin<»

of a thing as real must be a mode of thought. But is the

thing thought of a mode of thought ? Is it not plain

that to define reality in this way is exactly to reverse its

true meaning ? So that this ripest effort to remedy the

illusiveness of metaphysics consists in affirming that

things are nothing else than continued thinking, with no

object of thought, and that Reality means only persistent

non-reality.

Let us now compare together these three primary

courses of reasoning, which constitute the foundation on

which the new philosophy, the temple cf Physical Fatal-

ism, is reared. First, the ideas of the First Cause, the

Absolute, the Infinite, and also of Space, Time, Matter,

Motion, Force, Conscious Mind, are all contradictory and
unthinkable. Atheism, Pantheism, and Theism are un-

thinkable. Space, finite or infinite, objective or subjective,

is unthinkable. Matter, whether as a plenum, or discrete,

finite atoms, or centres of force, is unt>unkable. Motion

cannot be thought of, either as absolute, or only relative.

Force cannot be thought of, either aa acting or not acting
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at a distance, as the same with matter, or distinct from it.

Conscious mind cannot be conceived either as finite or

infinite in duration, and knowledge of it is forbidden by
the very nature of thought. Physics, Psychology and
Theology are thus alike impossible sciences. We may
well accept Mr Mill's comment, when replying to Sir W.
Hamilton and Dean Mansel on their doctrine of the

Infinite :
—

" We are unable, then, without contradiction,

to assert anything not only of God, but of Time and of

Space. Considered as a reductio ad absurdum, this is

sufficient."

But now follows the first correction of the theory.

We have an irresistible, indestructible belief in the Ab-
solute, the Ileal, though all knowledge wJtat it is, is for-

bidden by the very nature of thought. Th Relative

implies the Absolute, the Apparent implies the Real.
" The momentum of thought carries us inevitably beyond
conditioned existence to unconditioned ; and this ever

persists in us as the body of a thought, to which we can
give no shape." " The conditioned effect stands in indis-

soluble relation to its unconditioned cause."

Here, then, we have, on one side, appearances which
make up the Knowable, and realities which make up the

Unknowable. We know that they are, by an irresistible

belief, which no metaphysical' criticism i can shake for a
moment; but what they are remains, and must remain
for ever, wholly unknown. Yet these unknown realities

stand in indissoluble connection with the known appear-

ances, and distinct sets of appearances represent and cor-

respond with their own retJities. I grasp a ball or an
orange, I gaze upon a trea The sensations of touch, of

eight, are all that I can know. But I believe irresistibly

that there ia something I touch, something I look upoD)

,> ..
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a?id tliat it is I, who look, who touch, and reflect on my
own past sensations. I can know nothing of these realities.

But I may know that the orange phenomena stand in

indissoluble connection with the real orange, the tree

phenomena in like connection with the real tree, the

mental phenomena with the real mind or Ego, and that

the realities thus correspond with the sets of experiences

ur appearances, are represented by them, and for all

practical purposes are equivalent to them. We may thus

obtain, to borrow Mr Mill's remark, " a prodigious amount

of knowledge respecting the Unknowable." The very

same substitution, which in Theology has been rejected

with scorn and indignation, as a new instance of the im-

piety of the pious, the attempt, when all speculative truth

has been pronounced impossible, to supply the void with

regulativ*. truths, is at once accepted for the groundwork

of a vast and imposing structure of Physical Science. In

strict logic we can know nothing whatever of things in

8pace and time, of matter, motion, force or mind. But we

can know an immense deal about appearances and sensa-

tions, and may safely believe and act on the faith that the

unknown realities exactly correspond in some way or other

with these known appearance?, though still we are bound

to remember that all we really know belongs not to the

realities but to the shadows alone. ,,
;

But we have not yet reached the extreme of incon-

sistency and self-contradiction. The first stage of thought

is that sensations, acts, or states of consciousness alone are

knowable, and that things or persons, or the great First

Cause, the Power which is behind the phenomena ol' the

universe, are all unthinkable, and unknowable. The se-

cond stage is that the appearances suggest realities, and
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cannot be thought of without them ; that belief io the

realities is irresistible, though we cannot formulate this

belief into clear knowledge, and that we still may know
of a correspondence between the representing appearances

and the realities represented by them. But in the third

stage the scene shifts once more. We have no longer a

World of unknown realities on one side and known appear-

ances on the other, but two sets or kinds of realities, the

relative and the. absolute. " The relative reality answers

to the absolute reality, and indicates an absolute reality,

by which it is immediately produced." And reality itself

has changed its meaning. It is no longer the fact of

things or persons without us and distinct from us, and of

our own existence, as distinct from a series of sensations,

but pei-sistency in consciousness. I have a mingled sensa-

tion, for instance, of round shape and yellow colour. If

this sensation persists and never intermits, it is a real

orange, and the only real orange. If it only fluctuates

and comes and goes uncertainly, it is an unreal orange.

Persistent vivid manifestations of something unknowable,

which we usually style sensations, are real matter. Per-

sistent faint manifestations of the unknowable something,

which answer to what are usually called reflections, are

the real Ego or mind. The irresistible belief in the ob-

jective reality of matter in the world of space around us,

and of conscious mind, our own, and that of other men,

after being affirmed in the strongest terms, is contradicted

and set aside once more. There are no real objects of

thought without us, for this would be to admit something

outside of consciousness. We, who think and feel, have

no real existence. But some thoughts or sets of thoughts,

some sensations or sets of sensations, last longer, or recur
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more obutinately than the rest; and these, if they are

vivid, are the only real matter, and if they are faint and

ahadowy, are the only real mind. And both alike, whether

vivid and clear, oi fuint and shadowy, agree in this one

character, ttiat they r^e manifestations of the Unknowable.

The only realities are transient, momentary glimpses,

often repeated, of something or other which can never be

seen, manifestations of one or many Unknowables, of

which we cannot tell whether it be one or many, and

which it is impossible, by the laws of thought, that it can

be manifested or known.

Such is the doctrine of the Relativity of Knowledge,

as taught by Mr Spencer in his 'Firat Principles of

Philosophy,' and in the shape it finally assumes. It illus-

trates the main idea of tha Fatali.stic Theory of the

Universe, which is presently built upon it, and which

looks upon the whole course of physical change as one

immense series of oscillations of alternate evolution and

dissolution. It begins with an intellectual chaos, iu which

every possible subject of thought is pronounced unthink-

able, and consigned to mist and eternal darkness. It

oscillates in^ some dawn of light and science, when it

recognizes our irresistible belief in realities, and that

appearances so truly represent these realities, as to lead

to a large practical knowledge of all that theory has

styled unknowable. And then it oscillates once more into

the hypothesis, which denies all reality but a mere counter-

feit, and turns the whole world of science into a series of

roads that start from nothing and lead to nothing,

thoughts more or less continuous, which no real person

thinks, and in which no real thing or person is thought

of. In this form I shall venture to apply to it Mr Mill's
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own ovricture on Sir W. Hamilton's "Law of the Con-
ditioned," a still more famous variety of the same general

view. It "must be jilaced in that numerous class of

metaphysical doctrines, which have a magnificent sound,

but are empty of the smallest substance."

I \
t
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CHAPTER IV.

THE RELATIVITY OF K vWLEDGE ACCORDINQ
TO SIR W. HAMIT ON AND MR MILL., ;

The Relativity of Knowledge, I have shewn in the last

.chapter, has a diflPerent meaning in each of the three

philosophers, whose seeming verbal agreement, and high
reputation, are at first sight a strong presumption in fa-

vour of its truth. Sir W. Hamilton, Mr Spencer, Mr Mill,

all directly affirm it in the most emphatic terms. The
last of them pronounces it to be true, fundamental, and
full of important consequences. Sir W. Hamilton, whose
immense reading in metaphysics is well known, claims for

it the general assent of all great thinkers of former days,

and speaks of a few German theorizers, such as Schelling

and Hegel, as the only exceptions. Mr Spencer adopts

from him both the historical statement, and the exposition

of the doctrine, and places it at the foundation of his own
laboriously constructed scheme of philosophy. But when
we look more closely, we find that Mr Mill reduces Sir W.
Hamilton's seventeen authorities to two only, though he

would gladly have learned that there had been so wide an

acceptance of what he calls "a philosophical truth de-

structive of a great mass of misleading speculation;" and of

thes0 two, Newton, the more weighty, may be shewn, by
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the context of the quotation, to be as far as the others
from affirming the real doctrine in debate. Also Mr Mill
proceeds to prove, through six or seven chapters, that the
Natural Realism of Sir W. Hamilton, and his doctrine of
Belief, as distinct from knowledge, amount to a practical

surrender and reversal of the doctrine of Relativity, which
in words he so strongly affirms. In like manner he cor-

rects his first impressions of Mr Spencer's view, and con-
cludes that it is really no less inconsistent than the Scotch
philosopher's with the genuine doctrine, since it recognizes
as attainable " a prodigious amount of knowledge of the
Unknowable." The weight of concurrent authority being
thus proved a mere shadow, the way is open for a direct

inquiry into the truth of the doctrine, as held by Mr Mill
himself, in what he conceives to be its proper and only
consistent form.

The Phenomenalism, derived from Berkeley, Hume,
and Kant, which has prevailed so widely in nearly all later

metaphysics, and which Mr Mill undertakes to expound, is

open, at the outset, to two weighty grounds of suspicion.

The first is admitted by Mr Spencer, in the statement be-
fore quoted, that metaphysics of this type "usually produce
a sceptical state of mind" and are ordinarily followed by "a
sense of universal illusion." No such result follows the
genine discoveries of science in other fields of thought.
No sense of illusion haunts the simplest reader, when in-

troduced to the writings of Bacon or Newton, of Herschel,
Cuvier, Davy or Faraday, of practical moralists or of Chris-
tian divines. He ascribes the feeling to an ambiguous use
of words, especially phenomenon, appearance, and reality.

But such an effect must surely have a wider and deeper
cause than the faulty use of two or three words, while the
proposed remedy aggravates the die^pse. It is to define
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reality aa " pentiutence in consciousness," a definition truly

unthinkabU;, and never known or heard of till the ' First

Principles ' appeared.

The second ground of suspicion is that the doctrine

runs counter to the laws and habits of human speech in

every known dialect. It might thus seem almost dis-

proved by the history of language alone. It teaches

that feelings, sensations, impressions or ideas are the only

proper objects of knowledge, and that substances, things,

or persons, are either mere mental illusions, or wholly un-

knowable and unknown. The Realism which holds that

we perceive the primary qualities of matter in the things

themselves, and the hypothesis of an unformed half know-

ledge of the absolute realities, corresponding with our ex-

periences of the relatives or appearances, are rejected by

Mr Mill, as inconsistent with a genuine recognition of

Relativity. But he complains, in his Logic, of the per-

verseness with which language takes every word denoting

real existence, such ai substance, thing, being, essence,

entity, and applies them to what the doctrine pronounces

unknowable, to material objects, minds, and persons, instead

of sensations or states of consciousness, which it accounts

the only knowable things. "Our sensations," he says,

"seldom receive separate names." We have a name for

the object, and for the quality, but for the sensation itself

" language baa provided us with no single-worded or im-

mediate designation.*' Thus, if the doctrine be tnie, a

strange perverseness has marked the growth, not only

of the English tongue, but of every language known to

history. Names expressive of real existence have been

applied exclusively to things either non-existent, or wholly

unknowable, while the only things that can be really

a
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known have either had to borrow titles from something

else, or been left without a name.

The misuse of words, I agree with Mr Spencer, has

much to do with that sense of illusion, which commonly
attends the reading of many metaphysical works. But I

believe that the cause lies deeper than the ambiguity in

the terms, phenomenon, appearance, and reality, and de-

pends on a fundamental falsehood. Phenomenalism, in my
opinion, is a faulty analysis of human thought and expe-

rience, followed by a synthesis no less faulty. Philoso-

phers or metapnysicians, in the name of science, try to

imleam and unteach truths, which they, as well as the

peasant, have been learning from the very first moment
of conscious life, and after all their efforts can never

really unlearn. As a speculation, the non-reality of mat-

ter, or even of mind, may be patched upon the garment of

their habitual course of thought. But it cannot and will

not cohere. As soon as the violent effort ceases, truth re-

sumes its settled power, and the illusion melts away of its

own accord. The philosopher, like the peasant, is com-

pelled to accept the lesson, taught by his own experience,

and the experience of all the rest of mankind. He knows
and feels, whatever speculators may say, that he is a real

person, living, acting, thinking, moving, iu the midst of a

real world of outward things.

Hume, one of the ablest sceptics, to whom we owe the

proposed extension of Berkeley's reasoning on the non-ex-

iHtence of matter to mind also, has frankly acknowledged

this result of the theory. "These principles," he says,

" may flourish and triumph iu the schools, where it is dif-

ficiilt, if not impossible, to refute them. But as soon aji

they leave the shade, and by the presence of the real ob-

jects are put in opposition to the more powerful principles
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of our nature, they vanish like smoke, and leave the
most determined sceptic in the same condition as other
mortals."

The doctrine I have to examine has been variously

stated as follows. First, by Sir W. Hamilton : " Of things
al)Solutely or in themselves, be they internal or external,

we know nothing, or know them only as incognizable.

We become aware of their incomprehensible existence,

only as this is incidentally and accidentally revealed to us
through certain qualities related to our faculties, and
which qualities we cannot think as unconditioned and irre-

lative. All that we know is phenomenal, phenomenal of

the unknown." By Mr Mill in his Logic : " It may safely

be laid down as a truth, obvious in itself, and admitted by
all whom it is at present necessary to take into considera-

tion, that of the outward world we know and can know
absolutely nothing, except the sensations we experience

from it." Sir W. Hamilton once more, Lect. I. 137 :
" This

something, absolutely and in itself, apart from its pheno-
mena, is to us zero. It is only in its qualities, in its

effects, in its relative or phenomenal existence, that it is

cognizable or conceivable.... Matter or material substance,

as contradistinguished from these qualities, is the -am <)f

something unknown and inconceivable. The same is true

with regard to the term, mind. Our whole knowledge of

mind or matter is thus only relative. Of existence, abso-

lutely and in itself we know nothing; and we may say of

man what Virgil said of iEneas, contemplating in the pro-

phetic sculpture of his shield the future glories of Rome

—

Kerumque ignarus, imagine gaudet."

Here it is plainly taught that all our knowleilge is

imaginary and non-real, of mere shadows and images, and
not of things themselves. The sense of illusion it awakens.

'^<^:^'-
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then, in common miDds, is no misconception arising from an

ambiguous use of the words phenomenon and appearance.

On the contrary, it springs out of the very definition of

the doctrine of Relativity, which Sir W. Hamilton has laid

down, and which Mr Mill approves. The philosophers of

this school do " make us feel ourselves floating in a world

of phantasms." Man, it says, is ignorant of realities, and

rejoices in shadowy images alone. r.r '! ..

To see the nature of the doctrine more clearly, I shall

quote a passage from Sir W. Hamilton, which Mr Mill

highly approves, as shewing that he had a greater capacity

for the subject than many metaphysicians of high reputa-

tion, and particularly than his predecessors, Reid and

Stewart. I believe, on the contrary, that Sir W. Hamil-

ton, Mr Spencer, Mr Mill, and all the phenomenalists,

have here at the outset gone wrong together. The two

first mitigate the original fault by admissions opposed to

their common premise, but agreeing with truth and com-

mon sense; while Mr Mill, more logically consistent, is

thereby led, from his false premise, soil deeper into error.

Sir W. Hamilton writes as follows :—'vvi J :':

"A fact of consciousness is that whose existence is

guaranteed by en original and necessary belief. But there

is an important distinction to be made, which has been

overlooked by all philosophers, and led some of the most

distinguished into no inconsiderable errors.

" The facts of consciousness are to be considered in two

points of view, either as evidencing their own phenomenal

existence, or the objective existence of something else be-

yond them. A belief in the former is not identical with a

belief in the latter. The one cannot, the other may pos-

sibly be refuted. In the case of a common witness, we

cannot doubt the fact of his testimony, but we can always
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doubt the truth of thet which his testimony avers. So it

is with consciousness ...In the act of External Perception,

consciousness gives us a conjunct fact, the existence of Me
or Self as perceiving, and the existence of something dif-

ferent from Me or Self, ac perceived. Now the reality of

this, as a subjective datum, as an ideal phenomenon, it is

impossible to doubt without doubting the existence of con-

sciouaness; for consciousness is itself this fact, and to doubt

the existence of consciousness is absolutely impossible.

For as such a doubt could not exist, except in and throu<»li

consciousness, it would consequently annihilate itself. We
should doubt that we doubted. As contained in an act of

consciousness, the contrast of mind knowing and matter

known cannot be denied."

"But the whole phenomenon in consciousness may be

admitted, and its inference disputed. Consciousness, it

may be said, is only a phenomenon. The contrast between

the subject and the object may be only apparent, not real.

The object given as an external reality may be only a

mental representation, which the mind is, by an unknown
law, determined unconsciously to produce, and to misttvke

for something different from itself. All this may be said

and believed without self-contradiction; nay, all this has,

by the immense majority of modern philosophers, been

said and believed."

"The aasertiou that the present existence of the phe-

nomena of consciousness, and the reality of that to which

these phenomena bear witness, rest on a foundation equally

solid, is wholly untenable. The second fact, testified to,

may be worthy of all credit, as I agree with Mr Stewart

that it is; but still it does not rest on a foundation equally

solid as the fact of the testimony itself. Mr Stewart con-

fesses that of the first no doubt had ever been suggested
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hy tbo boldest sceptic ; and the latter, so far as it aBsures

us of our having an immediate knowledge of the extenml
world, has been doubted, nay even denied, not merely by
Hct'ptics, but by modern philosophers almost to a man."

"We are immediately conscious in perception of an
ego and a non-ego known together, and in contrast to each

other. This is the fact of the Duality of Consciousness.

It is clear and manifest. When I concentrate my atten-

tion in the simplest act of perception, I return with the

most irresistible conviction of two facts, or two branches

of the same fact, that I am, and that something differcMit

irom me exists. In this act I am conscious of myself as

the perceiving subject, and of an external reality as tlio

object perceived, and I am conscious of both existences in

the same individual moment of intuition. The knowledge
of the subject does not precede or follow the knowledge of

the object; neither determines nor is determined by the

other. Such is the fact of perception revealed in con-

sciousness, and as it determines mankind in general to

their almost equal assurance of the existence of an external

world, as of the existence of our own minds. W^e may
lay it down, as an undisputed truth, that consciousnehs

gives, as an ultimate fact, a knowledge of the ego in con-

trast to the non-ego, and a knowledge of the non-ego in

contrast to the ego. Again, consciousness not only gives

us a duality, but gives its elements in equal counterpoise

and independence. The ego and non-ego, mind and
matter, are not only given together, but in absolute co-

equality. The one does not precede, the other does not

follow. Each is equally dependent, equally independent.

Such is the fact as given in and by consciousness....Philo-

sophers, however, have not been content to accept the

fact in its integrity, but to accept it only under such
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modiBcatioDB as it suited their systema to device. In

truth there are just as many different systems originatinjj

in this fact, as it admits of various possible moiliKcations.

There is first the grand division of philosophers into

those who do and do not accept the fact in its integrity.

Of modem philosophers, almost all are comprehendcil

under the latter category; while of the former, if we do

not remount to the schoolmen and the ancients, I am only

aware of a single philosopher, before Reid, who did not

reject, iu part at least, the fact as consciousness affords it.

As it is expedient to possess a prociae name for a precise

distinction, I would denominau- those who implicitly

acquiesce in the primitive duality, as given in conscious-

ness, Natural Realists or Natural Dualists."

The doctrine of Sir W. Hamilton may thus be summed
up in the following propositions. Consciousness is a

general term for every mental act or impression, so that

all mental philosophy is made up of facts or states of con-

sciousness. Every act of sensation or perception is essen-

tially triune. There is 1\i^ phenomeniil fact of conscious-

ness, which cannot be disj, ed or denied. There is the

double affirmation of a subje ^ or ego, and of an object or

non-ego, which cannot be de.. ! as a fact; but the two

things affirmed may be, and ofit > are, denied. The phe-

nomenal act of perception is con >.red to a witness. It

testifies to itself, and this first tei>tr..,,ny is indisputable.

Doubt here annihilates itself It testifies to a real subject

and a real object, and both at the same moment. And
here its veracity may be denied, though it ought not to

be. The certainty of the self-testimony is perfect and

cannot be exceeded. The certainty of the double testi-

mony to a subject and an object is not so great, since the

denial is not a self-contradiction. But still it^^ is a great
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error. It involves the consequence that our faculties have

been given only to deceive us, and thus implies a denial of

the Divine veracity.

Mr Mill adopts the same definition of consciousness, as

a generic name for mental acts, impressions, or modifica-

tions of every kind. He accepts the contrast drawn be-

tween the phenomenal fact of consciousness, as self-testi-

fied and undeniable, and its testimony to a subject and an
object, and counts it a proof of Sir W. Hamilton's special

acuteness and metaphysical sagacity. He admits also the

present testimony of consciousness to a subject and an
outward object. But he thinks that an appeal lies from
present to primitive consciousness; that the testimony is

not immediate and intuiave, but acquired through repeated

experiences, and certain laws of association; that, so far as

it refers to material substance, it is illusive, a superfluous

mental fiction, and may be replaced by a doctrine, which
assumes no useless hypothesis, that of Permauent Possi-

bilities of Sensation. His theory, to be complete, should
adopt the view of Hume as well as that of Berkeley, and
replace minds or persons by Permanent Capabilities or

Passive Possibilities of Sensation, and Active Possibilities

of Volition. But the facts of memory and hope are, he
owns, inexplicable on this view, "which he therefore cannot
fully adopt, and yet will not wholly abandon. He sub- -

mits, then, to use all the terms which imply the exist-

ence of mind as the unit to which all passing svates of

consciousness belong, but "with a reservation as to their

meaning;" so that, after all, the existence of mind, like that

of matter, may perhaps be an illusive fiction and nothing'^^

more. #
Now I believe that the truth will be found in reversing

nearly every one of these statements. First, the definition
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of congciousness, which both writers hold in common, is

misleading and untrue. Next, the contrast which Sir W.
Hamilton draws between the fact of the testimony of con-

sciousness, which cannot be doubted, and its veracity,

which may be denied—a contrast which, he says, has been
overlooked by all previous philosophers, but which Mr
Mill a£5rms to be unquestionably just, and a proof of hia

rival's gi-eat capacity for metaphysical research—is, I

believe, not only untrue, but an illusive self-contra-

diction. Where they diverge from each other, I bolieve

that each holds a partial truth, but mingles it with a dis-

tinct variety of error. Sir W. Hamilton is right in holding
that there now accompanies every perceptive act a strong
conviction of the reality of an outward thing perceived,

and of our own mind which perceives it. But though the
conuection is so close that it may be called intuitive, as

indeed its type is the impression made on us in beholding a
landscape, I think that it is neither immediate nor simultar

neous; that the impression of an object is direct, and pre-

cedes the reflex conviction of our own existence ; and that

each impression or conviction, as it now arises, is not
simple and undivided, but a compound result of many past

experiences, by which the conception of the object on one
side, and the subject mind on the other, has been succes-

sively enriched and also defined. Mr Mill, I believe, is

right when he affirms, in opposition to Sir W. Hamilton,

that our present notions both of subject and object, are

not simple and primitive data, given in one perceptive act,

but are a composite result from many such acts, and what
he styles "laws of inseparable association." But he is

wrong in holding that the notion of material substance

is a mere illusion, and not the proper and nece.s8ary result

of the elementary act of perception, when many such have
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occurred, and their results have been combined. He is

Avholly wrong in supposing that we can have a firmer and
clearer knowledge of sensations than of object 9 perceived;

or that a sensation can be conceived to exist, without any

perceiving mind; or that they can, as sensations, be grouped

by laws, when things perceived and minds perceiving are

both denied ; or that there can be possibilities when all

realities are denied; or that a permanent possibility of

sensation can be more than an empty phrase without

meaiiiug, in the absence of any being that feels and per-

ceives, and any being or existence that is a cause of sensa-

tion. It is like the shadow of a suspension bridge, floating

in the air, with no support at either end, a line of possible

transition from nothing to nothing.

I. And first, what is the proper meaning of con-

sciousness? A kind of dimness and ambiguity in the

use of this frequent word seems to me the first beginning

of the whole amount of error in each of the two rival

philosophies.

Consciousness, according to Reid, is an operation of

the understanding, distinct from memory, the objects of

which are "our pains, hopes, fears, desires, doubts,

thoughts of every kind, all the passions, actions, and

operations of our own minds, while they are present."

Dr Brown, in his eleventh Lecture, rejects this definition.

It erroneously doubles, he thinks, every mental act or

impression. Consciousness, in his view, is only a generic

name for the feelings or mental acts or iirpressions them-

selves. I see a tree, and I am conscious that I see a

tree, are the same thought differently expressed. But

he admits that the word may also be used to express

a brief and rapid retrospect of feelings, perceptions, and

emotions, so recent that the interval is overlooked and
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forgotten. Only these ought, he thinks, in strictness to

be classed with other acts of memory,

Dr Brown's correction of Reid is accepted as true

both by Mr Mill and Sir W. Hamilton. Consciousness

they both treat as a generic term for every mental

modification whatever. The history of a mind is thus

a series of "states of consciousness." But here they

diverge. Sir W. Hamilton affirms strongly that an ob«

jective reality is directly given or affirmed in each act

of perception. Thus consciousness, with him, includes

an outward object, as well as the mental modification in

the act of perceiving; and the strange phrases are in-

troduced, that we are conscious of the sun and the moon
when we look upon them, and conscious of p,n apple,

orange, rose, lump of iron, or a piece of gold or silver,

when we see it, taste it, smell it, or touch it, and hold

it in oui- hand. On the other hand, Mr Mill restricts the

word to its popular use, when it refers to the mind only,

or a modification of thought or feeling. But then, as the

natural result of making it the genus of all mental acts

or emotions, the direct perception of any thing without

the mind is precluded and made impossible. The mind

becomes its own prison. All its acts are acts of con-

sciousness, and therefore knowledge of any thing beyond

its own states becomes impossible.

But here language, with which metaphysical writers

are too apt to play strange tricks, and overlook its

plainest lessons, comes to our aid, and detects, I think,

the root of the error. Scire and conscire are not the

same. The first is simple, the second is compound. The
first refers to direct and simple knowledge of any object

The second refers to recognition of the mind or inuer

self, along with some other object of the mind's knowledge.
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It is an error to thiuk, with Reid, that eveiy mental act or
impresHioD is double, that I see a tree, or book, or house,

and think, in the same indivisible point of time, that I

atn seeing and looking upon it. It is an error in Brown,
who rightly rejects this duality, to assume that conocious-

ness oan be a fit and proper name for all mental acts and
iinpreiisions whatever. It does not apply, except by an
abuse of language, to direct sensations or perceptions.

It applies only to the second main class of mental modi-
fications, or what Locke styles ideas of reflexion, when
the mind, along with some other object of thought, is

tliinking of itself also. The alternative, which Dr Brown
states clearly, but then passes by, gives the only proper
use of the term. " When the retrospect is of very recent
feelings,.. .the short interval is forgotten, and we think
that the primary feeling, and our consideration of the
feeling, are simultaneous....When consciousness is any
thiug more than the sensation, thought, or emotion, of
which we are said to be conscious, it is a brief and rapid

retrospect Its object is not a present feeling, but a
past feeling, as truly as when we look back, not on the
moment immediately preceding, but ou some distant event

or emotion of boyhood."

One correction or extension only needs to be added
to this remark. In the case of a momentary sensation

or perception, consciousness is not a simultaneous, but
an immediately sequent act of reflection. But we com-
monly mean by a sensation or perception, not a moment-
ary act, but a state continued through many moments,
and thus including a hundred or a thousand successive

acts or impressions. It is plainly possible for reflection

to altercate with observation ; so that each of fifly

moments of sensation may be followed by one of con-
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iciotut reflection, and yet the whole may form one mingled

state of sensation and consciousness, in which the two

elements seem joined inseparably, like a piece of a

hundred lines in rhyming couplets, where the odd and

even lines, those which introduce a new rhyme, and

those which repeat it, blend into one series, and are prac-

tically inseparable, tiv. >:> J !

This faulty use of consciousness, extending it to all

mental acts or states, is counteracted, in Sir W. Hamilton,

by his doctrine of Natural RealiHm, or the direct appre-

hension by the mind of outward objects. Its chief result

is verbal, in a barbarous phraseology, that we are con-

scious of an apple, an orange, a house or a tree, a friend

or an enemy, instead of our own feelings, sensations or

emotions concerning them. In Mr Mill the error goes

much further, and shuts up the mind within its own
states and feelings, as a prison-house, beyond which it

can see and know nothing. As Mr Spencer has well

observed, in his article on the Test of Truth: "If we

decline to acknowledge anything beyond consciousness

till it is proved, we may go ou leasoning for ever, without

getting any further, since the perpetual elaboration of

states of consciousness out of states of consciousness can

never produce anything more than states of consciousness.

But if we postulate external existence, and consider it

merely postulated, the whole fabric of t'le argument,

standing on this postulate, has no greater validity than

the postulate gives it, minus the possible invalidity of the

argument itself."

II. The next question is more vital, and lies at the

mot of all physical and metaphysical philosophy. Does

the perceptive act, whether styled or not a state or fact

of consciousuess, bear witness first of all to its own
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exiatence and character, independent alike of subject
end object, with a testimony no one can deny, and after

this to subject and object, with a testimony that admits
of denial ? Such is the statement of Sir W. Hamilton,
in which he professes to correct a mistake or oversight
of all previous philosophers ; and Mr Mill, who disagrees

with him in so much, adopts it fully, singles it out for

praise as a redeeming proof of his rival's great acuteness
and sagacity, and buys that the distinction he draws,
between that part of the testimony of consciousness

which is incontrovertible and controvertible, "is in the
main beyond question just" I believe, on the contrary,

that the doctrine is not only untrue, but, in Mr Spencer's

phrase, unthinkable, that what it is said no one can
possibly deny is a self-contradiction. And it is less

presumptuous to hold this of a statement which Mr Mill

and Sir W. Hamilton agree in making one main basis

of their two philosophical creeds, in other respects so

diverse, when the latter speaks of it as a discovery of

his own, which has been overlooked by all previous
philosophers.

To make the question at issue clear, let us take a
particular case, expressed by a brief sentence. I see a
house. Here we have a subject, an object, and an act

of vision. In the usual and popular view, the subject

and the object, the I and the house, are abiding realities.

The act of vision is a momentary relation bet jveen these
realities, capable of being suspended, renewed, or con-
tinued, as often as we open and shut our eyes. Thin
act of vision Sir W. Hamilton and Mr Mill agree to call

an act or state of consciousness. The former personifies

it, and calls it a witness. It bears witness, he affirms,

to three things. First to its own existence and character.
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tA a testimoay about a subject and object really existing,

and testifying to both at the same indivisible moment of

time ; and next, to the existence of that subject and

object We may question whether its testimony to their

existence is true. We cannot question that, whether its

tentimony to them is true or not, in other words, whether

or not there is an I which perceives, or a house per-

ceived, ilie act of vision does testify to the mind and the

house as real, and to both at the same instant

Mr Mill agrees in the fact of a present testimony of

consciousness to its own reality, and that of a subject and

an object. But he holds that this latter testimony is not

simple and immediate, but a derived result of many past

experiences. With regard to the house, and perhaps with

regard to the mind also, he thinks that something has

been interpolated without cause, a something useless

and unintelligible, the idea of a substance or substratum

uf the sensations, while all that we can really know is the

series of sensations or perceptive acts alone.

The true analysis of perception, I believe, differs wholly

from either view. First, perception and consciousness are

not the same, nor strictly simultaneous, but distinct and

Buccesnive. Only one act follows the other so swiftly, that

the sequence may be overlooked ; and when the percep-

tive act is repeated or continued, which is ubually the

case, the two series are mingled, and molt into one.

Next, an act of vision, for its existence, requires three

things, a seeing mind, an object seen, and a momentary

relation between them, which depends on the bod<ly organ-

ic ization and the rays of light. But what it teaches, or

f,
the element of knowledge it supplies, is not of all three

' alike, but of the object alone. When I see a house, this

teaches me something about the house, but not about my
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minil, or my eyes, or the rays of light, or the nature, men-
tal or phyHical, of the momentary act of vinion. The
consciousness that usually foUovs is a reflex action. Its

direct object is the mind itself, known through the act of

vision, and these along with it, in their relation to each

other. A knowledge of the mind's existence is the first

and main part of this consciousness, and the second is the

mind's memory of its own act of vision. The second, when
the first is removed or denied, is impossible. If I do or did

not exist, I cannot have seen a house. If I do not believe

that I exist, I cannot believe that I have seen a house, or

bm now seeing it. An act of nothing, seeing nothing, is

an impossible chimera. To sublate the person sublates

every personal act. But to personify the act of vision, as

a witness independent of the seeing mind, and then make
it bear witness to itself first, and to the person seeing only

in tk<e second place, the former testimony being more
certain and undeniable than the second, is no proof uf

singular acumen and sagacity, but a strange and extreme

instance how able men may deceive themselves by meta-

phors and figures of speech. Sir W. Hamilton and Mr
Mill, so often at variance, here agrea But their agree-

ment, as the former admits, deserts the view of all previ-

ous philosophers, while it also plainly runs countei to the

laws of speech, and the common and familiar belief of all

mankind.

An act of vision cannot bear witness to itself. Still

less can it bear witness* to the sameness of the moment of

time, in which I recognize the existence of a thing seen,

and of my mind that sees it. The act cannot occiir, or

give us knowledge of any kind, unless there is a mind

that sees, and a thing seen. But the preconditions of

knowledge, and its contents or substance, are not the
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same. What Ih taught or seen by the act of vision in

neither the mind, nor the mind's act, nor the rays of light,

nor an optical image on the retina, but the exciting cause

of vision, the outward visible thing alone. The reflex act

of consciousness is a rapid retrospect, a snlf-recollection

swiftly sequent on the perception. Its object is not

single but twofold, as the word implies, the mind and a

previous act of the mind, thought of and known together.

But while we know the mind only through the memory
of its act, still the knowledge of the mind holds the first

place in the compound act of consciousness. I must first

know that I exist, before I can know that I have seen

anything. No one can possibly form any conception of

an act of sight, in which nobody sees, and nothing is

seen.- ': X'^i'vv-^ ' r:-.\%-:'i-- '.'
..

' J -

A perceptive act, subject and object being sublated

and set aside, is a chimera and nothing more. It can be

no oracle, able to announce infallible truths, beyond the

power of scepticism itself to dispute. I may sublate the

object alone, and put another in its place. Then there

will still be the mind, a thing seen, and act of vision, only

not the same as before. What I saw, and mistook for a

house, may have been a rock or a tree. But if I sublate

the seeing mind, every act of vision Is sublated, and be-

comes impossible. If there is no one who sees, plainly

there can be no sight of any thing whatever.

How does Sir W. Hamilton attempt to prove this prior

and more certain testimony of the perceptive act to three

of its own features, which must be believed, even if we

doubt or reject the substance of its evidence with regard

to the reality of subject and object ? He says that it is

no other than the consciousness itself, and to doubt the

existence of consciousness is impossible. For such a doubt

R 7
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can exist only in and by consciousness, and so would

annihilate itself. We should doubt that we doubted."

Mr Mill, who shares the doctrine, rejects this proof of

it, but for a reason just as erroneous as the argument

itself; namely that to doubt and not to think at all are

the same thing, so that doubting is not a state of con-

sciousness, but its negation. A very surprising statement

in BO able a philosopher, and one which needs no formal

disproof. The negation of fixed belief or disbelief, and of

all thought whatever, are clearly not the same thing. The

true fault of the argument is that it confounds two senses

of the word, consciousness, which are different and even

opposite.

What do we mean when we say that a doubt can exist

only in and by consciousness ? Simply this, that a man
must both exist and think, before he can doubt, since to

doubt is to think in one especial way. But what is the

supposed fact, culled consciousness, in the other part of

the argument ? It is an asserted testimony of the percep-

tivo act, first personified, to three things; its own aver-

ment of the reality of the mind and the object, the imme-

diacy of that averment, and the strict coincidence of both

its parts in time, so that neither precedes or follows. This

threefold testimony. Sir W. Hamilton says, may be, and

has often been, contradicted, but no one can deny that it

is made, for it is the consciousness itself. I believe, on

the contrary, that such an averment is not only untrue,

but impossible and unthinkable. It is untrue, so for as it

is supposed to affirm the immediacy of information which

can be gained only through known media, the organs of

vision and tho rays of light. It is further untrue, so far

as it maintains the strict simultaneousness of the percep-

tion, by which we recognize the object of vision, and thu
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coDSciousness, by which we recognize together our own
mind which sees, and its act or passive impression in

seeing. A careful analysis of thought will prove that they

are successive. But the averment is incredible and impos-

sible, so far as it supposes any testimony of the perceptive

act, nheu the acting, perctjiving mind is denied and done

away. The contradiction is as great as to ufiirm that the

height of a man's stature may give infallible evidence in a

court of law, even though the man, whose height it is

assumed to be, does not now, and never did exist.

Mr Mill has pointed out. and fully established, two

grave errors in Sir W. Hamilton's defence of Reid's doc-

trine and his own, of Natural Realism. The first is that

he wholly misrepresents the view of the philosophers to

whom he is opposed, as to the testimony of consciousness.

They do not believe that consciousness declares to them

and all mankind certain facts, and then take the liberty of

contradicting the facts. Most of them would contradict

this statement, and deny precisely what he says it is

impossible to deny. They think that consciousness does

not testify what he thinks it testifies. Many of them

believe that consciousness testifies to nothing beyond

itself; others, that it gives some testimony, but not the

san:e he ascribes to it; others, again, that it gives the

testimony he asserts, but not, as he asserts, intuitively.

Thus his arguments are addressed to the wrong point,

the duty of believing its witness, instead of the real

question in dispute, what it is that consciousness testi-

fies, and in what way. (Exam. p. IGG.)

The other fau'.t is more serious still, that ho reverses

and abandons the very doctrine of Realisn\ ho professes

so zealously to defend. Nothing, he says, can be con-

ceivoJ more ridiculous than the opinion of philosophers,
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not excepting Reid, on the nature of Tision. "It has

been curiously held thttt, in looking at the ran, mcon,

or any other object of sight, 'we are either conscious of

those distinct objects, or elf^e that these objects are those

really represented in the .lind. Nothing can be more

absurd. Through the eye ?e perceive nothing but the

lays of light in contact with the retina."

Prof. Grote (Explor. pp. 148—5) and Mr Mill (Exam.

pp. 174, 194) both express their surprise and amazement at

huch a statement from so earnest a champion of Natural

Realism, or the direct testimony of consciousness to the

existence of the outward material world. If the testimony,

after all, is only to the film of air in contact with the rest

of our bodies, and the rays of light on the retina ur

surface of the eyes, the difference from pure idealism,

to common minds, is so slight as hardly to be worth a
controversy. We know the drcnit of our mind on one

hypothesis, of our body on the other, and nothing beyond.

The only proper name for such a philosophical creed is

Unnatural Realism; and Sir W. Hamilton, with one
stroke of the peq, annuls and reverses, as absurd, the
very doctrine he professes so laboriously to defend.

The true doctrine of perception, I conceive, may be
thus stated. We perceive, see, touch, hear, taste, outward
material objects, the things themselves. A sensible im-
pression is an effect, which suggests and proves at once, a
real thing without us, a real cause. But the result of
a single perceptive act is too vague to be called know-
ledge. We perceive a something, the cause of a visual

or tactual effect, but what it is, or where it is, or of what
kind, we cannot decide from one or two sensations alone.

But when they are multiplied, since the thing, the cause
of sensations, abides as well as the mind which observes,
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the conceptioa of this cause becomes more and more
definite. The shapeless receives a shape, the unplaced

receives a known position, from tho consilience of many
acts of perception in various stations of the observer.

Solid objects within the range of both touch and sight are

first determined. And these in turn form a kind of base-

line, as in a geodetic survey, whence we can pass on to

define the more obscure or remote; till we learn the nature

and properties of things invisible or inaccessible, as

water and air, the clouds, the sun, moon and stars.

It is not the sensations themselves, which are grouped

or added together. These do not co-exiat. One expires

before another is bom. It is the outward thing, the

cause at first unknown, which is identified, localized, and
more and more exactly defined, by elements of knowledge
derived from many sensations and separate experiences.

This synthesis goes on side by side with the analysis,

which separates one part or one quality of the object from

another, and discerns the relations between them. Thus
our knowledge of these outward things comes to be two-

fold, partly of their internal relations, of one part of them
to another, and partly of their relations to ourselves or

other observers like ourselves, in exciting and awakening
various kinds of sensations. The first are the primary,

the others are the secondary properties of matter. We
know the first, as in the objects, and existing apart from,

and independent of, any actual sensation of touch, taste,

smell, or sight. The others we know as in the body, but

latent, until they come within the range of the senses of

some sentient being.

In all the remarks, then, of Mr Mill on the gradual

growth of our conception of a material object, out of many
experiences, which i^terwards cohere by a law of mental
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association, of which the results may remain, even when

the process is forgotten, I think that his teaching is exact

and sound. The one error, I believe, Trhich vitiates the

'whole course of his reasoning, is that very doctrine of

Belativity, which he accounts to be " true, fundamental,

and of high importance." In Sir W. Hamilton its mis-

chievous effects are partly limited by the Realism which

he holds side by side with it, though the two doctrines

are in direct opposition. But this again is neutralized by

the second contradiction, which reduces it to a doctrine of

Unnatural Realism, quite as remote from usual and

popular belief as the philosophical theories he condemns.

In Mr Mill, with his greater consistenc;$r of thought, the

doctrine of Relativity is worked out, almost to its extreme

results, in which it abv'ishes the world of matter, and

leaves the world of mind hovering between life and

death, in a state of suspended aniuiation, neither believed

nor wholly disbelieved.

The foundation of the whole doctrine is in the state-

ment that we know directly our own sensations, and

nothing but those sensations. This, I believe, is wholly

untrue. A sensation is a momentary, perishable thing.

It expires as soon as felt. Knowledge, properly, is not of

something that ceases before we can name it. On the

contrary, it can only be of something that abides and

ondurea We know, not the sensation itself, but some-

thing else by and through the sensation. The landscape

is not the pane of glass through which we look upon it.

We may look on a landscape through a thousand panes in

succession, and though the panes are many, the landscape

is one and the same. Each pane might be broken as

soon as we have looked through it, or each opening closed

in succession, but our knowledge is of the landscape, not
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of the panes or openings. We may look at a star through

-a telescope, but while the observation is made, we do not

see the lenses of the telescope, but the star alone. A
sensation ends as soon as felt, but it tells us of some cause

'without us, which exists, and does not perish in a moment.

A. second and a third sensation adds to our knowledge of

-this permanent reality. The sensations themselves can-

jnot be grouped or tied together. They can be known only

,in an improper sense, as momentary, variable relations

between two known things, a sentient mind and a thing

perceived. And this knowledge is more difficult and
:complex than that of either n* ind or material object, and

comes only by degrees in the later stages of science. The
knowledge of the air and invisible gases, through which

,alone we see, forms not the earliest, but one of the latest

stages in soientiiio chemistry.

The strangeness of the paradox reaches its height,

when Mr Mill would replace Matter, as common minds

understand it, by his new phrase, " Permanent Possibilities

of Sensation." Each of the three terms, which make up

the phrase,, involves a separate ambiguity or self-contra>

diction.

The word sensation is ambiguoua It may be either

active or passive. The possibility may be either of feel-

'ing or of being felt. When used as a substitute for

matter, the second meaning is that required, but when
sensations are used to replace mind, the first. The phrase,

permanent possibilities of sensation, may indicate some*

thing permanently possible to be felt, or something per«

manently capable of feeling. .In one sense it is a cum-

brous and obscure periphrasis for matter, in the other,

for mind. And thus, in its actual, abstract form, it is

doubly ambiguous. It may be taken alternately to. exclude
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or include each of the two factors, on which the possibility

of any sensation depends. The non-existent oannot pos»

libly see, and the non-existent cannot possibly be seen.

Again, possibilities imply realities. If there is nothing

real, there can be nothing possible. Nay more, the very

terra implies and requires the notion of a power or powers
not actually exercised. If there are possibilities of sensa<

tion, there must be real beings that can have feelings

which do not now exist, or real things, that con be touched,

tasted, heard, or seen, when there is no present actual

sensation. Thus possibilities of sensation imply, not only

the existence of minds or sentient beings that feel, but
that these can feel many sensations never yet felt, and
remember sensations that have ceased; and also that

there are things, capable of causing many more sensations,

besides those which we experience at the moment.
In the third place, permanence is a character which

does not belong to sensations at all. "Present sensations,"

Mr Mill allows, "are generally of little importance, and
are moreover fugitive." What is true of present sensa^

tions is true also of the past and the future. As sensar

tions they do not and cannot endure. Each of them is

the diffenntial element, in point of time, of a relation

between two existences, which are permanent and endur-

ing, and still are subject to variation in their modes of

being, and in their relations to other beings.

But if actual sensations are not permanent, a bare

possibility of sensation is stitl less capable of this quality

of perdurability. To avoid the reco^ition of matter and
mind, as real existences, to which direct witness is borne

in every act of perception and of recollection or conscious^

ness, we may pile one metaphysical abstr$u;tion upon

another. We turn the relation of two things into an
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iadependeDt reality, and try to imagine a sensation of

vision, when there is no one who sees, and nothing seen.

We may go further, and replace sensations themselves by
mo'e unrealised possibilities. We may take a third step,

and assign to the unreal, only possible sensations, a per-

manence which no actual sensations ever possess. But
the only result will be to repLtce the natural results of

human thought, embodied in every language under the

sun, by a cumbrous, obscure, and perplexing phraseology,

which either admits what it is sought to deny, or else

involves a threefold variety of error and self-contradiction.

The doctrine of relativity, in the sense which Mr Mill

despises, may be a mere truism, but in the sense which
he adopts and presses it is a fundamental and mischievous

error. It shuts up the mind within itself as a prison,

and makes it capable of knowing its momentary sensa-

tions, while they last, but nothing more. Its view of

perception is wholly deceptive and untrue. We do not

feel our own act of feeling. We do not see our own act

of seeing, no, nor even an image on the retina, or the rays

of light in contact with our eyes, as Sir W. Hamilton so

dogmatically affirms.

The senses are the windows of the souL Through
them we see the outward landscape, the realities of that

wonderful world which God has created and made. We
do not see the window pane or the air, still less the act of

looking through them. But we see the outward objects,

the material things. We see the things themselves, when
we discern them as the localised and definite causes of the

etfects they produce on us through the senses. And we
see the things in themselves, when we come to learn the
local and causal relations of their parts to each other,

as well as the properties of the whole in relation to our-
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eelves. Our knowledge of mind is later in order of time

than our knowledge of matter, but, when once reached,

is the result of a larger and fuller induction. The
certainty cornea later, but once attained is more full

nod complete. And the double reality of matter and
mind points upward to the Supreme Reality, the Qod
of the spirits of all flesh, who is also the Author and
Architect of the material universe. This truth is latest

in order of growth, the result of a still wider induction,

and complicated with more numerous mysteries. But,

when ouoe attained, it is the highest, purest, and most

certain of all truths. For all lower truths depend upon
it. With its help they are resolved into sacred mysteriea,

linked with growing insight and knowledge. When it is

rejected, they sink down into a chaos of intellectual self-

contradiction and moral darkness.



CHAPTER V. :^

ON THE REALITY OF MATTER

Physical Fatalism, viewed as a scheme of philosophy,

includes three main principles. First, that llieology must
be discarded and set aside, as an unreal and impossible

science. All religion, in its view, is only blind emotion,

or vague yearning after the unknowable, and is not

science, but pure nescience. Next, that Physics are the

wle science, and material phenomena the only field of

thought, in which knowledge is attainable. Thirdly, that

Psychology, and all Social, Political, and Moral Philosophy

are only branches of Physics. They are special applica-

tions of the general theory of mutter, motion, physical

force, and material or atomic change.

The first of these doctrines has now been examined

and disproved. Our next inquiry must be, how far the

teaching of the system, with regard to Physical Science

itself, is clear, accurate, and consistent. Here, if any-

where, we may look for its strength. Its main feature is

the exaltation of Physics, so as to absorb into itself all the

sciences of human thought, feeling, and action. Its birth,

as a philosophy, is chiefly due to the great and undoubted

progress, within the last two centuries, of physical dis-

covery. Are the foundations then, on the side of Physics,
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80 clearly and firmly laid, as to bear the immense super-
structure of positive and negative theory, which it is

attempted to rear upon them ?

The common sense of mankind agrees in affirming that
we are real persons, living in the midst of a real, outward,
and material world. The voice of Revealed Religion iH

the same. But it teaches further that this world of mat-
ter owes its being and its arrangement to a Divine Creator,
and is subject to laws of his appointment, which man
cannot supersede or destroy. That the material world
really exists, and is knowable, and that much knowledge
has been attained already, and still more is attainable,
respecting its laws and changes, seems to be the first and
indispensable basis of a Science of Physics. Here, then,
we should expect the Fatalistic Philosophy to be in per-
fect agreement with the concurrent voice of common sense
and Christian Revelation. The knowledge of matter and
its laws is all that it can offer for our solace, when it has
reduced morals into mechanism, and extinguished Theo-
logy. Yet here, strange to say, it hesitates and oscillates.

The maxims it kys down, to exclude the possibility of
religious knowledge, are like a millstone round its neck,
when it sets about the task of founding a Science of Mat-
ter. Thus it seems "to say and straight unsay," to affirm
and deny, alternately, the truth which is the only possible

basis of Physical Science, and which once rejected, the
whole range of supposed discoveries in Physics must re-
solve themselves into a huge pile of unreal and shadowy
delusions. It speaks with stammering lips, and in a
strange, ambiguous dialect, to which it is not easy to
attach any clear and consistent meaning.

And first, we have these statements on the positive

side, in which the real existence of matter is affirmed.
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Our first belief in its objective reality, we are told (p. 93),
is one which metaphysical criticisms cannot for a moment
shake. " When we are taught that a piece of matter, re-

garded as existing externally, cannot be really known, but
only certain impressions produced on us, we are yet com-
pelled to think of these in relation to a positive cause

:

the notion of a real existence, which generated the im-
pressions, becomes nascent." (p. 93.) And this belief, which
persists at all times, under all circumstances, and cannot
cease till conscioueness ceases, is said to have the highest
validity of any. (p. 94.) "The Noumenon, everywhere
named as the antithesis of the Phenomenon, is throughout
necessarily thought of as an actuality. It is impossible to
conceive that our knowledge is of Appearances only, with-
out conceiving a Reality of which they are appearances,
for appearance without reality is unthinkable." (p. 88.)
" It is impossible to get rid of the consciousness of an ac-

tuality, lying behind appearances, and hence our inde-
structible belief in that actuality." (p. 97.) To suppose
Space subjective "is to escape from great difficulties by
rushing into greater." It " multiplies irrationalities," and
"is positively unthinkable in what it tacitly denies, and
equally unthinkable in what it openly affirms." (pp. 49,
50.) Our conception of matter, we are told, is made up
of extension and resistance ; and of these the resistance is

primary, the extension secondary, (p. 166.) But if Space
be without us, and Space and Force together are the de-
fining nature of matter, the inevitable inference must be
the real existence of an outward, material world. And it is

suggested, accoiiingly, that if the word effect, which is

equally appropriate, were substituted for appearance or
phenomenon, "we should be in little danger of falling

into the insanities of idealism." (p. 159.)
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But the negative statements are equally distinct, and
perhaps more numerous. And first (p. 54), " Matter in its

ultimate nature is absolutely incomprehensible. Form
>vhat suppositions we may, we have nothing but a choice

of opposite absurdities." And again (p. 86), "Analysis

leads to the conclusion that things in themselves cannot

be known to us, and that the knowledge of them, were it

possible, would be useless." In the chapter on the Data of

Philosophy, the hard problem is attempted, to find a name
for senso-perceptiona that shall not imply the existence of

anything perceived, and for states of consciousness or

thought, that shall not imply the existence of any think-

ing, conscious mind, or for modifications of mind, without

implying that there is any mind to be modifietl. And the

answer is found in the definition, that " all things known
to us are manifestations of the Unknowable." '

In Part II. Ch. iii. on the Knowable, further light is

given on the true doctrine of the work, and the subject is

thrown back into complete ambiguity and confusion. A
frank admission is made of that sense of illusion which is

said commonly to attend the reading of metaphysics.

And the fault is said to be with metaphysicians them-
selves. They reject one half of a vulgar error, but not the

whole. The peasant thinks that be sees a house, a trec>

or a neighbour, and not a mere appearance or phenome-

non, or an inward state or act of his own mind. The phi-

losopher proves that our knowledge of the external world

can be but phenomenal, that the things of which we are

conscious are appearances only. Thus he transfers the

appearances into consciousness, but he leaves the reality

outside. He forgets that the conception of reality can bo

nothing more than some form of consciousness. Hence

the remedy Mr Spencer proposes, to remove the popular
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senile of illusion in metaphysics, is a new definition of

reality. "By reality we mean persistence in conscious-

ness.... Reality, as we think it, is nothing more than this

persistence." (pp. 160, 161.)

Here consciousness, as with Sir W. Hamilton, Mr Mill,

and others, is diverted from its proper sense, and used as

a generic name for all mental thoughts, feelings, and im-

pressions. It is simply feeling or thought. Persistence

in consciousness is persistence in thought. The definition

means, then, in plain English, that the only reality is con-

stant thinking about some unknown and unknowable

thing. Thought is real while it lasts, and because it lasts,

even although outside the thought itself there is no real

thing to be thought of.

Surely no stranger cure could be devised, than such a

definition, for the complaint of simple men, that metaphy-

sicians rob them of all reality, and leave thorn " floating

in a world of phantasms." The insanity of idealism, as

Mr Spencer has called it on the previous page, is to be

remedied by reversing the meaning of words along with

the instincts of common sense. There are to be no real

things in the popular sense of the wonl. But by way of

compensation, thoughts about the unreal, the unthinkable,

or the non-existent, when they persist, and continue long

enough, are to be counted realities by virtue of their con-

tinuance alone.

The proposed remedy, then, for the fault of meta-

physics, and removing a slight blemish, merely aggravates

and redoubles a great defect. We are not only to replace

realities by mere phantasms, but boldly to apply the very

name of realities to shadows when the substance is gone.

The sense of reality in things around us, Mr Spencer

has truly said, is one which no metaphysical criticisms can
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f)hake in the least It has griwn with our growth from

the first dnwn of life. It reaullH from the cuuBuence of

millions of personal experiences, conHrmed and re-echoed

by millions on millions of other exporieuces of our fellow-

men. This fundoiuoutul conviction can uover be reversed

by a new definition of a single word. It is the con-

viction that our visual perceptions are the effects of some
cause without us, some real thing which abides and en-

dures. The sensations thumselves are born and die with

each passing moment. Their lifutime is the twinkling of

an eye. But the thing seen does not porish, because we
shut our eyes ; nor does it begin a new life, as often as we
open our oyes, and look on it once more.

"Permanent poHsibilities of sensation" is merely an in-

genious phrase, to disguise and conceal a self-contradiction.

Once let there be some actual existence, and millions of

possibilities may depend upon it. But if there be no per-

ceiving mind, and no objects to be seen, how can there be

any possibilities of visual perceptions ? How can it be

possible for a mind to see something, when there is no
mind, and no visible object ? Spider's threads, though ex-

ceedingly fine, have their use in the micrometer, and may
oven be helpful to astronomers in learning the exact po-

sition of the stars. But no science of astronomy could

exist with a universe composed only of spider's threads,

stretched out on all sides, with no fastenings, in empty
space. As little can there be science of any kind with a
universe consisting of countless, momentary sensations,

with neither starting-point nor goal, when there is no
mind that sees or feels, and no object anywhere to be felt

or sseu.

"Reality, as we think it, is nothing more than persist-

ence in consciousness." To think reality is a strange and
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obtjcure plirase. To thiuk perHiHtence in oonBciousnesg is

Htranger still. What seems to bo intended is tbia. I see
an orange, and hold it in my band. There is no real
thing, no actual orange, occupying a definite place, from
which it excludes other solid things by its presence. In
affirming this we should "transcend consciousness," and
pretend to know something of the Unknowable. But i

have a muscular feeling of touch, and a visual impression.
Now this impression persists, so long as I keep my eyes
open, and direct them in one particular way. It ceases
when I close them, it persists in recu ring, and is re-
newed, when I open them again. This pertinaciouc re-
currence of the mingled sensations of resistimce, yellowness,
and roundness, is the only real thing. No real orange is

seen; but there is a persistent feeling that we see a some-
thing, or have a compound sensation of hardness or soft-

ness, colour and shape, to which wo give the name,
orange. This definition of reality is the cure proposed iu
the First Principles for " the Insanities of idealLsm." To
plain minds it will seem like a climax of the disease.

Matter must exist, and be knowable, before there can
be a real Science of Physics. This "first principle" of
reason and common sense Mr Spencer seems alternately to

affirm and deny. The positive statements which imply
its existence, and a distinct conception of its nature, ap-
proach very near to a just and consistent theory. On the
other hand, the doctrine of the unknowable, "like a dank
mist slow creeping," settles down over the subject again
and again, undoing and reversing the clearer statements,
and involving the whole question in ambiguity and con-
fusion. Consciousnesses or states of conscionsncss, phe-
nomena or appearances, relative realities, absolute realities,

the Absolute Reality, and the Unknowable, are named ia

a. 8
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Huch a way, that it ia impossible to decide which are meant
to be the same, and which are distinguished from each

other. But if we combine and select the sounder parts of

the doctrine affirmed, the others, which are either obscure

and ambiguous, or directly contradict them, will drop

away and disappear of themselves.

And 6r8t, we have a firm belief in the objective reality

of Matter, "a belief which metaphysical criticisms cannot

for a moment shake." When difficulties are started as to

any special form of this conception, "though the concep-

tion be transformed, it is not destroyed: there rem&ius

the sense of reality, dissociated as far as possible from the

special forms." Thus, in contrast in the view of Berkeley

and Berkeley's successors, the objective reality of material

substance, a? something at once real, and without the

mind, may be taken as the first step in a sound and true

theory.

Next, our fundamental conception of vnatter is one of

''coexistent positions that offer resistance, as contrasted

with our conception of space, in which the coexistent

positions offer no resistance." Thus our conception in-

volves two elements, resistance and extension. Of these

•'the resistance is primary, the extension secondary."

For "body is distinguished from space by its resistance,

and hence this attribute must have precedence in the

genesis of the idea. The resistance-attribute must be re-

garded as primordial, and the space-attribute as derivative,

flatter is present to our consciousness (by which is meant
our perceptive faculty) in terms of Force. It follows that

forces, standing in certain con-elations, are the whole con-

tent of our idea of Matter."

These remarks are true, but the analysis, I think, is

incomplete. Extension, physically, consists of three di-
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mensiona. But logically it seems made up of two distinct

elements, local position and continuity. Now local posi-

tion is inseparable from our idea of matter, but continuity

is a separable element. In fact, we learn to know solid

bodies by their limits, in contrast with what seems empty
space around them. In the first stage of our experience,

body, which we can both see and touch, is contrasted with

empty space, which can neither be touched nor seen ; and

air and empty space are equivalent. In a further stage,

the same relation of distance, which separates bodies from

ourselves and from each other, is seen to exist between th»*

parts of the same body. The analysis is then carried still

further. We learn to recognize the existence of pores, or

parts of the collective bulk of solid bodies, which are not

body, but parts of space or intervals merely, and also that

aerial space, which is empty to the eye, is partly o«';upietl

with matter.

When this process of thought reaches its limit, we
attain the conception that extension is a relation of dis-

tance, either between whole bodies, or parts of the same
compound body, and does not apply to the constituent

units or atoms, but to composite structures alone. On tli«^

other hand, position and force remain as defining and

constituent elements of the units themselves. And thus

our definition of matter becomes mo<lificd. Distance is

recognized as a relation between its parts, and a main

constituent in the true conception of a material structure

or compound body, but not of the ultimate units or atoms.

Place, however, remains as a necessary element. And it

is not secondary, but primary. We can conceive of coex-

istent positions without any force; and in fact, the whole

science of Geometry is a development of their relations

au«l properties. But a science of Force, from which the

b—

a
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conceptions of geometry are excluded, is imposHible. Tlius

it is not strictly true that the resistance attribute is pri-

mary and the extension attribute secondary, in a just

conception of matter. Extension has two elements, posi-

tion, and distance or continuity. Position is a more
essential and primary element than force itself, because

we can conceive positions without force, but not forces

vithout direction or position. On the other hand, dis*

tance, after being first recognized between ourselves and
solid objects, and those objects themselves, is next recog-

nized between the sensible parts of bodies, then between
the insensible, till we reach the fmal conception, that it is

a relation between the material units, and nqt an inherent

attribute of thone units themselves.

Matter, then, in the final analysis, is a sum or integral

of localized forces, or of dynamized positions, points that

are force-centres. And the second form of the definition

is the more correct, because we can conceive of positions

and dimensions without force, but not of forces without

local direction, nor of central forces without a centre to

which they belong.

Place, then, being one of two essential elements in our
conception of matter, its outnens and reality, according to

other statements in the First Principles, will be clearly

established. " The direct testimony of consciousness" we
there read, " is that space is not within, but without the

mind," and an opposite view "is unthinkable in what it

tacitly denies, and equally unthinkable in what it openly

affirms, is impossible to realise in thought, and multiplies

irrationalities." Since Space, then, is external, and cannot

be otherwise thought of, and Place enters into the very

doHnition of Matter, it follows thet Matter is both real and
externaL
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This conclusion, however, reveals the en-or and entire

misconception involved in many other statements of the

First Principles on the very same subject.

And first, Matter is not unknowable. Its nature is

defined by the union of two elements, each definit«, and

capable of being the object of definite knowledge, position

and force. So far as it consists of units, it is the subject

of the science of number, or Arithmetic. So far as these

units are local, or points having local relations of distance

to each other, it is the subject of a Second science. Geome-
try, and this science, as is well known, like the first, has

an almost infinite range. So far as it relates to forces, it

is the subject of a third science, Dynamics, not indepen-

dent of the first or second, but dependent on them both,

and yet including a vast and spacious building of addi-

tional truths.

Matter, then, plainly belongs to the Knowable, not the

Unknowable. Only this knowledge is partial, and not

exhaustive or complete. We kfaow it in part only. We
can compare the lengths of lines or intervals of distance, or

the sizes of figures and solids, only by the help of numbers.

But number is iufinite. And the simplest relations in

geometry, such as the diagonal of a square, compared with

its side, the circumference of a circle, compared with its

diameter, cannot be expressed by finite numbers, but by a

decimal of infinite terms. And hence we find that the

true harmony of the three sciences to which Matter gives

rise, cannot be found within fitaite limits. It exceeds the

range of every finite understanding, and belongs to the

Infinite Wisdom alune.

A second statement, disproved by the previous defini-

tion of Matter, is that "a centre of force without extension

is unthinkable." The exact reverse, I believo, ou closer
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thought, will be found to be true. An extended centre of
force is a contradiction in terms. Again, Mr Spencer
asserts that the only law conceivable for force is that it

shall vary as the inverse square of distance. A very
strange raisstateraent, considering how large a part of the
Principia and other works on Dynamics, is spent in rea-
soning out the consequences of many other laws of force.

But forces varying by this law, or by any other power of
the distance, are inconceivable, except with a point for the
centre of force. For from one bulk or mass to any other
the distance is not one only, but the number of distances
is infinite. , ,; . y;;-^ v.

All sensible objects are compound and not simple.
Kxtension, that is, distance of one part from another, is

oue constituent and easential element in the conception of
tliem. But with the units or atoms it is no part of their

essence or definition. It is simply a relation they bear
to each other.

Again, it follows from the previous conclusions that
Matter is no sum or integral of successive consciousnesses.

C'onsciousnoss is of the mind only, and its own states

or phases. But different places or positions co-exist, and
are not successive. If the idea of space being within the
mind, or a form of thought, is unthinkable, whatever is

defined by the union of Place and Force cannot be within
the mind. It cannot be one or many "states of con-
sciousness," but must be something external.

Again, Matter cannot be merely a set of phenomena
or appearances. Philosophy is said to prove that our
knowledge of the external world can be but phenomenal,
that the things of which we are conscious are only appear-
ances. It is from this correction of the error of the
peasant, who thinks that he sees the things themselves,
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that the notion of the illusiveness of metaphysics is said
to arise. Good pictures show us that the aspects of things
may be nearly simulated by colours on canvas. So the
sense of illusion is to be removed by altering the very
definition of reality, and pronouncing it to be nothing
more than persistence in consciousness. This is equivalent
to an assertion that our often thinking of something
unreal and non-existent is the only reality.

Apart from this great paradox, appearances ought to
be distinguished both from states of consciousness and
from realities. They consist of some part or parts of our
complex notion of a visible thing, abstracted from the
rest. A picture is an arrangement of colours on a flat
surface, designed to agree, in reference to an observer,
with the angular or perspective relations of some real
figure, scene, or landscape. The sense of sight, alone,
does not make known the distance, but colour and angular
relations alone. On this evident truth the science of
perspective is founded. Hence appearances may be real
things, viewed in reference to their surfaces only, our
knowledge of their internal structure being gained in
some other way; or false apprehensions of real things,
referred to a place which is not their true place, as in t)w
reflections of a mirror; or such as suggest and represetit
an object not truly present, as in the case of pictorial
representations. ; ; / 1..,

Once more, the Matter we know, whether we style it

a relative or an absolute reality, is not the same with
the Mind or Self which we also know. And neither of
them is the same -vith the Absolute and Infinite Being,
who is the object alike of the highest philosophy, and
of all religious faith. The attempt, in the chapter on
the Data of Philosophy, to organize states of mental
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experience, and classify them in two main contrasted seta
or streams, while claiming to dispense with either of the
two main postulates, a conscious mind of which they are
states, or real objects of which they are the perceptions
or appearances, can be nothing else than a series of
logical illusions. The new title, " manifestations of the
unknowable," is invented in order to escape from the need
of assuming the existence of real Mind, or real Matter.
These latter postulates, it is owned, are accepted by man-
kind at large with a belief that is irresistible. And the
postulates offered to replace them are these: that wc
know and are sure of the existence of something wholly
unknowable

;
that this Unknowable may be manifested

or made known
; that all phenomena are manifestations

of one and the same Being, of which we cannot know
whether it be many or one ; and that self and not-self,
the ego and the non-ego, are one and the same thing.
But these new postulates are self-contradictions, pseud-
ifleas, and unthinkable in the most true and proper sense
of the term.

Sense-perceptions, in the Data of Philosophy, are
surnamed " vivid manifestations of the Unknowable." In
this description the second and third terms neutralize and
destroy each other. And the epithet, vivid, belongs to
them, only from the force with which they suggest to
us the actual presence of a real object Again, what
are called " the faint manifestations," that is, reflections

or internal thoughts, have for their first ground ami
defining element the self-consciousness of a mind that
thinks and feels, whose acts, reflections, and feelings they
are. It is just aA easy to devise a science of plus and
minus signs, entirely excluding from our thoughts any
numbers or quantities to be added or subtracted, as to
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frame a science of seiwe-perceptions and reriectious, by
whatever name we please to call them, when we have

firat sublated and removed all real objects that may be

felt, won, or handled, and any rec\l mind to - hich the

internal meditations and reflections belong.

"Appearance without reality is unthinkable." This

is true, when once the conception of distance has been

gained by actual experience. We are then constrained

to localise, more or less exactly, the causes of all our

visual impressions. When we refer them to the true

distance, as well as the right direction, we have a genuine
act of vision. We see an object, and see it where it is.

When we refer the object to a wrong distance, or place it

in thought in a wrong direction, we have a visual illusion.

We may refer the object to a right diHtance, but a wholly

wrong direction. This is the case of images, seen by
reflection in a mirror. Or again, we may see them in a

right direction, but refer them illuxively to a wrong

distance, or set of distances. This is the case with

pictures, in which the laws of perspective are observed.

But there can be no appearance without the suggestion

of some real object In the case of illusive appearances,

some .hing exceptional makes the common law of associa-

tion untrustworthy, and they require to be corrected and

revised by a new set of experiences. We may thus learn

to refer the images in a mirror correctly to their proto-

types, and to realise together the perfect representation

of a building in a photograph, and the fact that it is a

representation, and nothing more.

Matter, then, is neither a series of consciousnesses or

mental acts, nor of appearances without reality. But we
are told that it is a relative, and not an absolute reality,

at least the Matter that we know. It is not easy
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to recuncile this with the new definition propoHcd.

What can be the meaning of a relative persistence in

conwioiimeas, and an absohite persistence in conscioim-

nesu? A consciousncHS must be relative, for it relates

to a conscious mind. But what is an absolute persistence

in consciousness? The natural meaning of an absolute

existence is that something exists, whether we are thii^k-

ing of it or no. Let us hear Mr Spencer's explanation

of his own very obscure phrase.

"Such being our cognition of the relative reality,

what are we to say of the absolute reality? It is some
m«Kle of the Unknowable, related to the Matter we know
as cause to effect. The relativity of our cognition is

shown alike by the analysis, and by the contradictions

that are involved, when we deal with the cognition as

an absolute one Though known to us only under
relation, Matter is as real, in the true sense of the word,
as it would be, could wo know it out of relation. And
further, the relative reality we know as Matter is neces-

sarily represented to the mind as standing in a persistent

or real relation to the absolute reality. We may therefore

deliver ourselves over without hesitation to those terms of
thought which experience has organized in us. We need
not in our researches refrain from dealing with Matter as
made up of extended and resistant atoms ; for this concep-
tion, necessarily resulting from our experience of matter,
is not less legitimate than the conception of aggregate
masses as extended and resistant. The atomic hypothesis

as well as the kindred hypothesis of an all-pervading

ether, is simply a necessary development of tliose uni-

versal forms, which the actions of the Unknowable have
wrought in us. The conclusions, logically worked out
by the aid of these hypotheses, are sure to be in bar-
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mony with all others wliich theHe aaine forms present

to us, aud will have a relative truth that is ecjually com-
plete."

This passage is an enigma, which needs an (Edipus
to explain it. It seems to mo sown with incongruities

and contnuHctions, as thick as the stars in the Milky
Way. And first, how can we know a relative persist-

ence in consciousness, if that is the only meaning of

leality, and how can the knowledge of a relative persist-

ence he diverse from that of an absolute persistence?

If wo go on thinking at all, our thought, as a fact, is

absolutely real, aud yet it is plainly relative to a think-

ing mind, even if we are the victims of a mere illusion,

and there is no real object whatever, of which to think
assiduously. The absolute reality is " some mode of the

Unknowable, related to the Matter we know, as cause to

effect." Here many questions arise. Can we know that

the Unknowable has many modes ? Can the unknowable
matter, stand in relation to known matter, as cause to

effect, and still reumin unknown ? Can the mind see

double, so that for every object around us there is one

known thing, and another distinct from it. known to bo
its cause, but still wholly unknowable ? For instance, I

see and touch a book or an orange. Is there a known
and knowable book, which I see and touch, and another

book, unknown and unknowable, which I neither see nor

touch, but which is the cause of the first, and attends

it everywhere like a shadow ? " Though known to us only

under relation. Matter is as real to us in the true sense

of that word, as it would be, if it could be known to us

out of relation." Knowledge, of course, is a relation

between him who knows and the thing known. Matter

then, may well be real to us in the true sense of the
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word, though kuowo in relation, for knowledge itself is

a relation, and there must be this relation, if there be
real knowledge. But then what can be meant by the
alternative suggested? The real knowledge we have is

aa real as the imaginary knowledge, by which we may
be conceived to know a thing in itself out of relation,

that is, to know a thing without our knowing it, and
without the thing being known. "The relative reality

we know as Matter is necessarily represented as in a
r«J relation to the absolute reality." Now the matter
wo know has been just defined to be a sum of correlated

forces, localized, or fixed to o definite place, and the
limits of some definite figure. This, in fact, is the matter
of common sense, and of all mankind. It is not a series

of phenomena, but a localized cause of sensations and
]ierceptions, the parts of which have also definite relations

to each other. But the cause of this cause is not matter
at all, but the First Cause only. The persistent relation

is not one of resemblance, but of causal dependence, of

the thing on some thinking mind, of the creature locally

limited, and into whose being this limitation enters as

one part of its definition, on the supreme and unlimited

Fountain and Source of all created being.

Again, the conception of matter, as made up of

extended and resistant atoms, is said to result necessarily

from our experiences of matter, and therefore to be
legitimate. Yet we have been told before that this

Very conception is inconceivable, and one of three equal,

but inconsistent absurdities, and that there is no reason

for choice between this and two other hypotheses, equally

but not more absurd. How can we have experiences,

then, of what we hove never seen, of the invisible atomh
of unknowable matter ? How can it be lawful for us to
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accept aD absurdity, and to reAAon upon it as the proper

basis for a Hcheme of Physical Science ?

Sceptical criticintn, it is said finally, brings us round
to a transfigured realism. "Getting rid of all compli-

cations, and contemplating pure force, we are compelletl

vaguely to conceive some unknown force as the corre-

lative of the known force. Noumenon and phenometion

are here presented in their primordial relation, as two
sides of the same change, of which we are obliged to

regard the last as no less real than the first."

Sound criticism does certainly bring us round to

realism at the last. And this realism is in threefold

harmony with the instinctive belief of all mankind, with
the laws of speech in every known language, and with
the direct voice of revelation. It tells us that we are

placed in the midst of a real world, of countless materiul

objects, both in the earth around, and in the skies above

;

that our own mind is real, and that there are other minds
or persons, those of our fellowmen, who can see, touch,

taste, observe, and reflect oa their own thoughts, like

ourselves. Natural Religion adds dimly, and Revelation

more plainly, a third and higher truth, that there is a
real, self-existent Being, the I AM, the Supreme Reality,

who is the God of the spirits of all flesh, and the Creator

of heaven and earth. It teaches that He cannot be
exhaustively known, because "His wisdom is unsearch-

able, His greatness beyond our capacity and reach;" but
also that He can be effectually known, that such a
knowledge of Him is our duty and really attainable,

that ignorance of Him is guilt, and that to know Him
truly is life etemt 1.

In contrast with this simple Realism, every form of

philosophical Non-realism, whether of Berkeley, who sets
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aRiJo the reality of Matter, or of Hume, who Rota onide

Miiid alHo, or of Kaiit, who makes Space a form of thought

or mental affection, or of Mill, who adds to Berkeli'y'H

view a new phriuie, and replaces Matter by permanent

poHsibilities of Hcnsation ; as well as the Unnatural Roalinm

of Hamilton, who contends vehemently that wo bpo mate-

rial objects thoniHolves, directly and intuitively, and then

affirms that what we see is only rays of light in contact

with our eyes;—these all will be found as groundless in

philosophy, as they are opposed to the common sense of

mankind.

Nuumenon and phenomenon are ambiguous terms.

Both express realities, when we use them to denote some

real thing that we inwardly reflect upon, and some real

thing that appears to us, and is apprehended by our

senses, but with an incipient and imperfect knowledge.

Both are unreal and untrue, if we denote by them a sub-

stance existing alone, devoid of all attributes or relations

to other things, and attributes existing apart from any

substance or actual being to which they belong. Sensa-

tions expire with the passing moment. They can never,

even with the help of the most subtle metaphysicians, set

up in trade on their own account, and form a universe in

which there is no Qod, no mind, and no matter, but an

endless phantasmagoria of feelings and possibilities of

feeling, with nothing to be felt, and no one to feel.

We must get rid of all these complications of an erring

philosophy, this floating chaos of n..at and phantasms, and

return to the Natural Realism, which all men have been

learning from their first hours of childhood, and cun

never unlearn, before a science of Physics can be really

founded. Its first principle is that we are real persons,

living amidst a real world of material objects distinct from
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otirsflvus. And tliin doublo truth letvia upward to Ono

who U tho causo both of matter and mind, the Supremo

Ueuhty, who dwolln in light innccosHiblo, but who can

ruveal UiniHolf, and has rovualed HimMelf, in love and

murcy to the souls IIo has made.



CHAPTER VI.

THE INDESTRUCTIBILITY OF MATTER

The negative maxims of modern Fatalistic Philosophy
have now been silted, and proved wholly fallacious and
untrue. Its doctrine of the Unknowable, borrowed from
rther sources, but used to clear a site for the new temple
of Physical Science by sweeping away every form and
vestige of religious faith, has been found to involve

Physics and Theology in one common ruin. Its illusive

metaphysics must be dealt with, as they propose to deal

with all revealed and natural religion, and cleared out of

the way, by carefully distinguishing mystery from false-

hood and self-contradiction, before any steps can be taken
towards constituting a genuine Science either of Matter or

of Mind.

The first step in this palinode has now been taken.

What is done obscurely and ambiguously in the three first

chapters of the Doctrine of the Knowable, has been
placed, I hope, in clearer relief. Matter really exists, and
can really be known. From this truth, which the work
begins by denying, and then admits by stealth under a

veil of ambiguous terms, we may set out anew. In this

principle genuine Physics and all sound Theology both
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agree, the Word of God, and the common sense of man-
kind.

The positive maxims of Physical Fatalism have next

to be examined, or its Doctrine of the Knowable. Its

main pillars are these, the Indestructibility of Matter, the

Continuity of Motion, the Persistence of Force, the Resolv-

ability of Matter and Motion into Force, the Transforma-
tion and Equivalence of Forces, the Equivalence of Physi-

cal Force with Consciousness, Thought, and Will, and
lastly, the fixed, determinate, and fatal character of all

material nnd mental change.

First, Matter is indestructible. This maxim, it is said,

which would once have been counted a self-evident error,

has now come, by the progress of science, to be an axiom
of philosophy, and not only an inductive and <l posteriori,

but even an d priori and necessary truth. The very

highest claims are advanced on its behalf. It is not only
true, certainly true, but the opposite is inconceivable.

The name of thinkers is refused to the philosophical here-

tics, who decline to adopt it for their creed. " Definite

conclusions," it is said, " can be reached only by the use
of well-defined terms. Questions concerning the validity

of any part of our knowltdge cannot be profitably dis-

cussed, unless the words knowledge and thinking have
specific interpretations. We must not include under them
whatever confused processes of consciousness the popular
speech applies them to, but only the distinct processes of
consciousness. And if this obliges us to reject a large

part of human thinking as not thinking at all, but merely
pseudo-thinking, there is no help for it."

It is a severe law of speech to lay down, that wrong
reasoning is not reasoning, and that men do not think at

all, when their processes of thought are confused, and they
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think amiss. Tbis rigid rule does not sound over-modest,

when the parties lo whom it is applied include Bacon and

Newton, the whole Church of Christ, and the great mar

joritj of mankind in every former age. I shall Hubmit,

however, to this new law, and proceed to shew tl it, in

Mr Spencer's remarks on the Indestructibility of Matter,

the processes of thought are thoroughly confused, and that,

by his own rule, there is no genuine thought, but only

pseudo-thinking from first to last.

And first, what are we to understand by this doctrine ?

There are three things, in which nearly all men, peasants

or philosophers, sceptics or Christians, will agree. Matter

in the concrete, that is, in those specialities of arrange-

ment which names define and our senses recognize, is

destroyed continually. A sheet of paper is burnt, a heap

of gunpowder is fired, a drop of water is evaporated, a

cloud is dispersed by the sunbeams ; and the sheet of

paper, the gunpowder, the drop, the cloud, cease to exist.

The matter may survive in other forms, but the form

irom which its name was derived is destroyed and is no

more. ' - .-^..-i''^--'-"' ^^?-;--;l-vo-'^v/ > -.i :

Next, the substance, in these destructions of the form

which determines our sensations, does not pass away, and

is not destroyed, at least within the limits of our experi-

ence. Observation and experiment reveal constantly the

survival of the matter itself, as marked by weight, in other

forms. Still further, what is true within the limits of our

known experience we infer to be true beyond those

limits. It is natural to assume that what is true as far as

our observations extend is true still further, and to the

utmost bounds f>f the universe, till some presumptions can

be raised for an opposite view.

But the doctrine now examined goes much further.
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It is that Matter is self-existent and eternal by a neces-

sity of human thought ; that the idea of its creation or

annihilation, or of any part of it, is psoudo-thinking, and

not real thought, being an essential contradiction. It is,

in short, that God himself, if we may venture so far to

know the Unknowable as to assume that there is a God,

cannot create and cannot destroy a single speck out of the

countless atoms of the universe. That such is the doc-

trine affirmed will be plain from the following extracts.

"If we analyze early superstition,...we find one of its

postulates to be that by some potent spell Matter can be

called out of nonentity, and be made non-existent. If

men did not believe this in the strictest sense, they still

believed that they believed it. Nor indeed have dark

ages and inferior minds alone betrayed this belief. The
current theology, in its teachings respecting the beginninjLj

and the end of the world, is clearly pervaded by it ; and

it may even be questio!ied whether Shakespeare, in his

poetical anticipation of a time when all things shall dis-

appear, and 'leave not a wrack behind,' was not under

this influence." "The annihilation of Matter is unthink-

able for the same reason that the creation of Matter is un-

thinkable, and its indestructibility is thus an d priori cog-

nition of the highest order." "As before we found the

commonly asserted doctrine, that Matter was created out of

nothing, to have been never really conceived at all, so

here we find the annihilation of Matter to have been

conceived only symbolically, and the symbolic conception

mistaken for a real one."

Such, then, is the indestructibility of Matter affirmud,

and taken for the first datura of the new philosophy, ft

is not the fact, admitted by all, that material substance,

as tested by weight, is never known to perish when its

.;//:.• 9—2
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form is changed aud some visible object disappears. It is

that creation or annihilation of the substance of Matter is

impossible in its own nature, cannot even be thought of;

so that, ifQod exists, it is impossible to Qod as well as roan.

On what ground is this assertion made to rest? On
two or three sentences of a former chapter, where self-

existence and creation out of nothing are both aflSrmed

to be " unthinkable."

Now what is the main drift of that previous argu-

ment ? It is to prove, first, that " the Power which the

universe manifests to us is utterly inscrutable;" and

next, that matter is just as incomprehensible as this

Supreme Power, and that " frame what suppositions we

please" about its nature, we have nothing open to us but

" a choice between opposite absurdities." And what now

is the inference drawn from these two premises? It is

this :—that a Being of whose nature, and the extent or

limits of whose power, we are totally ignorant, cannot

create or destroy a single atom of matter, a substance of

wiiich also we are wholly ignorant, of which we cannot

tell whether it has atoms or not, or think of it in any

way without absurdity and contradiction. We do not

know of God who or what He is. We do not know

(if his power whether it has limits or not, or'if it has any

limits, what they are. We do not know of real matter

\N hat it is, and can form no consistent idea of its sub-

Htance. And yet we ai'e told that it is " an d priori cog-

nition of the highest order" that this utterly inscrutable

Being has not made, and cannot either make or destroy,

u (single particle of this utterly inscrutable substance

!

Tills is pseudo-thinking of the highest order. It

offers us, not a choice, but a concentration of absurdi-

ties. The whole Cliristian Church, and nearly all man-
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kind of former ages, are condemned for something like

idiocy, in pretending to believe, and even accepting as

the first article of tLsir creed, a plain impossibility. The

argument by which they are convicted of this great folly

consists of two premises and a conclusion. Each of the

premises separately is untrue, and the fi^t is not only

untrue, but a plain self-contradiction. And again, if

both premises were true, the alleged conclusion would

not follow from them, but one diametrically opposite.

The proper and logical inference would be, that we can-

not possibly tell whether this unknown something we call

Matter was or was not created out of nothing by this

unknown Power, which Christians call God, and whether

or not by the same unknown Power this unknown some-

thing may be reduced to nothing again.

Again, the doctrine laid down is that Matter is two-

fold, an absolute reality, of which nothing can be known,

and a relative reality, which may be known. These two,

indeed, are said to be related to each other, as the cause

to the effect, and hence our total ignorance of the first,

though asserted in words, is practically denied. To know
that it is the cause of certain definite cfiects is clearly

a partial knowledge. If those effects are numerous, this

partial knowledge may be very extensive. But in af-

firming that Matter cannot be destroyed, and that this is

an d priori cognition of the highest order, the reference

must surely be to matter as knowable, and not to thi*

absolute reality which is pronounced unknowable. Tu

make any definite assertion about the last, as either

destructible or indestructible, is to contradict and abandon

the whole theory.

"What, then, is the relative reality, or knowable mat-

ter ? We have this distinct answer :
" Philosophy proves
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that our knowledge of the external 'world can be but

phenomenal, that the things of which we are conecious

are appearances." It is this " phenomenal existence which

we can alone know." (pp. 158, 9.) The metaphysician "is

convinced that consciousness cannot embrace the reality,

but only the appearance of it." And if he is in danger

of still thinking of some reality as left outside, Mr Spencer

hastens to correct the mistake, and defines reality to be

persistent consciousness. A something of which we can

know nothing may lie beyond. But within the sphere of

knowledge there is nothing but appearances, sensations,

or states of consciousness. These are real things, when

they persist, or continue to appear. They are unreal or

non-existent, when they cease to appear, and because they

so cease ; for the only true definition of reality is con-

tinued or persistent appearance.

Now let us turn to the question before us. Is Matter,

aa knowable, destructible or indestructible ? The plain

reply, on the principles of the sensational philosophy,

is, tliat it can be destroyed and is destroyed continually.

The set of sensations from a leaf of paper cease when it is

burnt. Those which define a drop of water cease when it

evaporates. Our sensations from a cloud cease, when it

" melts into the infinite azure" of the clear blue sky. Of

Matter, as defined by the theory, the only matter of which

it permits us to know anything, the destruction is so far

from being inconceivable, that it is an evident fact of

daily and hourly occurrence.

Mr Spencer writes on this subject aa follows

;

"The doctrine that Matter is indestructible has be-

come a commonplace. Whatever may be true of it abso-

lutely, we have learnt that relatively to our consciousness.

Matter never comes into existence or ceases to exist.
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Ca8es which once gave on apparent support to the illusion

that something could come out of nothing, a wider know-

ledge has one hy one cancelled. The comet that is all at

once discovered in the heavens, and nightly waxes larger,

is proved not to be a newly created body, but one that

was till lately beyond the range of vision. The cloud

which in a few minutes forms in the sky consists of

substance that previously existed in a more diffused and

transparent form. Conversely, seeming annihilations of

matter turn out, on closer observation, to be only changes

of state."

Here, then, we are brought to this plain contradic-

tion. Matter, as knowable, is declared to be not the

unseen reality, but the sensible appearances, or pheno-

menal Matter alone. Phenomenal Matter, it appears from

daily and hourly experience, appears and disappears,

perishes and is new-created continually. And yet we
are told that the indestructibility of Matter has become

one of the commonplaces of science. The cases of seem-

ing destruction resolve themselves into proofs that the

same matter still exists, only in an altered form. But

Matter, as phenomenal, does disappear and is destroyed.

The sots of sensation which make up our conception of

the cloud or the drop, pass away. The cloud vanishes,

the star sets, or a mist blots it out, tlie drop evaporates,

the ship melts into the yeast of waves, the candle is burnt

away and comes to an end. The substance may last in

another form, but the phenomenon or appearance is gone.

According to the doctrine under review, we can know

nothing of the substance, the absolute reality. We must

thus remain quite ignorant whether it be destructible or

indestructible. Of phenomenal Matter, that is, of the

appearances, we may learn something. Tliey come within
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the sphere of the knowable. We are asked to accept it,

as a cognition of the highest order, that this knowable

Matter is indestructible, that to place a limit to its con-

tinuance is impossible and incredible. But the plain fact

is just the reverse, for this phenomenal matter perishes

and is renewed daily before our eyes. Thus, by the theory,

of Matter, the Noumenon, we know nothing, and therefore

cannot know that it is indestructible. Of Matter, the

Phenomenon, we may know much. And one main thing

we know of it, proved by hourly experience, is that it

both may bo and continually is destroyed. For an ap-

pearance is destroyed and perishes, when it ceases to

appear.

What, then, is the true nature of that discovery which

is said to have resulted from the growing researches of

science ? " It has grown into an axiom of science, that

whatever metamorphoses matter undergoes, its quantity

is fixed." What is the real key to the progress of this

idea, and its proper meaning ? It means that an entire

reversal of the doctrine in the First Principles is the first

step to a right understanding of modern physical dis-

coveries. If we can know appearances only, and what

lies behind them is unknowable, the earlier notion of

Matter, as often perishing, and often coming into new
being, is right, and the opposite notion, that it is inde-

structible, is wholly wrong, being disproved by countless

facts of daily experience. On the other hand, the per-

manence of Matter, the truth revealed by science, depends

on these four axioms: that Matter is not phenomenal,

but the cause on which phenomena depend ; that while

phenomena vary from moment to moment, the cause

abides and endures; that this cause is knowable, and

consists of position and force joined in one; and that
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while the sensible etfects which result from the coherent

relations of its atoms to each other vary immensely, caus-

ing appearances, disappearances, and reappearances, the

total amount of Matter, as tested by weight, remains un-

altered. In short, Noumenon Matter, though not in-

destructible, is permanent, and indestructible by man.

But while this is a truth, known d posteriori, by a long

and ever-growing induction, the theory is doubly false

which calls it an d, priori truth, and affirms also that the

Matter of which it is true is wholly unknowable. Phe-

nomenal Matter is the only matter capable, by the theory,

of being known. And this is not indestructible, nor even

permanent Its emblems are the soap-bubble, the dew-

drop, or the cloud. The bubble bursts, the dew-drop

exhales, the cloud melts into the blue azure, and vanishes

away.

The first step, then, of advancing Physics must be

over the grave of this doctrine of the Unknowable. The

change from the early and more crude conception of

Matter, as something which perishes hourly, and is hourly

created anew, to the riper view of modern science, is

simply a progress from the phenomenal to the real, from

momer.tary effects to permanent causes, from placing the

essence of matter in phenomena or visual appearances

to recognising it in units or atoms that abide, and are

separately invisible, objects not of sense at all, but of the

analytic reason. It is in the region of the Noumenon,

and not the Phenomenon, of the falsely called Unknow-

able, and not of the falsely called Solo Knowable, of things

and not sensations, of atoms and not surfaces, of localized

forces and not of outward appearances, in that very region

which the theory hands over to nescience and eternal

darkness, that the chief discoveries of modem Physics
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have their native home. The progress of astronomy was

halting and slow, so long as the view was confined to the

phenomena, or to the simple registering of the heavenly

motions. It was when Newton passed from contempla-

tion of the motions to that of the forces by which they

are caused, and the laws of their variation, that the

greatest step of advance was made in the progress of

Physical Science, which had ever occurred from the begin-

ning of time.

Three reasons are further alleged, to prove that the

indestructibility of matter is d -priori truth, of which the

negation is unthinkable. The first is the accumulation

of experiences, the second, the incompressibility of mat-

ter, and the third is the very nature of thought. Be-

sides this threefold argument, we have an attempted

explanation how it is that nearly all mankind came into

the strange position of ''-elieving that they thought

what is really unthinkable, and had firm faith in some-

thing incapable of being really believed ; and finally, a

resolution of the doctrine into another, the indestructibility

of Force. Let us examine each topic and argument in

succession.

I. First, "the indestructibility of Matter is now re-

cognised by many as a truth of which the negation is

inconceivable. Habitual experiences being no longer met

by counter-experiences, as they once seemed to be, but

these counter-experiences furnishing new proof that

Matter exists pemianently, even where the senses fail to

detect it; it has grown into an axiom of science that,

whatever metamorphoses Matter undergoes, its quantity

is fixed. The chemist, the physicist and the physiologist

not only one and all take this for granted, but would

severally profess themselves unable to realise any sup-
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position to tlie contrary.,.. It ih proved experimentally

to be an absolute uniformity within the range of our

experience. But absolute uniformities of experience

generate absolute uniformities of thought. Does it not

follow, then, that this ultimate truth must bo a cognition

involved in our mental organization ? An affirmative

answer is unavoidable."

Here, then, we have this startling principle laid down.

Whatever we have experienced many times, and never

the opposite, the mind is compelled to accept as a neces-

sary truth, and to hold that an opposite experience is

not only unlikely, but impossible and inconceivable. At
what stage, we may a.sk, in the process of observation

does this wonderful transfoimation occur ? It can scarcely

be held to take place after ten or twenty experiences.

If something has occurred twenty times, it can hardly

be laid down as an d priori truth, that it must always

happen, and that a contrary experience is inconceivable.

Where, then, must we place the limit ? Is it after a

hundred or a thousand, after ten thousand or a million

experiences, that the alternative, plainly conceived in

thought, so many times, up to that moment, but not

realized a& a fact, suddenly becomes inconceivable, and

a self-contradiction ?

The -idea is really preposterous. The very facts Mr
Spencer adduces to e8tablih>h the d priori nature of the

doctrine are a complete and effectual proof of the reverse.

They shew that it is simply an induction from a very

large, but limited experience. And they shew further

that, in every step of that wide induction, the destructi-

bility has been conceived, and has even, in the first stage

of the inquiry, seemed more probable than an opposite

view. They prove further that, if Mr Spencer's main
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doctrine is truo, and the phenomenal alone is kuowable,

Matter ia ho far from being induHtnictible that its constant

duHtructiun and reproduction would be one of the most

patent facts of hourly experience. There may perhaps

have been some chcmiHts, phyHicists, or physiologiHts, who

have inferred the <l priori nature of the doctrine from the

facts which distinctly and emphatically disprove it. But

to impute this extreme fully to the whole body is a

groundless and unwarrantable calumny.

But "absolute uniformities of experience generate

absolute uniformities of thought." Aphorisms of this

kind have a plausible sound, but, as Mr Mill says on

another subject, are empty of the smallest substance.

Uuiformities of experience are uniformities of thought.

The thoughts which they generate must be inferences,

and inferences may be true or false, right or wrong. Of

which kind is the inference here drawn ? I see, let me
say, the Senate-house. I have seen it a hundred, or a

thousand, or ten thousand times. I saw it both yesterday

and to-day, and I have seen it forty years ago. My ex-

perience is absolutely uniform. I see it whenever my
eyes are open and I pass that way. Cau I safely infer

that it has been on that spot from all eternity, and will

continue to be there world without end ? Am I bound

to conclude, because I have seen it so often, that its

disappearance or destruction is unthinkable? Such is

the thought which my experience must generate, if Mr
Spencer's phrase has any real meaning. But no inference

could be more plainly erroneous. We must pass from

the mere repetition of a fact to the detection of a law be-

fore experiences can ripen into a science ; and that science

itself cannot rise above the conditions of its birth. The

law, which unifies the experience, cannot possibly claim
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an (I priori character, since it roats ou oxpcrinteutal in-

ductiou alone.

II. The IncompreBBibility of Matter is made a further

rooHon for atBrining its indestructibility to be an d priori

truth, or a " cognition involved in our mental organiza-

tion," iu these words

:

"What is ternit'd the ultimate incompressibility of

Matter is an admitted law of thought Though it is

possible to imagine a piece of matter compressed without

limit, however small the bulk to which we conceive it

reduced, it is impossible to conceive it reduced to nothing.

While we can represent the parts as indefinitely approxi-

mated, and the space occupied as indeBnitely decreased,

we cannot represent to ourselves the quantity of matter

us made less. To do this would imply that some of the

constituent parts were in thought compressed into no-

thing, which is no more possible than the compression

of the whole into nothing. Whence it is an obvious

corollary that the total quantity of matter in the universe

cannot be conceived as diminished, any more than it can

be conceived as increased."

In this argument the premise, the conclusion, and the

corollary are the same, namely, that matter, in whole or

part, cannot by compression be reduced to nothing. It is

assumed of the wholoi to shew that it is equally impossible

to conceive it of a part ; and then this proof with reference

to a part, conversely j roves it of the whole. And the co-

rollary infers it of that greater whole, the Universe. It is

assumption from first to last.

Four axioms are affirmed, by means of which the Inde-

structibility of Matter is to be promoted from a result

of induction into a necessary, d priori truth. They are

these; that we can form a definite conception of the
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quantity of matter, and its fixed amount; that we cannot
conceive this quartity varied, and either increased or di-

minished
; that we can conceive its indefinite compresnion

without limit; and that we cannot conceive it so com-
pressed as to cease to exist These axioms all contradict

the doctrine of the Unknowable previously laid down, and
they also contradict each other. The test, also, here pro-

posed, by which to try whether extinction of matter is

conceivable, is an exact reversal of the only reasonable

test.

First, we are plainly dealing here, not with pheno-
mena, which confessedly expire as soon as they are born,

but with matter, the substance, the object of thought as a
reality, which abides and endures. Of this substance we
have been assured that it is wholly incognizable. We
cannot think of it, without accepting one or other of " op-

posite absurdities." Yet now we are taught that we can
have a clear and definite conception of its, quantity, that

we can know that compression leaves this quantity un-
changed

; that it is of unlimited compressibility ; and that

compression, though carried to its furthest limit, may an-

nihilate the bulk, but not the substance. This is surely

a large instalment of that self-contradictory article, the

knowledge of the Unknowable.

Again, it is here affirmed that we can conceive the

compression of a material object without limit. On the

Newtonian hypothesis this is untrue. Suppose a bulk to

consist of one-tenth part of solid atoms, and nine-tenths

of pores or vacuum, the density might be increased nearly

ten times, till all the solid atoms touch, and hardly any
void is left between them, but no further. For the state-

ment to be true, we must accept the notion of Boscovich,

that matter consists of unextended centres of force.
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Now this is the hypothesis which Mr Spencer has re-

jected shortly before in the most decisive way. It posits,

he says, a proposition which cannot be represented in

thought. It is unthinkable, a symbolic conception of the

illegitimate kind. To suppose it is utterly beyond human
power. But it is not beyond his own power, just a hun-

dred and twenty pages later, to make it one of four

axioms on which he bases his demonstration, that the in-

destructibility of matter is no mere result of induction,

but an essential law of human thought, a cognition in-

volved in our mental organization, and a grand d priori

truth. ',-;,,; .,_:-:,
•„.."'. :^,;' ,,. ;.- -,-

These axioms, too, contradict each other. If matter

can be compressed without limit, it can be compressed

until its bulk is nothing, which is one form of its annihi-

lation. No finite force, it is true, might be adequate.

But if an Infinite force can crush the whole universe into

a mathematical point, this would be, to all practical in-

tents and purposes, its annihilation.

~ Again, the doctrine is that the quantity of matter can-

not be inereiuiud or diminished. But this assumes some

measure of quantity to exist, and be capable of being ap-

plied. It is presently argued that no natural unit exists.

The practical approach to it is weight. Where the weights

are equal, we assume the quantities of matter to be ec^ual.

But in the light of science this test fails. Weight varies,

though the material atoms are the same. A ball of iron

will lose three-fourths of its weight, if raised four thousand

miles above the earth's surface. And thus if we take the

simplest and most usual test of quantity, instead of being

wholly invariable, it varies with every change of elevation

above the earth's surface, or even of latitude alone.

Localized force, attractive and repulsive, is more en-
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during than the secondar}' qualities of matter, and has the

best claim to be regarded as constituting its essence. This

is the first lesson of real science. Are these forces, then,

fixed and constant, or do the" vary ? It is a second lesson

of science, that they vary continually. They increase as

the distances lessen, and they grow less as the distances

increase. A pound of gold or lead lessens in weight,

though imperceptibly to our senses, every yard that we
lift it in the air, every fathom that we sink it in a mine,

every mile that we travel with it southward on the earth's

surface. If quantum of weight be the essence of matter,

a part of that essence is destroyed or created anew by every
change of place it undergoes. So far is it from being con-

stant and invariable, it is a function of distances that are

ever changing.

But at least we are assured that its reduction to

nothing is inconceivable. It is an d priori law of human
thought. And how is this proved ? By thinking only of

compression. To try whether force, the subtle essence of

matter, am be annihilated, we are instructed to think of

those changes only, in which all experience, popular or

scientific, conspires to shew that forces are increased.

The true test is plainly just the opposite. We must
travel north and not south, to determine whether the North
Pole can possibly be reached. Let us try the eflfects of ex-

pansion. Turn a pound of ice into water, the water into

vapour, and its solid, sensible resistance to the touch has all

disappeared. We test its continued existence less by re-

sistance than by weight Remove it next four thousand

miles upward, and three-fourths of its weight is gone.

Transfer this vapour, again, a hundred and forty thousand
miles I'urther towards the sun, and its terrestrial and its

solar weight will each be five grains only, and, being in
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opposite directions, will neutralize each other. Remove it

beyond the orbit of Neptune, and its solar weight, its

most enduring attribute, will be only one two-hundredth
part of a single grain. The very test, to which the appeal
is made to prove matter indestructible, proves it the re-

verse, if once we recognize the action of an infinite power.
Its essence, to the scientific mind, consists of localized

forces, so that force and extension are its two components.
Assume an infinite force of compression, and the universe,

resisting in vain, would shrink into a mathematical point,

and so disappear. Assume indefinite expansion, a process

easier to conceive, since we have examples of it ever be-

fore our eyes, and the parts of the universe, receding from
each other, would melt away into infinite space. It would
be like a gigantic bubble, which bursts by expanding, and
80 finally disappears.

III. But a still more conclusive argument for the
same doctrine is endeavoured to be drawn from the very

nature of thought itself. It is thus explained :

—

" Our inability to conceive matter becoming non-exist-

ent is immediately consequent on the very nature of

thought. Thought consists in the establishment of rela-

tions. There can be no relation established, and therefore

no thought formed, when one of the related terms is absent
from consciousness. Hence it is impossible to think of

something becoming nothing, for the same reason that it

is impossible to think of nothing becoming something—the
reason, namely, that nothing cannot become an object of

consciousness. The annihilation of matter is unthinkable
for the same reason that the creation of matter is unthink-
able, and its indestructibility thus becomes an d pnori
cognition of the highest order. It is not one that results

from a long-continued registry of experiences, gradually

B. ::',:'.'.::. 10
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organized into an irreversible mode of thought, but one

that is given in the form of all experiences whatever."

. This reasoning, if really sound, is very wide-reaching

and comprehensive in its rr-ults. It will prove that there

is no such thing in the universe of thought as a beginning

or end of anything whatever, substance, attribute, or ap-

pearance. The maxim, whatever is is right, is replaced by

another—whatever is is eternal, without either beginning

or end. What I see now I have always seen. What I feel

now I have always felt. And I must continue to see and

feel them for ever, from a necessity involved in the very

nature of thought. For we think in relations. To think

of a visual act as beginning or coming to an end is to

compare its present existence with its past or future non-

existence. But non-existence is " absence from conscious-

ness." We can establish no relation, frame no thought, of

which existence is one term and non-existence the other.

Hence it is impossible to think of my present act of vision

becoming non-existent, f(»r the same reason that it is im-

possible to think of its having begim, namely, that the

non-existent cannot be an object of consciousness. The

past and future eternity, then, of every present sensation

is
" an d, prion cognition of the highest order." It is no

result of a long-continued registry of experiences gradually

organized into an irreversible law. It is a truth, an d

prwri cognition, "given in the form of all experiences

whatever."

Such is the argument, on the strength of which Mr

Spencer relies, to exclude the whole Christian Church, and

all believers in a creation, from the category of thinkers

or reasonable beings. It is really a superlative of meta-

physical absurdity, thinly disguised from the author of

it by the veil of a singular and unusual phraseology. It
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is pseudo-thinking of the most extreme kind. In fact,

between Sir W. Hamilton and Mr Spencer, thought of

every kind must be impossible, and eliminated from the

universe altogether. According to the first, we cannot

think of the unconditioned or unlimited, for this is to

transcend consciousness, which deals only with contrast

and limitation. According to Mr Spencer, we cannot

think of the conditioned and limited, for this is to think

of a contrast between existence within the limitsy and

non-existence before or after or beyond them, and thought

with non-existence for one of its terms is impossible. The

doctrine includes a patent of past and future immor-

tality, not only for every insect, but for every transient

and momentary sensation. The Theist, the Pantheist, and

the Atheist have already been convicted of pseudo-think-

ing for the one truth they hold in common, that " there

must be self-existence somewhere." The rival creed there

propounded, as the test of philosophical orthodoxy, i«

that self-existence is inconceivable and unthinkable any-

where. And here we have a second substitute, that there

must be self-existence everywhere and in everything, and

that any different creed is impossible from the very nature

of thought. No true philosophy can ever be founded

by such violent plunges into tbe depths of opposite ah-

surdities.

An explanation is offered, how so large a part of man-

kind should have fancied themselves to believe the exact

opposite of an d priori truth " not only of equal certainty

with those commonly so classed, but of even higher cer-

tainty." This most certain of all d priori truths is

really the most strange of all conceivable falsehoods, that

there has never been, and could never be, either a be-

ginning or end of anything whatever, substance, attribute,

10—2
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phenomenon or sensation, but that each and all, by the

very nature of thought, is from everlasting and to everlast*

ing. Mr Spencer writes as follows :
" To set down as a

proposition which cannot be thought, one which mankind

once universally professed to think, and which the great

majority profess to think even now, seems absurd. The
explanation is that in this, as in countless other cases, men
bnve supposed themselves to think what they did not

think. The greater part of our conceptions are symbolic.

Many of these, though rarely developed into real ones,

admit of being so developed, and being directly or indi-

rectly proved to correspond with the realities, are valid.

But along with these others pass current, which cannot

be developed, or by any direct or indirect process be

realized in thought, much less proved to correspond with

actualities. The legitimate and illegitimate are con-

founded together; and, supposing themselves to have

really thought what they have thought only symbolically,

men say they believe propositions of which the terms

cannot even be put together in consciousness. Hence the

ready acceptance given to sundry hypotheses concerning

the origin of the universe, which yet are absolutely un-

thinkable."

Error may be of two different kinds. We may mistake

the possible for the actual, supposing something to have

really occurred, which is disproved on exact enquiry. Or
we may confound with essential truth what is essentially

false, and involves a secret self-contradiction. And this

second kind is plainly more aggravated and dangerous

than the first. No rule or law can be laid down, by which

we can escape from the risk of so great an evil. Whoever

could invent a specific by which to discern infallibly truth

from falsehood, an illegitimate from a legitimate conception.
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might rank among the foremost benefactors of the human
race. The lesson which comes nearest to this character, has

been given us byHim who is the Supreme Wisdom and Per-

fect Truth :
—

" Ifthine eye be single, thy whole body shall be

full of light." But the doctrine which condemns the whole

Church of Christ, and the great body of mankind, as guilty

of self-deception and folly, because they have held either

the creation or the annihilation of matter to be possible in

itself, and the first of these to be a fact divinely revealed,

and rests its condemnation on a maxim contradicted by
the experience of every hour, in each individual of man-
kind, seems at the furthest possible remove from this high

eminence of superior insight and wisdom. The conception

denounced as illegitimate, and by the rejection of which

creation and annihilation are both disproved, is the notion

tl:.at anything whatever can either have a beginning of

existence or cease to be. This is pronounced impossible

by virtue of the universal laws of human thought. The

exact reverse is so manifestly true, that it is lost labour

to make the truth plainer by a process of reasoning. It

is the basis of all experience, the pre-condition of every

process of human thought, and has embodied itself in the

vocabulary and the structure of all the countless languages

of mankind.
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The experiments are then mentioned, which have re-

moved the obstacles to the reception of Newton's fir^t

law of motion; namely, that a moving body, not influenced

by external forces, will remain at rest, or move on uni-

formly iu a straight line. This is an adoption and

restatement of Newton's own Scholium, which precedes

the First fiook of the Principia. It implies that this first

law is simply an inductive result of observation and expe-

riment So Sir W. Thomson and Prof, Tait remark, in

their able treatise on Natural Philosophy, These laws,

they observe, " must be considered as resting on convic-

tions drawn from observation and experiment, not on

intuitive perception." '.'•'^':.:\''''':''i>-'.;^- v > a ;

Mr Spencer, however, has no sooner accepted this

opinion, and repeated some of the observations on which

it rests, than he proceeds to maintain another, the exact

reverse ; namely, that this law of motion is an d, priori

truth, of which the opposite is unthinkable. He writes

as follows:

"The Indestructibility of Motion is not only to be

inductively inferred, but is a necessity of thought, its

destructibility having never been truly conceived at all,

but having always been, as it is now, a mere verbal pro-

position that cannot be realized in consciousness, a pseud-

idea. Whether that Absolute Reality which produces in

us the consciousness we call Motion be or be not au

eternal mode of the Unknowable, it is impossible for us to

say. But that the relative reality wo call Motion never

can come into existence, or cease to exist, is a truth

involved in the very nature of our consciousness. To
think of Motion as either being created or annihilated,

to think of nothing becoming something, or something

becoming nothing, is to establish a relation in conscious-
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no88 between two terms, of which one ia absent from
conBciousnesD, which is impossible. The very nature of
intelligence negatives the supposition that motion can
be conceived, much less known, either to commence or
to cease."

We cannot conceive anything? that now moves to stop
moving, or anything now at rest to begin to move ! This
is gravely affirmed to be an d priori truth, involved in
the nature of thought, of which the opposite is unthink-
able. When such statements are made in the name of
advanced philosophy, to correct the crude pseudo-thinking
of half-edticated or aboriginal men, wo may well lift up
«)ur hands in silent amazement. The writer cannot pos-
sibly mean what he says. That is an absurdity too great
to be held by any reasonable being, much less to be
turned into an d priori truth. Let uh try to ascertain in

what esoteric or non-natural sense the words are used.
And here the closing sentences of the chapter come to
our aid.

•' That which defies suppression in thought is really

the force which the motion indicates. The unceasing
change of position, by itself, may be mentally abolished
without difficulty. We can readily imagine retardation
and stoppage to result from the action of external bodies.
But to imagine this is not possible, without an abstraction
of the force implied in the motion. We are obliged to
(conceive this force as impressed, in the shape of reaction,

on the bodies that cause the arrest. And the motion that
is communicated to them we are compelled to regard, not
iw directly communicated, but as a product of the com-
municated force. We can mentally diminish the velocity,

or space-element of motion, by diffusing the momentum,
or force-clement, over a larger mass of matter. But the
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quantity of thi" foi'co-olemeDt, which we regard as tho

cause of tho motion, is unchangeable in thought."

The unceasing change of position, to borrov Mr Spen-

cer's phrase, in this new philosophy of Physical Evolution,

makes its examination very difficult. T'.ie Proteus has no
sooner been grasped in one shape, than he slips from our

hands, and stands before us in another, wholly differ-

ent. In the present iuHtance, three paradoxes, contra-

dicting each other, and more ond more contradictory to

reason and common sense, arc successively laid down as

grand d priori truths. The climax is reached in tho

assertion that it is impossible to conceive of anything

either beginning or ceasing to move. But then foUowH

a speedy admission that such a conception, which indeed

is one of the most frequent and habitual experiences

of human thought, is quite easy and natural. And still

this retractation of an outrageous paradox is accompanied

with two or three fresh errors of a very radical kind. Let

us trace the steps of tho reasoning in succession.

First of all. Theism, Pantheism, and Atheism are con-

demned and rejected for one common fault. They agree

to assume " self-existence somewhere." But this assump-

tion, whether mode nakedly or under a disguise, is vicious

and unthinkable. It is one which we cannot avoid

making, but still we ought to avoid it And the special

excellence of Religious Nihilism is that it docs what its

advocate says cannot be done, and refuses to admit self-

existence anywhere, because self-existence is unthinkable.

Such is the first paradox of the system, and a greater

outrage on sound reason is difficult to conceive. But we
pass on to the "Indestructibility of Matter," and meet

there with a second paradox, the exact contrary and anti-

thesis of the first. The annihilation of Matter, we are
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told " is unthinkable for the same reason that the creation

of matter is inconceivable." It contradicts the very

nature of thought " It is impossible to think of some-
thing becoming nothing, or nothing becoming something,

for the same reatton, namely, that nothing cannot become
an object of consciousnoHs."

Here, then, it is pronounced to bo a contradiction of

the laws of thought, that anything should either begin or

cease to be. Theism is first coupled with Pantheism and
Atheism, and cundumued to death and burial as a deceiver

of mankind, because it affirms self-existence somewhere,
while self-existence is inconceivable. And next we are

taught the exact converse, that self-existence is the

only kind of existence concoivablo. Whatever exists now
must always have existed, and must exist for ever;

since it is forbidden by the very nature of thought to

think of anything whatever as either beginning or ceasing

to be.

A third and still greater paradox follows. What has

been offirmed of Matter, that it is self-existent by the very
nature of tliought, is next affirmed of Motion also. This
too can never begin or cease. For this wo'dd be to esta-

blish a relation in consciousness between two things, one of

which is not in consciousness, that is, motion, and not-mo-
tion or rest. Motion is being, rest is not-being, not-being

is nothing, nothing is not in consciousness, and cannot even
be thought of. Change of place is thus treated as no mere
attribute of bodies, or relation between them, but a real

substantial thing. Hence it shares the prerogatives just

assigned to Matter. It is uncreated, self-existent, and
eternal.

Motion, in this theory, seems to be conceived as a
liquid, and moving bodies are like solid, empty vessels.
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capable of receiving it. The liquid may be poured from

one vessel to an/ther. It changes its own place, motion

itself is moving, every moment. It is transferred from

vessel to vessel with the speed of lightning, from atom to

atom, and from star to star. But its total quantity re-

mains invariable. Such as it was in the buginnir.g, such

is it now in total amount, and must continue the same in

amount for ever.

This is indeed a symbolic conception of the illegiti-

mate kind. It is equally opposed to the notions of un-

educated men, and the ripest conclusions of Dynamical

Science. For the collective motion of a Hyntcm can only

be constant, when the Potential Energy, or integral of the

force, is constant ; and whenever the forces are functions

of the distance, as in the case of universal gravitation, and

of molecular cohesion and repulsion, this must always

vary with variations of the mutual distances. The effects

of condensation may be partially compensated by expan-

sion in other parts of the system. But a total compensa-

tion, under the law of gravitation, or any similar law, is

dynamically almost impossible.

But after we have reached this extreme of error, which

makes motion a real substance, not an attribute or rela-

tion of substances, and self-existent, without beginning or

end, we return once more to the region of common sense.

Motion per se, "the unceasing change of position, con-

sidered in itself," it is finally admitted, may be mentally

abolished without difficulty. The metaphysical proof that

the conception itself is impossible, because it implies a

relation in thought between something and nothing, is

discarded aa soon as it has been advanced, and a wholly

different statement replaces it. We can easily conceive a

body either to begin or cease to move. But we cannot
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conceive this to occur without there being some cause of
the change.

This is perfectly true. The usual definition of Force is

that which prodiicos or tends to produce motion, or a
change in the amount or direction of motion. Sir Isaac
Newton, Sir W. Thomson, and Professor Tait, agree in

holding the first law of motion to be an inductive conclu-
sion from observation and experiment. Mr Spencer, we
have seen, professes to share this view, but to hold along
with it one wholly opposite, that it is a necessity of
thought, an <l priori truth. I believe the oorrect view to
be that it is simply a definition of force, that is, of Phy-
sical Force, the subject of Dynamical Science. What
experiment can do is not to prove the action of some
force, when velocity is increased or diminished or changes
its direction. That is proved by the change itself. Expe-
riment serves only to define and localize it, to connect it

with the presence, and the nearness or distance, of other
bodies

; as the air, through which a bullet passes in its

course, or the sun, as the deciding cause and main seat of

that force which determines the planetary motions.

The final shape of this doctrine of the' Continuity of

Motion consists in an exposition of some necessary process

of thotight, when wo think of motion as transferred. The
elements of necessary thought, we are told, are these.

First, force is implied in the motion of the striking body.
Next, this force is impressed in the shape of reaction on
the body struck, or that causes the arrest. Thirdly, we
cannot conceive the motion of the struck body as directly

communicated, but as a product of the force which has
been thus communicated. Fourthly, velocity is the space-
element of motion, and momentum the force-element.

Lastly, we can diminish the first, or space-element, by dif-
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fusing the force-element over a larger mass, but this last
element we cannot conceive to have its quantity varied.
It is unchangeable in thought. Of these five statements,
or d priori principles of the philosophy in question, the first

is ambiguous and misleading, and all the others are untrue.
First, force is implied in the motion. This is true in

the sense that it is implied as a previous cause. But it is

not implied as a present existence, since tiie essence of
the law is this, that uniform motion in a right line proves
not the present action of a force, but its absence. It is

implied further that if the motion is to cease, there must
be a future action of force, to cause that cessation. But
present force in the motion itself is not implied, but nega-
tived, by Newton's first law, which forms the very atarting-
point of all the principles of Dynamical Science.

Next, this force is impressed in the shape of reaction
on the body struck, and thus communicated to it, and the
motion of the struck body is the product of the force thus
communicated.

: This is completely untnie. The force exercised by A
in striking B is attended with a reactive force of Bon A.
But this second force does not cause the motion of B, but
the first force only. And that first force is not dependent
directly on the motion or speed, but simply on the dis-
tance. It is insensible at sensible distances, but rapidly
increases at the distance of seeming contact. The re-
action of the second body is wholly employed in arresting
the motion of the first body, and not in causing its own.
The notion that a force is first transferred from A to //,

and then, residing in B, causes B to move, contradicts the
fundamental conceptions of Dynamics. It is a case of
pseudo-thinking and mere illusion.

Again, velocity is not the space-element of motion,
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aod momentum the force-element. Momentum is simply
the product of the velocity by the mass, that is, in other

words, the sum total of the velocities of all the parts or
atoms of the moving body. When a product is constant,

of course the increase of one factor requires the lessening

of the other. But a sum of velocities can have no nearer
relation to force, and no less intimate relation to space,

than the velocities of which it is the sum.

That the momentum, in collisions, is unchangeable in

thought, is a further error. It is not oven unchangeable
in fact, except under special dynamical conditions. In
facty Sir Isaac Newton, in his Optics, looks on the opposite
view as certain, and writes on it as follows :— ¥ «j*s v 3^/

"From the varying composition of two motions, it is

very certain that there is not always the same quantity of
motion in the world. For if two globes, joined by a slender
rod, revolve about their centre of gravity with a uniform
motion, while that centre moves uniformly in a straight

line in the plane of their motion, the sum of their motions,
when they are in the right line described by their centre
of gravity, will be greater than the sum when they are in
a line perpendicular to that line. By reason of the tena-
city of fluids, and want 01? elasticity in solids, motion is

much more apt to be lost than got, and is always on the
decay. If two equal bodies meet directly in vacuo, they
will by the laws of motion stop where they meet, and lose

all their motion, and remain at rest, unless they be
elastic...Seeing therefore the variety of motion we find in

the world is always decreasing, there is a necessity of
conserving and recruiting it by active principles, such as
are the cause of gravity, and the cause of fermentation.
For wo meet with very little motion in the world besides

what is due to these active principles."
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The invariable constancy of momentum, or quantity

of motion, is thus far from being any necessity of human
thought The greatest of all physical discoverers, at a

time when his latest discoveries were made, held a view

exactly opposite, that motion is in a state of continual

decay. The grounds upon which he rested this opinion

have been modiBed, and to some extent set aside, by later

discoveries. The notion of direct collision between finite

atoms has received no confirmation, and the tendency of

research has been to develope the range of the "active

principles" mentioned by Newton in this passage, and

indirectly to confirm that hypothesis of force -centres,

which Mr Spencer rejects as unthinkable, but on which

the conservation of via viva, the only scientific form of

the persistence of force or continuity of motion, seems

really to depend. And while here the principle of the

continuity of motion is laid down as an d piHori truth, in

a later part of the work the exact opposite is maintained,

that evolution must issue in equilibration, and equilibra-

tion end in complete rest. That such a state must be the

outcome of the processes everywhere going on seems,

it is said, to be beyond a doubt, and the natural inquiry

accompanies the remark—Are we not then manifestly

progressing towards omnipresent death ? So inconsistent

with itself is the new philosophy, in every stage of its

progressive evolutioni ,---.i . » . -

§ II. THE CONSERVATION OF FORCE.

The Conservation of Force is another main pillar of

the modem theory of Physical Fatalism or Evolution.

It has been said to bind nature fast in the bonds of

fate to an extent not before recognized, to bring vital as
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well as physical phenomena under it« dominion, and to be

an idea of the widest grasp and most radical significance.

It seems, in fact, to hold nearly the same place in the

doctrine of Evolution, which the Being and Perfections of

God occupy in Christian Theology. I shall here confine

myself to the examination of its meaning and nature, as

expounded in the sixth chapter of Mr Spencer's doctrine

of the Knowable. I have elsewhere treated of the subiect

on its dynamical side.

And first, Mr Spencer would replace the word Conser-

vation by Persistence, in order to avoid the suggestion

of a Preserver, and an act of conserving. But the change
is needless, and even injurious. Even if Physical Force

were the sole divinity, and any implied reference to an
All-wise Creator and Preserver should be shut out, as

inconsistent with our improved philosophy, it is surely

quite easy to expound the conservation of force as mean-
ing self-preservation. On the other hand. Persistence is

not free from a moral implication, and one of an unplea-

sant kind. It means, as dictionaries tell us, "perseverance

in a good or evil course, usual!^ in one injuriotis, ob-

stinacy or contumacy." So a lo<]uacious person persists

in talking, when he ought to keep silence. And thus the

new terra may free us from the risk of admitting the

presence of a Divine Preserver. But it suggests instead

the idea of a deaf, blind Fate, which persists in acting

without any reasonable motive, heedless of all obstacles,

and brooking no control from either human or Divine
intelligence. If a term were desired, free from any moral
ir^^-llvanon, perhaps the Inherent Permanence of Force
would be the best.

What, now, is the place assigned to this doctrine in

the wide circuit of human science? According to Mr
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Spencer it is the firat and highest of all truths, the most

certain^ and also the most important. He speaks of it in

these words

:

"The Persistence of Force is an ultimate truth, of

which no inductive proof is possible....Whoever contem-

plates the relation in which it stands to the truths of

science in general will see that the truth transcending

demonstration is the Persistence of Force. It is not only

a datum of science, but even a datum which the assertion

of our nescience involves. Deeper than demonstration,

deeper than even definite cognition, deep as the very

nature of Mind, is the postulate at which we have ar-

rived. Its authority trar^icends all other whatever; for

not only is it given in the constitution of our own con-

sciousness, but it is impossible to conceive a consciousness

so constituted as not to give it. The sole truth, which

transcends experience by underlying it, is thus the Per-

sistence of Force. This, being the basis of experience,

must be the basis of any scientific organization of ex-

perience. To this ultimate analysis brings us down, and on

this a rational synthesis must build up." (F. P. 188—191.)

Our first inquiry must be—What is the Force intended

in this great doctrine ? and our second, What is meant by

its persistence ?

The nature of Force is thus explained. It is not

the force we are immediately conscious of in our own
efforts, for this does not persist. Hence the Force, of

which we assert persistence, is that Absolute Force, of

which we are indefinitely conscious as the necessary

correlate of the Force we know. By the persistence of

force we mean really "the persistence of some Power

which transcends our knowledge and perception." "In
other words, the assertion is another mode of asserting an

::V-^%, 11
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unconditioned Reality without beginning or end." " The
truth that Force is indestructible is the obverse of the

truth, that the unknown cause of the changes going on in

consciousness is indestructible." " The Persistence of the

iiniverse is the persistence of that unknown Cause, Power,

ur Force, which is manifested to us through all pheno-

mena."

Next, what is meant by its persistence? To this

question a distinct answer is repeatedly given. It is the

constancy or sameness of its total amount, amidst cease-

less changes in its locality or distribution. We read as

fallows : .; - ;.•:.';..• -,;-..- .>'-
„

-' .' ;-.=•:• ^.^,;V-

"The perceptions (from which science infers that

Matter is indestructible) amount simply to this, that

the force which a given quantity of matter exercises

remains always the same. This is the proof on which

common sense and exact science alike rely. The obvious

postulate is, that the quantity of matter is finally deter-

minable by the quantity of gravitating force it manifests."

" Where, as in celestial physics, the continuity of motion

is quantitatively proved, the proof is not direct, but infer-

ential, and forces furnish the data for the inference....The
quantity of the force-element, which we regard as the

cause of the motion, is unchangeable in thought....That

the quantity of Force remains always the same is the fun-

damental cognition, in the absence of which the derivative

cognitions, i.e. the indestructibility of matter, and the con-

tinuity of motion, must disappear." "Every antecedent

mode of the Unknowable must have an invariable con-

nection, quantitative and qualitative, with that mode of the

TTnknowable which we call its consequent." " It is impos-

sible to conceive the product of joint action in one case as

unlike that in the other, without conceiving one or more
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of the forces to have increased or diminished in quantity

;

and this is conceiving that Force is not persistent."

This great cb priori truth, greater than all other truths,

and transcending both demonstration and experience,

proves thus at the outset to be nothing else than an open
and direct self-contradiction. The Force intended in

the phrase is not the phenomenal, but the real. It is

the Unknowable and Immeasurable. It is the same, of

which we have been previously assured, as the " widest,

deepest, and most certain of all truths, that it is utterly

inscrutable." And now Persistence of Force is a second

truth, which shares the same prerogatives. It transcends

demonstration, and both transcends and underlies expe-

rience. And its persistence means constancy of its mea-
sured value, strict equality, without variation, in its total

amount We can know, with the highest certainty con-

ceivable, that something, of which it is the deepest of all

truths that we can know nothing at all, is measurable.

We can measure its separate parts, and compare them.

We can sum up these measurable parts into a total, also

measurable. We can compare the values of this total

Irom moment to moment or from age to age. Finally, we
can complete the fundamental axiom, that nothing what-

ever can possibly be known of this Absolute Force, by a

second axiom, equally fundamental, that its total amount
is finite and measurable, and that this total never varies,

and is incapable of the least diminution or increape to all

eternity.

Such is the doctrine of the Persistence of Force in its

own nature. If we accept the double definition of Force

and Persistence in the First Principles, it is a direct self-

contradiction. On what grounds is it affirmed to be an

a priori truth? :

11—2
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The process of reasoning is remarkable. First, it

cannot be proved A posteriori. " We cannot infer the per-

sistence of force from our own sensation of it, which does

not persist We must infer it from the continuity of

Motion, and the undiminished ability of Matter to

produce certain effects. But to reason thus is manifestly

to reason in a circle. It is absurd to allege the indestruc-

tibility of Matter, because under whatever change of

form a given mass exhibits the same gravitation, and then

to argue that gravitation is constant, because a given

mass of matter exhibits always the same quantity of force.

Quantitative science implies measurement, and measure-

ment implies a uuit of measure Everything turns on

the truth oi the assumption, that the gravitation of the

weights is persistent, and of this no proof is assigned,

or can be assigned No problem of celestial physics

can be solved without the assumption of some unit of

force. The validity of one or other inference depends

wholly on the assumption that the unit of force is un-

changed Clearly, then, the persistence of force is an

ultimate truth, of which no inductive proof is possible."

This is the main proof that the Persistence of Force

is the first of all d, priori truths, highest in dignity and

importance. First, its truch is postulated or assumed.

Next, it is shewn that an inductive or d posteriori proof is

impossible, because no experience can prove the constancy

ofthe unit assumed. Since, then, it is certainly true,and can-

not be proved inductively, it must be an d priori truth. By

such a process it is plain that any falsehood whatever may

be promoted to the same high dignity of an d priori truth.

A second proof, however, is offered in connection with

a new and altered definition of the doctrine. "The

equality of action and reaction is taken for granted from
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beginning to end of either argument;" that is, in the

reasonings both of terrestrial and celestial physics ; and
" to assert that action and reaction are equal and opposite

is to assert that force is persistent."

Now the equality of action and reaction is Newton's

third law of motion. He there occupies four pages with

experimental confirmations of its truth. Our latest

authorities in Dynamics, Sir W. Thomson and Prof. Tait,

in their able treatise on Natural Philosophy, take the

same view, that this equality is ar d, posteriori result of

observation. That an opposite view is not inconceivable

admits of a very simple proof; for Prof. Bayma, in his

Molecular Physics, adopts an hypothesis inconsistent with

it, and develops its consequences in three hundred pages

of dynamical reasoning.

Again, the persistence of force, in its dynamical sense,

is not the same with the equality of action and reaction,

but wholly distinct. Take the case of two bodies, mutually

attractive, falling towards each other from a state of rest.

Here action and reaction are equal and opposite. The
first pulls the second as much aa the second pulls the

first, and in an opposite direction. Yet neither the forces

nor the motions are constant, but go on increasing

together, till their amount is infinite at coalescence. The
second argument, then, rests on two premises, which are

both untrue; that Newton's third law is the same with

the persistence of force, and that it is an d priori truth.

The doctrine, indeed, in Mr Spencer's work has five

different meanings. First, it is Newton's third law. " To
assert that action and reaction are equal and opposite

is to assert that force is persistent " (p. 188). This is a

truth, but one of induction, and quite distinct from the

conservation of energy, the dynamical equivalent of this
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perHistence of force. Secondly, it is the same with the

noQ-annihilation of matter, and moana that "the force

a given quantity of matter exercises remains always the

same" (p. 177) This double identity is doubly untrue.

The force a given quantity of matter exercises is so far

from remaining the same, that by the law of gravitation,

and every other known or conjectured law, it varies with

every variation of mutual distance. The constant of

force, so far as we know, does not vary. But, under the

atomic theory, or the doctrine of force-centres, it might

vary, and no single atom be annihilated. An atom would

not be annihilated, if it were to attract and repel only

half as much as it does now. There are thus four errors

in this one statement. The persistence of force is not

the same with the non-annihilation of matter. The non-

annihilation of matter is not the same with the invaria-

bility of the force exercised by each separate atom, and

invariability is not a fact or truth at all, but exactly the

reverse, that the exercised force varies every moment.

Thirdly, the doctrine is said to mean the constancy

of each force in any system of forces ; for " to conceive

one or more of the forces to have increased or diminished

is conceiving that force is not persistent " (p. 193). In

this sense it will be directly opposed to all experience,

and every case of dynamical reasoning, For all these

imply and require the variation of individual forces.

Fourthly, it is the constant variation of all forces,

attractive or repulsive, by the law of the inverse square

of the distance, and no other (p. 60). For this, we are

told, is no empirical law, but deducible mathematically

from the laws of space, and its negation is inconceivable.

This fourth meaning is the reverse and contradiction of

the last. It is also a direct contradiction of the Frincipia
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and of all dyuaraical science, and all experience. For

in this case there could not poHsibly be both attraction

and repulsion, but one of these alternatives alone.

Lastly, it is "the persistence of some Power that

transcends our knowledge and conception, an uncondi-

tioned Reality, without beginning or end" (p. 189). In

this sense, it will be a philosophical substitute for i\w

Christian doctrine of the self-existence of God, with this

all-important contrast, that the Supreme and Absolute

Power is recognised as Power alone, '/Ut denied all cog-

nisable moral attributes or perfections whatever. It is

the consecration of all tyranny, and the apotheosis of

destiny, placing blind, irresistible Force, without reason,

choice, wisdom, or moral goodness, on the throne of the

universe. And persistence must also change its mean-

ing. It can no longer be constancy of amount. For

quantity is a condition, and the Unknowable is the Un-
conditioned. Equality in amount implies measurement,

and there can be no measurement of the Unmeosurable.

The Persistence of Force, then, as taught in the First

Principles, is wholly ambiguous. In one of its five

meanings it is a familiar truth of Dynamics, but a trutli

resulting from observation and experiment. In each

of the four other meanings it is untrue and self-contra-

dictory. But the stress which has been laid upon it, and

the confidence with which it is propounded as a grand

discovery, with the vastness of superstructure which it

has been endeavoured to rear upon it, are rea-sons for

carrying the analysis a little further, and examining the

other statements in the short chapter of Mr Spencer's

work, which deals with the subject.

The first of these is an assertion that the truth of this

doctrine is indispensable to the existence of Science.
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"An attempt to ascertain the laws to which tnanifes-

tAtions in general and in detail conform would be abHurd,

if the agency to which they are due could either come

into existence or cease to exist. The succession of phe-

nomena would in such case bo altogether arbitrary, and

Science, equally with Philosophy, would be impossible."

Science and Philosophy would bo impossible, and the

succession of phenomena wholly arbitrary, if there were

no settled laws of material action and physical change.

If all changes, or a large number, were like the supposed

deflections of the atoms of Epicurus, capricious and cause-

less, there could be no room for science. But a past

creation of the world out of nothing, and even its future

return, at some distant age, to nothing again, would not

interfere at all with the reality of science. They would

simply confine its range within the limits of actual time,

past or future. The second hypothesis, however, implying

the reversal and abrogation by the Creator of his own

work is open to moral objections of the most grave and

vital kind. But these do not apply to the doctrine of

Oeation. It simply replaces the notion of a blind, un-

accountable, irresistible Fate, by the conception of an

orderly scheme of Providence, secretly dependent through-

out on the will and purpose, the choice and counsel, of a

Being supremely great, and perfectly good and wise.

In like manner, suspensions or modifications of the

results of physical laws by the will of the Lawgiver who

appointed them, to fulfil some end of his moral govern-

ment, coMld not destroy science, or reduce its conclusions

to entire uncertainty. They would merely make their

truth and realization depend on one further condition of

a higher kind. Law, in its highest and truest sense,

would remain supreme. But physical laws would be seen
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to be inHtrunionts of the Divine government, which must

surely have some nobler object than to vary the co-ordi-

nates in space of a vast number of pulling and pushin<^

atoms, destitute of any higher gift or power than change

of place alone. They will be seen in their true light, as

handmaidens of that higher Law, "whaso seat is the bosom

of God, and her voice the harmony of the world." It is

chance and mere caprice, not Moral Law and Divine

Sovereignty, which alone could interfere with the reality

of Physical Science.

The doctrine is next defined to be one of quantitative

measurement, while yet we can have no experimental

proof that all the forces do not vary.

" In all three cases the question is one of qiiantity.

Does the matter or motion or force ever diminish in quan-

tity ? The quantity of matter is asserted to be the same,

if the number of units of force it counterbalances be the

same. The validity of the inference depends entirely on

the constancy of the units of force. In the reasonings of

the astronomer there is the like implication. No problem

in celestial physics can be solved, without the assumption

of some unit of force."

That such an argument entirely fails to fulfil its own

object, and prove that the invariability of force is an i\

jyriori truth, must be self-evident. But the subject will

repay a little further investigation.

What is true in the argument is the plain fact that

force and motion have no natural unit. To measure and

compare them, a unit needs to be assumed. The same is

true of space in all three dimensions. There is no natural

unit of length. It is true also of time. But if we as-

sume a unit of length and of time, we may derive from

these a natural unit, both of velocity and of accelerating
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force. And thus, subject to the double assumption, both

forces and velocities will be truly represented by geome-

trical lines of varying length.

Now what is the true inference from such a premise ?

Is it the persistence of force or motion, or the constancy

of some total, formed by summing up all the separate

forces or motions of the universe ? It is plainly the exact

reverse. A total formed of such elements cannot possibly

be either self-existeut or invariable. Each of the elements

that compose it is varying every moment. It is truly

represented by a line ever varying in its length. The

grand total, every moment, will be the sura of n .
» — 1

elements, and truly represented by the sum of n , n — 1

geometrical lines, where n is the number of atoms in the

universe. The Persistence of Force and the Continuity

of Motion, as expounded in First Principles, will thus

resolve themselves into a paradox of this ama "ng kind.

The Power which the universe manifests is itterly in-

scrutable. To suppose that we can know anything con-

cerning it, or fitly ascribe to it personality, will, goodness,

wisdom, is one of the countless impieties of the pious.

But this we may know concerning it, that it is truly

represented by a finite straight line of definite length,

which is made up of as many parts as there are pairs of

otoms in the universe, and of which every part varies

perpetually by laws maiidy unknown to us, while the

finite length of the total remains the same for evermore.

The golden calf was a respectable idol, compared with this

philosophical substitute for the True and Supremo Reality.

One further remark remains to be examined. "The
Foioe," it is said, " of which we assert persistence, is that

Absolute Force of which we are indefinitely conscious, as

the necessary correlate of the force we know."
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In this sentence the confusion of thought, involved in

the whole theory, comes out into very clear relief This

doctrine of Persistence asserts a quantity of force, un-

changeable amidst ceaseless changes of form and distri-

bution. Now quantity is a condition. "What the doctrine,

then, affirms, is the sameness of one main condition, quan-

tity, in the Unconditioned, a measurable sameness in the

Immeasurable.

Again, the Force we know, and of which we are con-

scious, and not a force of which we can know nothing, is

the only Force of which we can consistently affirm any-

thing. But the force we are conscious of, Mr Spencer

expressly affirms, does not persist (p. 195, 1. 5). By his

admissions, then, the non-persistence of knowable force,

the only force knowable, is a certain truth ; while persist-

ence and non-persistence are predications equally valid,

equally incapable of being proved or disproved, when we

speak of the Absolute Force, which is \inknowable.

The source of all this error and confusion arises from

mixidg together two steps in the healthy and normal de-

velopment of thought, and confounding them into one.

The simple contrast laid down is of the Phenomenal and

the Real, the Knowable and the Unknowable. But the

real contrast is twofold, of phenomena or sensations,

which are momentary and evanescent, and of material

objects, and individual minds or persons, which abide

and endure; and again of things and persons, local, limited,

and finite, with the Supreme and Absolute Reality on

whom they all depend.

A sensational philosophy seeks to get rid of things

and pereons, speaks of them as wholly unknowable, and

strives to create and build up a universe and a science of

sensation and appearances alone. Religious Nihili.^m would
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leave the Great, Supreme fleality, the I AM of revealed

religion, in the sphere of existence, but shut Him out for

ever, for all mankind, from the sphere of knowledge. But
all the genuine discoveries of physical and mental science

utter one ceaseless protest against this double error. They
have been made by passing from the phenomenal to the
real, and yet to the finite, not the Supreme Reality. They
refer, not to sensations, but to the causes of sensations, to

localized and measurable forces, and to the powers, gifts,

and faculties of individual minds. Yet these, as localized

and measurable, or self-conscious, finite, and individual,

sUnd in plain contrast to the First Cause, the Absolute
and Infinite Being. ' > -• .« , • ' - ' i

To obtain permanence at all, we must bid adieu to

fleeting phenomena which do not persist, and look higher.

And thus, when no other contrast is admitted but of the
Knowable and the Unknowable, of mere appearances and
an Absolute Reality behind appearances, the second of

these, and not the first, must be the home of genuine
science. But the doctrine of indestructibility, continuity,

and persistence, is one of measurement, of equal values

and amounts of matter, motion, and force. Now this is

wholly irreconcilable with the doctrine of the Unknowable.
And thus there is an uneasy and perplexing oscillation,

where no footing, on the principles of the theory, can be
found for genuine science on either side. It seeks a home
among phenomena ; but phenomenal matter is destroyed

continually. Phenomenal motion can and does cease, and
can bo mentally abolished without difficulty; and the

foroe of which we are conscious in our own efforts does

not persist. We turn, then, to the reality, of which the

phenomena are manifestations. And here we are met
with the ecjual difficulty, that by doctrine of the new phi-
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losophy, this is wholly inscrutable. Science can find no

solid resting-place, till it rises beyond the ever-shifting

phenomena, and occupies itself with Real Being, in the

three successive gradations, real matte.', real mind, and a

Real Author of mind and matter, the Absolute Being, or

great First Cause, the Father of Spirits, the Creator, Pre-

server, and Governor of the moral and material universe.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF FORCE AND
MOTION. ; ;l .

The Persistence of Force, as held by Mr Spencer, who
makes it a sequel of the doctrine of the Unknowable,

and a great d priori truth, involves a direct self-contra-

diction. Phenomenal Force does not persist. Force not

phenomenal, or the reality which lies hid behind appear-

ances, by the dicta of this philosophy, is wholly beyond

the range of human knowledge. To affirm either that it

dees or does not persist involves the same reversal and

abandonment of the negative creed, as those theological

dogmas which its advocate so strongly condemns.

The same doctrine, however, under the name of the

Indestructibility of Force, or Conser^'ation of Energy, may
be held, apart from the doctrine of the Unknowable, as

an inductive result of modem physical research. Such
seems to be the view taken by Mr Grove in his Correla-

tion of Forces, and Dr Tyndall in his Belfast Address;

while Mr Spencer seeks, as best he may, to combine it

with his own higher claim, that it is an d priori truth, and

incapable of being established by induction and experi-

ment. Many, who reject the opinion that it is a neces-

sary truth, like those of pure arithmetic and geometry,
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look upon it as a grand result of recent discoveries. It

is necessary, then, to examine closely what it means.

Three mein results of modern physics have modified
opinions which had prevailed before, und constitute the
nucleus of scientific truth in this doctrine of the Conserva-
tion of Energy. The first is the establishment of the
Baconian view of heat, as intestine or atomic motion;
in contrast to the later doctrine, embodied in most works
of the last century, and in the treatises of Fourier and
Poisson, where it is assigned tc a distinct fluid of caloric,

supposed to permeate all the parts of solid, liquid or
gaseous bodies. An easy infrrcnce from that theory is

the equivalence of a certaix- hount of heat with a certain

amount of sensible motio' , and this has been fixed and
ascertained by the expei.. leuts of Seguin, Joule, Sir W.
Thomson, and others.

A second result of recent research removes the parti-

tions, by which the theories of Light, Heat, Electricity,

Magnetism, were severed wholly from each other, and
referred to five or six different fluids or imponderables.
The chief alternatives now recognised are that they
resuU, from the interaction of matter and one or two
kinds of ether, or from the action of matter alone.

The two extreme views have their scientific auvocates.

But the more common, and I believe the juster view, is

that one kind of ether, besides gravitating matter, is

required, and one only, to explain the whole range of the

phenomena of material change.

But the third element is the most important, and
constitutes the essence of the doctrine as a principle of

Dynamics. It may be thus briefly explained.

ijsume a finite system, however immense, of atoms,

either extended or unextended, which are endued with
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attractive or repulsive forces. Assume further that these

atoms never touch, so as to stop each other's motion by

their mere solifUty or impenetrability. Let their motion

increase or dimiui»h, only from the action of attractive

or repulsive forces, and these forces be all functions of

the mutual distance. Another function, the integral of

the first, is called the Potential Function. The difference

between two values of this function for two different sets

of places of the atoms will express the total amount of

force exercised on those atoms, in the passage from one

position to the other. The effect of tiiese forces, so

exercised, will be to increase or diminish the velocities.

Now if we take the half square of the velocity for the

measure of the motion of each mass or atom, then the

amount added to or taken from the collective motion

will exactly equal the positive or negative amount of the

forces exerted by the atoms or ma ises on each other

during this interval of time.

The value of the integrals of the laws of force, for any

sat of positions, is called the Potential Energy of the

system in that position. The difference of two such

values is the gain or loss of Potential Energy, in passing

from the first position to the second. In like manner

the sum total of half the squared velocities of all the

atoms or masses at any moment of time, is called the

Vis Viva or Kinetic Energy of the system at the moment.

The difference of two such values for two successive

positions will be the gain or loss of via viva or kinetic

energy. '^ i .;

The doctrine of the Conservation of Energy ia the

assertion that the sum of the two kinds of energy, poten-

tial and kinetic, is always constant, so that aa much is

gained by the one as is lost by the othei^ Hence energy
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comes to be looked upon as ati ii; duHtructible sumethiug,

which may change its form or its seat continually, but

of which the total amount is fixed and invariable. Ih

the doctrine of evolution it becomes a physical Demiurge,

and is supposed able to account for all known or unknown
changes, without leaving room for any action of mind,

or the intervention of a Creator and Moral Governor of

the world.

To see the true meaning, however, more clearly, three

cases must be separately considered. The first is that

of purely repulsive forces; the second, of forces purely

attractive ; and the third, of forces which change from

repulsion at the smallest distances to attraction at all

others, with a neutral limit between them.

A Repulsive Potential, when the repulsion varies by

any inverse powers of the distance beyond the first, is

plainly finite in value for a finite distance, and zero \ 'hen

the distance becomes infinite. The efi'ect of the repulsion

also is to separate the masses or atoms from each otlier.

Thus, as the velocities increase, the Potential decreases.

To make their sum constant, the Kepulsive Potential

must have a positive sign.

The vfflue of an Attractive Potential is also finite

at a finite distance, zero at infinity, and infinite when

the distance vanishes, if the attraction varies as the

inverse square, or by any inverse power beyond the first.

But the amount thus increases as the bodies approach,

when the velocity also will increase. That the sum of

the Potential Function and the via viva or Kinetic Energy

may be constant, the first must be reckoned negative.

Thu the algebraic sum is the real difierence. Supposing

the system to have started from a state of rest, what ia

really consUint is the excess of the Potential above the

B. 12
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Kinetic Energy, for every later position of the whole

system.

A third case is when there is a mixed law of force,

such as r'* — r^, so that there is a neutral distance, at

which the attraction and repulsion are equal, for all less

distances repulsion increasing to infinity, and for greater

distances an attraction, rising to a maximtim a little

beyond the neutral distance, and then slowly decreasing,

till it vanishes at an infinite distance. Here, also, it is

essential that the Attractive Potential should be reckoned

negative, in order that the total of Energy may be

constant.

Again, the usual assumption, in modern physical

cosmogonies, is that the sidereal systems have reached

their present state by condensation from a primitive

nebula. Now in a state of rest there is no Kinetic

Energy, and if condensation follows, the Potential must

be mainly attractive, that is, it will have a negative sign.

Or the true statement of the doctrine of Conservation

will be, that the sum of the Attractive Potential Energies

has a constant excess over the sum of all the Repulsive

and all the Kinetic Energy.

The theory of the Conservation of Energy is also

subject to these conditions. It fails, and does not hold,

if there are any forces in the system, which do not depend

ou the mutual distance of the particles alone, but vary

also with the velocity, or with the time, or with special

forms of aggregation, of organization, or types of being.

In all such cases the theorem of Dynamics, which has

received of late this new title, will no longer apply. Its

demonstration cannot be secured by proving that the

law of gravitation, and one or two other laws of the same

kind, do exist, and have a very wide range of operation.
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What is needed is an exhaustive proof that no law

uf force, except one which makes it depend on local

distance alone, can be found in any part of the whole

universe.

The maxims involved in the doctrine of the Trans-

formation of Force and Motion, as held by Justice Grove,

Mr Spencer, Dr Tyndall, and many other physicists or

metaphysicians, appear to bo these. First, Motion Ih

Force, or one mode of Force; and Force is Motion, or

includes motion as one of its chief modes or forms.

Secondly, in the case of impact, the motion of the struck

body is the same as the motion of the striking body,

only transferred. Tiiirdly, Kinetic Energy is a present,

actual existence. Fourthly, Potential Energy is a pre-

sent, actual existence. Fifthly, in all cases of dynamical

action Potential Energy is transformed into Kinetic, or

Kinetic into Potential, but the Energy is the same in

either form, and indestructible. Sixthly, the Potential

Energy, as defined in the doctrine, is a real Potency.

Seventhly, it is the sole Potency, exclusive of any other

potencies, which would disturb the equation, and make
tlie total variable. All these maxims, I believe, are

uutrue, and their error capable of a strict and ckav

demonstration.

I. The sameness of Force and Motion is the first

principle involved in the Conservation of Energy, when

viewed as a metaphysical and fundamental truth. This

view is implied in many passages of Mr Spencer's work,

and among others in these: "If we represent Matter,

Motion, and Force, by x, y, and z, we may ascertain x and y
in terms of z, but the value of z can never be found"

(p. 170). "That which defies suppression in thought is

really the force which the motion indicates" (p. 1X4).

VI—

2
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" That which is indostructihlo in Matter and Motion is

the Force they present." " Motion, wherever wo can

trace its genesis, we find to pre-exist as some other mode
of force." "That mode of force, which we distinguish

as Heat, is now generally recognized as molecxilar motion."

" The transformation of Heat into Electricity occurs, when

dissimilar metals are heated at their point of contact.

The transformations of Electricity into other modes of

force are still more clearly demonstrable. Each force

is transformable directly or indirectly into others, and

from the new form or forms it assumes may result either

the previous one or any of the rest." In fine, "it is no

longer doubted that among the several forms which force

assumes quantitative relations are fixed." And the proof

assigned for this general principle is the equivalent of

a certain increase of Heat, or atomic motion, with a known
amount of sensible motion (F. P. pp. 191, 197, 201).

But the same identity is still more distinctly aflfinned

by Mr Grove in the following passage of his work, ' Corre-

lation and Continuity,' from which Mr Spencer has largely

borrowed, and to which he appeals as his main authority.

" Supposing that motion is not an indispensable func-

tion of matter, and that it can be at rest, matter at rest

would never of itself cease to be at rest. It would not

move, unless impelled to such motion by some other

moving body, or body that has moved. This proposition

applies not only to repulsive motion, but to motion

caused by attractions, as magnetism or gravitation. A
body at rest would therefore continue so for ever, and a

body once in motion would continue so for ever, unless

impeded by some other body, or affected by some other

force than that which originally impelled it. These pro-

positions may be somewhat arbitrary, and it may bo
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doubted whether they are necessary tniths. They have

for a long time been received as uxiotns, and there can be

DO harm, at all events, in accepting them as postulates."

" The heat which results from friction or percussion is

a continuation of the force which was otherwise associated

with the moving body, and which when this impinges on

another body, censing to exist as gross, palpable motion,

continues to exist as heat."

Mr Grove seems here to think that he is merely postu-

lating Newton's first law of motion, commonly received as

a dynamical axiom. But he is really replacing it by an-

other, which is contradictory to it, and excludes it, and

which is irreconcilable with the whole course of reasoning

in the Principia from first to last. Mr Grove's maxim is

that motion is the only force, and that A moves B, not by

the fact of its existence at a definite distance, but by the

fact of its motion alone. In one view, for instance, the

moon and earth would attract each other with the sanie

force at the same distance, whatever the amount or <ii-

rectiou of their motions, or if both were at rest. Accord-

ing to the other, if both are at rest, they can exercise no

force on each other, and if they move, the force depends

wholly on the velocity and direction of their two motions.

The contrast of the two principles is complete. If Mr

Grove's is correct, the Principia is one mass of fallacies

and false reasonings. If Newton's aro real discoveries,

the greatest step in advance which Physios have ever

made, Mr Grove's remarks are a desertion of the very

alphabet of dynamical science. The principle he lays

down as an axiom is fatally opposed to the true doc-

trine of the Conservation of Energy. For this is defined

by Sir W. Thom.son and Professor Tait as follows :
—

" If

the mutual forces between the i)art3 of a material system
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are independent of their velocities, whetlier relative to each

other, or to any external matter, the syutem must be

liynamically conservative."

" Matter at rest avouKI never cease to be at rest. It

would not move, unless impelled to such motion by some

other moving body, or body that has moved." This is a

stivtement directly opposed to the law of gravitation, and

»'<]ually opposed to any probable law of cohesion or ethe-

real repulsion. Its falsehood is assumed throughout sections

VII. and XII. of the First Book of the Principia, which

deal with cases of motion beginning, under definite forces,

from a state of rest. Indeed it is hard to conceive bow
any one who makes such a statement can have mastered

t>e simplest definitions and conceptions of dynamical

Science.

Conservation of Energy, so far as it is a dynamical

truth, is based on exactly the opposite principle. By the

first law of motion, force is the cause, and motion the

fft'ect. Forces may exist without motion in the ca-se of

equal and balanced pressures. Motion may exist without
force in the ideal case of uniform, unaltered velocity in a
straight line. A force in the motion, or exercised by the

body, simply because it moves, and thus depending on the

speed or rate of motion, not the distance, is just what
would make the Conservation of Energy untrue, and also

has never been detected. All the real discoveries in

physics are of an opposite kind, and all tend to esta-

blish and confirm these two principles. Motion is not

force, nor any form of force, but simply its effect. Alw»

the forces which do exist, so far as they have been ascer-

tained or conjectured, vary with the distances only, and
thus satisfy the condition on which the Conservation of

Energy depends.
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II. Tiio second luaxim, involved in tho tlioory now
examined, iu tlio trunsfeieuoe oi niutiun, not in a luosu

and popular, b»it a Htiict and proper senHo. When oni.<

body BtrikcH another at rest, and, tho fir.st body ccasiii','

to move, tho second movoH in its stead, tho doetrint;

teaches that it is tlio very samo motion which has been

transferred from the first body to the second. Of course,

if ono motion were extinguished and a new motion origi-

nated in its stead, the whole theory of an iudestrnctible

somothing, varying its forms, but invariable in amount,

and firmer than adamant in its essence, must fall com-

pletely to the ground.

Lot us consider this matter closely. Tho impact of

hard, elastic bodies is the case from which the idea of a

simplo transfer of the same motion is chiefly borrowed.

Let A and U be two equal balld of glass or ivory, moving

in the same lino with velocities 2a and 26. After contact,

or collision, if the elasticity were perfect, they would con-

tinue to move in tho same line with velocities 26 and VLiu

Here wo have indeed the semblance of tho very same

motiond continuing, but an amount, 2a — 26, being trans-

ferred from the first to the second.

What really occurs is difll'orent. The motion of the

centre of gravity, o -<- 6, is not affected by tho collision.

What is really altered is the relative motion. M, first A
has a relative velocity a — 6 towards li and the centre of

gravity, and '? an etjual relative motion towards A,

When they m •
. or,i of these niutions ceaso and r.ro ex-

tinguished by til ,
-»» repulsion. Tho two bodies are

then relatively at ':ut tho adjoining surfaces in a

state of compression "ua compressions, like the mo-

tions, are e(iual and '.fi The time reipiired by A to

destroy tho relative uoti 1 ji'j?, is tho same which B has
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required to destroy ^'s relative motion. The two com-

pressions will then generate two new motions, the same iu

amount as the first, but opposite in direction. Setting

aside the common motion, which only obscures the real

change, the first motions are AG, BG in opposite direc-

tions from A and B towards G, the centre where they

meet. The later motions are GA, CB, from the centre

backwards, in the direction from which each has come.

In the case of a single ball rebounding from a mirror, no
one can suppose that the motion has been transferred to

another body, Thereforo, when two encounter, each re-

tains its own motion, and does not transfer it to the other

The effect is only that the relative part changes its sign.

The motion oi A, instead of (a+5)+ (a-6) becomes (a+6)
— (a — 6) » 26, and that of B, instead of (a + 6)— (a - 5), be-

comes (a + 6) + (a— 6) = 2a. And the proper statement

is, not that so much motion has been transferred from one

to the other, but that 2a - 26 of ^'s velocity has been de-

stroyed, because its motion was in a direction opposite to

the resisting force of B, and that 2a — 26 has been added

to J?'8 velocity, because it was moving in the direction of

the impulsive force of A. Part of the motion of A has

l>een abolished. An equal quantity has been added to the

motion of 3, But still the two motions are not the same,

and there is a brief interval between the existence of the

first pair of relative motions, and that of the others which
rep ace them, when the balls have separated again.

Motion cannot be of nothing to no place. It must be
of something somewhither. It is the change of distance

of a real Dhing, having a definite place with regard to other

real things. It may be up or down, north or south, east

or west, or partly in each of the three directions. It may
be fast or slow, forward or backward. But the motion of
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A cannot really be the same motion as that of B. An
eastward cannot be the same as a westward motion, a

northward as a southward. The motion of a hundred

balls eastward, ten feet per second, cannot be the same

with the motion of one ball westward, a hundred feet per

second. Yet these, and many other paradoxes equally in-

credible must ensue, if we hold that in collisions the

motion is indestructible, and merely changes its domicile,

transferring itself irom one body to another. The sum

total of half the squares of the rates of speed with which

every atom or mass in the universe is changing its dis-

tance from every other mass or atom, may be a conception

of much use in certain dynamical problems. But to claim

for it a self-originated, independent existence, due to no

Divine Author, and wholly exempt from possibility of

change throughout all coming ages is a strange and mon-

strous inversion of sound reason. The more thoroughly

we sift its meaning, the more certainly it will appear to be

an unthinkable pseud-idea and self-contradiction.

III. Next, the doctrine assumes Kinetic Energy to

be a present actual existence. This is really the half sum

of the squares of all the velocities of all the particles or

atoms of the universe. It is of course requisite to assume

tliat the number of these atoms is finite. Since there is

no natural unit of velocity, an arbitrary unit must be also

assumed. The rates of speed, compared with this unit,

will be represented by a number, or if the unit be repre-

sented by a line, then by other lines. The half square, in

this case, will be a right-angled triangle, and the sum of

these areas, for all the pairs of atoms, will be an area

representing the total via viva or Kinetic Energy.

Now the motions at any moment do exist, though not

as entities, as attributes or relations between the existing
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particles or atoms. Their sum, also, may be conceived

to exist. But in reality the total so measured will be
zero; for the centre of gravity of the material universe,

viewed as a finite system, must be at rest. In this case

the motions up or down, east or west, north or south,

must be equal, and neutralize each other. The totals, in

the direction of each of three rectangular co-ordinates,

must be positive and negative to an equal amount. And
thus, when the individuality of each motion is set aside,

and they are summed as independent realities, they wholly

disappear and annul each other.

But with the half-squares of the velocities the case is

different. The square of a negative quantity does not

differ from that of a positive, so that all the terms are

additive. But is it true that a ball moving twice as fast

as another, has actually four times as much motion ? Are
we at liberty to substitute the half-square of the velocity

for the velocity itself, and to treat the total thus found a»

the sum of the actual motions? The Kinetic Energy
would then be the total of present, actual motion, only

measured in a aomewhat arbitrary way. But in reality

the half-square is the integral of the velocity, as the

potential function is the integral of the law of force.

Hence the more correct view is that the Kinetic Energy
is not a sum of the actual motions, but of their inte-

grals ; that is, of the velocity summed for all values from
perfect rest up to the actual amount. It is thus not the

sum of the actual velocities, but of all possible velocities

from zero up to the actual relative velocity, for every pair

of material atoms. If the whole system were once at

rest, and the motions are due to the action of all its

internal forces up to any particular time, then it is plain

that the Kinetic Energy will be the sum total of all the
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velocities from that original time of rest up to the actual

time. It will' not denote an exclusively present exist-

ence, but a summation of all the past motions, only

limited by some particular moment of time as its termi-

nation. On the other hand, if the system were never

at rest, but had some original movements, the Kinetic

Energy will be an ideal total, in which the motions are

summed up as from a state of original rest, when this in

fact never occurred. But on either supposition the via

viva or Kinetic Energy is not a present, actual amount of

motion, but an integral including every past value of

each motion down to its real or ideal commencement at

some former time.

IV. The Potential Energy, again, if the theory

examined were tnte, must be a present, actual exist-

ence. For the Persistence of Force is supposed to mean
that a certain fixed amount of it, varying in form con-

tinually, and travelling from star to star, or from atom to

atom, still abides unaltered in every successive moment.

And this requires its actual existence during each moment
in succession. But the Potential Energy is not the force

acting at the moment, but the integral of that force. In

other words, it is the total amount of force that would act

through the whole interval of time, till each pair of atoms

have travelled from their actual distance to infinity,

coalescence, or the neutral distance. In the case of

forces purely repulsive the limit is infinity, in those

purely attractive it is coalescence. In the case of mixed

forces, the limit is the neutral distance, where attraction

and repulsion balance each other.

Thus the entire Potential Energy is not, as the theory

now examined ret^uires, a force in actual, present exist-

ence at any moment whatever. It is a total of possible
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forces that may hereafter exist, but require for their

existence as many distinct periods of possible future time
as there are pairs of atoms in the whole universe.

The essence of the doctrine held by Mr Grove, Dr
Tyndall, and Mr Spencer, and which the last has made
the foundation of his whole theory of Physical Fatalism,

is that there is, every moment, an unchanging total of

Force, which never varies in amount, while it incessantly

changes its form. The Force, then, which persists, must
be a present existence. But Potential Energy is nothing
of the kind. It is the sum of trillions of trillions of

future possibilities of force, ranging through trillions of

trillions of different future intervals of time. The ele-

ment of force, for each pair of atoms, would require

a different period for its realization, even if all hindrances
were removed, and each pair could exist alone.

The error thus involved in the theory, hb a meta-
physical axiom, is enormous. The countless intervab of
future possible time, in which every pair of atoms, left to

their own mutual action, would be able to pass from their

actual distance to infinity, zero, or neutrality, are assumed
all to coexist, and be included in each passing moment.

V. The fifth datum, assumed in the docuine, is that

Potential and Kinetic Energy are the very same thing,

attribute, or substance, its form alone having varied.

For the formula in Dynamics does not assert the con*
stancy of either, taken separately, but only of their sum.
The one is an integral of force, the other of velocity or
motion. But force and motion are not the same. One is

the cause, the other the effect The whole process of con-

tinual change depends on this contrast. So also does the
whole theory of Dynamics. The first law of motion, the
Btarting-poiut of Newton's Principia, assumes it. There
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may be balanced forces, or probsurcs, without motion.

There may be uniform, rectilinear motion, without force.

The whole reasoning of dynamical science depends on the

dear and sharp contrast between speed or velocity, of

which the effect is a uniform change of distance or place,

and force, of which the effect is a change in the velocity

or speed, or the direction of motion. Thus Potential and

Kinetic Energy cannot be the same thing. The integrals

of two different things must be different also. Motion is

produced by force, and force produces motion. But
motion cannot transform itself into force, and force can-

not transform itself into motion. The connection indeed

is so close, and the relations are so definite, that in loose

and popular speech the expressions may be allowed. But
in the view of strict science they are always inaccurate.

Forces which balance each other are proved equal by

their balancing alone. But accelerating forces can be

measured only by the actual acceleration they cause. A
total of past force must therefore answer in amount to

the total result, if only that result is susceptible of dis-

tinct measurement. Now it so happens that, in mea-
suring motion by via viva, or the half-square of the ve-

locity, this condition is fulfilled. And the reason is, that

the total vis viva is not the sum of present velocities, but

of the total velocities, from the initial to the final state

of the system. The Past Potential Energy is the total

of the causing force throughout that interval, and the

Kinetic Energy, or rather its increase, is the effect of that

total of force during the same interval. It is natural,

then, and inevitable, that the amount of force exercised or

expended should answer strictly to the amount of motion

generated. Only the two things, though answering in

amount, are not the same.
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VI. The Potential Energy, to justify the theory,

ought to be an actual reality. But it is not even a real

potency. It includes the whole force that each pair of

atoms would exert in passing from their actual distance

to infinity in one case, to coalescence in a second, to the

neutral distance in a third.

Now these potencies, to be realized, require each ptir

of atoms to be successively isolated, and to act on each

i)ther undisturbed by any other forces. Taking the case

of a trillion of atoms, this would require the fulfilment

of a trillion times a trillion of different and irreconcilable

conditions. But the atoms cannot isolate themselves.

According to Mr Spencer, the annihilation, as well as the

creation, of a single particle of matter is inconceivable.

But this Potential Energy, which is one of the two main

elements in the Persistence of Force, for its mental ex-

istence requires us to conceive the destruction of the

whole universe, except two atoms, as many times re-

peated in each single moment, as there are pairs of atoms

iu all its innumerable worlds.

YII. Seventhly, the doctrine requires us to hold that

tlie Potential Energies it defines are the sole Potentials,

and that their variations exactly correspond to the changes

of vis viva, but with an opposite sign. If there are any

other potencies, not included in this reckoning, but with

an equal right to be included, of course the proposition

tliat the total is invariable must fail.

Now let us take the simple case of two bodies, A
and B, acting on each other by a law of force, which is

neutral at the distance c, repulsive for less distances, and

attractive for greater. Also let x be any greater, and

y any less distance. If the bodies are first at rest at the

distance x, they will opproach by the attractive force till
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they reach the distance c, when the potential energy

^ (a?) — ^ (c) will be replaced by the via viva = ^v*. In

approaching nearer by this acquired velocity, they will

encounter the repulsive force, and come to rest at a dis-

ance y, where ^ (y) ^ (x). The excess of repulsion will

then operate to produce a reversed motion, which will be

greatest at the neutral distance, and cease at the distance

a>, where they will be at rest once more.

Here, in passing from the distance a; to 0, or from

y to c, it is plain that the potential <f>(x) —<f> (c), or <ft (y)
—

tf> [c), has ceased to exist, having done its work. There

can be no power left to push from y to c, or to draw from

a; to c, when the body is at the distance c. But it is just

as plain that a new potential has come into being, of

the same amount, and opposite in direction. There is a
{Mwer to lessen motion through the interval from c to a;

on the one side, and c to y on the other. Under any

law of force, depending on the inverse distance, a potency

of one sign exists for all less distances, and of opposite

sign for all greater distances. The sum of the two

must be always constant Take the simpler case of a

purely attractive force, as the inverse square. Let a

body A be attracted towards a centre C, and be at the

distance a. Then from a to there is a potential energy

to increase the velocity, and from a to infinity, a potential

to diminish the velocity. When the body moves from

distance a to b, the potential energy to increase velocity

over that interval ceases, and is replaced by an equal

energy to diminish the velocity in moving from 6 to a.

There are always two potentials, opposite in sign or

direction, but equally real possibilities of force, which

together fill up the whole range of distances from zero

to infinity. With every change of distance, the poteu-
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tial between the two distances changes its direction.

A power to accelerate, through a certain interval, is

replaced by an equal power to retard in the case of
opposite motion, but the total amount of the two
potencies is always the same. But the via viva, or
Kinetic Energy, does vary indefinitely. And hence the
total, when this is included, and all the Potentials are
impartially taken into account, will also be variable in

the highest degree.

VIII. Force or Motion, on the theory now examined,
is invariable in amount, but incessantly changes both
place and form. As motion it is transferred from one
body to another, and in the same body exists alternately

in a Potential or Kinetic form. But on this view no
cause whatever is left for this perpetual change. Motion
and force having been confounded together, the idea of

causality disappears. One part of the mighty whole
moves, but can neither push nor pull. Another part
pushes or pulls, but cannot move. But some nart of
the moving portion ceases to move, and begins .0 push
or pull; and some part of that which pushes or pulls
ceaaes to push or pull, and begins to exist as motion.
Whence all these changes? Why should eneigy, which
is indifferently force or motion, cease to be force and
exist as motion, or cease to be motion and exist as force ?

The confusion of thought which mingles cause and effect

under one ambiguous name, applied in turn to either or
to both, leaves the whole series of changes without any
possible reason or explanation. What other power com-
pels this blind Titan to occupy a whole eternity with
ceaseless and purposeless transmigrations? It is only
when force is seen clearly to be distinct from motion,

and its cause, that aay key to the countless phenomena
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of the iiniverfle can be found. Thin, accordingly, was thf
very first step taken by Newton, in those laws or defini-

tions which form the prelude to his immortal discoveries.

The first step of the new philosophy is to obliterate this

clear line of contrast And the result is, with all the
added facts of modern discovery, to replace a progressive

discovery of actual laws of force by a series of high-
sounding and ambiguous phrases, which conceal a sur-

prising amount of direct and demonstrable self-contra-

diction.

If we assume a system, in which a vast amount of
motion already exists, and no forces but repulsive ones,

acting at a very short distance from the surfaces of
bodies, and increasing fast when the distance is dimin-
ished, the bodies being perfectly elastic, we shall then
have a continual interchange of motions, the collective

vis viva being always the same, except the part extin-

guished by collision, and not yet reproduced by the
recoil. In this case there is a persistence of Motion or
vis viva, while of actual force there is no persistence, but
a very brief acting in each case of collision. But the
case of nature is different. We have a law of attraction,

belonging to all distances, and not merely to those which
are insensible; and masses are not perfectly elastic,

but the ultimate atoms alone. Hence in collision there
is only a partial recoil, and the force of compression issues

partly in atomic and internal motion. This motion,

which we call heat, is so linked with attractive and re-

pulsive forces, that we cannot tell how much is actual

motion, and how much, every moment, has been destroyed,

and replaced by tension or compression. The first case

is that, which the modem advocates of Conservation of
Energy, or Persistence of Force, as a grand di^overy of

a 13

vi,.
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science have cliiefly in view, and which has moulded
thoir conceptions of all material chaiige. It is really
motion, not force, which they look upon as persistent, and
the equivalence of degrees of heat with a certain amount
of sensible motion is the master-fact to which thoir appeal
is made.

But the real syster.i of forces in nature is widely dif-

ferent In another stage of theory, an idea arises of a
ceaseless dissipation of energy. Thus Sir W. Thomson,
one of our highest authorities in mathematical physics,

writes as follows

:

" It is quite certain that the whole store of energy in

the whole solar system has been greater in all past time
than at present. But it in conceivable ihaX the rate at
which it haa been drawn upon and dissipated, whether
by solar radiation, or volcanic actio^i in the earth and
dark bodies of the system, may have been nearly equable,
or even less rapid, in certain periods of the past. But
it is far more probable that the secular rate of dissipation
lias been in some direct proportion to the total amount
of energy in store, at any time after the commencement
of the present order of things."

With all respect for so distinguished a writer, I con-
ceive that his statement, far from being an undoubted
truth, almost exactly reverses the true scientific inference
from the laws of nature, so far as already discovered. A
ceaseless dissipation of energy is of course irreconcilable
with the dictum that invariable sameness of energy is

an d jmori truth. It is true that Mr Spencer, after
insisting strongly on this lattei doctrine, towards the
close of his book adopts the other, its exact reverse, as
being also an undoubted conclusion of science. But the
statement I have quoted seems to me capable of an
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easy and simple refutation. Energy, whether Potential
or Kinetic, cannot be in constant process of dissipation,

unless the matter or ether on which it depends is dis-

sipated also. But the dissipation of matter will increase

and not diminish its potential energy. The dissipation

of other, if self-repulsive, would diminish its potential

energy. But since in all known cases repulsive forces

decrease faster than the attractive, so as to be in ex-
cess at small distances, the effect of radiation would
be to exchange a certain amount of kinetic and repul-
sive energy for an ecjual amount of attractive energy,
tending to reverse the process of dissipation. For energy,

after all, is an attribute and not a substance, and can
never be dissipated without the dissipation of some matter
or ether to which it belongs. But, in proportion as these
are widely dispersed, the motion will spond itself in
overcoming attractive forces, which will be more and
more in excess of the repulsive; till a limit is reached,
when there must be condensation once once. The
doctrine of a ceaseless dissipation of energy is thus, I

conceive, wholly groundless, as well as the rival doctrine
of its strict and absolute invariability.

A probable view of the atomic forces in actual opera-
tion is that they are either self-repulsive, as in the action
of ether on ether, or mixed, with a neutral limit, as in

the action of matter on matter or on ether. In this

case, assuming a system, finite however immense, where
even the nearest particles have a distance greater

than that of neutrality, and an original state of rest, the
later change will be one of condensation, but not in-

definite or without limit, with a constant substitution

or via vim, or Kinetic Energy, for the Attractive Potential

Energy of the first position. And since compression

13—2
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'withiu the neutral distance viill be followed by reversed

or expansive action, the tendency will be to a growing

amount of circular or rotatory motion. There will be, on

the whole, no reverse tendency to a later diffusion, but a

steady progress from a condition of wider difTusion and
absolute rest to one of greater condensation and perma-
nent and steady motion. This agrees with the general

conception of the Nebular Theory. But it is wholly op-

posed to the doctrine of a fixed amount either of Potential

Energy or of collective motion, and to the singular

hypothesis of a series of alternate evolutions and disso-

lutions, reaching onward through all eternity.



CHAPTER IX.

ON LAWS OF ATTRACTION AND REPULSION.

The Law of Universal Gravitation, discovered by Newton,
needs to be completed by the discovery of other laws of
force, not yet definitely ascertained, before the immense
accumulation of facts in every department of Physics can
be trausformed into a genuine scientific theory, and a
solution be found of the great problem of physical changu.
Many hypotheses have been proposed, either as modest
conjectures or more definite theories, from Newton to the
present day, and most of them involve the admission of

one or more invisible, imponderable fluids or ethers, dis-

tinct from common matter. It will be enough to mention
some main varieties.

(1) Newton's view. Law of universal attraction, for

common matter. Atoms of various shape, finite and un-
alterable, but endued with active principles, the catise of

gravitation and fermentation. An elastic, self-repulsive,

discontinuous ether, diffused through all space.

(2) Boscovich's hypothesis. TJnextended centres of

force, with a law of repulsion for the least distances, and
attraction as inverse square for the farthest, and one or

three or five intermediate neutral distances.

(3) Young, Fresnel, and Cauchy. Besides matter, a
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luminiferous ether, self-repulsive and discontinuous, but
its law of relation to matter undefined.

(4) Coulomb and Poisson. Matter and two electric
fluids, self-repulsive, and mutually attractive, but their
relation to common matter not clearly defined.

(5) Fourier, Poisson. Besides matter, a fluid of
caloric, combining with matter by an unknown law, but
self-repulsive, with special laws of conductivity and equal
diffusion.

(6) Mosotti, Matter and one electric fluid. Atoms
of matter spherical and self-repulsive. Ether or electric

fluid, discontinuous and self-repulsive. Matter and fluid

mutually attractive. All the three laws are of the inverse
square. Three other sul :;diary laws are assumed, incon-
sistent with each other.

(7) Exley. Matter, unextended centres of force,

attracting by the law of the inverse square, but the force
changes sign, and becomes repulsive at a neutral dis-
tance, different in different atoms. Chemical atoms dis-

tinguished by different constants of force, and different

neutral distances. Two kinds of ether, luminiferous and
electric, each consisting of unextended centres of force
and self-repulsive.

(8) Norton. Matter, spherical finite atoms, mutu-
ally attractive. Electric ether, self-repulsive, attracting
matter, and attracted by it. Luminiferous ether, ]pore
subtile t'nan the other, but also self-repulsive, and' at-
tracted by common matter.

(9) Challis. Matter, spherical, finite atoms, devoid
of force, around which ether is condensed. Ether, a ple-
num and continuous, but of variable density, and its fun-
damental law, pressure varying as the density. Attraction
and all other phenomena results of this varying pressure.
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(10) Bayma. Matter of two kinds, positive and nega-

tive. The first attracts, the second repels, all atoms, and

by the law of the inverse square. Both are unextended

centres of force.

(11) Helmholtz. Atoms, voitices of a revolving fluid;

supposed to be permanent, when once formed, by an as-

Bumed law of continuity.

(12) My own hypothesis, in "Matter and Ether."

Matter, unextended atoms, as Boscovich, but attracting by

simple law of the inverse square, as Newton. Ether, un-

extended monads, attracting matter by a higher inverse

power than the second, and self-repulsive by a still higher

inverse power. Each atom of matter inseparably com-

bined with one of ether, so as to have a neutral distance.

Chemical atoms compound, being the first step in the

composition of these primary atoms.

(13) Grove, Brooke, Winslow. Matter, minute, finite

atoms, endowed both with attractive and repulsive forces,

their laws undefined. No ether distinct from matter.

All these views, except the last, agree in offering an

hypothesis more or less definite, and capable of becoming

the subject of mathematical reasoning and calculation.

Some of them, I think, involve a secret inconsistency, and

others are needlessly complex in their assumptions. But

at least they fulfil the first condition of a physical theory,

and admit of being theoretically unfolded, so that the re-

sults of this development may be compared with those of

actual experiment.

The doctrine laid down in the " First Principles" has a

character precisely opposite. It is a physical theory com-

posed simply of abstract, metaphysical terms, that may be

applied indifferently to a thousand varying hypotheses,

and cannot therefore advance us a single step in the path
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of genuine discovery. But it has a still worse fault It is

not only vague and wholly indefinite, but self-contra-

ilictory. The first elements of the problem seem never
to have been distinctly apprehended, so that, instead of
travelling beyond Newton's great discovery to further tri-

.umphs, wo are led backward into a region of mere nebu<
lu»ity and confusion.

The two following passages, which I give at length,

from the vital importance of the subject to the whole issue

before us, contain the Physical Creed in the First Princi-

l»le8, which has to serve as the only substitute for all

religious creeds whatever. §§ 18, 74, pp. CO, 223

:

" Light, Ueat, Gravitation, and all central forces, vary
inversely as the squares of the distances, and physicists in

their investigations assume that the units of matter act

upon each other according to the same law ; an assumption
which indeed they are obliged to make, since this law is

not simply an empirical one, but one deducible mathe-
matically from the relations of space, one of which the
negation is inconceivable. But now, in any mass of mat-
tor which is in internal equilibrium, what must follow ?

The attractions and repulsions of the constituent atoms
are balanced. Being balanced, the atoms remain at their

|>reseut distances ; and the mass neither expands nor con-

tracts. But if the forces with which two adjacent atoms
attract and repel each other, both vary inversely as the
square of the distance, AS THBi MUST; and if they are in

equilibrium at their present distances, as they are, then
Jiccessarily they will be in equilibrium at all other dis-

tances. Let the atoms be twice as far apart, and their

attractions and repulsions will both be reduced to one-
fourth of their present amounts. Let them be brought
within half the distance, and both will be quadrupled.
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Whence it follows that this matter will as readily as not

assume any other density, and can oflFer no resistance to

any external agents. Thus we are obliged to say that

these antagonist molecular forces do not both vary in-

versely as the square of the distance, which iu unthink-
able

; or else that matter does not possess that attribute

of resistance, by which alone we distinguish it from space,

which is absurd. While, then, it is impossible to form
any idea of Force in itself, it is equally impossible to com-
prehend either its mode of exercise or its law of variation."

"The Absolute Cause of changes, no matter what may
be their special natures, is not less incomprehensible in

respect of the unity or duality of its action than in all

other respects. We cannot decide between the alterna-

tive suppositions, that phenomena are due to the variously

conditioned workings of single force, and that they are

due to the conflict of two forces. Whether, as some con-

tend, everything is explicable on the hypotliesis of uni-

versal pressure, whence what we call tension results from

inequalities of pressure in opposite directions ; or whether,

as might be with equal propriety contended, things are to

be explained on the hypothesis of universal tension, of

which pressure is a differential result ; or whether, as most

physicists hold, pressure and tension everywbei-e coexist,

are questions which it is impossible to settle. Each of

these three suppositions makes the facts comprehensible,

only by postulating an inconceivability. To assume a

universal pressure confessedly requires us to assume an
infinite plenum, an unlimited space full of something

which is everywhere pressed by something beyond ; and
this assumption cannot be mentally realized. That uni-

versal tension is the immediate agency to which pheno-

mena are due, is an idea open to a parallel and equally
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fatal objection. And however verbally intelligible the

proposition that press^'re and tension everywhere coexist,

yet we cannot truly represent to ourselves one ultimate

unit of matter drawing another, while resisting it.

"Nevertheless this last belief is one which we are com-

pelled to entertain. Matter cannot be conceived, except

as manifesting forces of attraction and repulsion. Body
is distinguished in our consciousness from Space by its

opposition to our muscular energies ; and this opposition

we feel under the twofold form of a cohesion that hinders

our effortp to rend, and a resistance that hinders our

efforts to compress. Without resistance there can be

merely empty extension. Without cohesion there can be

no resistance....We are obliged to think of all objects as

made up of parts that attract and repel each other, since

this is the form of our experience of all object».

"By a higher abstraction results the conception of at-

tractive and repulsive forces pervading space. We cannot

dissociate force from occupied extension, or occupied ex-

tension from force ; because we have never an immediate

consciousness of one in the absence of the other. Never-

theless we have abundant proof that force is exercised

through what appears to our senses as a vacuity. Mentally

to represent this exercise, we are obliged to fill the ap-

parent vacuity with a species of matter, an ethereal

medium. The constitution we assign to this medium,

however, like the constitution we assign to solid sub-

stance, is necessarily an abstract of the impressions re-

ceived from tangible bodies. The opposition to pressure

which a tangible body offera to us is not shewn in one

direction only, but in all directions, and so likewise is its

tenacity. Hence the constitution of those ultimate units

through the instrumentality of which phenomena are in-
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terpreted. Be they atoms of ponderable matter or mole-

cules of ether, the properties we conceive them to possess

•re nothing but these perceptible properties idealized.

Centres of force attracting and repelling each other in all

directions are simply insensible portions of matter, having

the endowments common to sensible portions, endowments

of which we cannot by any mental effort divest them.

To interpret manifestations of force which cannot be tac-

tically experienced we use the terms of thought supplied

by our tactical experiences, and for the sufficient reeson

that we must use these or none.

" It needs scarcely be said that these universally co-

existent forces of attraction and repulsion must not be

taken as realities, but as our symbols of the reality. They

are the forms under which the workings of the Unknow-

able are cognizable by us, modes of the unconditioned as

presented under the conditions of our consciousness. But

while knowing that the ideas thus generated in us are

not absolutely true, we may unreservedly surrender our-

selves to them as relatively true, and may proceed to

evolve a series of inferences having a like relative truth."

The following are the maxims taught in the previous

passages, and made the basis of the whole philosophy of

Physical Fatalism. (1) That gravitation vaiies by the

law of the inverse square of the distance. (2) That all

other central forces vary by the same law. (3) That

physicists are obliged to assume this law, because it re-

sults from the mathematical properties of space. (4) That

any other law of variation is inconceivable. (5) That

all. matter repels as well as attracts by this same law.

(6) That this is an d priori truth, and its denial unthink-

able, though it leads to an evident absurdity. (7) That

consequently of Force, its mode of exercise, or its law of
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variation, nothing can be really known. It is itaelf the

Unknowable. (8) That we cannot decide whether pres-

sure alone, that is, repulsion, or tension alone, that is,

attraction, is the real cause of phenomena, or both com-

bined. (9) That for one atom to attract and repel another

at the same instant, is inconceivable. (10) That though

inconceivable, it is the beUef we are compelled to enter-

tain. (11) That all the parts of a solid body do both

attract and repel each other at the same instant. (12) That

our conception of an ethereal medium is necessarily the

same. (13) That our conception of centres of force is

that of small coherent masses, resisting compression.

(14) That these coexistent forces of attraction and re-

pulsion, after all, are not realities, but symbols of some

reality. (15) That the Unknowable is cognizable under

these forms. (IG) Further, that while the unconditioned

must lie beyond our consciousness, since to think is to

condition; and beyond our knowledge, since it is the

unknowable, it has modes which lie within our conscious-

ness, and are cognizable. (17) Lastly, that conclusions

drawn from an assumption, the truth or falsehood of which

is wholly uncertain, may be and should be accepted un-

reservedly as relatively true, though they are nothing

more than symbols of some unknown and inconceivable

reality.

The first of these maxims is Newton's great discovery,

and the true starting point of all later advances in physical

science. The ninth also is a self-evident truth, which

proves that the fifth, sixth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth

are direct self-contradictions. All the others are untrue,

and some of them self-contradictory and absurd. Let us

examine them in order.

Firsts all central forces, besides gravity, do not follow
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the simple law of varying aa the inverse square of the
distance. In this case there could be no such thing as

repulsion in the universe, supposing attraction to exist.

For the repulsion, if greater, equal, or less at one distance,

would then be greater, equal, or less at all other distances.

If greater, it would extinguish the attraction, and leave

a surplus of repulsion only. If equal, there would really

be neither repulsion nor attraction, but a state of per-

petual rest with no force whatever. If less, then there

would be always a mutual attraction, and no repulsion.

But it is plain that, besides gravitation, there is a cohe-

sive force, which increases faster when the distance is

lessened, and a repulsive force, which increases faster

still, so as to result always in resistance to ultimate com*
pression.

Secondly, physicists are not obliged to assume this law
of the inverse square as the sole law of force. In fact,

they have not so assumed, but just the reverse. Newton,
the foremost of them, plainly assumes many other laws to

be possible, and a large part' of the Principia is employed

in tracing out their various consequences. In his Optics,

also, he plainly assumes that both mattor and the ethereal

fluid have other laws or 'active principles.' distinct from

the law of universal gravitation. The theory of Bosco-

vich, again, is wholly based on the assumption of one or

more laws of force, of a transcendental kind, so that the

curve of force would cross the axis, one, three, or five

times. The hypotheses of Cauchy on Ether, and of Poisson

on Caloric and Capillary Attraction, and one half at least

of other dynamical theories, assume some law or other,

varying more rapidly than the inverse square. Thus the

facts are just the reverse of what Mr Spencer has here

assumed. -^
•. . ' •
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Again, there is nothing in the properties of space to

compel the assumption of this law, to the exclusion of

overy other. They can lead to the Newtonian law only

by the help of two postulates ; first, that the total force

exercised by an atom at any one distance is the same as

at any other ; and next, that space is a plenu/. of uniform

density. Now the first of these is so far from being a

self-evident principle, as to be a direct reversal of our

usual and early impressions, since all action of one body

on another seems confined to insensible distances. And

the second is so far from being self-evident, that it is

certainly untrue. Most physical philosophers agree with

Lucretius and Newton in rejecting a continuous plenum,

as rendering all motion impossible. And all those who

hold it deny that its density is invariable.

Thirdly, that matter both attracts and repels by the

law of the inverse square is no necessary truth. On the

contrary, it is a plain self-contradiction, a notion due only

to confusion of thought, and strictly unthinkable. It is

astonishing that Mr Spencer, who notices the absurd con-

clusion to which it leads, should not have been deterred

from propounding it. in defiance alike of history and

common sense, as an inference from the geometrical laws

of space, which all physicists have been compelled to as-

suroe. Repulsion by a higher law than the inverse square

leads to results in harmony with known experience, a

neutral distance, repulsion within that limit, and attraction

beyond. But if the law of variation were the same, the less

would have no effect but to diminish the greater, and either

no force would be left at any distance, or one force only,

whether of attraction or repulsion, at all distances great or

small In the first case. Unknowable Force, the new di-

vinity, becomes a cipher, and is self-extinguished. . In tha
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Becoad case, we shall have either an incoherent multitude

of self-repulaive atoms, all receding from each other, and
losing themselves in empty space; or an equally incoherent

multitude of atoms, confusedly condensing more and more,
and whirling round each other with infinite turmoil, with-

out solidity or cohesion.

Fourthly, it is wholly untrue that nothing can be
known of Force, and the laws of its variation. If it were
true, it would condemn Physics, as a science, to the same
grave to which Mr Spencer has consigned Theology. But
the exact reverse is true, as is plain from Newton's great

discovery alone. And the wonderful thing is that, in the

same paragraph, this main result of profound mathemati-
cal reasoning, compared with the facts of astronomy, should

be promoted into an d priori truth, which every one must
have known without Newton's help, because its reverse is

unthinkable, and set down in the category of things im-
possible to be known at all.

We seem now standing on the verge of further dis-

coveries of laws of force, and their variation, to complete

and perftict the great work which. Newton, in the Prin-

cipia, has so effectually begun. But this progress can
never be made by mistaking direct and open self-contra-

dictions for d priori and self-evident truths, and laying

them down for the basis of a new and improved scheme of

physical philosophy.

Fifthly, it is quite easy to decide that both attractive

and repulsive forces do exist, and not attraction only or

repulsion only. They cannot, however, coexist for the

same pair of atoms at the same distance, in any system
where all the forces are functions of the distance alone.

Now this last is the condition required in order that Con-
servation of Energy may be an actual truth.
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"Matter cannot be conceived, except as maiiileBting

forces of attraction and repulsion. We are obliged to think

of all objects as made up of parts that attract and repel

each other."

It is a constant feature of Mr Spencer's philosophy

that a statement and its contradictory are repeatedly

affirmed with equal positiveness, occasionally in adjoin-

ing pages, or tho same paragraph ; while sometimes both

of these contradictions are promoted into the dignity

of self-evident truths. Here we have been told, just be-

fore, that we cannot decide whether the phenomena of

change arise from both attractions and repulsions, or from

one of these two kinds of force only. And now we are told

the exact reverse, that we are obliged to believe in that

duality of the action of force, which has been just pro-

nounced to lie beyond the range of our knowledge, and to

be inconceivable.

This constant oscillation and confuHion of thought is

most wearisome and vexatious for «\ny reader, who desires

really to gain insight into the questions in debate. Here

the truth will be found in the following remarks. We
cannot conceive a pair of atoms both repelling and attract-

ing each other at the same moment. One or other force

must be in excess, or there will be no action whatever.

Yet we can conceive of the same point combining a double

action, attractive and repulsive, each varying by a different

law. In this ctse there will be a neutral distance where

the two are equal, and their resul* zero, and there will be

excess of repulsion on the one aide, and of attraction on

the other. We may thus speak of them as attracting and

repelling equally at the neutral distance, though really

there is no action at all, neither push nor pull, and the

difference of the two values is in every case the sole acting
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force. CoheHion and reHistance to compression, with »

neutral intermediate position, will all result naturall,-

from the union of ropulHivo and attractive force in the
same centre, the repulsion following a higher law of varia-

tion than that of gravity or cohesive affinity. Instead of

this self-consistent view, Mr Spencer's theory is made up
of four assertions, all separately untrue, and also incon-

sistent with each other ; that the laws of the variation of

force are wholly incognizable; that it varies as the inverse

square of the distance by a geometrical necessity, and no
otiier law of variation is conceivable ; that attraction and
repulsion vary therefore by the same law ; and still that

both attraction and repulsion do coexist, which, if the law
be the same, is manifestly impossible and absurd.

Sixthly, it is not true that our conception of an ethe-

real medium, and of solid matter or gravitating substance,

is the same. Different views may be taken of the exact

nature and constitution of the luminiferous ether. Nearly

all, however, who affirm its existence, will agree that it is

self-repulsive. This view is common to Newton, Young,
Fresnel, Herschel, Cauchy, Challis, Stokes, and almost all

other writers on physicd optics. That ether has " inertia,

but not gravity," is made by Herschel one fundamental prin-

ciple of the theory. On the other hand, mutual attraction

is now almost the foremost element in the definition of

common matter. Constancy in the amount of matter is

thus usually inferred from constiiucy of weight, and from

that alcne. But the two conceptions, of centres which are

self-repulsive only, and of others which are repulsive at

insensible distances and attractive at all sensible distances,

are different and opposite on the veiy point iu which their

identity is here affirmed.

Seventhly, the conception Qf a force-centre is not the

B. 14
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same as that of a small coherent mass, resisting compres-

Hion. For both coherence of parts and resistance to

compression imply manifoldness and plurality, while a

force-centre is a unit, and excludes the notion of plurality.

Many force-centres may and will cohere, when brought

near together, approaching till they reach the neutral dis-

tance. They will also resist the compression which seeks

to bring them still closer together. But both of these

characters involve the presence of a considerable number

of such units, and are wholly inapplicable to one such

force-centre, taken alone.

Eighthly, it is true that attractive and repulsive forces

must be measured by the velocities they generate in a

unit of time, and these velocities, again, by the space

traversed in a unit of time, nor can we easily conceive of

their being measured in any other way. But we do not

conceive them as symbols of unknown realities. They are

mysterious realities themselves. They are defining attri-

butes or characters of all material substance. Place and

i'orce combined, so far as we can discern, are the essence

of matter. Motion is an accident, which belongs alike to

masses and to units or atoms. It is not an essential

quality, for matter will stii) be matter, though at rest.

Extension, cohesion, compressibility, and elastic recoil, or

resistance to compression, are attributes, not of the units

or atoms, but of material masses or bodies, composed of a

multitude of such units, closely united together. There

is no resemblance whatever between a treatise on dy-

namics, and one of poetical or ecclesiastical symbolism.

And indeed there can be no symbolism, that deserves the

name, of an object or series of objects utterly unknown.

The two latest maxims of the theory simply reproduce

errors, which have been refuted before. But it may be
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well to point out once again the fundamental misconcep-
tion, to which we owe the incessant oscillation and confu-
sion of thought, which marks the whole reasoning in this

doctrine of the Unknowable.

In the study of nature and the universe, three things

need to be carefully distinguished. The first is the phe-
nomena, momentary, fleeting, evanescent, of which one
perishes before another is born, so that almost an infinite

number of them need to be combined, in order to attain
any knowledge of things or persons, or conclusion o\'

settled science. The next are the causes of phenomena,
things and persons, true causes, which abide and endure,
while the phenomena are born and perish ; but seconclary
and limited, whether by place, as in material objects, or
by consciousness, memory, and reflexion, as in living per-
sons. The third is the Great First Cause, apart from
whom these second causes cannot be explained, the True,
Supreme, Absolute, Infinite Being. Tiie first, phenomena!
we experience in successive moments, but cannot properly
be said to know. A vague, dim memory is all that we
can attain. But second causes, persons and things, since
they are permanent, and defined by place or conscious-
ness, admit of being known, and thus constitute the sci-

onces of Physics and of Humanity. The First Cause also
muy be known, though this knowledge is higher, nobler,
more mysterious, and harder to attain; and this know-
ledge constitutes the science of Theology.

The doctrine of the Unknowable, and its equivalent,
the Philosophy of the Unconditioned and the Conditioned,
first of all confounds mystery with self-contradiction. It

multiplies antinomies, or pairs of contrndirtories, and
pronounces each alternative alike inconceivable and un-
thinkable. Thus a truth too large and vast to be fully

14—

a
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comprehended, or seen on all sides, though we may have

the fullest evidence of its truth, is placed on the same

level with a contradiction and an ahsurdity.

In the next place, Second Causes and the First Cause

are confounded together. The Pantheism, disowned in

words, is adopted fully in substance. For its essence is

not the doctrine that the universe is self-created but

that Qod is simply the sum total of all things. Thus

things, persons, and any higher power, the cause of both,

are all blended together under one common title, the

Unknowable. All phenomena, which alone are knowable,

are faint or vivid manifestations of this unknowable.

Pantheistic Being, the Deity which is the Universe.

Here, then, the doctrine encounters an insuperable

difficulty. Its first result will be that phenomena alone

>u*e knowable, and that all causes, matter, motion, force,

conscious living persons, and the Absolute, the Infinite

Being, the First Cause of all things, are one and the

same, the Great Unknown and Unknowable. But phe>

nomena do not admit of knowledge. Each sensation can

only be felt while it lasts, and remembered imperfectly,

when it has ceased to exist So we have to invent some

middle terms, by which the perishable phenomena may

gain some element of permanence, and the Unknowable

admit, more or less, of being known. And this end is

sought to be attained by the two phrases, relative realities,

and modes of the Unknowable. Second causes, things and

persons, are alternately confounded with the Absolute

Reality, when they share in its character of bt^ing utterly

inscrutable and unknowable ; imd with Phenotaena, when

they are symbols and shadows only, and still tbie subjects

of a genuine knowledge. But mfori unately all the actual

discoveries of science have been in the region, not of
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mere pheDomena, but of the causes of those pheuoraena

;

that is, material substances, endued with attractive and
repulsive forces; and minds, living persons, endued with

the gifts of sentience, memory, thought, reason and will.

And hence the philosophy has to treat these second

causes, and their fundamental laws, alternately as un-

intelligible, unthinkable mysteries or absurdities, and
as self-evident, trustworthy, uncreated, eternal, d priori

truths.

Let us now resume the subject from the beginning,

and unfold the axioms of genuine Physics, which are in

full harmony with those of Morals and Theology, in

contrast with the nebulous confusion of Religious Nihil-

ism and Physical Fatalism.

Science starts from the experience of phenomena.
They are the data which it has first to register, to com-
bine, to analyze, and to re-combine, in order to determine

the causes on which they depend, and thereby from past

experience to anticipate future changes. But phenomena,
as such, are not knowable. The momentary sensation,

ending as soon as felt, does not deserve the name of know-
ledge. For knowledge must be of some thing that abides

and endures. What perishes, while we are thinking of

it, or before we reflect upon it, cannot be really known.
Our first step must be to riso from effects, which are

transient and momentaiy, to ^heir permanent causes.

Perceptions and reflexions are the two main classes of

phenomena. And these, when joined with the idea of

causation, suggest causes of two kinds. The first kind

is Matter, or outward, real, material objects. The second

species of cause is Mind; first and directly, our own
Mind, the self which persists and is the same in every

act of self-consciousness, and next, indirectly, the Minds
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or Living Persons of our fellow-men, found by experi-

ence to have the like capacities of thought and feeling

with ourselves.

But Mind and Matter, though causes in contrast to

fleeting phenomena, have not the characters of self-ex-

istence, or of the final and supreme reality. Matter is

local, multiple, manifold, and variable, and lower in dignity

than Mind itself. Mind also, in ourselves and our fellow-

men, is linked with Matter, limited, dependent, and con-

Hcious of moral weakness and imperfection. A like process

of thought to that which transfers us from momentary

phenomena to permanent realities, things and persons,

when repeated, raises us from things and persons to the

conception and knowledge of the Supreme Reality, the

First Cause and Final End, of the whole created universe.

The first part of these two stages of thought transfers

us from the phenomenal to the real, from the ever-shifting

phantasmagoria of mere sensations, a cloud-land of fog

and mist, to the high table-land of definite science, where

lioth Physics and Humanity find their proper dwelling-

place and home. The second raises us still higher, from

the table-land of natural and human science to the

mountain tops of Theology. It plants our feet on the

floor of the heavenly temple, enables us to know " Him
who is from the beginning," to see Him who is invisible,

to gaze upon the moral perfections of the Infinitely Good
and Wise, and to see' light in the light of heaven.

Space, Time, Matter, Motion, Force, the ultimate

ideas in Physics, are all mysterious. For we know in

part, and wherever there is only partinl knowledge, what
remains unknown constitutes a mystery still unsolved.

But mystery is not self-contradiction or absurdity.

Partial knowledge is still real knowledge, and this real
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knowledge is capable of growth and extension. The

landscape which lies within the horizon may be clearly

seen. The horizon itself may recede, and the visible

landscape be enlarged. But still there is an horizon,

and what lies beyond it is a mystery. To confound this

presence of a felt mystery with absurdity and contra-

diction is fatal to all genuine science. The Ultimate

Scientific ideas are mysterious, and still there is a truv

and genuine science of Physics. The Ultimate Religious

Ideas are mysterious, and still Theology, no less than

Physics, is a genuine science. The ascent is higher, but

the pathway is the same. The progress which leads

from the mists in the low valley to the mountain side,

if we pursue it further, will bring us to those summits

of thought, where we can gaze on the Supreme and

Perfect Goodness, and have a vision of the things unseen

and eternal, on which all the changes in the lower world

of men and nature depend.

Matter is real, and Mind is real. Because they are

real, and not phenomenal, they may be known, and becomi*

the subjects of genuine science. Matter is localized

Force, or dynamized Position. As force, it is contrasted

with mere empty space. As localized force, it is con-

trasted with force of a higher kind, with the energies of

thought in minds or living persons, and with almighty

power in the Supreme and Infinite Being. As composed

of units or monads, it gives birth to one complete science,

that of Number, or Arithmetic. As local, it gives birth

to a second science, that of Geometry, As force, but

localized, it gives birth to a third science, that of Physical

Dynamics.

Phenomena, as such, cannot be known. Sensations

can only be experienced for the moment, and expire in
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their birth. But through phenomena and Bensations we
gain a knowledge of their causes, the real things, outside
of us, and in space, on which these appearances and
sensations, varymg every instant, depend. These causes
alone are the objects of true science. And the Cause of
these causes, the great First Cause, is the object of
the highest of all sciences, Christian Theology. Other
sciences minister to the wants of man in this present
life. They enrich it with manifold inventions of art,

promotive of social comfort, and with a large variety of
intellectual occupations, by which the reasoning faculties

are strengthened, and man's power over nature is in-

creased. But to the deeper questions of the human
conscience they give no answer, and for the worst ills of
human life they provide no remedy. Those questions
can only be answered, the cure for those ills provided,
by knowledge of a higher and nobler kind, which deak
with the relations between a holy and wise Creator,
and the creatures whom He has made. The benefits
which physical science has to bestow on mankind are
great and manifold, and still are liable to be overbalanced
by greater evils, when the growth of knowledge leads to
intellectual pride, and pride breeds open profaneness and
contempt and rejection of all higher truth. But all truth
is naturally allied. And of all sciences the noblest and the
most profitable is that which reveals to us the character,
tlie purposes, and the perfections, of Him who is the
Fountain of all being, the supremely good and wise. " For
this is life eternal, to know thee, the Only True God,
and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent."



CHAPTER X
ON CHOICE AND WILL IN PHYSICAL LAWa

Physical Fatalism, as a complete theory, reduces all the
changea of the universe to complex and varied forms of
atomic motion. It excludes all ideas of freedom, choice
and will, aven in the actions of all men. But it also
requires the resolution of physical laws themselves into
the result of some blind necessity. They must be original
and self-created, and capable of being explained without
any reference to the choice of a wise Law-giver and su-
preme Intelligence.

The acceptance of this negative creed has been laid
down, by some of its advocates, as the test of a really
philosophic mind. Mr Spencer, in the first and second
editions of his First Principles, applied it expressly to
Newton's law of gravitation. Physicists were obliged to
assume this law, because it results from the necessary
conditions of geometrical space. But in his third edition,
after fifteen years, the statement is silently withdrawn.
Its historical falsehood, if not its theoretical absurdity,
seems at last to have been detected by its author. But
no explanation is offered, and no open retractation is

made. Yet it is plain that the affirmation, however
untrue in point of fact, and self-contradictory in theory,
is closely linked with the whole scheme of philosophy,
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in ihe forefront of which it stood so long. If physical

laws can exist only by the free choice of some wise Law-

giver, the doctrine of a Moral Governor is established.

The walls of the dark prison-house of necessity are thrown

down, and we may breathe freely once more.

Genuine Philosophy, according to M. Comte, is em-

ployed in the grouping of phenomena, and in that alone.

It excludes alike all Theology, or the acknowledgment

of a Moral Governor, the great First Cause, and all Meta-

physics, under which we are to place the ideas of cause

and eifuct, as well as substance and vital power. But his

disciples or successors have speedily diverged into an

opposite view. The metaphysical ideas he denounced

are brought in anew with great pomp and state, and made

the main feature of their improved philosophy. Instead

of excluding the idea of Force, as metaphysical, they seem

ready to invest it with Divine attributes, and place it on

the throne of the universe. It is a Something uncreated,

invariable, indestructible, almighty and eternal.

The doctrine of materialism, in its recent form, looks

upon force, self-acting by pure necessity, as the main subject

of all philosophy. It has been thus expressed in the Lay

Sermons. "It is no less certain that the existing world

lay potentially in the cosmic vapour, and that a sufficient

intelligence could, from a knowledge of the properties

of the molecules of that vapour, have predicted, say the

state of the fauna of Britain in 18G9 with as much cer-

tainty as one can say what will happen to the vapour of

the breath on a cold winter's day." And again, " As

surely as every future grows out of present and past, so

surely Avill the physiology of the future extend the realm

of matter and law, until it is coextensive with knowledge,

with feeling, and with action."
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In Dr Tyndall's article on "Miracles and Special

Providences" the same doctrine is advanced in its most
definite and articulate form. He writes an follows

:

" Kepler had deduced bis laws from observations. As
far back as those observations extended, the planetary
motions had obeyed those laws, and neither Kepler nor
Newton entertained a doubt as to their continuing to

obey them. Year after year as the ages rolled, they be-

lieved that those laws would continue to illustrate them-
selves in the heavens. But this was not sufficient. Thi
acientific mind can find no repose in the mere registration

0/ sequence in nature. The further question intrudes with

resistless might—Whence comes the sequence? What
is it that binds the consequent with the antecedent in

nature? The truly scientific intellect never can attain

rest, until it reaches the forces by which the observed

sequence is produced. It was thus with Torricelli, it was
thus with Newton ; it is thus preeminently with the truly

scientific man of to-day. In common with the most igno-

rant, he believes that spring will succeed winter, that

summer will succeed spring. But he knows still further,

and this kaowledge is essential to his intellectual repose,

that this connexion, besides being permanent, is under
the circumstances necessary, that the gravitating force

must produce the observed succession of the seasons. Not
until this relation between the forces and the phenomena
has been established, is the law of reason rendered con-

centric with the law of nature, and not until this is

effected does the mind of the scientific philosopher rest in

peace.... If the force be permanent, the phenomena are

necessary, whether they do or do not resemble anything
that has gone before."

Here the principle of M. Corate is entirely reversed.
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The more registration of sequences is pronounced incapa-

ble of satisfying the scientific mind. It cannot rest, until

it attains a knowledge of the forces, and their laws of

action, on which the sequence must depend. So far the

remark is perfectly true. But having thus deserted oud
reversed one main article in the original creed of Positiv-

ism, the writer departs just as widely from the truth on
the other side, and makes it the essence of the scientific

instinct to look on physical laws as acting of themselves,

by some inherent necessity alone.

The authority of Newton is invoked to confirm this

new creed of science, and reprove the ignorance of believ-

ers in miracles and special providences, who are called

blind leaders of the blind. But no attempt to solve the

deepest and noblest problems of the natural and moral

universe can succeed, which starts by reversing the plain-

est facts in the history of science. The maxim advanced

under the alleged sanction of Newton's name is the very

same, which Newton himself rejected and condemned, as

utterly opposed to sound reason. He writes of it as

follows

:

" This most beautiful system of the Sun, Planets and

Comets, could only proceed from the counsel and dominion

of an intelligent and powerful Being. And if the fixed

stars are the centres of like systems, these, being formed

by the like wise counsel, must be all subject to the

dominion of One ; especially since the light of the fixed

stars is of the same nature with the light of the sun, and

from every system the light passes into other systems....

" This Being governs all things, not as the soul of the

world, but as Lord over all. The Supreme Qod is a

Being eternal, infinite, absolutely perfect We know Him
only by his most wise and excellent contrivances of things,
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and final cauaes; we adore Hira for his perfection ; but we
reverence and adore Him on account of bis dominion. For
we adore Him as bis servants; and a God without dominion,
providence,final causes, is nothing else but Fate and Nature.
Blind metaphysical necessity, which is certainly the same
always and everywhere, could produce no variety of things.

All that diversity of things which we find, suited to differo

ent times and places, could arise from nothing but the
ideas and will of a Being necessarily existing. And thug
much concerning God, to discourse of whom from the
appearances of things does certainly belong to Natural
Philosophy."

At the close of the Optics, Newton's much later work,
another statement of the same kind recurs once more,
and ends with these significant words: "If Natural
Philosophy in all its parts shall at length be perfected,

the bounds of Moral Philosophy will also be enlarged.

For so far as we can know by Natural Philosophy what is

the First Cause, what power He has over us, and what
benefits we receive from Him, so far our duty towards
Him,, as well as that towards one another, will appear to
us by the light of nature."

Modem Fatalism, then, and the creed of Newton, the
foremost of all physical discoverers, are not the same, but
diametrically opposed. The maxim of a necessity inhering
in all physical laws, for which Dr Tyndall would make
him sponsor, is the one doctrine which, at the close of
both his immortal works, he strongly denounces and con-
demns. But since even his authority is lightly esteemed
by some of the aspiring advocates of the new philosophy
when it is found adverse to them, it may be well, apart
from names, to examin3 the question in the light of
reason alone. Are Physical Laws the results of some
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inherent necessity, which shuts out every alteruatrve law,
and makes it impossible and unthinkable ? Or do they
exist side by side with many possible alternatives, equally
conceivable ? Is not their discovery, for this very reason,
the work of patient induction, which compares observed
facts with the reasoned results of different possible laws,
and thus decides which of them really exists ? It must
then be clear that they are not necessary. Their exist-
ence can only be explained by the choice and wise counsel
of some Divine Lawgiver, the Lord aud Maker of the
whole universe.

Let us begin with the Newtonian law itself. " Eveiy
particle of matter attracts every other particle and is

attracted by it, with a force which varies inversely as the
square of their mutual distance." Is this law necessary,
like the truth that a whole is greater than its part, or
that two and two are four, or that every right-lined three-
sided figure must have three angles ? Or is it one out of
many conceivable laws, which are possible in themselves,
so that it must be what it is only by the will and choice
of a supreme Lawgiver ?

The answer is quite plain. There can be no A priori
necessity that every particle should act on every other
at all at every distance, and in any position. Indeed
Mr Spencer, after affirming for fifteen years that physi-
cists have adopted and accepted this law of the inverse
square, because any other is unthinkable, has replaced it

suddenly by the opposite assertion, mat action at a dis-

tance, by any rule of variation whatever, is "positively

unthinkable," and that action equal in amount, whether
the intervening space is empty or occupied, is etjually in-

comprehensible and inconceivable. He gives no word to

explain this abrupt transition, by which that is an incon-
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ceivable absurdity to-day, which yesterday wan proclaimed
a necessary and d, priori truth.

Again, if this law were necessary, no other law of force

could exist. It must reign alone. There could then Ijo

no such thing as repulsive force anywhere in the universe.

This flatly contradicts facts still more numerous and fa-

miliar than those on which the Newtonian law itself

depends.

In the third place, if there be only one law, extending
to all particles and all distances, repulsion and attraction

would be equally possible in their own nature. Motion is

always equally conceivable in two opposite directions.

And since force is simply the cause of motion, where an
attractive force is conceivable, a repulsive one must be so
likewise. If atoms must either push or pull, there can be
no inherent reason why they do one and n<Jt the other.

For.rthly, there can be no inherent necessity why each
particle should act on all othere, and not on some only,

and at all distances, not some only. This wide and uni-
versal extent of the law, far from being self-evident, re-

(juires a groat mental effort to receive. The proof in the
Principia is inductive and cumulative, through five or six

successive stages, for Jupiter and its satellites, the Sun
and its planets, the Earth and its moon, and the compo-
nent parts of the earth. It is clear, at every step, that a
more limited law is quite conceivable, and that its exten-
sion to sun, planets, comets, satellites, fixed stars, and
their component portions, can be no abstract necessity,

but a proved result of patient induction alone.

Fifthly, this law of the inverse square is only onn out
of a great number, equally conceivable. Those of the
inverse distance, the inverse cube, fourth, fifth, and sixth

power, are not merely conceivable, but have been analysed
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in works of Dynamics, and the nature of the curves or
orbits inferred by strict reasoning. No small part of the
Principia is occupied with deductions of this very kind.

No doubt the law of gravitation, as the inverse square,

might be conceived to result, as in the case of the diffu-

sion of light and heat, from the transmission of a central

disturbance, definite in amount, which spreads itself

equally over the spherical surfaces concentric to each
other. But then, in replacing a direct law of force of a
very simple kind by the laws of geometry as to spherical

surfaces, we need to introduce some other positive laws,

and conditions far more complex than the one we strive

to explain and supersede, and more widely remote from
any appearance of necessary truth. We require, for in-

stance, a medium of unknown and complex constitution, a
speed of transmission far greater than that of light, and
needing thus a second and still more elastic ether, a force

resulting from waves of disturbance, or differences of pres-

sure, and yet a perfectly equal density in all places, and
for all concentric surfaces. These conditions, I believe,

are really incompatible. And even if they could be recon-

ciled, they are far more complex than the law they are

intended to replace, and involve a far larger amount of
non-necessary elements.

Lastly, the law of Conservation of Energy, so highly

celebrated by modem fxtalists, and made the main pedes-

tal of their philosophy, is diametrically at variance with
their chief doctrine, or the necessity of physical laws, and
especially the best known of them all, the law of gravita-

tion. For what is its real meaning ? It affirms a simple

I elation between a potential function of the distances, and
an integral of the relative velocities, in all cases where tha
forces are functions of the mutual distances of the part8»
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masses or atoms, but of these alone, so as not to depend
either on the time or velocity, or any other element not
of a local kind. This implies two main classes of possible
laws, of which one, a very numerous class, depend on dis-
tance only, and the other class, far more numerous, are
functions inclusively of other variables, and not of the
distance alone. It is true for laws of the first class, not of
the second. The equal possibility, in the abstract, of a
great variety of laws of force is the basis and starting.
point of the whole reasoning. The class included within
the principle, as well as the cluss excluded, plainly admits
of an immense variety of particular laws. The necessity
of any one of these laws is thus strictly forbidden and ex-
eluded by the principle itself so highly praised.

But further, Gravitation is not the sole force in nature,
and ponderable matter, as most students of physics allow'
is not the only kind of material substance. The subject,'
it is true, has not passed wholly beyond the limits of de-
bate. But the great majority of philosophers recognize an
ether distinct from common matter, and those who affirm
two or more varieties of it are more numerous than those
who strive to account for light, heat, and electricity, by
diffused ponderable matter alone. It may be viewed as
almost, if not quite certain, that there is a self-repulsive
ether, distinct from self-attractive matter, and yet some-
how united with it in the closest way. How does this
great fact of modern physics bear on the question now
before us?

Now the bare existence of two kinds of material sub-
stance, distinct from each other, is a plain disproof of phy-
sical fatalism. There can be no reason, in abstract fate,
why any atom should have the properties of matter, rather
than of ether, or of ether rather than of matter. The
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atheistic doctrine, if there be matter alone, requires sim-

ply that each atom should have been its own creator and

origin. But if matter and ether both exist, and have

quite different properties, each of the trillions of atoms

must have decided, at or before its own birth, virhich of

the two kinds of being it would assume.

Again, if there be two kinds of physical substance,

Matter and Ether, there must be three laws, at least, to

determine their mutual action. To satisfy the known

facts, these must all be distinct, and follow a different rate

of variation. All reasons against the necessary nature of

gravitation will thus apply, a second and a third time, to

the other laws of cohesive force and of ethereal repulsion.

But their threefold character adds a further element to the

disproof of their inherent necessity. If one were necessary,

it must exclude the two others. Necessity, like a Turkish

sultan, admits of no rivals near the throne. Each atom

would have to choose, not only whether it should be bom,

and whether it should be matter or ether, but which of

these different laws of force it should for ever obey.

If we examine each of the dozen hypotheses, briefly

named in the lost chapter, the same reasoning will apply.

The precise form of the argument may vary, but its essen-

tial elements are the same. No law or set of laws can be

proposed, which offer the least sign of satisfying the great

problem of physical change, except as a choice out of

many alternatives, capable alike of being traced out into

their consequences, but of which one alone proves to

satisfy the actual phenomena. Observation and experi-

jnent would else be ae immense paralogism, and all phy-

sical laws might be determined by the analyst or geometer

in his study, without the need of any inductive process

jvhatever. Those who hold such a doctrine ought to close
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our laboratories and observatories, and dispense with all
the laborious methods of actual research, and set about
solving all the mysteries of the universe by arithmetic
and geometry alone.

The passage, then, by which Mr Spencer has replaced
his eariier assertion, that gravitation is a necessary result
of the laws of space, contains all the elements for a com^
plete disproof of his whole theory. He now writes as
follows :

—

"If we cannot in thought see matter acting on matter
through a vast interval of space which is absolutely void •

on the other hand, that the gravitation...should be absol
lutely the same, whether the intervening space be filled or
not, is incomprehensible. I lift from the ground, and con-
tinue to hold, a pound weight. Now into the vacancy
between it and the ground is introduced a mass of matter
of any kind whatever, in any state whatever, hot or cold
liquid or solid, transparent or opaque, light or dense, and
the gravitation is entirely unaffected. The whole Earth
as well as each of the particles composing it, acts on the
pound absolutely in the same way, whatever intervenes or
if nothing intervenes. Through eight thousand miles' of
the Earth's substance each molecule at the antipodes af-
fects each molecule of the weight I hold, in utter indiffer*
ence to the fulness or emptiness of the space between
them. So that each portion of matter, in its dealings
with remote portions, treats all intervening portions as
though they di'd r.ot exist, and yet recognizes their exists
ence with sciupulous exactness in its direct dealings with
them. We h»ve to regard gravitation as a force, to which
every thing in the universe is at once perfectly opaque in
respect of itself, and perfectly transparent in respect of
other things. While, then, it is impossible to form any
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idea of Force in itself, it is equally impossible to cumpre-

hond its mode of exercise." (F. P., p. 63, 3rd edition.)

Now it is quite true that the Law of Gravitation,

when we meditate on it closely, does involve the facts

here named, and others no less wonderful. Its very sim-

plicity is apt to hide from us its real grandeur and mys-

tery. There is nothing new or original in the passage

which here replaces a very strange error. I have antici-

pated the remark in my "Treasures of Wisdom" thirty

years ago. (Ir. W. pp. 50—52.)

What conclusion seems to follow from the truth of the

Newtonian law, when once we grasp it in its full

meaning ? Every atom, in itself a mere nothing, a point

or almost a point in space, needs to borrow what seems

almost the Divine Omniscience, before it can fulfil the

requirements of a rule so simple and so comprehensive.

It is hardly possible to believe that any finite intelligeace

could solve this immense problem, in which the exact

place, varying every moment, of trillions on trillions of

atoms, decides the force exerted by each of them in turn.

Til is problem of almost infinite complexity has to be

solved anew, from hour to hour, and from moment to

moment Imagination faints under the load of a con-

ception so vast and wonderful. The idea involves no

contradiction. But it seems to compel the thoughtful

mind, even in this lowest basement of physics, to look

beyond second causes, and own the presence and working

of One whose wisdom is infinite. The words of our

Christian poet are almost forced upon our memory

:

But bow Bhonid matter exeoate a law,

Dull as it Ifj and satigfy a charge

Bo vast in its demandB, nnlois impelled

To ceaseless action by some ceaseless Power,

\ And onder presKure of wme eonBcious cause?
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The Law of Gravitation, when we reflect on it calmly,

seems to force upon us one of two alternatives. The first

is, that in all the motions which satisfy it material atoms
are simply passive, and a Supreme mind, infinite in

wisdom, and alone capahle of solving the vast problem
involved, is the sole real agent. The second is that the
creation of matter implies a loan by the Creator, to points
which are nothing in themselves, not only of a power of
action and motion, but of some limited participation in
his own cognizance of all localized being. For to obey
the law, each atom should discern intuitively, with no
outward medium ofcommunication, its own distance, every
moment, from every other material particle in the whole
universe.

The original statement, that gravitation results by a
fatal necessity from the laws of space, is withdrawn, and
replaced by another, that the force of attraction is wholly
unaltered by any amount of intervening matter. And
hence it is inferred that we can form no idea of force, or
the mode of its exercise. But the true inference is quite

different. Gravitation, it implies, involves an immediate
and not a mediate relation of all particles to each other.

Each atom must have direct attraction or appetency to
every other atom. As a fact, this is quite definite and
comprehensible. But when we seek to resolve it into

some other cause, there is none simpler, or even equally

simple, of a physical kind, to which it can be referred.

Whether we resort to ultramundane impact, or ethereal

pressure, we have to devise a most complex machinery,
composed of ethereal or ultramundane particles, exceeding
in number almost infinitely those of matter, and needing
fresh and more complex laws to account for their motions.

They need to be so numerous as hardly to be distinct from
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a plenum, and so rare as not to interfere with each other,
and move almost as in empty space. We seem, therefore,
to reach in gravitation an ultimate law. If we try to
replace it by some other physical explanation, we ex-
change the simple for the complex, the definite for the
indefiuite, the clearly conceivable for vague hypotheses

;

which, after all, fail to satisfy one main feature of the
law, as deduced from all known experience, or the perfect
transparency of all other atoms with regard to the action
of each pair, however distant, taken alone.

The authority of Newton, in his letter to Bentley, has
often been quoted to prove that gravitation, in his fixed
judgment, was a mediate result of some other physical
cause. He writes as follows:

"It is inconceivable that inanimate brute matter
should, without the mediation of something else which is

not material, operate upon and aflfect other matter with-
out mutual contact, as it must do, if gravitation in the
sense of Epicurus be essential and inherent in it... .That
gravity should be innate, inherent, and essential to matter,
80 that one body can act upon another at a distance,
through a vacuum, without the mediation of anything
else, by and through which their action and force may be
conveyed from one to another, is to me so great an
absurdity, that I believe no man, who has in philosophical
matters a competent faculty of thinking, can ever fall

into it."

The view, however, which Newton thus condemns, is

not that gravity is physically immediate and ultimate, but
that it is conceivable, alike in the absence of some physical
medium, and of any spiritual and immaterial agent. He
leaves the presence or absence of a physical medium, by
which its cause might be carried one step further back-
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ward, aa open question. Bit what he affirms is that,

either such a medium exists, or else we need to recognise

in it one of those "active principles, by which the things

themselves are formed," and due to "the wisdom and skill

of a powerful, overliving Agent ; who, being in all places,

is more able by his will to move the bodies within his

boundless sensorium, than we are able by our will to move
the parts of our own bodies." For Qod, he says, " has no
need of such organs, He being every where present to the
things themselves."

The law of gravity, if it be physically ultimate, shuts

out and excludes the whole fatalistic theory. For who
can believe that every atom, by some fatal inherent neces-

sity, solves every moment a problem of all but infinite

complexity, immensely beyond the powers of Descartes,

Pascal, Newton, Euler, and every later analyst, and which
needs for its solution, momently renewed, a perfect know-
ledge of the exact distance and position of every other atom,

even to the farthest boundaries of the sidereal universe ?

Unless each soli' 'y atom of matter, by some strange

and fatal necessity, immensely outstrips and exceeds the

highest scientific attainments of the greatest analysts and
geometers, this Newtonian law must demand the ceaseless

activity of a Being endowed with omniscient wisdom. Our
thoughts can find no resting place or repose, till we look

above all second causes to the sublime confession of the

Psalmist: "Great is our Lord, and of great power; yea,

and his wisdom is infinite."

In his Optics, query 21, Newton inclines to the view

that gravity may perhaps be explained by the unequal

pressure of an ethereal medium on opposite sides. But
in query 28, a later passage, he seems to lean rather

to an opposite view as his final conclusion; or that
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gravity is one of two or three laws or active principles,
appointed by the Creator in the very act of creation,
and capable of being resolved into nothing physically
more simple, but only into His creative will. He writes
OS follows

:

"A dense Huid can b.j of no use for explaining the
phenomena of nature, the motions of the planets and
comets being better explained without it....And for re-
jecting such a medium, we have the authority of the
oldest and most celebrated philosphers of Greece a^id
Phoenicia, who made a vacuum and atoms, and the gravity
of atoms, the first principles of their philosophy; tacitly
attributing gravity to some other cause than dense matter.
Later philosophers banish the consideration of such a
cause out of Natural Philosophy, feigning hypotheses for
explammg all things mechanically, and referring other
causes to metaphysics. Whereas the main business of
Natural Philosophy is to argue from phenomena without
feigning hypotheses, and to deduce causes from effects,
till we come to the very First Cause, which is certainly
not mechanical. And not only to resolve the mechanism
of the world, but chiefly to resolve these and such like
questions. What is there in space almost empty of
matter? And whence is it that the sun and planets
gravitate to each other, without dense maiter between
them ? Whence is it that nature doeth nothing in vain?
And whence arises all that order and beauty which are
in the world?...How come the bodies of animals to be
contrived with so much art. and for what ends were their
several parts ? Was the eye contrived without skill in
optics, and the ear without a knowledge of sounds ? How
do tho motions of the body follow from the will, and
whence aio the instincts of animals ?.. .And these things
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being rightly despatched, does it aot appear from the
phenomena that there is a Beiug incorporeal, living,

intelligent, omnipresent, who in infinite space, as it were
in his sensorium, sees the things intimately in themselves,

and thoroughly perceives them; and comprehends them
wholly by their immediate presence to himself? And
though every true step in this philosophy brings us not
immediately to the knowledge of the First Cause, yet it

brings us nearer to it, and on that account it is to be
highly valued.

" It seems to me, farther, that these particles have not

only a 'vis inertia;,' but also that they are moved by
certain active principles, such as that of gravity, and that

which causes the fermentation and the cohesion of bodies.

These I consider, not as occult qualities, but as geneinl

laws of nature, by which tlie things tliemselves are formed.
...Now by the help of these principles all material things

seem to have been composed of the hard, solid particles

above mentioned, variously associated in the first creation

by the counsel of an intelligent Agent."

One thing seems thus to have remained doubtful in

Newton's mind,—whether gravity wore an indirect result

of a difference between opposite ethereal pressures, or an
ultimate principle, one of two or three of the same kind,

forming part of the definition of Matter in its first crea-

tion, and maintained by the direct agency of the omni-
present Creator. But of this he had no doubt, that all

second causes, whether the steps be one or more, lead

up to the great First Cause, and that this First Cause
is not mechanical, but a true, living, intelligent, and
omnipresent Mind; and that only by the presence and
ceaseless activity of such a Being can the existence and
permanence of gravity be really exp'^ined. The sub-
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stitution of a blind Fate for the true and living God
was, in his deliberate judgment, not less opposed to

genuine science than to the deeper instincts of true piety

and religious faith.

The first disproof of Physical Fatalism is found in

the certain truth, that the Law of Gravitation, and other

kindred laws of cohesive force, or ethereal repulsion, not
yet precisely ascertained, can with no show of reason be
ascribed to a fatal necessity. The steps in the discovery

of that law, which is already known, and the approaches
made towards the detection of the rest, by the union of

observation and experiment with mathematical reasonings,

show them plainly to be alternatives, out of a large

variety of laws equally conceivable in themselves. Out
of a multitude of possibles, these alone are proved by
experience to be the real and actual laws of nature.

Thus blind necessity can never r lount for them, but
only the free choice of the great Author of the universe. ,

The same truth, however, is still more conspicuous,

when we reflect on the variable elements of number,
place, and relative position, without which not one of

these various laws of nature would have real objects to

which they could apply, and by means of which alone they
can operate and exist.

What is implied, for instance, in the real existence

of the Newtonian law ? Every particle of matter attracts

every other, or tends towards it, with a force proportional

to the inverse square of the distance between them. Let
us concede, for the sake of argument, that this law itself

might depend on some kind of fatal necessity. But what
of the distances? All these clearly are different now
from what they were yesterday, and will be to-morrow.

There is nothing whatever in the law to fix their amountj
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either now, or at any earlier time. At tiio most, it

determines a connexion and relation bpiween earlier

and later positions, whenever those at sor^e one point
of time, past, present, or future, have been arbitrarily

assumed.

The number of atoms of solid matter in a linear

inch, from various phenomena, could scarcely be less than
a thousand millions, and may be much greater. The
radius of the sun is 400,000 miles, or 700 millions of

yards, and 25 thousand millions of inches. Supposing
the matter of the universe to amount only to eight cubes
of which the side is the sun's diameter, or about sixteen

times the sun's mass, the linear number of atoms would
be 10" X 10* = 10", and the cubic number greater than
10*, or unity followed by sixty ciphers. This immense
number, tripled, will give the coordinates, on which the

relative places of all these atoms must depend. And
the total number of forces, for all the pairs of atoms, will

be n (n - 1) or unity followed by 120 ciphers, or in other

words, a million multiplied into itself twenty times.

Again, it seems to result from all optical and electrical

phenomena that a self-repulsive ether does exist, dif-

fused through the whole universe as far as light extends.

Its atoms also, in a linear inch, could hardly be fewer than
a thousand millions. The radius of our solar system,

half way to the nearest stars, is not less, probably, than
a trillion of inches, and the range of distance accessible

to our telescopes may be a thousand times greater still.

From these data the number of ether monads would
not be less than 4 followed by ninety ciphers, and their

coordinates not less than 12 followed by the same
number. And if all these monads act on each other,

the number of forces, composing the total energy, would
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bo much more than unity followed by 180 ciphers, or a
million multiplied into itself thirty times.

Let UB dwell only on the material atoms, of which
tho number must be more than a decillion, or a million
multiplied into itself ten times. Let us suppose the
three coordinates, x, y, z, disposed in a. series, in tho
order of their values from any fixed origin. Since these
differ by a finite interval, however small, each must admit
of an infinite number of other values, still retaining its

own place in the succession. So that infinity, first cubed,
and then this cube multiplied into itself more than a
decillion times, or to a power expressed by unity fol-

lowed by sixty figures, will be an inferior limit for the
number of possible variations of those coordinates, on
which the amount and direction of the various accelerat-

ing forces must depend, even by this one simple law of
universal gravitation.

What, then, is the amount of the fixity which the
operation of the law implies, compared with the diversity
which it cannot have the least tendency to explain or
remove ? On assuming any one set of original positions
for all the atoms of the universe, the law will determine
all their later motions and positions. Its effect is simply to
hinder the lapse of time from increasing by one new variable
tho amount of variability which must already exist. The
law does nothing at all to lessen the amount of indeter-
minateness involved in the positions at any ono moment.
It merely prevents this vast amount from being increased

and multiplied by the countless number of successive

moments of time. So that the amount of variability

removed is to that which is still retained, and which no
law of force can remove, in the ratio of unity to three
times the number of atoms in the whole universe.
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The doctrine of the Conservation of Energy, wo have
been lately assured, "binds nature fast in fute to an
extent not before recognized." And if we make the
very largo and groundless assumption that no laws of

action exist anywhere in the universe but the law of

gravitation, and a few others of the same class, in which
the force exerted by one unit on or towards another is

a function of their distance alone, then the positions of

all the atoms at any one moment would be linked in-

dissolubly with their position at any other time, earlier

or later, throughout all ages of the actual history of the
world. That indeterminateness will be wholly excluded,

which results from the lapse of time alone. But then
the indeterminateness which still remains is infinite.

The laws, even assuming their existence and unbroken
validity, can do nothing to remove it, but the Almighty
Lawgiver alone.

Why the number of atoms of matter, or monads of

ether, should be exactly what it is, and neither loss nor
more; why they should occupy their actual positions,

and not others partly or wholly different; why they
should bo moving with their actual velocities, and in

their actual directions, when each of them plainly might
have been in an infinite number of different places, and
moving with an infinite diversity of other motions, are

questions to which physical fienco can give no answer
whatever. The notion that each atom fixed for itself,

at some time or other, its own place, or that it was fixed

for it by some other atom of a more commanding genius,

is certainly a pseud-idea, and really unthinkable. In
the weighty words of Newton, " blind necessity, which is

certainly the same always and everywhere, could produce
no variety of things." The contrast between parts of
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empty space, and solid, impenetrable atoms; or between
points of more space, and force-centres endued with
powers of attraction and repulsion, or of appetency and
self-motion

; could spring from no fatal necessity, but from
choice, will, and presiding intelligence alone. It compels
us to rise above mere laws and formulaa to the conception
of a First Cause, true, living, and intelligent, who by his
powerful, all-creating word has called this wonderful
universe into being. Whether worlds were first created
in a comparatively finished form, as suns and systems,
or a diffused nebulous ocean of matter and ether was
endued with such laws of force, and its atoms placed in
such positions, as that finished worlds would result from
their action in some later age, the amount of choice
involved and required will be just the same. The dis-
tance which separates such a scheme from fatal necessity
is simply infinite and immeasurable. And the deeper we
search into the nature of the laws which are found to
prevail, the more light is thrown on the truth and
grandeur of those simple sayings of the word of God

:

" He spake, and it was done ; He commanded, and it stood
fast." " By the word of the Lord were the heavens made,
and all the host of them by the breath of his mouth."
" They continue to this day according to thine ordinance,
for all things serve Thee."



CHAPTER XT.

ON EVOLUTION.

The doctrine of Evolution is one main pillar, on which
the philosophy of modern Materialism is supposed to rest.

It has heen said, in a sermon recently published, that this
is the latest revelation which God has given to mankind

;

that it extends beyond the sphere of physics, and is

opposed to the old conception of a world created out of
nothing. The statements of the Bible, which contains
earlier messages from the same divine source, are to
be so interpreted and received as to agree with this later
and fuller revelation. Whatever contradicts it must be
laid aside, and held to be no part of the essence of
Biblical teaching, but only of its separable husk, its

historical and circumstantial form. For God cannot con-
tradict himself. The doctrine of evolution is his latest

voice, and men of science are the modern prophets, through
whom it has been revealed to this age of mankind. We
ought therefore to retain only so much of the teaching of
the Bible as we can reconcile with this now and later

revelation.

' It must be very important, then, to see clearly what is

this new doctrine, for which so lofty a position is claimed.
For some, even among Christian Divines, have now come
to look upon it as a test and touchstone, so certain, so
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firmly established, by evident proofs, that not only inter-

pretations of Scripture, but direct statements of the Bible
itself, are to stand or fall, to be .eceived or wholly laid

aside, aa they agree or disagree with this great discovery,

assumed to be one recent and firm result of scientific

research.

What then, is Evolution? It means properly an
unwinding, unrolling, or opening out, of what existed

previously in a more condensed or hidden form. Its

simplest illustration is the process by which a thread of

cotton or silk is unwound from the reel, until its whole
length becomes clearly visible. The evolute of a curve
is a second curve, formed by supposing a thread, wrapped
on the first curve, to be gradually unwound. Thus in

evolution there is no new existence. Something which
exists already is seen in a clearer light, and becomes con-

spicuous to our eyes, so that one part of it is no longer
hidden and concealed by another.

Out of this simplest meaning of the word a second has

naturally arisen. Every real, actual being continues to

exist through successive moments of time, and many
fluctuations of continual change. These bring with them
frequent variations of form, depending on the inward
nature of each object, and the circumstances in which it is

placed. The successive changes, speaking generally, can-
not be foreseen. They are the subjects of observation

and experiment. And hence these successive states of

every permanently existing object are a kind of continual

evolution. The cause is seen and known by its effects,

and these are gradually disclosed. In this sense the
whole course of histoiy, physical and moral, may be viewed
us one perpetual course and process of evolution.

So far there can be nothing new and original in the
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doctrine. It is simply ono mode of expression for the
teachmg of reason and common sense in every age If
permanent beings, with definite powers and faculties do
exist, and those powera cannot be known intuitively butm their consequences, then all nature and all providence
must be a constant unfolding of those secret powers
They will evolve themselves from day to day, and from
year to year, through successive generations.

Evolution, then, implies and assumes the existence of
something which evolves and unfolds itself, or is unfolded
by another. It can bo no substitute for creation, but only
Its consequence. What excludes creation is not evolution
but either non-existence or self-existence. If all atoms of
matter existed of themselves from all eternity with
powers of attraction and repulsion, motion and change
there would then be no room for a material creation, and
\\\ the positions these atoms may assume would bo a kind
)f evolution. Again, if plants and animals have no in-
lividual being, and are merely a certain or uncertain
lumber of material atoms in some special arrangement
here need be. and can be. no creation of what does not
sxist On this hypothesis nothing exists but the com-
wnent atoms, and we deceive ourselves with names, when
ire suppose that each plant and animal has any proper
•eing, for which an act of creation Avould be required.

Again, if wo suppose that in generation there is no new
adividual, which then first begins to be. but merely the
ontmuance of one or both parents, or that the parents
hemselves have no proper being of their own. the whole
ourse of animal and vegetable changes will bo resolved
Jto a kind of evolution. It may be either the evolution
f some specific life, diflfusing itself into many moulds or
imply of matter, assuming new and complicated forms.

^ 10
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But if we retaia the usual and natural view, that in-

dividual men and animals do really exist, then the term

evolution will apply to the successive forms or phases the

same individual assumes ; but creation or generation, not

evolution, will be the proper term for the origin of these

individuals themselves.

The Scripture doctrine on this subject seems to be

precise and clear. The first plants and animals of each

kind owe their origin to a direct act of Divine power.

This is what we call creation. But later plants and

animals owe their origin to a power bestowed on the first

parents, to bring forth after their kind, or produce an o£f-

spring like themselves. This is procreation or generation,

and is distinct alike from simple, immediate creation, and

from evolution, or the unfolding of the properties of some

being which already exists.

The Evolution of modern philosophers, when used to

replace and exclude the Scripture doctrine of Creation, is

thus made up of two dogmas. First, in the field of mere

physics, that all the atoms of lifeless matter are uncreated,

self-existent, and eternal. And next, in physiology, that

generation is no commencement of a new individual being,

but only the varied arrangement of an uncertain number

of pre-existing material monads; or else a new distribution

of some vital force or power, of which the same total

amount, but differently arranged or divided, existed long

before.

In Mr Spencer's First Principles seven chapters are

occupied with an exposition of the nature and supposed

laws of Evolution. The sameness of the principle, as

applied to the changing forms of lifeless matter, and the

appearance and birth of plants, animals, and men, is not

proved at all, but assumed as self-evident. Thus two
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distinct queationa of high importance are confused anl
blended into one. In this chapter I shall examine the
doctrine in reference to lifeless matter alone, and in two
tttbers, that follow, I shall extend the inquiry to living
things and persons.

Evolution, with reference to material objects, may be
Med either in a literal or metaphorical sense. In the
brmer, it implies the existence of something composed
)f many parts, wound up or closely compacted together

;

md means some process by which they are unwound, or
leparated without a total severance, and thus brought
»ut more clearly into view. In the metaphorical sense
t denotes the successive effects, in course of time, of
wwers, causes, or objects endued with such powera, and
he phenomena to which they give birth. Thus a drop of
rater may be said to evolve itself, when it passes into
team and evaporates, or a spark of fire when it kindles a
lestructive conflagration.

The term Evolution, in Mr Spencer's First Principles
f Philosophy, receives a different and almost opposite
leaning. It is defined to be "a change from incoherent
omogeneity to coherent heterogeneity, accompanying the
issipation of motion, and the integration of matter."
iuch a definition evidently needs a paraphrase, which
ill be found in the following statements of the same
'ork.

The premises of the whole reasoning are the three
rinciples already examined, that matter is indestructible,
lotion continuous, and force persistent. These are taken
J the fundamental data of the problem. The problem
self is "the law of the continuous redistribution of matter
nd motion." "The question to be answered is, what
yrnamic principle, true of the metamorphosis as a whole,

10—

2
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and in its details, expresses the ever changing rela-

tion."

Philosophy has to formulate the passage of things

from the imperceptible to the perceptible, and back into

the imperceptible again. " The formula must be one com-

prehending the opposite processes of concentration and

diffusion. The change from a diffused imperceptible state

to a concentrated perceptible state is an integration of

natter and concomitant dissipation of motion ; and the

change from a concentrated perceptible to a diffused

imperceptible state is an absorption of motion, and con->

comitant disintegration of matter. These are truisms.

Constituent parts cannot aggregate, without losing some of

their relative motion ; and they cannot separate, without

more relative motion being given to them. We are not con-

cerned here with any motion, which the components of a

mass have with respect to other masses, but only with the

motion they have with respect to one another. The axiom

we have to recognise is that a progressive consolidation

involves a decrease of internal motion, and that increase of

internal motion involves a progressive unconsolidation.

"All things are growing or decaying, accumulating

matter or wearing away, integrating or disintegrating.

Since there is no such thing as an absolutely constant

temperature, every aggregate is every moment progressing

towards either greater concentration or greater diffusion."

"The processes thus everywhere in antagonism, and

everywhere gaining now a temporary, now a more or less

permanent triumph, we call Evolution and Dissolution.

Evolution under its simplest aspect is the integration of

matter and the dissipation of motion ; whilst Dissolution

is the absorption of motion, and the concomitant disin-

tegration of matter."
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The main element, then, in Evolution, according to
Mr Spencer's scheme of philosophy, is concentration, or
the transition ot matter from a more diflfuse to a more
condensed and perceptible form. The second, hardly less

important, is the change from a homogeneous to a diver-
sified and heterogeneous structure. He traces this change,
successively, in the sidereal systems, the geological stages
of the earth's history, the growth of plants and animals
from the seed or embryo, the comparison of extinct and
living species, and the physical and social features of the
various tribes and races of mankind. It is further traced
in the history of language, and the fine arts, and the
greater variety of occupations in civilized societies. And
the general conclusion is drawn that " along with a pas-
sage from the incoherent to the coherent there goes on a
passage from the uniform to the multiform. Such at least

is the fact, wherever evolution is compound....The entire

mass is integrating and simultaneously differentiating from
Jther masses, and each member of it is also integrating
md differentiating from other members."

Applied to the whole system of the universe, the
bheory takes this general form. Evolution is the progress
from a vague, incoherent, and nearly homogeneous nebula,
)f vast and almost infinite extent, to finished sidereal

iystems, suns, planets, satellites and comets, air, sea and
and, and countless varieties of living things, of which
jvery one is composed of many unlike parts, and a com-
)lex organization. Dissolution is the reverse process, by
vhich all these worlds dash themselves together, shatter

;hemselves into pieces at the last, and thus resolve them-
lelves once more into diffused nebulosity, mist, and dark-
less, while the wearisome oscilktion of change gres on
or ever.
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Here an objection will at once arise. Evolution pro-
perly denotes unfolding or expansion. How can it then
be taken, without great violence, to denote the opposite

process of condensation ? Mr Spencer notes the difficulty,

and replies to it as follows

:

" Evolution has other meanings, somr of which are

incongruous with, end some oven directly ^.^posed to, the
meaning here given to it. The evolution of a gas is liter-

ally nn absorption of motion and disintegration of matter,
which is exactly the reverse of what we here call Evolu-
tion. As ordinarily understood, to evolve is to unfold, to
open and to expand, to throw out or emit, whereas, as we
understand it, the act of evolving implies that its matter
has passed from a more diffuse to a more concentrated
state, or has contracted. The antithetical word, Involu-
tion, would much more truly express the nature of the
process, and would indeed better describe its secondaiy
characters. We are obliged, however, notwithstanding
the liabilities to confusion that must result from these
contradictory meanings, to use Evolution as antithetical to
Dissolution. The word is now so widely recognized as
signifying, not indeed the general process above described,

but sundry of the most conspicuous varieties of it, and
certain of its most remarkable accompaniments, that we
cannot now substitute another word. All we can do is,

carefully to define the interpjetation to be given to it."

Evolution, in strictness of speech, is clearly an un-
winding, unrolling, or expansion, of something which exists
akeady in a more compressed, contracted, or less developed
form. If it has been used, in some cases, to denote what
is directly opposite, it seems a very strange remedy for the
partial abuse thus introduced into scientific nomenclature,
to make it universal, to turn the meaning of the ^^hiase
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upside down, and define it as the process of concentration

and material aggregatioiL Philosophers often overrate

greatly their own power over laiiguago. When they

choose to employ words in an artificial and non-natural

sense, they can seldom escape the danger of confusing

their own thoughts, but never avoid that of perplexing,

misleading, and mystifying their readers. Who could

suppose, when they hear this doctrine of evolution pro-

claimed as a great scientific discovery of our timos, by

which the old Christian doctrine of Creation is dispensed

with and set aside, that the real doctrine intended is not

one of evolution at all, but of involution, or of some

natural tendency in the whole universe, and in all its

parts, to contract and condense, to become less evolved or

diffused, and to increoise in seeming complexity? This is

just the same as to affirm that a skein of thread is

unwound, when wo fold it up into the least compass, and

entangle its parts together in every possible way.

But let us waive this verbal objection, however real

and important, and examine the doctrine itself. How far

does it embody a true and exact principle of dynamical

reasoning, or practical observation ? Evolution, strangely

used to denote concentration, consists in the integration of

matter and dissipation of motion. Dissolution, the reverse

process, that is, expansion, consists in the absorption of

motion and concomitant disintegration of matter. These

are said to be truisms. But when wo look at tliem

closely, we shall find them not to be truths at all, but

certain and demonstrable falsehoods. Thus tho whole

structure of supposed discovery, bpsed on this double

definition, must fall to the ground.

The first premise of the theory is in this statement

:

matter when extremely rare and diffused, contains the
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greatest amount of motion, and it parts with tl.'s motion,
in proportion as it condenses, and assumes some perma-'
uent structure.

Now this axiom, if words are taken in their only strict
and proper sense, is wholly untrue. It exactly reverses
the real truth. Our aetual univflrse, according to the
nebular theory, has undergone a process of condensation
for immense ages, and it certainly now contains a va«t
amount and variety of motion. But the primitive nebula,
if there bo any soundness in the theory, must have been
once in a state of nearly absolute rest The only logical
ground on which the hypothesis can rest is the greater sim-
plicity of ascribing all motion to original forces, compared
with the conception that one part only of the motion is
due to those known or unknown forces, but that the
rest was imparted directly and supernaturally. The only
real presumption for such a starting-point, instead of the
creation of finished systems, when we contemplate lifeless
matter alone, consists in the greater simplicity of the view
that forces alone were directly created, and that all actual
motion is the result of those forces; compared with the
notion that forces were imparted in creation, but that
some motions were also communicated directly from the
Creator's hand. The laws of mechanics point to the con-
clusion, that the regular orbits and rotations of the
planets, and the nearly globular shapes of the laiger
celestial bodies, would result in the course of ages from
the law of universal attraction, modified by cohesive forces
which certainly exist, but of which the precise laws are
unknown, if these acted for long ages on a universe of
matter widely diffused, and originally at rest. {Scripture
Doctrim of Creation, pp. 98—100.)

, ,
Thus the ideal starting point in the Nebular Theory is
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not a state of maximum motion, but its exact opposite,

one of perfect rest. And it is just as easy to conceive such
a state of rest when matter is very widely diffused as when
it is gathered into dense masses. We know, in fact, that
the component parts of all the bodies that surround ua
are in a stato of incessant and rapid motion, while the
first state of the primitive nebula may have been, and if

the doctrine bo well founded, must havo been, the presence
of countless motion-generating forces, but a total or nearly

total absence of actual motion.

How can we explain, in this exposition of the evolution

theory, so direct and complete an inversion of the real

truth ? It grows out of the dangerous practice of using
terms in a non-natural sense. What has been done before

with the word evolution, is now repeated with the word
motion. Energy is first used ambiguously, to express
either force or motion in turns, or to speak more precisely,

their integrals. The integral of force is styled Potential,

that of motion. Kinetic energy. Next, motion is made to

replace energy in either sense, and is styled either actual

3r potential. "An aggregate that is widely diffused,"

Mr Spencer remarks, " contains a large quantity of motion,

ujtual or potential, or both." But this potential motion
8 not motion at all, but a pure fiction, or the possibility

;hat something now at rest may hereafter come to move.
Potential Energy, again, is an integral of possible forces

hat will come into play in the event of certain changes
>f the mutual distance. And thus, as a caravan in a
Mtthless desert may come by gradual deviations to return

»n its own track, so it is in the basis of this theory of
ivolution. It is mistaken for an axiom that a primitive

lebula will have a maximum of motion, when it would
lave no motion at all, but absolute rest ; and that the
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preaent universe having passed through long stages of

evolution, must cuutain much less motion than the nebula

in which it had its birth, when the actual amount of

motiun is almost infinite, and the primitive amount, in an

ideal nebular system, none whatever.

The second part of the fundamental axiom is not loss

erroneous. The great change in Evolution is said to be
" an integration of matter, and a concomitant dissipation

of motion." Here motion is looked upon as a distinct and

independent substance. The matter or substance of a sys-

tem may all condense, and be aggregated together, while

the motion leaves it, like an aura or effluvium, or delicate

odour, and exhales away into empty space. But this is a

pseud-idea, unthinkable and impossible. Motion is not a

thing or substance, but an accident, quality or relation, of

something that changes its place, or moves. If matter,

then, moves and passes away, this must be a process of

diiTusion and expansion, and not of concentration. On
the other hand, if matter aggregates and the motion di-

minishes also, this is simply an approach nearer and nearer

io a state of perfect rest.

The two elements, then, which together make up

Mr Spencer's definition of evolution, do not agree. They

contradict and exclude each other. The case supposed, in

which the universe is formed out of diffused nebulous

mist, is one in which attractive forces must prevail. Con-

densation would then ensue, and increase for long ages.

The collective motion, however, would not diminish, but

grow and increase. Now heat is atomic motion. It is

one of the 8imple.st and best known laws of physics, that

heat ensues upon condensation, while expansion of every

kind is attended with the lowering of temperature, or the

production of cold. Thus the doctrine laid down in the
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above piusagoB in made up of two great errors. Motion
cannot possibly be dissipated unless some part of the mat-
tor or substance is dissipated also, for plainly it cannot
Bubsist alone. And again, concentration of matter, in
overy case which has occurred or is likely to occur, must
l)e attended, not by a diminished amount of motion, but
by its large and very abundant increase.

Evolution, in fact, as defined by Mr Spencer in the
Beld of physics, is neither more uor less than a very
misleading and inappropriate name for tho process of cooi-
ng. A mass condenses when it cools. At the same time,
)no part of the motion produced by condensation passes
iway, through the medium of the ambient ether, and is

ransferred to other parts of the system. This could not
»e without the intervention of some other substance than
he sensible maas, which ought to be taken into account as
no part of the whole system. The heating or cooling of
ny piece of matter is really a change affecting a com-
ound system both of matter and ether. But since matter
) self-attractive, and ether self-repulsive, in the composite
(Tstem a double process of central condensation, and su-
erficial expansion, may easily go on side by side. Thus
lotion may seem to leave the central portion, and be dis-

ipated, when we fix our thoughts on the condensing mass
F ponderable matter, and overlook tho more subtle and
!S8 perceptible elements of ether and etherealized mat-
ir, which form an essential part in the whole process of
lange. The poetry of Milton is thus a nearer approach
> the truth than Mr Spencer's definition of evolution

:

Swift to their Beveral atations hasted then
The various elements, earth, flood, air, and fire;

And ibis ethereal qnintessence of heaven
Flew upward, spirited with various forms.
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The mistake in the definition may be presented in an-
other light, by comparing it with the other main basis of
the physical theory of nature, the Conservation of Energy.:
This may be summed up in the general statement that
Energy is of two kinds, Potential or the Energy of Posi-
tion, and Kinetic or the Energy of Motion; and that
under the laws of force, actually known, or reasonably con-
jectured, the sum of the two is constant, and one loses as
much as the other gains. That the doctrine may be true,

Energy of Position, with attractive forces, must be reck-
oned greatest when the distances are greatest, and with
repulsive forces when the distances are smallest. When
repulsive forces predominate, the motion must thus in-

crease with the amount of dispersion and diffusion. But
when attraction predominates, the motion will be greatest
when the system is condonsed, and the energy of position
is the least.

The definition of evolution, adopted by Mr Spencer,
exactly reverses this doctrine. It makes the Potential
Energy, or Energy of Position, and the Kinetic Energy, or

collective motion, both increase together, and become
greatest when the system is most diffused ; and both di-

minish together, when it contracts and condenses into a
smaller space. And thus the integration or condensation
of matter, which by the law of Conservation of Energy must
be connected with the increase of collective motion, is

strangely aflSrmed to be the concomiiant of its dissipation

and utter loss.

Such is the confusion which readily ensues, when, in-

stead, of definite laws of force, disclosed by comparing
exact and careful experiments with mathematical reason-

ings, we try to solve hard questions with a picklock, and
build up a scheme of physics by a plentiful use of abstract
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metaphysical phrases alone. We may soon lose ourselves,

w has plainly been done in the present instance, in an
iutellectual jungle, overgrown with pseud-ideas and con-
tradictions, where no genuine outlet or clear pathway can
be found.

It is uselesa and impossible to analyze in detail the
two hundred pages, in which this fundamental mistake is

developed, and applied to all moral and social, as well as

purely physical changes, under the common title of evo-

lution. I will examine one section only, near the opening
of the whole exposition, and which reads as follows (pp.
282 -284) :—

" Thus far we have supposed one or other of the two
processes to go on alone, or an aggregate to be either

losing motion and integrating, or gaining motion and dis-

integrating. But though every change furthers one or

rther of these processes, it is not true that either process

is ever wholly unqualified by the other. For each aggre-

gate is at all times both gaining motion and losing motion.

Every mass, from a grain of sand to a planet, radiates

heat to other masses, and absorbs heat radiated by other

masses, and in so far as it does one, it becomes integrated,

md in so far as it does the other, it becomes disintegrated.

9rdinarily in inorganic objects this double process works

but unobtrusive effects. Only in a few cases, among which

that of a cloud is the most familiar, does the conflict pro-

luce marked and rapid transformations....If drifting over

;old mountain tops, it radiates to them much more heat

ihan it receives, the loss of molecular motion is followed

by increased integration of the vapour, ending in the ag-

gregation of it into liquid, and the fall of rain. Here, as

slsewhcre, the integration or disintegration is a differential

result."
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" In living aggregates, especially those classed as ani-

mals, these conflicting processes go on with great activity,

under several fonui!. There ia not merely the passive in-

tegration of matter, which results from simple molecular
attractions, but there is an active integration of it under
the form of food. Animals produce in themselves active

internal disintegration by absorbing external agents into

their substance. While, like inorganic aggregates, they
passively give off and receive motion, they are also active

absorbers of motion latent in food, and active expenders
of that motion. But it remains true that there is always
a differential progress towards either integration or disin-

tegration. During the earlier part of the cycle of changes
integration predominates, and there goes on what we call

growth. The middle part is usually characterized, not by
equilibrium between the two processes, but by alternate

excesses of them. And the cycle closes with a period in

which the disintegration, beginning to predominate, puts
a stop to integration, and undoes what integration bad
originally done. At no moment are assimilation and waste
so balanced, that no increase or decrease of mass is going
on. The chances are infinity to one against these opposite
changes balancing each other; and if they do not, the
aggregate as a whole is integrating or disintegrating.**

" Everywhere, and to the last, the change going on at
any moment forms a part of one or other of the two pro-
cesses. While a general history of any aggregate is de-
finable as a change from a diffused, imperceptible state to
a concentrated perceptible state, and again to a diffused
imperceptible state, every detail of the histoiy is definable
as part either of one change or the other. This, then,
must be that universal law of redistribution of matter and
motion, which serves at once to unify the various groups
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f oliaugeti, as well as tlie entire course oi each group,

ho processes thus everywhere in antagonism, and gaining

ow a temporary, now a more permanent triumph, one

rar the other, we call Evolution and Dissolution."

Let us examine this statement, first, as it refers to

feless matter. It includes two assertions, almost self-

rident Every material aggregate, as a general rule,

ither gains or loses, is suhject to partial waste from its

irface, or increases by deposition of some fresh matter,

he coasts of islands are worn away, in some parts, by

le waves of the sea, and in others gain by the silting

p of sand. Also every mass, in general, is either grow-

ig hotter or cooler, and the temperature very rarely, if

trer, remains quite the same. So far the statements are

rue. But they plainly carry us a very little way towards

philosophical theory and explanation of all the changes

1 the universe.

But two other statements follow. "Every aggregate

I at the same time both gaining and losing motion."

'his is not only untrue but impossible. The motion of

n aggregate must be the sum total of the motion of

& parts, and either external or internal. Its external

lotion is that of its centre of gravity, and this cannot

t the same moment be moving both faster and slower

ban before. It may do either, but cannot do both at

nee. Again, the internal motion of the aggregate is

he sum total of all the relative motions of its separate

arts or atoms. If n be the number of its parts, the

lumber of these relative motions is « (n - 1), or their

quare diminished by the number itself. Each of these

lements separately may either increase or diminish.

Jut their sum total, which is the internal motion of the

ggregate, cannot do both at once. It can only do either
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in turn. That there should be both gain and loss in

the motion of the aggregate, that is, the aggregate motion,

at the same moment, is strictly impossible.

The other principle aflSrmed is that any aggregate

grows cooler when it is increased, and becomes hotter

when it is diminished. But this has no ground either

in experience or dynamical theory. Increase of mass

by new matter, and increase of density the mass being

unaltered, are confounded under the common term, in-

tegration. But in both alike the usual effect is exactly

the reverse of what is affirmed in this attempted theory

of evolution. It is not the loss or dissipation of motion,

but its increase. The mass tends to become hotter, not

cooler, by the change. So true is this, that one theory

of solar heat, popular only a few years ago, sought to

explain it by the continual impact of meteors falling on

its surface, and thus arrested in their previous orbits.

By this change the mass and the temperature would

plainly be increased together.

The theory, when applied to living creatures, or as

Mr Spencer styles them, "the living aggregates classed as

animals," leads to further paradoxes. They are said to

produce in themselves active internal disintegration, by

absorbing external agents into their substance. Eating

food is thus represented as a process, not of evolution,

but of dissolution, and not an increase but a diminution

of the corporeal mass. Again, they are said to bo

"active absorbers of motion, latent in food, and active

expenders of that motion." If, however, each animal is

merely an aggregate of the chemu^al atoms that compose

its bodily structure, and nothing more, how can it act

at all, either to absorb food, or to expend what has been

thus absorbed by voluntary acts of motion ? The separate
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toms may act on each other, and on neighbouring atoms,
ly laws of gravitation and cliemical aflSnity, even whon
ife has ceased. But vital acts, or any difference between
ife and death, on such a hypothesis, are wholly un-
ccountable. The word, starve, is used in our language
mbiguously, to denote either deprivation of food, or of
he heat essential to comfort and life. The strange
esult of Mr Spencer's doctrine, applied to animals, is to
lake these really two opposite extremes, that exclude
ach other. Eating food undoes the effect of waste, in-

reases the total mass or weight, and should thus be a
irocess of integration. Its proper concomitant, by the
beory, must be dissipation of motion, in other words, loss

f heat and starvation by cold. On the other hand, the
rastiug of the body by lack of food lessens the aggregate.

Lnd this, by the same theory, implies absorption of motion,
hat is, the increase of the vital heat. To avoid starva-

ion in one sense of the word, the proper course would
hus be to practise it in the other, and abstinence from
jod would be the scientiwo prescription for the safe per-

)rmance of an arctic voyage.

In fine, the definition of Evolution, as a physical

rocess, which Mr Spencer has laid down, and endea-

oured to confirm through two hundred pages of detailed

xposition, exactly reverses the real connexion of the two
lements of which it is composed. Aggregation may be
f two kinds, an increased closeness or density of a
laterial mass, unchanged in amount, or increase of the

lass itself by arrested impact, or accretion on the sur-

ice. But in both cases the direct and almost necessary

oncomitant is increase of the collective motion, and not

^ loss or diminution. On this very account, because'

be motion is increased, and the temperature raised,

B. 17
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there will often ensue, as the second state, distinct from

the first, and following after it, a process of cooliag, or

the radiation or conduction of heat from the mass which

has been heated to surrounding bodies. This secondary

and indirect result of the aggregation is confounded in

the theory with that which is primary and direct. It

is further overlooked that this secondary result cannot

occur without a process the direct opposite of the first.

It requires, not the concentration, but the dissipation

and expansion of some part of the constituents of the

whole compound system. Motion cannot radiate into

space alone, apart from something that moves. And

thus the central condensation, by which motion is in-

creased, is followed by a further change of dissipation at

the surface, either of matter extremely rare, surcharged

with ether, or of the ether alone.

But even when this great error has been removed,

and replaced by the opposite truth, a still deeper and :

broader objection remains, which lies against the whole

theory, when made the basis for a philosophical creed,

and explanation of all the changes of the imiverse. Its

professed aim is to supply "the law of the continuous

redistribution of matter and motion," and by its help to

explain, not physical changes alone, but the higher pro-

blems of vegetable, animal, and rational life, and all

complex and mysterious relations of mental thought or of

human society. All is summed up in the one word. Evo-

lution, of which the antithesis is Dissolution. But this

Evolution, when we examine it closely, is neither more

nor less than the process of condensation, which result?

from the acting of the law of universal attraction, and

other similar laws of force, on a vast and immeasurable

number of material atoms, very widely dispersed origin-
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lly through the depths of space. Now if the laws

lienoBelves were known, the results to which they would

sad are definite, and it would be the province of

ynamica to unfold them. It is true that their relation

I just the opposite of what Mr Spencer a£Srms, and

nks condensation inseparably, not with the dissipation

ad loss, but the increase of motion. But when this

listake has been removed, what remains of the doctrine ?

imply the fact that masses of matter, under the influence

f ftttractive and cohesive forces, tend to become denser

b the centre, and more diffuse at the circumference or

eriphery, and at the same time to develop a great

mount of motion, most of which, soon or late, will be

kely to take the form of swift rotation or revolution,

here may here, perhaps, be a partial key to the mode
I which suns, planets and satellites, have received their

3tual forms, through the laws and conditions of place

isigned by the Creator in the beginning of his great

ork. But this process of condonsation does not give

s the least help towards a true conception of life, or

le birth, growth, and structure of the countless vaiieties

r the animated or even the vegetable world. Indeed

seems demonstrable that no such results could ensue

om laws of mechanical force alone. These atoms,

onderful exceedingly within their own appointed limit

f being, beyond that limit are utterly powerless. They

m move, but they cannot think or feel. Tlio iaws

ley fulfil without deviating need little short of omni-

iience to satisfy them for a single moment. Eac]i atom

mst either be able to divine, each instant, the place

id distance of every other atom in the universe, to

Sect an almost infinite summation of these various

indencies to be obeyed, and that without a moment's

17—2
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cessation or pause, or else be guided passively by the

hand and secret wisdom of the Almighty Creator. They

can pull or push, and change their relative positions, with

amazing docility, or still more amazing intelligence.

But here their power ceases, so far as human science

can extend its view. The results are new places, altered

velocities, and varied forces tending to fresh change,

but nothing more. No trace of life, choice, or thought,

of pleasure or pain, hope or fear, right or wrong, moral

good or evil, can be found in such a universe. For

these require higher and nobler gifts to be received

from the great Source of all created being. If these are

withheld, the whole universe would contain nothing

more tiian dense, whirling balls of lifeless matter, or

scattered and floating patches of nebulous vapour and

confusion, and remain a dreary and barren wilderness, a

waste and desolation for evermore.
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CHAPTER XII. V

ON HETEROGENEITY.

IE doctrine of Evolution, in ' First Principles,' is more
npletely expressed in the following formula, which

QQS up the statements and reasonings of eight succes-

e chapters of the work. " Evolution is an integration

matter, and concomitant dissipation of motion ; during

lich the matter passes from an indefinite, incoherent

mogeneity to a deiinite, coherent heterogeneity; and

ring which the retained motion undergoes a parallel

busformation."

Simple evolution, according to the theory now to be

-ther examined, consists mainly in the aggregation or

idensation of masses or material systems, and is said

have for its invariable concomitant the dissipation of

>tion. Compound Evolution introduces the further

!a of secondary redistributions. As the first character

called integration, the second is styled differentiation.

>ese terms are not used in their mathematical sense, in

lich one is the exact converse and reversal of the other,

le two processes are held to be constant companions,

i go forward side by side. The first leads to greater

nsity, the second to varieties of shape, structure, or

ality, in the condensing mass. It is illustrated from,
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all departments of scienco. Tho following paragraph will

be a sufficient specimen of the nature of the theory.

" A growing variety of structure throughout our side-

real system is implied by tho contrasts that indicate an

ftcgrcfjative process throughout it. We have nebulie that

are diffused and irregular, and others that are spiral,

annular, spherical. We have groups of stars, the mem-

bers of which are scattered, and groups concentrated in all

degrees, down to closely packed globular clusters. We

have groups differing in number, from those containing

several thousand stars to those containing but two. Am^^ig

individual stars there are great contrasts, real as well as

apparent, of size, and from their unlike colours, as well as

unlike spectra, numerous contrasts in their physical state

are to be inferred. Beyond which heterogeneities in detail

there are general heterogeneities. Nebulae are abundant

in some regions of the heavens, while in others there are

only stars. Here tho celestial spaces seem almost void of

objects ; and there we see dense aggregations, nebular and

stellar together.

The matter of our Solar System, during its aggrega-
'

tion, has become more multiform. Tho aggregating

gaseous spheroid, dissipating its motion, acquiring more

marked unlikenesses of density and temperature between

interior and exterior, and leaving behind from time to

time annular portions of its mass, underwent differentia-

tions that increased in number and degree, until there

was evolved the existing organized group of sun, planets

and satellites. The heterogeneity of this is variously

displayed. There is the immense contrast between the

sun and the planets, in bulk and in weight, as well as tho

subordinate contrasts of like kind between one planet ami

another, and between the planets and their satellites.
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here is the further contrast between the sun and the

lanots in respect of temperature ; and there is reaHon to

ipposo that the planets ditfer from one anotlier in their

roper heats, as well as in the heat which they receive

om the sun. Bearing in mind that they difTor also in

10 inclinations of their orbits, the inclinations of their

xes, in their specitic gravities, and their physical con-

<itutions, we see how decided is the complexity wrought

1 the Solar System by those secondary redistributions

'hich have accompanied the primary redistribution."

The same fact, of a growing diversity, is next traced

1 Geology, and the successive real or supposed stages of

lie cooling of the earth. "Between our existing earth,

nd the molten globe out of which it was evolved, the

ontrost in heterogeneity is suflBciently striking." It is

raced, further, in the changes of vegetable and animal

Towth. As to the comparison of fossil and existing

pecies, the evidence is owned to be doubtful, and suf-

ices neither for proof nor disproof. "Yet some of its

tiost conspicuous facts" it is said "support the belief that

he more heterogeneous organisms, and groups of organ-

sms, have been evolved from the more homogeneous,"

[he principle is then applied to human history. The

ruth that mankind, as a whole, have become more hete-

ogeneous is so obvious as scarcely to need illustration.

5very work on Ethnology, by its divisions and subdivi-

ions of races, bears witness to it. In passing from its

ndividual to its social forms, the same law is still further

ixemplified. Society in its lowest forms is a homogeneous

aggregation of individuals of like powers and like func-

iions. Every man is warrior, hunter, fisherman, tool-

naker, every woman performs the same drudgeries. Yet

^ery early we find an incipient differentiation of the
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governing and the governed. At tbe ftame tintu tiiuro

arises a co-ordinato species of govommont, that of Reli-

gion. " For many ages religious law continues to contain

more or loss of civil regulation, and civil law to possess

more or less of religious sanction ; and even among the
most advanced nations these two controlling agencies are

by uo means completely differentiated from each other."

"The ever increasing heterogeneity in the governmental
appliances of each nation has been accompanied by an
ever increasing heterogeneity in the governmental ap-
pliuncos of different nations ; all of which are more or

I08H unlike in their political systems and legislation, in

their creeds and religious institutions, in their customs

and ceremonial usages,"

The same princijjlo of growing diversity is further

traced in human language, and the various arts of life,

Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, Poetry, Mtisic and
Dancing. Everywhere "the entire mass is integrating,

and simultaneously differentiating from other masses;

and each member of it is also integrating, and simul-

taneously differentiating from other members."

But while Evolution is a change from the homogeneous
to the heterogeneous, it is also a transition from the inde-

finite to the definite. This is traced out in reference to

th. structure of the body in health, compared with the
results of disease, and to healthy political developments,

in contrast to the abnormal and confusing effects of all

merely revolutionary change. Again, " change from indis-

tinct characters to distinct ones was repeated in the evo-

lution of planets and satellites, and may in them bo

traced much further." "With progressive settlement

of tho space-relations, the force-relations become more
settled. The exact calculations of physical astronomy
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w uti ho«^ deBnite thcso force-relations now are ; while

if origiual indofinitcneHS ia implied in the extreme

iculty, if not impossibility, of subjecting the nebular

^thesis to mathematical treatment." •

But Evolution is said to imply further, not only nn

3gration of matter, and a dissipation of motion, and a

erentiation of the matter, by which it becomes moro

erogeneous, but also a difterentiation of the motion,

ich is not dissipated and lost, but still retained. This

ect of the doctrine is thus explained :

" If concrete matter arises by the aggregation of dif-

)d matter, thou concrete motion arises by the oggroga-

i of (I'.ffused motion. That which comes into existence

the movement of masses implies the cessation of an

ivalent molecular movement. While wo must leave iu

shape of hypothesis the belief that the celestial mo-

is have thus originated, we may see, as a matter of

;, that this is the genesis of all sensible motions on the

ih's surface. The molecular motion of the ethereal

lium is transformed into the motion of gases, thenco

) the motion of fluids, and thenco into that of solids,

jes in each of which a certain amount of molecular

ion is lost, sad an equivalent motion of masses is

led. It is the same with organic movements. Certain

i proceeding from tbe sun enable the plant to reduce

3ial elements existing in gaseous combination around

o a solid form, enable it to grow, and carry on its func-

lal changes. And since growth, equally with the circu-

on of the sap, is a mode of sensible motion, while the

> expended in generating it consist of insensible mo-

18, wo have hero too a transformation of the kind

gad. Animals carry this a step further....Both the

ictural and functional motions which organic Evolution
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displays are motions of aggregates generated by the

arretjted motion of units....In all cases where the incident

forces do not vary as the masses, every new order of aggre-

gation initiates a new order of rhythm. Witness the

conclusion drawn from the recent researches into radiant

heat and light, that the molecules of different gases have

different rates of undulation. In proportion as any part

of an evolving whole segregates and consolidates, and in

so doing lessens the relative mobility of its components,

its aggregate motion must obviously acquire distinctness.

A finished conception of Evolution we thus find to be one

which includes the redistribution of the retained motiou,

as well as of the component matter" (pp. 382—395).

The number of facts of various kinds, in physics, phy-

siology, human and social life, brought together in these

six chapters of the First Principles (Bk. ll. ch. 1 " -18) is

at first very impressive. We seem surely to ha caught

the glimpse of something like a law of nature of wide

extent, and almost universal But when we examine the

statements more closely, the illusion will disappear. In-

stead of a physical or social law we find only a phrase,

and clasp a shadow.

How can a tendency of different aggregations to be-

come unlike each other be, in any proper sense, a law of

nature, or any key to the course of physical change ? For

all the masses compared are supposed to be changing

together. Let A and B be two such masses, nearly re-

sembling each other. They tend, it is said, to grow

unlike. What can be more indefinite than such a rule or

guide of action ? Does A seek to become unlike what B
now is, and B unlike what A now ia ? Then both varia-

tions might be of the same kind, and the new forms

resemble each other a;* much as the old ones. Or does
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ch aim to become diflferent from what the other is about

become ? Such a law of mutual repulsion from shapes

states not yet in existence, is inconceivable and incre-

jle. That the course of physical changes may actually

ue in growing diversity is quite conceivable. But this

a only be as the consequence of some definite laws of

•ce or change, and itself can be no real law, or any key

the true definition of those changes in which this di-

rsity of result appears. All genuine laws of nature are

th definite in themselves, and lead to definite conse-

ences. A tendency of like things to become unlike is a

inciple the most vague and indefinite conceivable, and

a never rank as a proper law of nature.

Again, Evolution is said to bo a progress from the

Jefinite to the definite. But on the theory of Physical

italism, every thing must be equally definite from first

last. A leading writer of this school has said that the

•itish fauna and flora of this day was potentially present

the primitive nebula, and might have been certainly

edicted from it by a sufiicient intelligence. Such a view

clearly absurd, if there were any indefiniteness of the

iginal or any later stage of evolution, or indeed in any

irt of the process of change from first to last.

The true course of physical progress, if we accept the

ibular theory, is not what Mr Spencer affirms, from pre-

iling likeness to unlikeness, from the homogeneous to

e heterogeneous, and from the indefinite to the definite.

is from likenesses and unlikenesses, not perceptible by

e senses, but by the reason only, to those which are per-

ptible alike by the senses and the reason. It is from a

jfiniteness so complicated as to be imperceptible and

calculable, to one which may be partly recognized by

ucU and sights and which admits also of partial calculu-
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tion. Aggregates of matter may be seen and handled.

Atoms or monads can neither be seen, felt, nor heard, and
are objects, not of our senses, but of the understanding

alone. There is thus no real progress from the homoge-
neous to the heterogeneous. Likenesses and unlikenesses

coexist in the primitive nebula, as they coexist in masses
inorganic and organic, and in worlds and systems. It

cannot be shown, even, that the relative proportion of un-
likenesses to likenesses is increased by this development.

But the first are invisible and impalpable, and must be
apprehended by the pure reason. The last come within

the range of our senses. And if we dwell in thought
on the sensible unlikenesses alone, since there are none
of these in a system of uncondensed atoms, it is easy to

fall under the illusion that progress from likeness to

unlikeness is a kind of universal law of physical develop-

ment.

Let us consider, first, a system of matter not aggre-

gated or integrated, a primitive nebula. In what sense is

this homogeneous ? We may consider each of three hypo-
theses, that of small solid atoms of various shapes, sizes,

and forms, or of spherical atoms, or of force-centres. The
first is the view of Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus, Lu-
cretius, Newton, and most atomists; the second that of

Mosotti, Challis, and several modem physicists ; the third

is that of Boscovich, Exley, Bayma, and many others. On
the first view there is a great amount of likeness in atoms
of the same kind. They are manufactured articles of the

same type, unalterable by combination, and differing in

place alone. But, on the other hand, the unlikeness of

atoms of different kind is fixed and unalterable. If we
assume only ten kinds of primitive atoms, the number of

unlike pairs that can be formed is ten times greater than
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*»»« «^°^« kind, and the number of

Jets in which aU differ in kind will be 72 time« greatern of tnplets in which all agree. If the primitive va'
les were a hundred, then the unlike pairs would be a
-dred times, the unlike triplets almost ten thousand
es. more numerous than the pairs or triplets of like
iiS*

On the first hypothesis the primitive atoms differ bothorm and size, on the second in size only. But this
nly admits, in the abstract, of infinite varieties. If weime all to be of the same size, for the present object
hypothesis becomes identical with that of force-

Here all the atoms are of two or three kinds only
e of matter and ether, or in some varieties of the doc-
5, of two ethers. If there be two kinds of substance
.
the like pairs wiU exceed the unlike, unless the num-

Df each IS equal But if „ be the number of atoms
ither kind which are selected for later aggregation,
same will be the number of varieties, of which two
consist of atoms of the same kind, and the rest of
rent kinds and in different proportions. Thus, the
:e varieties surpass the like varieties in proportion to
lumber of atoms chosen, whether they are still dis-
d or closely aggregated together,
iesides this, in the constitution of such a primitive
la. there are two fundamental contrasts or unlike-
s, which are inseparable from the conception of it a^
as the resemblances of the atoms or force centres

irs
.
twsummg it to be finite, is the contrast between

hole finite space which contains the system, and the
supied, empty space, which lies beyond. And if we
re to endue the material atoms with hyperphysical
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powers, and ascribe to them the potency of every form of
life, this fundamental contrast and unlikeness would bo
rendered stUl more complete. The other contrast is be-
tween each monad or force-centre, and the space which
lies immediately around it. If we take a geometrical
spherical surface of any definite size, and conceive it

moved from place to place through the nebulous and dif-
fused mass, with every fresh position the set of atoms
included will be different, and differently related to the
including sphere, so that the unlikenesses of these diverse
systems will be more numerous by far than the total num-
ber of atoms in the whole nebulous system.

All these primitive unlikenesses, though present in the
system from the first, and clearly cognizable to our reason,
are imperceptible to the senses. It is not surprising, then,
that philosophers should fall into the illusion of conceiving
that unlikeness is generated by the course of development,
when the real fact is that it existed equally before. The
real change consists in likenesses and unlikenesses, which
ance were latent and insensible, being brought within the
range of sensible observation.

This is the second part of the answer, which disproves
Mr Spencer's elaborate theory, that Evolution is a tend-
Jncy from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous For
n the process of aggregation the sensible likenesses are
nultiplied and increase, no less than the sensible diver-
litics. Thus, in astronomy, every sun has a marked
esemblanco to every other sun, planet to planet, and
atellite to satellite. The orbits of all the planets of our
ystem, and their successive orbital revolutions and axial
otations, strictly resemble each other. As a general rule
tx these developments, the likeness is primary, and the
nUkenesses are secondary. Every name, in fact, is th©
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longed expression of the rescmblance~^cir^«i in a
le class of things to wUch that name applies. So that
growth and enlargement of language is a direct proof
likenesses are multiplied and increased with every
in the actual process of material change.



CHAPTEK XIII.

; ::
:

ON FORCE AND LIFE.

One main feature in the modem doctrine of Evolution is

the attempt to resolve life and thought into special varie-

ties of the organization of matter, and physical change.

Solar force, under certain conditions, is held to transform

itself into mental phenomena, aid these in turn are trans-

formed into voluntary movements. There is a manifest

relation, we are told, between the amount of emotion and

the mn.iicular action induced, from the erect carriage and

clastic step of exhilaration up to the daucings of immense

delight; and from the fidgetiness of impatience to the

almost convulsive movement accompanying great mental

agony. The inference is drawn that we are indebted to

the solar radiations, as the grand reservoir, for all the

subtle and complex manifestations of force which are

evolved in human thought and society. Physiology, hu-

manity, politics, morals, are to be viewed as only special

modifications and developments of physical science.

It is a hard task ti« explain, without a Creator, the

existence, laws, and charges, of a vast physical universe of

lifeless matter. To explain in the same way, by uncaused,

uncreated laws of evolution the immense variety of

vegetable, animal, and human life, must be far more diffi-
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still. Yet this is the task which many re otlern theo-

in biology propose to themselves. It may well be of
interest to examiae the process and order of their

npts at its solution.

n entering on a problem of such extreme difficulty,

irst essential must plainly be to have a clear concep*
of the nature of Life, the main subject of the iiivesti-

•n. No genuine theory can be reared on a pedestal

sscienco and confusion. Clear definitions muat pre-

,

if careful and exact reasonings or observations are to
«r. How far do modern speculations on Life satisfy

first condition of ail genuine science ?

Ir Spencer's "Principles of Biology" are the formal

cation of the general principles of the philosophy of

ution to the subject of Life. They present this aspect

le theory of evolution in its best known, and possibly

pest form. Several other definitions of Life are pro-

1, and rejected as defective or inadequate. Two
•8, aa more exact and complete, are given in their

,
and the second of these is preferred as a workin*'

ition. It is " the continual adjustment of internal to
nal relations." It is "the definite cjnibiuation of
ogeneous change:,, both simultaneous and succes-

in coiTcspondenco with external coexistences and
mces."

lore a first question will naturally arise. Is this

definition simpler, clearer, and easier to understand,

the terms for which it is to be a substitute, life, vital

and vitality ? These last are rejected, almost with

, by many recent writers of the school of materialism.

9 proposed . ubstitute a change for the better ? Does
ing into clearer relief the characters by which life is

enccd from lifeless matter ? Has it the slightest n>-

B. 18
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semblauce to that law of gravitation, the great example of

genuine physical discovery, in which the terras themselves

are strictly defined, and can be made the bofiia of a whole

course of definite reasoning ? Does it not rather illus-

trate the saying of the witty French author, that one chief

use of words was to conceal thoughts ? Great elasticity

is an excellence in the steel of a balance-spring, but is

by no means a quality to be admired in a philosophical

definition.

Let us endeavour to analyze this definition, and resolve

it into the various elements of which it is composed.

First, Life is a combination of changes. It is not the

cause or source of changes, but those changes themselves.

How many of these changes, then, are needed to satisfy

the definition ? Through how many changes must a living

man or .animal have passed, in order to be really alive?

And again, of what are they to be the changes ? Of some
millions or billions of atoms, which have existed for

countless ages, and have been changing through every

moment of their existence ?

But Life is a combination of these changes ? How is

this at all possible ? How can these changes combine at

all, since one state of this set of atoms must have ceased

before the next comes into being? Can past, present,

and future changes combine together, and all exist at the

same moment ? This is surely a thing impossible.

Again, if Life is a combination of various changes, who I

or what is to combine them ? The theory excludes any

reference to a Creator. The term, persistence of force, is

introduced to avoid the risk of suggesting an idea, foreign

and strange to this Lucretian philosophy, that of a Divine

Preserver and Sustainer of all things. Not the living

plant or animal The definition recognizes no such ex-
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ce, but seems purposely framed to exclude it. Do
) changes, then, combine themselves ? Do successive

ges all exist before they combine, or combine before

exist ? Either alternative is unthinkable. Or is the
•ination nothing more than the simple fact of their

issive occurrence ? But what claim can such a series

to the title of a combination ? The definition brings

e us a number of successive phenomena, making up a
called life, but nothing at all which can combine

, or tie them together. .
;

L. third element follows in this definition. Life is a
ite combination of changes. But by whom or what is

combination defined ? What is there to sever these

jes from millions on millions of others, adjacent to

in place, and coexisting with them in time, which it

jant to exclude ? How can a series of vital changes
bly be defined, unless we first recognize the existence

me unit, some living individual thing or power or

n, to which they all belong ?

hese changes, again, are said to con'espond with ex-

1 coexistences and sequences. In the other and more
definition, external and internal relations are named
ntrast to each other. Here a fourth diflSculty must
What can be the meaning of these terms, internal

ixternal ? If a living thing is neither more nor less

a number of atoms in a certain arrangement, at

. distances, and having certain given velocities, whence
hese conceptions of outness and inwardness arise?

3 epithets, internal and external, introduce by stealth

in secret that idea of a living unit, with a defined

to the range of its powers, which the theory refuses

y to recognize, because it would be fatal to the whole

and tenor of its reasoning.

18—3
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These changes, which are to constitute Life, when they

have been combined without any combiner, and defined in

the total absence of any Power competent to define them,

are also said to be simultaneous and successive. But

these can be no special characteristics of vital changes.

They are common alike to all things, living and lifeless.

A million of atoms cannot fail to have simultaneous

changes, since they all coexist, or .successive changes, since

they all exist in time. But then they are also heteroge-

neous, or unlike in kind to each other. Instead of throw-

ing any light on the subject, this added epithet renders it

still darker than before. For vital changes must surely

have this common feature, by which they resemble each

other, and differ from other phenomena, that they are

the changes in some living creature or thing. A living

organism, it is true, will usually bo more complex than

an equal bulk of lifeless matter. Yet surely the changes

of the sun, as revealed by the spectroscope, and those

of the earth, apart from all life, in its seas, coasts,

rivers, atmosphere, clouds, tides, and currents, are hetero-

geneous in a very high degree. Their variety, com-

plication, and diversity, surpass the limits of human

imagination.

A second main idea is next introduced, to supply the

void which must be felt in the first part of the definition,

when taken alone. These changes, in the combination of

which Life is to consist, must be " in correspondence with

external coexistences and sequences." But here our per-

plexities are only increased. How can changes correspond

with sequences,that is,with phenomenawhich do not coexist

with them, but come into being only when those changes

are at an end ? How can there be external coexistences

when no living organism has yet been defined, or severed
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the whole coexistent universe ? What is meant by

spondence? All coexisting changes, of whatever

vital or non-vital, must correspond in time. The

;cs of a falling stone correspond with the forces of all

elements of the earth, which pull it downward, and

momentary changes of the air, through which it

!S, and which it disturbs in its fall. The changes of

r planet in its orbit correspond with the successive

ns of the central force of the sun, with successive

irbing forces of the other planets, and with ethereal

tions, by which it is made visible, whenever there

yes to observe its course and position.

lU these terms, combination, definite, external, cor-

indence, coexistence, imply what is not expressed

ly, because irreconcileablo with the purely material

Bchanical notion of life, although essential to any true

ition ; that is, the presence of a living something, ex-

ing vital forces, that lead to vital actions, distinct in

from the mechanical and chemical movements of

ss matter. A leading Positivist has proposed tliis

definition, that " Life is a series of definite and suc-

vQ changes of structure and composition, which take

I within an individual without destroying its identity."

ar as this makes Life consist in the vital changes

isolves, it lies open to the same decisive objections as

ne already examined. But the ideas of individuality

identity are here plainly recognized, and bring it

3r to the truth than his own more complex definition,

vhich Mr Spencer sets it aside. Let its clauses be

inverted, and it will perhaps form a very near ap-

jh to a just definition. " Life is the identity of one

the game individual being, endued with powers by

h it origiiiateii a series of dcfmite and successive
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changes of structure and composition, in some organizt

lion with which it is intimately combined."

Let us now endeavour to approach to some definitio

of Life, at once in harmony with the facts of science, an

with the natural and instinctive feelings of mankinc

Three things seem, then, to be implied as its coessentii

elements: an individual that lives, in contrast with i\

many atoms of the living organic structure ; a vital fore

which attracts and appropriates, and builds up into a

organism suitable materials, rejecting what is unsuitabU

and a plan, aim, or structure, proper to each different kin

of life, from which this double process of vital attractio

and repulsion derives its special characters, and whcrel

it ip differenced from the atomic forces of lifeless matte

This provisional definition, if still somewhat obscure <

incomplete, will at least enable us to see more clearly tl

great defects of that which Mr Spencer has proposed, an

in which every one of the three essential elements

either contradicted or ignored.

Life, then, is " that force or power of some living ind

vidual existence, whether man, animal, plant or germ, I

which it can attract into union suitable material, and rep

6r reject the unsuitable, in agreement with some plan -

living structure, or external life-work, peculiar to eac

specific form and type of life."

First of all, life implies and requires some living thir

or creature, distinct from the limbs of an organic structui

or its circulating fluids, or the adhesive molecules of

gelatinous mass. Common sense affirms this plainly wi<

regard to the highest forms of life, and even far down ;

the zoological scale. A man, a lion, and even a bee,

butterfly, or a worm, is not a series of changes, combine

in some inexplicable way, occurring in a hundred liml
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or a million million molecules, and corresponding with
other changes in " the environment," or the other count-

less molecules around them. A man is a living, rational

intelligence. A lion is a living, sentient agent. Each bee,

Insect, butterfly, worm, is one and not many, however
great the number of atoms uf which its body is composed.

Schelling has defined life as "a tendency to indivi-

dualism." This is indeed to put a plain and simple truth

in a philosophical masquerade. Individuality is not an
asymptote, and life a curve which approaches closer and
closer to it. Life implies that individuality is already

present. An insect or plant or animal is an individual

something that lives.

The objections which have been raised to the essential

individuality of life are drawn entirely from its Jowest and
most obscure forms, or microscopic anioialcules, invisible

to the naked eye. These are exceedingly minute in size,

their numbers immense, their modes of reproduction very
simple, and the laws of that reproduction very difficult to

trace. But it surely reverses the first lesson of genuine
philosophy to have recourse to tl»e most obscure corner of

a wide and important science for its definititns. This is

to interpret day by night, and clear sunsline by mist and
darkness. In all the higher forms of life, with which
mankind have been familiar for long ages, the marks of

individuality are clear, decisive, and irresistil>'o. The
principle, established here by so large and wi -^ an in-

duction, ought to be our guide when we descend into that

lower region, where, from the minuteness of the micro-

scopic forms, and their answering multiplicity, the dis-

tinctive characters of life seem almost to disappear

wholly from view. The notion of "widely extending

sheets of living protoplasm" is one of those guesses in the
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dark, which are sometimes, for a brief period, mistaken
for profound pbilosopliical thought. A mere 'jonjecture,

contradicud and disproved by later observers, is used to
set aside a conclusion which results, nlmost irresistibly,

from millions on millions of the most familiar and patent
facts in the wholr range of human experience.

Again, Life implies some special force or power, in
that which lives, to attract suitable materials into some

,
related structure or organism, and to repel or reject what
is unsuitable. Thus it will agree with mechanical or
chemical action in the general fact of the presence of a
certaia attractive and repulsive power. But it differs

from these both negatively and positively. Negatively, it

does not extend, like the force of gravity, to immense dis-

tances, but is confined to matter at small, and almost
insensible distances from the living structure. And posi-
tively, it does not attract or repel by a reference to mere
distance alone. It includes a kind of selection or choice,

with reference to some prescribed and preexistent plan or
type of stnicture. The degree or amount of this choice
seems very limited in the lowest class of living things, but
grows fuller and larger, as we rise higher in the zoological

scale.

The remarks of Dr Beale, the able microscopist, on the
features of life even in these lowest forms, are very strik-

ing and important. He writes as follows :-—

" One characteristic of every kind of living matter is

spontaneous movement. This, unlike any movement of
non-living matter yet discovered, occurs in all directions,

and seems to depend on changes in the matter itself,

rather than on impulses from without. I have been able
to watch the movements of small amoebae under a magni-
fying power of 5000 diameters. Several of these were
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less than a hundred thousandth part of an inch in diame-
ter, and yet were in a state of most active movement
The alterations in form were very rapid. They might be
described as minute portions of yery transparent material,
exhibiting the most active movements in various directions,

in every part, and capable of absorbing nutrient materials.
A portion of what was one moment at the lowest point
would pass in an instant to the highest. One part seemed,
as it were, to pass through the other parts, while the
whole mass moved, now in one, now in another direction.

What movements in lifeless matter can be compared with
these ?"

The idea of spontaneity seems to result from a survey
of the lowest, most minute, and purely microscopic forms
of life, as well as to reveal itself directly in human con-
sciousness, and to be indicated in all the various kinds of
animal life most familiarly known. The idea that the
action of a cat in seizing on a mouse, cr a hawk on a
pigeon, is merely solar light and heat transformed, and
answers simply in kind to the via viva of a bullet fired

from a gun or pistol, is so strange and unnatural, that it is

hard to conceive how it can bo interwoven into a scheme
of philosophy, or find credence with any reasonable mind.
A third characteristic of life and living action is the

presence of some specific type, either in the structure of
the plant or animal, or in the products and direction of
its activity, on which all the attractive and repellent influ-

ences of vital energy depend. This action may be classed

generally under three heads; growth and nutrition, to
develop the embryo into a perfect individual; external

fitructure, as in the nests of birds, the reefs of coral, or
the cells of the beehive ; and reproduction, by which the
ipecies is continued and multiplied. These functions dif-
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fer immensely in different species of animal life, while
there are common analogies which run through the whole
series. The attempt to get rid of the idea of purpose or
design, so as to refer all the acts of living creatures to
mechanical laws and processes alone, is revolting to the
common sense of mankind. Under learned phrases, it

strives vainly to conceal an unusual degree of self-contra-

diction and logical absurdity. The hive bee aims at con-
structing its cell, and then at storing it with honey. The
bird uses much skill in building its nest, and in preparing
it for the future process of incubation. The mason does
not seem to follow more truly the design of the architect,
than insects of various kinds satisfy the outlines of some
plan or type, in forming their habitations, which has been
appointed to them from the beginning.

These three characteristics of Life, individuality of
being, active vital power, and the selective nature of this
power, with reference to some determinate type of internal
structure, or external products of instinctive labour, seem
to be incorporated in the very conception itself. Even
theories which aim to set them aside, and would resolve it

into nothing more than an evolution of mechanical and
chemical force, are compelled, in spite of themselves, to
introduce them surreptitiously at every turn. Thus in Mr
Spencer's Principles of Biology we meet with the following
statements, side by side with the definition in which all

these conceptions are denied and disappear.
" The growth of an animal depends on the abundance

and the size of the masses of nutriment, which its powers
enable it to appropriate" (p. 113). "Much depends on
how many individuals are competing for the food." Birds
"cannot support themselves without relatively great ef-

forts" (p, 114). "Men and domestic animals, overworked
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while growing, are prevented from attaining ordinary di-

mensions." "A complex animal, capable of adjusting its

conduct to a greater number of contingencies^ will be bet-
ter able to evade damage" (p. 119). "Animal organisms
have a certain power of selective absorption, which adapts
the propoitions 10 the need of the system" (p. 122). "The
crocodile undergoes considerable exeiiion only during
brief contests with prey" (p. 126). "Selective assimila-

tion illustrates a general truth." "A cell differs from the
rest, and initiates the developmental changes" (p. 153).
"The highest animals repair themselves to a very small
extent, mammals and birds only in the healing of wounds.
The power of reproducing lost parts is greatest where the
organization is lowest" (p. 173). "By selective assimila-

tion the repair of organs is effected." "Groups of com-
pound units have a power of moulding fit materials into
units of their own form" (p. 177). In a lizard, "the
organism, as a whole, exercises such power over a newly
forming limb, as makes it a repetition of its predecessor."
The living particles, composing one of the fragments of a
Begonia leaf, "have an innate tendency to arrange them-
selves into the shape of the organism to which they be-
long" (p. 180). ** We may use the term, organic polarity,

to signify the proximate cause of the ability which oi^an-
isms display, of reproducing lost parts."

In all these passages the admission seems clearly to be
made, that each animal is a living individual; that it

possesses, as a whole, certain powers of action; that in
embryos some microscopic part originates the development
of the rest ; that this power or force includes a faculty of
selection ; and that the aim or tendency of this elective

polarity, is to reproduce, as in the case of a lost part, or
even, in some vegetables, of a severed leaf, and in cases cf
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waste and repair, to sustain and perfect, that specific type
to which the individual belongs.

This term, organic polarity, has been repeatedly used
by advocates of material evolution as the sole key to all

natural changes, to form a substitute for the ostracised

idea of living power. A comparison is drawn between the
growth of crystals, and that of plants, animals, and men.
So one writer affirms that " in a voltaic battery we have
the nearest approach man has made to an experimental
organism." This analogy, then, requires a few words of
notice. In reality the phenomena of crystalline structure,

when a probable hypothesis of atoms and their laws of
force has been made, may be easily explained by attractive
and repulsive forces alone. If chemical atoms are the first

step in the order of composition from centres of force, or
simple monads, they will of necessity bo polar. This
iwlority, also, must be strongest, as a general rule, in the
case of low atomic numbers. Every apex, in the ultimate
chemical atom, will determine lines of greatest permanent
cohesion. The structure of the whole crystal will thus be
determined to one, out of a small and definite number of
crystalline types or forms. The directive power will re-

sult from a combination of three elements, the number of
the monads which make up the compound or chemical
atom, their polyhedral position, and the geometrical con-
ditions of space. A square, for instance, must have four
comers, and other squares, approaching it, will experience'
differing attractions in its own plane, or in a plane at
right angles, and in the direction of its four corners or
its four sides. If the nearness is such that the force be-
comes repulsive, the differences will still be the same.
But plainly a selective power, by which a lizard repairs a
lost limb, or a begonia leaf, when planted, becomes a new
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begonia, is of quite a different nature. For it implies the

preexistence of a dcfinito typo of organic being, and a
power, impulse, or effort to attain it, by expansion and
assimilation, under fixed conditions.

Life, if these remarks are just, involves three elements;
the existence of living individuals, active vital power in

each of those individuals, and a specific typo or form,

towards which this vital force tends continually. In
lifeless matter we have attraction and repulsion, de-

pending on the distance, and exercised towards all matter
without discrimination. In vital action, we have both
attractive and repulsive forces, but with discrimination,

so as not to depend on distance alone. Let u? now con-
sider the bearing of this new element on that theory of
force, which forms the main basis of the fatalistic theory

of evolution.

The doctrine of a fixed, invariable quantum of force,

the basis of the theory, is not true, even when we deal

with physical forces alone. For Potential Energy, tiio

main element of the problem, is not force in existence

or activity at any moment, but an integral of all the
forces tbat would be exercised between each pair of
atoms, in passing from their actual distance either to

infinity, to coalescence, or to a neutral distance, in the'

three cases of force purely repulsive, purely attractive. or_
changing from attraction to repulsion. In the second
case the doctrine must wholly fail, since there can be
no definite quantum in the sum of an almost infinite

number of quantities, each infinite. And even in the
third case, which seems to be the actual one, the ele-

ments of the potential, being in number nearly equal to

the square of the number of atoms in the universe, depend
for their realization on as many conditions, which exclude
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each other, and of which not one pair, out of millione
of millions, can possibly be fulfilled together. It is a sum
total formed out of the forces that would be exerted, or
the velocities generated, by each pair of atoms if they
existed alone, and passed by their attractive force from
their actual to the neutral distance. Let n be the
number of atoms in the whole sidereal system. Then
^n {n - 1) is the number of hypotheses required, that
the elements of the total potential may be separately
realized; and ail of these hypotheses are mutually ex-
clusive, and no two of them can be fulfilled together.

The doctrin. then, of an invariable total of exist-
ing force, or even of potential force, or potential force

increased by the amount of motion, is baseless and de-
ceptive, even when the forces are of the kind which the
theory of conservation of energy requires. As a help to
calculation, and a useful dynamical theorem, a sum of
hypothetical possibilities, and not of present realities,

it applies to all cases in which the forces are functions
of the mutual distances only, and to these cases alone.
If there are any forces which are functions of the velocity
or of the time, the system ceases to be dynamically
conservative, and the theorem fails.

How, then, is the doctrine affected by the presence
of Life, and of living or vital forces ? Does each living

unit exercise on its own organism, and on matter around
it, a force depending solely on the distance? The very
opposite is plainly true. Not only is the action on any
part of ihe body widely different from that on a foreign
unconnected body at the same distance, but an element of
selection and discriminating choice makes its appearance,
which cannot be reduced to a formula of distance, and
of remoteness or nearness alone. And thus in a complex
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system, iuto which both mechanical ami vital forces enter,
it is highly probable, if not absolutely certain, that the
theorem of the conservation of energy, even when con-
fined to its true limits, and not perverted into a great
cluster of metaphysical contradictions and falsehoods, will

no longer apply.

All the reasonings, in the'FIst Principles, on the
question whether life can be included under a formula
of mechanical force, have one fatal and evident defect.

They prove, with a superfluous profusion of exampios,
that all exercises of vital activity are cor nected with
mechanical changes, and depend on certain physical con-
ditions. But they do not prove that the results depend
on those physical conditions olone, and that no element
of choice, ideal type, or spontaneity, enters into tlie

results that follow. That a certain function varies when
X varies, is no proof that its values depend on the varia-

tions of X alone. It may be a function of two or three,

or many variables, and its values in that case may difier

widely, when either variable in turu is constant, and does
not vary.

Let us take one passage for a specimen of this faulty

reasoning. "Plant life is all directly or indirectly de-

pendent on the heat and light of the sun....Each plant

owes the carbon and hydrogen of which it is mainly
composed to the carbonic acid and water in the sur-

rounding air and earth. The carbonic acid and water
must, however, be decomposed before their carbon and
hydrogen can be assimilated. To overcome the power-
ful affinities which hold their elements together requires

the expenditure of force, and this force is supplied by
the sun. In what manner the decomposition is effected

we do not know. But we knpw that when, under fit
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conditions, plants are exposed to the sun's rays, they
give off oxygen, and accumulate carbon and hydrogen....

Thus the irresistible inference is, that the forces by which
plants abstract the materials of their tissues from in-
organic compounds, the forces by which they grow and
carry on their functions, are forces that previously existed
as solar radiations....While the decomposition effected by
the plant is at the expense of certain forces emanating
from the sun, which are employed in overcoming the
affinities of the carbon and hydrogen for the oxygen
united with them, the recomposition effected by the
animal is at the profit of those forces, which are liberated
during the composition of those elementa....There is a
tolerably apparent connexion between the quantity of
energy which each species of animal expends, and the
quantity of force which the nutriri>ent it absorbs gives
out during oxidation....The transformation of the un-
organized contents of an egg into the organized chick
is altogether a question of heat. Withhold heat, and the
process does not commence. Supply h.^at, and it goes on
while the temperature is maintained, but ceases when the
egg is allowed to cool." (F. P., pp. 208—21 1.)

Facts of the kind adduced in thi.s passage, and which
might easily be multiplied a hundred f'»ld, are a con-
vincing proof that light and heat, derived I'rom the sun,
are one condition in the development of vegetable and
animal life. But they furnish no proof whatever that
vital action is only solar force transformed, and that the
results are due to mechanical heat alone. Their true
evidence is exactly opposite. When two causes con-
spire in producing a given result, and it is unattain-
able without their concurrence, it is a gratuitous sophism
to ascribe it to one only, and to consider the other a
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lere accidental concomitant. The plant cannot ap-
ropriate the carbon and hydrogen, which build up its

ibstance, nor separate them from the oxygon, except

y the help of solar heat and sunlight. But neither will
le light and heat of the sun, without the vital action
' the plant, effect this decomposition. The vgg cannot
B hatched without a certain amount of warmth or heat,
ut no amount of solar light and heat will turn a lump
'chalk into a bird of any kind, however long it ma/
line upon it. 'J'he vital force can work only under
jfinite physical conditions. But this can never prove
lat it is simply a product and result of those conditions.
ife, in all animals, can act upon things without, only
rough the body of the animal, its organic structure.
ow the mechanical and chemical laws which belong to
,ch animal body, even when life has ceased, do not the
38 belong to it while the animal lives. A corpse and
e living man will have an equal weight in a pair of
ales, and the chemical atoms and elements that belong
each will be the iame. 3o that Life, in all its various
rm.s of activity, must ever be mixed up with physical
uditions

; and the other laws of nature, which belong to
iterial physics, are not suspended, because a different

d higher law mingles with them, and modifies their
irking, so as to produce effects wholly beyond the reach
mechanical agencies alone.

19



CHAPTER XIV.

ON NATURAL SELECTION. :

The modem theory of Physical Fatalism or Evolution

undertakes to explain the origin of all living and extinct

species of plants and animals, and of the countless indi-

viduals that belong to them, without any need to recog-

nise the presence of intelligent design, or the hand of au

all-wise Creator. There is thus involved in it an entire

reversal of one of the deepest instincts of human thought,

common to the learned and the unlearned of every age.

The chief support of this theory is found in a sup-

posed discovery of a few recent authors, called the law of

Natural Selection. To this results the most prodigious

have been ascribed. It is an Atlas, which has to bear on

its shoulders the main burden of the origin and construc-

tion of the whole world of animated being.

The term itself is plainly a misnomer. For the chief

aim of the theory, of which it is held to be the main sup-

port, is to dispense with and exclude the idea of intelligent

design in the whole range of the material creation. A
much more appropriate name is "the survival of the

fittest," suggested by Mr Spencer iu his Principles of

Biology. One or two extracts from Mr Darwin's work on

the Origin of Species will serve to explain its meaning.

"The preservation of favourable variations, and the

rejection of injurious variations, I call Natural Selection.

No complex instinct can be produced by it, except by slow
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and gradiul accumulation of numoroua slight but pro-

fitable variations....The mind cannot possibly grasp the

full meaning of a hundred million of years. It cannot

add up or perceive the full effect of many slight variations,

during an almost infinite series of generations....By this

thaory all living species have been connected with the

parent species of each genus by differences not greater

than we perceive between varieties of the same species

in the present day. And these parent species, gener-

ally extinct, have in their turn been similarly connect-

ed with more ancient species. And so on backward,

always converging to the common ancestor of each great

class, so that the number of intermediate and transitional

links between all living and extinct species must have
been incomparably great."

"Natural Selection, on the principle of qualities being

inherited at corresponding ages, can modify the eggs, seed,

or young, as easily as the adult...We may account for the

distinctness of whole classes from each other, as birds from
all other vertebrate animals, by the belief that many un-

usual forms of life have been utterly lost, through which
their early progenitors were formerly connected with those

of the other vertebrate classes."

"There is a power. Natural Selection, always intently

watching each slight accidental alteration in the transparent

layers of the eye, and carefully selecting each alteration,

ivhich may in any way produce a distinctive image....On
this principle we roust admit that all the organic beings

which have ever lived upon the earth may have descended

Tom one primordial form. If Natural Selection be a true

principle, it will banish the belief of a continued creation of

lew organic beings, or any great and sudden modification

)f their structure."

19—2
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"I see no limit to the amount of change, to the beauty

and infinite variety of the adaptations, which may be

effected in course of time by Nature's power of selection....

I can see no reason to doubt that Natural Selection might

be most effectual in giving the proper colour to each kind

of grouse, and keeping that colour, once acquired, true and
constant. We must believe that these tints are of service

to these birds, and to insects, in preserving them from

danger. We do not see the transition through which the

wings of birds have passed. But what special difficulty is

there 'in believing that it might profit the modified de-

scendants of the penguin, first to Hap along the surface of

tlie sea, and ultimately to rise from its surface, and glide

through the air?...A well developed tail having been

formed in an aquatic animal, it might come tu be subse-

quently worked in for all sorts of purposes, as a fly-

flapper, a prehensile organ, or an aid in turning....! see no

difficulty in a race of bears being rendered, by Natural

Selection, more and more aquatic in their structure, with

larger and larger mouths, till a creatifre was produced aa

monstrous as a whale....! can see no reason to doubt that

female birds, by selecting, during thousands of generations,

the most melodious and beautiful male.s, according to their

standard of beauty, might produce a marked effect...Indi-

vidual males have had, in successive generations, some
slight advantage in their weapons, means of defence, or

charms, and have transmitted these to their offspring....!

see no difficulty in Natural Selection preserving and accu-

mulating variations of instinct to any extent that was pro-

fitable. !t is thus, ! believe, that all the most complex

and wonderful instincts have originated....A slight modifi-

cation of structure or instinct, correlated with the sterile

condition of certain members of the community, has been
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advantageous to the community. Consequently the fer-

ile males and females of the community flourished, and
ransmitted to their fertile offspring a tendency to produce

terile members having the same modification. I believe

his process has been repeated, until that prodigious amount
f difference which we see in several insects between
artile and sterile females of the same species, has been
eached....By the long continued selection of the fertile

arents, which have produced most neuters with the pro-

table modification, all the neuters come to have the

esired character."

The first and most natural impression, I think, when
'0 read such statements, is that they are an experiment

ow far the passive credulity of some readers will extend,

•ut the doctrine has gained such eminent proselytes, and
een so widely received, that we are bound to examine

8 claims with g^vity and due respect. Sir C. Lyell,

jversing his earlier convictions, has espoused it warmly in

le following words:

"To many this doctrine of Natural Selection seems so

mple, when once clearly stated, and so consonant with

Qown facts, that they may have difiiculty in conceiving

aw it can constitute a great step in the progress of

iience. Such is often the case with important discoveries,

ut to assure ourselves that the doctrine is by no means
ivious, we have only to refer back to the writings of

dlful naturalists, who theorised on the subject in the

irlier part of the century, before the invention of this

3W method of explaining how certain forms are sup-

anted by new ones, and in what manner these last are

lected out of innumerable varieties, and rendered per-

anent."

lu his Principles of Biology, Mr Spencer goes further
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than Sir C. Lyell in his praise of the theory. The work

on the Origin of Species, he says, has proved it to the

satisfaction of nearly all naturalist& Its truth, when once

enunciated, is so obvious as scarcely to need proof. To
Mr Darwin "we owe the discovery that Natural Selection

is capable of producing fitness between organisms and

their circumstances. He has the merit of appreciating

the immensely important consequences that follow. He
has worked up an enormous mass of evidence into an

elaborate demonstration that this preservation of favoured

races in the struggle for life is an ever-acting cause of

divergence among organic forms. He has traced out the

results involved in the process with marvellous subtilty,

and shown how hosts of facts otherwise inexplicable are

explained by it. He has proved that the cause alleged is

a true cause, aud one which we continually see in action."

The claims advanced on its behalf rise still higher.

In the presence of this grand discovery, not only the

Christian doctrine of special acts of creation, but even the

nomotheism, which would substitute for these a continuous

operation of creative power, a tendency to development,

at first supematurally bestowed, must be consigned to the

cemetery of exploded theories. He speaks of it as follows:

"In whatever way formulated, or by whatever language

obscured, this ascription of organic evolution to some

aptitude naturally possessed by organisms, or miraculously

imposed upon them, is unphilosophical. It is one of those

explanations which explains nothing, a shaping of ignor-

ance into the semblance of knowledge. The cause assigned

is not a true cause. It is unrepresentable in thought,

one of those illegitimate symbolic conceptions, which cannot

by any mental process be elaborated into a true conception.

The assumption of persistent formative power, inherent in
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rganUms, and making them unfold into higher fonns, is

more tenable than that of special creations, differing

nly by the fusion of separate unknown processes into a

intinuous unknown process."

Natural Selection is thus, by its admirers, placed on

iie same level with the Newtonian law of gravitation. It

1 a true cause, in contrast to a mere hypothesis, a proved

asult of induction from all the known facts, and not a

lere g^ess, requiring the assumption of the past existence

f unknown and unproved phenomena exceeding a thou-

uidfold in amount all the facts that are really known.

<et us try to carry out the comparison thus suggested a

ittle further. Its true analogy, I believe, will be found

1 the vortices of Descartes, and not at all in the New-

anian law of gravitation.

First, the phrase, Natural Selection, is thus explained

nd defined by its author. "Every one knows what is

leant by such metaphorical expressions, and they are

Imost needful for brevity. It is diflScult to avoid per-

onifying Nature. But I mean by Nature the aggregate

ction and product of many laws, and by laws the sequence

f events, as ascertained by us."

If this definition be correct, the principle can have no

lossible claim to be a grand philosophical discovery. It

an include only a copious registration of the observed

sequence of events" that may form the raw materials of

ome theory hereafter to arise. The essence of the doc-

rine, however, does not consist in a registration of "ascer-

ained sequences," but in the free invention of conjectural

antecedences, through millions of years or ages, before

nan was bom, or experiments and observations could be

nade.

The theory, it is plain, involves several postulates of a
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very definite kind, apart from which it can have no mean-
xng whatever. The first of these is the existence of Life
and a groat variety and multitude of living things, as
a fact known by experience. Natural Selection does
nothmg to explain this, and leaves it as complete a mystery
a-t the common view of creation. The attempt of Mr
Spencer to throw light on it. by a new definition of life
only leaves the darkness as profound as before. The
second postulate is the fact of reproduction, or that
plants and animals produce other plants and animals like
themselves. This also is a result of experience on the
widest scale, and its simplest and most comprehensive
expression is found in the words of the creative fiat in
Genesis, "whose seed is in itself after its kind." This
fact also the new theory has to assume, but does nothing
to explain it. Natural Selection cannot move or stir one
step, till this double assumption has been made.

The thi^ postulate is partial variation. As a truth
of experience, it teaches that the offspring, vegetable or
animal, may vary considerably from the parents, but only
within certain specific limits. The new theory consiste
in the assertion or inference, that this variation has no
limit of species or kind, and the sole condition that it must
be very small in one single generation. This wide extension
of the law of variation has no single fact, certainly known
to confirm it, and is opposed by an immense mass of neca'
tivo evidence. It rests on conjecture and supposition
alone. A fourth postulate is the permanence of slight
variations, or that they can be transmitted from parents to
their offspnng. and progressively accumulate through
many thousands of generations. A fifth is the perma-
nency, for like intervals, or through immense periods, of
physical conditions, so that the same modifications are
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favourable to life, in each case, throughout a vast number
of descents from the origin of the race.

Let us iiow combine Mr Spencer's definition of Life

with Mr Darwin's of Natural Selection, to obtain the
exact nature of this newly discovered law, which is said to

be a "true cause," and to take in physiology the very
same place which is occupied in physics by Newton's
discovery of universal gravitation. It will run as fol-

lows:

"Every definite combination of heterogeneous changes,

limultaneous and successive, in correspondence with ex-

ternal coexistences and sequences, tends to generate other
lefinite combinations of heterogeneous changes, simulta-

leous and successive, also in correspondence with other

axd later coexistences and sequences; and the second
end to generate a third, and the third a fourth set of

lefinite combinations of heterogeneous changes, and so on,

ill the number of these successive sets of definite hetero-

[eneous changes, simultaneous and successive, amounts to

aany thousands, with the sole condition that each sequent
lefinite combination of heterogeneous changes shall difl\;r

rom the antecedent definite combination, by a variation

ery slight in amount, and in character wholly undefined."

'he formula is pronounced an adequate key to the expli-

ation of all the known facts of physiology, or the pro-

uction of millions on millions of individual plants and
Qimals, each with a structure of wonderful complexity

Old apparent skill, and ranged in a hundred thousand
ifferent species, none of which, or very few at the most,

re ever known to overpass the bounds which sever them
om each other. On the other hand, the ascription of

»eir origin to a Divine Author, creating parents of each
>ecies, with power to propagate after their own kind, is
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pronounced to be an unintelligible and illegitimate con-

ception, bom only in the dull, dark minds of aboriginal

men. The extreme hardihood of assertion, with which
the true character of the two hypotheses is interchanged,

is really gigantic and sublime.

The deHnitioa of Life in the Principles of Biology,

besides its own difficulties already stated, suggests many
others, when we combine it with Mr Darwin's definition of

Natural Selection. How can one definite combination of

changes, simultaneous and successive, breed another such

combination ? Why should the two be like each other at

all ? If alike at aJl, why are they not perfectly alike ?

How can a definite combination of changes struggle for

existence ? How can one definite combination of changes
be more favourable than a second to the existence of a
third combination, which is in correspondence with later

coexistences ? How can the aggregate action and product
of many sequences of events, ascertained by us, select for

itself an incomparably great number of intermediate and
transitional links between definite combinations of changes,

never seen by us or by mortal eyes, which occurred mil-

lions of years before there were human ears to hear of

them, or human eyes to observe them? All these unsolved

enigmas lie around the roots of this new theory, which
pretends to account for the birth and growth of the uni-

verse without a wise and intelligent Creator.

The theory may be submitted to a double test. As a
mere hypothesis, will it account for the facts it professes

to explain ? And again, are its conjectural facts, the in-

termediate links and forms of life which it requires, con-

sistent with the known and certain facts of science, or

excluded by them ?

„ First of all, Natural Selection plainly cannot account
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ir the derivation of any one existing species from any

iher such species. For both of them do exist, and, so far

I we know, have coexisted for more than four thousand

Mtrs. The lower species must thus have been as favour-

}Io as the higher to self-preservation and continuance,

here can have been no killing off of less favoured varie-

es, and survival of more favourable varieties, removed

f one step towards the second type. For the first type

cists side by side with the second, and has proved itself

lually successful in the great struggle for life. Hence
le motive power is entirely wanting, on which the whole

ficacy of the principle is assumed to depend.

Again, Natural Selection can never increase the num-
vc of original species. It requires, as its very condition

' working power, that a less happy species should pensh

id disappear, that a happier and better may be born,

ach step of the progress implies a dying out of more
iperfect forms that are successively left behind and ex-

re. Grant all its assumptions, and it might explain how
thousand species, ill constructed, like badly armed sol-

era, may be changed into a thousand others, better

[uipped for the struggle with death, their common foe.

ut it cannot explain how or why one species should vary

terally into a hundred forms.

Thirdly, Natural Selection, by the very definition, can

feet no change, unless each modified variety, in the long

iccession, is more healthy, more favourable to conservation

id propagation, than the one which it succeeds. Let A
icome Z by natural selection, passing through B, C, D,

B. in the courae of this progress. Then B must replace

, simply because it is more favourable to the birth and

'owth of new individuals, and must replace B for the

ce reason. A single decline or regression in healthiness,
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UHing that word in a large sense, would be fatal to the

whole series of changes. If any one intermediate link

were less favourable, less fit to sustain the life of the race,

than the one before it, the gulf between the extremes

could never be passed.

Natural Selection, again, can lead upward to no im-

proved species, unless the improved offspring, in every

stage, are somewhat more numerous than their parents.

Suppose the number barely equal, and the actual species

so numerous as to include ten thousand millions of indivi-

duals. One-tenth at least, we may suppose, will die or be

killed before the age of reproduction. In this case twenty

descents would reduce the number .tenfold, and in two

hundred descents the number would be reduced to one,

and its continuance would thus be impossible. But the

hypothesis requires in every change to a new species, at

the lowest, some hundreds of generations. Hence no such

change is conceivable, except under the condition named

above.

Fifthly, Natural Selection can account for no change

affecting a single organ or external feature, apart from the

rest, but only for such as imply increased healthiness, or

greater resistance of the plant or animal, as a whole, to

the inroads of death. If a race of dogs, for instance, run

faster by having longer legs than their fellows, there can

be no tendency to form a new species with this character,

if these longer legs occasion greater weakness, and make
the animal more liable to fatigue, exhaustion, and death.

Natural Selection cannot propagate a special colour in

birds, if either their fertility or average strength be les-

sened at the same time. It cannot account for any tend-

ency to leave one type and approach another, unless the

type forsaken be less healthy in its mean focm than at
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a or other of its extreme limits. Thus, if rabbits varied

the direction of longer legs and swifter running, at the

CO of a lessened power and skill in burrowing, and were

IB, on the whole, more exposed to danger than before,

) fact that greater speed is a protection, other things

ing the same, could never help them a single step, by

bural selection, to the Darwinian metamorphosis into

res.

Natural Selection, again, apart from creative design,

1 never account for ascent to higher forms of life, with-

t descent to lower. Variation, with no guide or aim,

ist be supposed to take place, almost equally, in all di-

itions. Some of the offspring will be larger, others

aller than the average, and each organ either smaller or

ger, when it varies from the normal size, or from the

indard of its parents. But ascent is usually harder than

scent, and in this case also it must surely be easier to

1 than to rise. No variation can issue, as wo have seen,

an improved species, unless at each stage the variant

spring are somewhat more numerous than the parents,

it if some rise above, as many or more will probably

tk below, the parental standard of vitality. It seems

as impossible that a vast animated system, even under

Q assumptions most favourable to the doctrine, could

er be produced, in ascending from the inferior limit, by

tural selection in any form.

Again, this principle could never give rise to any new

d variant species, unless it were supplemented by a doc-

ne of caste, ranging through the whole extent of the

imal and vegetable world. There must, at each step,

a virtual prohibition of marriage between variant and

n-variant individuals. In the absence of such a law,

e first va.riation must melt away and disappear in thQ
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second and third generations. The vital capital, acquired

by some favoured individuals, would melt into the com-
mon stock, and sen'e merely to repair the loss involved by

the pauperism and bankruptcy of others. The notion,

however, that insects, infinitesimally improved, would

only consent to pair with each other, is evidently absurd.

Once more, Natural Selection, if it could effect any

changes at all, must tend to evolve prolific species from

the more sterile, not the sterile from the more prolific. In

any species fecundity is the most direct and powerful

cause of its continuance and increase. Where it exisbi in

a high degree, it needs stem conditions, such as dearth of

food, or the spread of a rival species that preys upon it, to

. hinder excessive increase of numbers. Thus a slight in-

crease of mean fertility may serve to counterbalance and

outweigh secondary inferiority of several kinds. A variety,

quite sterile, must be extinct in one single generation.

The less fertile, compared with the more fertile, must

become extinct also, unless this contrast is balanced by

greatp- healthiness in the sterile class. But however pos-

sible this may be in special cases, on the large scale it is

incredible, and almost impossible. We cannot, without a

miracle, assume that, in ten thousand species, a decrease of

productive power and superior healthiness and increase of

vital energy go together.

It is plain that the higher quadrupeds are less fertile

than the lower, the elephant than the ox, the ox than the

sheep, the sheep than the rabbit, the eagle or ostrich than

the dove or the swallow. Mammals, as a class, are less

prolific than fishes, and even fishes than insects. The

conditions of healthy existence are more complex and va-

rious, as we mount higher in the scale of animated being.

The inference seems clear and unavoidable. Natural
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selection, the principle of survival of the fittest, can never

account for the production of insects from nnimalculeB,

lisbes from insects, birds or beasts from fishes, and among
birds and beasts, of tho higher kinds from the lower. It

nrould then have to reverse completely that law of

variation, on which its mighty efficacy is supposed to

iepend.

In the ninth place, Natural Selection, even when the

principle of variation without limit is allowed, could never

l^ive birth to any species, which merely maintains its own
place under a system of mutual checks and limitations.

Herbivorous animals are limited, not only by the sup-

ply of the kind of food which they require, but by the

»mivorou8 instincts of other species. These, in turn, are

imited by the amount of prey which they require, and

ihe difficulty of obtaining it. The theory requires us to

jelieve that every species has reached its actual form

ihrough ten thousand variations, each more favourable to

ts own existence than the one before it, less favourable

;han that which follows. Now the best of all barely sus-

ains itself, or does little more than sustain itself at a

onstant level, in the struggle for life. Yet tho theory

'equires us to believe that its ten thousand ancestral va-

ieties, each as we go backward less and less fitted for tho

itrife, have survived and flourished through myriads or

nillions of years. This seems plainly impossible. Under
ihe conditions which are essential to the theory, every

ransforming species, with only ^ very few possible ex-

leptions, must have perished long ago.

Lastly, Natural Selection can effect no birth of new

pecies, unless the long ages it requires for every trans-

brmation were free from all physical changes, either

rhoUy destructive or highly injurious to animal and vege>
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table lifo. Its principle is that of the alow, continual

accumulation of slight changes, beneficial to the life of the
Rpecics, and un( ^r nearly fixed conditions. But once let

the conditions alter, and all the previous steps will be lost.

Tho species, in adapting itself to the old conditions of

being, may have become less adapted than before to the
new onep. The great army of life is either entirely dis-

banded, or has to bo completely re-organized. But there

can be no act of parliament to refund the regulation

prices, which every species may have paid down, in many
steps of change, for its own promotion. The aristocracy

of tho burgher class, advanced one or two thousand steps

towards tho tea thousand required for a complete patent
of animal nobility, may bo swept away in a moment by a
flood, a volcanic outbreak, a stifling comctary mist. Only
a low proletariat of animalcules and zoophytes might then
survive, to work thoir toilsome way upward, through'fresh

millions of years, to the lofty mountain-tops of a verte-

brate existence.

The main expedient, on which the theory relies, to

make the transition from one species to another not
wholly incredible, is to divide it into infinitesimal parts,

and spread it over thousands or ten thousands of genera-
tions. But the diflSculty, thus lessened on one side, is

increased on the other. The series of changes is thus
almost certain to be broken, and its imaginary object

frustrated, by fatal and destructive changes in the
physical state of the earth in the long course of ten
thousands or even millions of years.

Natural Selection, therefore, even as an hypothesis,

is loaded with nine or ten conditions, which make it

wholly unfit to discharge the gigantic task assigned it,

and to account for the origin and continuance of hundred^
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ach perpetuating itself in successive generations, without
he pwaeiire or work of any intelligent Mind. It would
xplatn the vast multitude of known and experienced
Jflte, by inventing conjectural facts ten thousand times
Jure numerous, and still leaves the real phenomena, and
A own conjectural additions, equally unexplained. It
innot derive one existing species from another. There is

survival of the fittest, where both alike survive, and
le motive power to educe one from the other is thus
holly absent. Bears cannot have turned themselves
tto whales, by fishing in the water for insects through
iccessive generations ; for the conditions of existence
ave been equally favourable to both for many thousand
Bars. The development of rabbits into hares, penguins
ito ducks or albatrosses, mice into bats, titmice into
irikes, deer into long-necked girafies, and chimpanzeeH
gorillas into men, changes all suggested by Mr Darwin
his disciples, are excluded, to say nothing of other

lasons, by this condition alone. An able writer has
werved on the same hypothesis, when applied to pro-
ess in different kinds of bees ;—" Each bee of everj'

iriety gets on very well in its line of life. The Mellipona
)es not fail, and as far as we know, wants nothing, and
le humble-bee prospers everywhere. Where, then, was
le struggle for existence, or why was it necessary to
ncoct the new order of architects?" The humble-bee,
short, cannot have developed into the hive-bee by

e gradual accumulation of desires to construct hex-
[onal cells by trying to sweep equal imaginary spheres,
r Darwin's suggestion, nor by the like accumulation
instinctive desires in fertile males and females, to

oduce eggs breeding sterile females, to secure greater

B- 20
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advantages, in the struggle for life, of bee commonwealths
long after to come into being.

The ten thousand species of vertebrate animals, by
the theory, must ha^ e had a hundred millions of preceding

varieties, their own forerunners, in the ten thousand stipes

needed for their origin from some primordial form. All

these must have been distinct from each other, and from

the species now alive. All these hundred million varieties

must have been, in the cosmic sense, less healthy, less fit

to escape dangers, and preserve their race, than the ten

thousand species which now survive at the goal of this

long juumey. They need to have varied only upward,

when downward change is more easy, and the chances

seem to be infinite that variations would be both up and
down. They must have grown better suited for per-

manence as they grew less and less fertile, a result most

unlikely, and almost impossible. A strict rule of caste

must have prevailed among insects, fishes, birds, and
beasts. Animals, infinitesimally better suited to survive,

must have refused to couple with those infinitesimally

less advanced, through ten thousand generations....Each
variety, too, needs to have been less favourable to li£s

than its successor. This must have been true of the mice
whose wings were growing slowly, till they became bats,

or of the cow, horse, or giraffe, whose tails were develop-

ing to help them in the struggle for life. "Suppoee
at the end of a thousand years the tail had grown an
inch locg, it would avail little for the flagellation of

insects, nor can wn see how the slowly improving cow
or horse could by this slight change be helped in

the competition for existence. How did the pre-gazellee

and pre-antelopes escape the carnivorous animals, all

the time their legs were lengthening, and their powers
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f speed acc'imulating ? The middle passage, for all

ransforming animals, must be their struggle for exist-

Qoe, though not in the sense the theory intends."

The name of the theory is deceptive and untrue. It

peaks of selection, where there is no power or faculty

r choice. There is a verbal retention, to disguise a

eal exclusion, of mind or intelligence. Nature is said tit

lean "the aggregate action and product of many laws,"

nd these laws mean only "the sequence of events as

soertained by us." Yet we are told that this aggregate

otion and product of many laws "can act on every in-

jmal organ, and on the whole machinery of life." Man
elects only for his own good ; but the aggregate of

^uences " selects only for the good of the being which

le tends." Every selected character is fully examined
jr Nature, and placed "under well suited conditions of

fe." If she has to make the beak of a full-grown pigeon

3ry short for the bird's advantage, " the process of modi-
sation will be very slow." This choice by an aggregate

sequences, "if it be a true principle, will banish the

3lief in the continual creation of new organic beings." No
ifficulty is seen in this choice, where there is no one to

loose and nothing is chosen, by sequences of events, ages

jfore the object of the choice is attained, accumulating

iriations of instinct to any extent, that may be pro-

»ble to the vitality or longevity of insects or animals

distant, unborn generations. The Apostolic law of

ity, that the fathers should lay up for the children,

lus receives a marvellous extension to the lowest orders

life, and to palaeozoic ages of time. "I believe,"

r Dandn says, "that the hive-bee has acquired by

atural Selection (that is, by the choice of the aggregate

quences of eveuts ascertained by us), her inimitable archi-
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tectural powers." If feeble man can do much by hia
powers of artiBcial selection, he can see no limit to the
l>eauty and complexity of the co-adaptations, which may
be effected, in the long course of time, by the struggle of
living things to keep alive, and the dying oflf of those
which, for some reason or other, cannot live

!

In these reasonings it has been ansumed that
thousands of species of plants and animals do exist, and
have existed, as far back as human observation extends.
But if the doctrine of Natural Selection be true, the
existence of species at all is an impossibility and illusion.
There are individuals in countless numbers, giving birth
to other individuals. But the walls of partition, which
have always been held to sever species from each other,
fall flat, like the walls of Jericho, and wholly disappear
There are no fixed types, no lines of demarcation. The
change in four thousand years is so slight, only because
that interval is like a moment, compared with the vaM
ages in which the law of evolution is supposed to have
been stealthily and steadily at work. It does not appear
incredible, we are told, "that from some low and in-
termediate form, both animals and plants have been
tleveloped, and that all the organized beings which have
ever lived upon earth may have descended from some
one primordial fom '

On this hypothesis it has been remarked by an able
iinonynious writer, that "this primordial spore must
have been the most marvellous of all beings, to have
within itself the potential existences of all animals and
vegetables that were ever to be; to possess qualities
which were ultimately to expand into an elephant, a
whale, a palm tree, an eagle, a crab, a butterfly, and a
man. Therefore we may anxiously inquire—Whence came
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It ? Who, or what, were its parents ? How was it made ?

How did it acquire its double quality of animal and
iregetabls? In what way did the first springing com-
nence? The new spore had to stniggle with itself.

3r perhaps tho great Ancestor produced several modified

ipores, and thus the struggle began among the family,

rhe unimproved were exterminated, and an advanced
•ace began. A race of what ? History does not reveal,

rhen male and fema) had to be developed. Natural

Selection formed the two sexes, invented all the mysteries

>f reproduction, and set the world going, till the process

inished in man." (Darwinian Theory, pp. 1G5—167.)

The only consistent meaning of the doctrine, when
tripped of all metaphors, and exhibited in its naked
implicity, is that there must be a tendency in those

ndividuals to survive, and propagate their like, which
re the best adapted to live. Animalcules, whether
mosbse or hydras, multiplied until the world could hold

10 more. Then they struggled for life with each other,

n this conflict the survivors were larger and stronger

han those which perished, and developed thus into

iTorms and insects, fishes, birds, quadrupeds, and men.
Vorms strove to live, or strove that their descendants

light live. Thus, by force of instinctive desires, ac-

umulated from age to age, they became bees and
utterflies. Insects strove to live, or to grow healthier,

nd they thus became fishes, and fishes multiplied, and
ecame beasts or birds. The smaller quadrupeds improved

iiemaelves, till they became dogs, kine, elephants, or

lonkeys, and finally apes or monkeys gave birth to men.

The excuse offered for building a theory of the

niverse on a metaphor, that it is hard to avoid per-

)nifyicg, is very worthless. It proves only that a deep
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instinct of the mind, if it be violently repressed by falsely

pretended science, will assert itself in some other way.
If we shut out the living God, the Almighty Creator,
and frame a system of the universe from which the
thought of his power and wisdom shall be strictly
banished, some idol is sure to be set up in his stead,
whether by the old heathens, or by physical philo-
sophers in modem days. The old idols were stocks
cut from the living tree, or stones cut out from the
solid rock, and then shaped and hewn by art and man'«
device. The modern idol is just as lifeless. It is either
the "sequence of events ascertained by us," or a fixed,

invariablt amount of something called Force, which
means by turns motion, attraction, repulsion, oscillation,

instinct, sensation, thought. But this blind nothing, " the
secjuence of events," or this blind force, which pulls and
pushes for ever without any purpose or object except per-
petual change, is promoted by the new philosophy into
a wise, watchful, beneficent Power, presiding over all

events, and always on the watch, like a Moses, a Justinian,
or an Alfred, to ameliorate the working laws of the uni-
verse, and take advantage of all accidents, to improve and
benefit remote generations. It is a gaseous and elastic
goddess. Under the pressure of a hostile touch it con-
denses, and becomes a mere metaphor, an abbreviated
method, as misty and obscure as brief, of affirming that the
animals best fitted for life will live, and the less healthy
will die out and expire. But when the pressure is

removed, like the genie in the Arabian tale, she assumes
her proper shape, and dilates into a Titan goddess once
more. Her feet stand on the fossils of the Pre-adamite
earth, but her head is among the stars. Her tongue
"walketh through the heavens." By her own unaided
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jower she dispenses with God, and creates a universe.

Jbe claims, in her excellency, that there is none else

teside her, and that she sits as a queen over all the changes
i countless worlds.

I have now examined the chief doctrines, which, under
he name of First Principles, and the Philosophy of Evolu-
ion, are widely current in these days, have been held up

y some professed leaders of scientific progress for the

ossive acceptance of credulous disciples, and are said to

tind Nature itself in the bonds of fate to an extent before

inknown. I have proved them to be, from first to last, a
trange conglomerate of confusion of thought, error, and
elf-contradiction. The currency they have gained, and
lie high-sounding names under which they have been
romulgated, are a startling sign how easily men are

eceived, when they do not like to retain God in their

nowledge, and how readily they can adopt empty sophisms
} oracles of wisdom, which, when once touched by the
and of strict analysis, burst like bubbles and disappear,

he Doctrine of the Unknowable is a lower depth in

le scale of intellectual and spiritual darkness than the
Id Athenian idolatry. The Persistence of Force and the

idestructibility of Motion, when set up to replace the
ue and living God of the Bible, the Ahnighty Creator of

eaven and earth, will be found, on enquiry, to be still

leaner and more worthless than the old heathen idols of

ood and stone. One sentence of the word of God, in

le song of the heavenly elders, lays the foundation of a
liilosophy nobler and deeper than all the human counter-

its of these latter days.
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